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ABSTRACT

This thesis examinesthe developmentof the concept of individual and collective selfdefence as expressedin Article 51 of the UN Charter. In doing so, it will analyse the
attemptsto stretchthe scopeof the right of self-defencebeyond the limits allowed under
Article 51 and assesswhether such attemptshave undermined the Charter regime. The
concept of self-defenceis seenas part of a seriesof evolutionary attempts to limit the
horrors of war by formulating criteria for the legitimacy of armed force. This study
looks at the developmentsfrom the racial and religiously - motivated medieval concept
of "Just War", and the "defensive" Islamic concept of Jihad, through arbitration and
treaty betweensovereignstates,to the developmentof the legal doctrine of self-defence,
subject to the criteria of necessityand proportionality, establishedin the Caroline case.
The focus is on the modem developmentof the concept of self-defencein the UN era,
has developedwithin the context of a global collective security system.

However, the circumstancesof its drafting left Article 51 with a number of ambiguities
and inadequacies,which are explored with referenceto illustrative examplesfrom recent
history. Attention is drawn to the nature and scopeof the so-called "inherent right"; the
difficulties surrounding the definitions of "anned attack" and "aggression" as events
which activate the sight of self-defence;and the unforeseenburden placed on Article 51
as a result of the paralysingeffect of the Cold War on the collective security system.
A further developmentin recent yearshas been a trend to fit Article 51 to the scope of
the post-colonial, post-Cold War era, by attempting to enlarge it, both temporally and
spatially. The former leads to claims for various forms of anticipatory and retrospective
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defence;the latter to broaderconceptionsof the people, territory and governancesystem
to be defendedwhereby the legal framework of Article 51 is made subject to political
However
humanitarian
considerations.
well-intentioned, such trends would greatly
and
increasethe number of exceptionsto the prohibition in Article 2(4) and open the door to
Article
51
increasing
danger
thereby
the
the
provision
of
of threats to peaceand
misuse
security.

Clearly, the 1945 conception of self-defence is no longer adequateto deal with the
force
international
is
Article
51
the
of
relations.
must
change;
changing
question
do
it
can
so within the spirit of its nature as an "emergency" responsewith
whether
value especiallyto weaker and third world nations.
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INTRODUCTION

'fhe purpose of this thesis is to examine the developmentof the concept of individual
finds
self-defence
which
expressionin Article 51 of the UN Charter. In
and collective
doing so, this study will assesshow the right of self defence has been treated in
international
law
and what dangerslie aheadwhen this right is abusedand
contemporary
Char-ter
The
of the UN seeksto maintain a delicate balance between the
undermined.
principle of the prohibition on the use of force and the right of states to act in selfdefenceunder Article 51. This study aims to examinehow this delicatebalancehas been
disturbed
five
during
last
decadesof UN history. Although war has
the
or
maintained
existed as long as human society, numerous attempts have been made, throughout
history, to limit its horrors by formulating criteria for the legitimacy of the resort to war.
The first chapterof this thesis tracesearly efforts in this regard. It is shown how, in the
Middle Ages, racial and religious supremacywere the main legitimising factors of the
"Just War" in the West, while in the East, the theory of war focused on the essentially
defensive Islamic concept of Jihad. The latter concept is reviewed in some detail, in
terms of its aims, the authority which has the right to declare such a war, and its
development in modem times. After the Peace of Westphalia, international relations
were dominatedby the conceptof the sovereignstate.Recourseto war becamea matter
for determination of the sovereign, based on "policy", though some success was
achievedin averting wars by arbitration and treaty.
Chapter Two examinesthe developmentof efforts to limit the right of war in the 19th
and early 20th centuries, and the concomitant development of self-defence as a legal
doctrine which could be invoked to justify the use of force, only subject to certain
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criteria, notably those of necessity and proportionality. In this respect, a review is
presentedof the developmentof the right of self-defenceas a result of the Caroline case
of 1837. Considerationis also given to the role of the Leagueof Nations and the Pact of
Paris, and how they treatedthe use of force.
The tracing of thesedevelopmentsis followed, in ChapterThree, by a discussionof the
emergenceof the modem understandingof self-defence in the UN era, where it has
developed within the context of a global collective security system, though the
motivations to self-defenceand security actionsdiffer.
The drafting of Article 51 of the UN Charter was fraught with political complexity; the
formula that eventually emergedwas an attempt to fit regional security arrangements,
particularly the inter-American system,into the UN framework, though the Article was
moved from the chapter on regional security in order to make clear that such
arrangementswould be subject to Security Council control. The political circumstances
of its drafting left Article 51 with a number of ambiguities and inadequacieswhich are
explored in the remaining chaptersof the thesis, drawing on illustrative examplesfrom
recenthistory.
Chapter Four considers the nature and scope of the so-called "inherent right" of selfdefence, with particular reference to the interpretation of Article 51, which
paradoxically appearsboth to enlarge and restrict the right of self-defence;and to the
dilemma surroundingthe definitions of "armed attack" and "aggression" as prerequisites
for determining the point at which the self-defenceright is activated. Consideration is
given to the developmentof the definition of aggression,from the first attempts at the
time of the Leagueof Nations, to the GeneralAssembly Resolution (3314) of December
14,1974. An attempt is made to analyse that resolution, to clarify what constitutes
aggression, and therefore could invoke the right of self-defence. Moreover,
5

is
consideration given to the role of the Security Council, and its relation with Article
51.

Although Article 51 can be said to have been fraught with ambiguity from the outset,
the difficulties were compounded when the stalemate of the Cold War era largely
leaving
Article
51 as the major avenuethrough
the
collective
security
system,
paralysed
intended
for
collective security might be pursued, and a frequently cited
which measures
basis for actions which, from another perspective, might be deemed aggressive. In
Chapter Five, the Berlin blockade of 1948, the Cuban Missile Crisis and the Vietnam
War are analysedto show how, during the Cold War, the concept of self-defencewas
by
interest.
justify
in
the
to
taken
their
superpowers
actions
misused
political
Also of concernare trends in recent years to attempt to enlarge the scopeof Article 51,
in ways which would greatly increasethe number of exceptions to the prohibition in
Article 2(4) and thereby increase the danger of threats to peace and security. These
include the extension of the self-defenceright, fonvard and backward in time, to create
the conceptsof anticipatory and retrospectivedefence.Chapter Six examinesthe nature
of pre-emptive and protective self-defence, showing the tension between the logical
need, in an age of nuclear weapons,to allow a state to take defensive action before a
fatal blow is received, and the need to uphold the intention of the Charter, particularly
when volatile political situations in someparts of the world make questionsof intention
and readinessfor aggressionvery difficult to resolve.
ChapterSevenconsidersthe possibility of extending the self-defenceright backwardsin
time. A distinction is drawn between reprisal and self-defence, and the associated
dilemma of effectivenessversus proportionality is considered. In consequenceof the
engagementor overlap between the right of self-defenceand reprisal, it is easy for any
state to claim to be exercising the right of self-defenceunder Article 51, in respect of
6

in
be
is
This
action,
although
such
action
may
military
reality
a
reprisal
action.
any
happened
in
1986,
US
launched
in
Libya,
the
when
what
air
raids
against
exactly
for
had
in
discussed
Europe.
Also
US
taken
the
attacks
which
place
are
retaliation
in
Iraq
1993,
American
on
an
attacks
responseto the attempt to assassinatethe
missile
fonner US president George Bush, in Kuwait. Another reprisal action was taken
in
in
by
US
1998,
Afghanistan
Sudan,
the
against
and
responseto attacks
conducted
in
Africa.
These
US
embassies
reprisal actions are considered to see their
against
relation with the right of self-defence.
in the case of regular self-defence, a distinction is drawn between backward selfdefence,in respectof an infiingement occurring at a time when the victim state was too
invoked
to
and
self-defence,
when the political, social and
respond,
remedial
weak
economic situation resulting from a past event is consideredso oppressiveas to amount
to an ongoing aggression.

In Chapter Eight, constitutes an attempt to clarify the aims of self-defence, from
population, the territory, and finally to the state,together with the logic by which these
are viewed as values to be defended. In connection with population, it is considered
fall
intervention
humanitarian
operations
within the concept of selfwhether rescueand
defence.The defenceof territory, as a fundamentalcomponentof statehood,is explored
with referenceto border defence,forward defence,and border problems. The state as an
object of defence is discussedwith reference to the issues of state and government,
in
imperial
dispute
collective selfright
states, and regimes'
separatedstates,
states,
defence.In this regard, important inferencesregarding armed attack and collective selfdefenceare drawn from the Nicaraguacase.
The thesis concludes by highlighting some significant themes emerging from the
analysis and speculating on the future of Article 51 in a multipolar world.
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CHAPTER ONE

HISTORICAL RESTRAINTS UPON AGGRESSION

Although war has existed as long as human society, and has often been regardedas an
inevitable concomitant of human nature, equally there have, since early times, been
limit
horrors
by
it
in
to
the
the
circumstances
may
of
war,
restricting
which
attempts
be
fought, and laying down rules for the conduct of the fighting. In the Middle
rightfully
Ages, Christianity and philosophy were invoked to develop a concept of Just War, in
which racial (Greek) and religious (Christian) supremacywere the main legitimising
factors. In this chapter,the ideas of the main philosophersin the field of Just War, will
be reviewed. The secondpart of the chapterwill deal with the Islamic concept of Jihad;
consideration will be given to its motives; the authority for declaring Jihad; the
principles of Jihad; Jihad as non-warfare and, finally, the status of Jihad in modem
times. Subsequently,the period of the beginning of the early modem era, and the
attemptsto control or limit the use of force, especiallyin the Hague PeaceConferenceof
1899,1907 and the Bryan Arbitration Treaties,will be considered.

Ideas ofJttst War

Theories of Just War have historically been used to justify warfare on judicial, moral,
and esPecially religious grounds. Religion has often served to motivate and justify war.
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Religion and politics were mixed together during the Middle Ages, forming a rather
distorted model of "Christian" morality and doctrine according to the needs of the
1
European
Church and the
stateorganisations. In the Christian thought, two types of war
2
Holy
War and the Just War.
had been seenaspennissible; the
The first was fought for religious ideals, supposedlyto establishthe kingdom of God on
in
War
Crusades,
Holy
the
The
seen
was
which were presentedwithin the scope
earth.
duty
during
destruction
theocratic
the
of
society
as
a
which
violence,
of
view
positive
of
hand,
force
legitimised.
The
the
the
on
other
the enemy, and
secondwas,
use of
were
fought on public authority for more mundane objectives such as defence of territory,
It
in
tended to
to
goals.
concrete
political
an
attempt
achieve
more
and
rights
persons
limit the incidence of violence by codes of right conduct and other humanitarian
lacking
in
Holy
in
its
both
the
thejus
terms
were
which
and
under
armortim,
restraints
War. The distinction betweenthem was difficult to draw in theory as well as in practice.
The concepts of Just and HolY War overlapped and encompassedboth religious and
political goals; in the heart of the war, soldiers becamemore and more convinced of the
"holiness" of the war they were fighting. The conceptof the Holy War and the Crusades
was consideredas a part of the generalmedieval debateon the right to war rather than
3
independent
an
phenomenon.
Before going fonvard, one has to point out that the underlying philosophies are in a way
related to each other. Plato's ideas influenced Saint Augustine and after they were
rediscovered,the works of Aristotle influenced Saint Thomas Aquinas, in addition, of
course, to the essenceof the Catholic theory of society and the state. Saint Thomas

. Michael Walzer, Against 'Realism', In: Jean Bethke Elshtain, Just Mar Theory, (Oxford: Blackwell,
1992),p. 4548. The just war theory has receivedwidespreadacceptanceboth -withinWestern culture and
in the international community as a meansby which a war may be determinedto be justified or not.
2JoanD. Tooke, TheJust Mar in Aquinas
and Grothis, (London: S.P.C.K, 1965), p. 1-5.
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Aquinas fused Aristotle's Politics with the teaching of Saint Augustine's City of God

and furnished his brother Dominicans with a close and literal translation of Politics into
Latin, so that Aristotle's thought and books shaped the doctrines of law and politics
throughout the Middle Ages and aftenvards, that the laxv is the true sovereign and
governmentsare servantsof law are the main principles that governed the theories of
Just War. Aristotle was brought to life on the general current of European political
4
he
has
been
ingredient.
thought, of which
always
an
The spirit of law is philosophy. Aristotle servesas the best illustration of this claim; his
5

ideas are still inspiring law scholarsand thinkers. His works traced and influenced the
his
Greece,
Hellenic
In
thinkers
thought
the
of
age
all
afterwards.
of almost
political
warfare was considered a normal form of conflict between different peoples. It was
Aristotle who coined the tenn Just War, applying it to wars waged by Hellenes against

lawful
fair
barbarians.
War
Just
or
and equal.
mean
could
non-Hellenic peoples or
Justice for him was the establishmentof a kind of proportion. Proportion here is to be
his
book,
In
Pythagorean
Platonic
the
tenn
notion of reciprocity.
opposing
seen as a
6,
Politics, Aristotle saxvwar as a natural forra of acquisition belonging to the nature of
things, an instanceof the nonnal rule of superiorsover inferiors, in other words the rule
that extended the rule of the Hellenes over the barbariansand enslavedthem and this
just.
seen
as
naturally
was
Men should go to war only to prevent their own enslavement,that is, in self-defence.
Consequently,war was not an end in itself but a means to reach such higher goals as

3 Frederick H. Russell, The Just Mar In The Middle Ages, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1975),p. 131-39.
4 Ibid.
5John Ferguson,Aristotle, (New York: Twayne Publishers,1972),p. 13.
6 David William Ross,Aristotle, (London: Methuen, 1923),p. 214.
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7.
peace,glory and strength When defencewas justified, any meansof defencewas licit.
Wars were basedon soldiers' ability to fight and they enjoyed a high position in society,
they formed a distinct community to securevictory. Superiority of numbers,strength of
allies and skilful leadership were the key componentsthat could secure victory. The
soldiers' courage,justice and nobility were the most laudabIC8.War for Aristotle was
only a meansto achievemoral endsof justice and peace;it was destinedto fail if it was
transformed into an end. His concept of Just War was more moral and abstract rather
than juridical in application. It was not, hence,a subject of demonstrationin the court of
law. For him, war had a mission that consisted of civilising the barbarians and
preserving the natural social order and enslaving those non-Hellenes to serve as "an
instrument for the conduct of life", an instrument not of production but of action.
Slavery was a natural distinction betweenmen to make some strong to work and others
fit for political life9. Aristotle's views influenced the medieval theories and doctrines

about politics and society. In the earlier middle agesAristotle's works were lost to the
West and thinkers such as Saint Augustine of Hippo relied instead upon Plato. His
works were preserved,however, in the Arab World and eventually returned to western
knowledge and heavily influenced, for example,Saint ThomasAquinas.
Before tackling Saint Augustine's views on Just War, one has to mention Rome's
fundamentalcontribution to the Just War which was the developmentof the concept of
Just causes.For Cicero, wars should be won by virtue and courage rather than base,
infamous or treacherousmeans.10He held that the use of force wasjustifiable only when

7 Aristotle, ThePolitics, trans.by CarnesLord, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), p. 1,7,1255
a, 3-1255 b, 3.
8 Ibid, 7,2,133 1a, 14-19.
9 Ross,p. 240-241.
10 Tullius Cicero, De Officiciis, book III, ed. by Hubert Ashton Holden, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1949), p. 86-87. The Ancient Roman Republic had a law of just war, the Jus Fetiale,
which may be seen as the earliestjudicial expressionof such ideas, for all its faults in application. See
also, G.I. A. D Draper, "The Origins of Just War Traditions," (New Black-Friars46,1964-65), p. 82

the war was declared by an appropriategovernmental authority acting within specific
'
I
limits. For Cicero, the ability to wage war restedwith the state,and the statealone and
could be lawfully waged only "after an official demand for satisfaction has been
12
has
been
formal
declaration
"
submitted or warning
given and a
made. In addition,
Cicero also proposed the existence of a universal norm for human behaviour which
transcendedthe laws of individual nations and governed their relations with each
13
other. Cicero's belief in this universal nonn was groundedin his view that there was a
huniani generis societas, a "society of mankind [sic] rather than of states.,,14This view
of universal standardof behaviour for nation-stateswhich exists outside of promulgated
laxv would have a profound impact on later just war theorists, particularly on Hugo
Grotius. Moreover, Cicero consideredfaith and honour should be maintained even with
Romes enemies. His principles of right conduct of warfare were employed by later

Christian writers.
Grotius was a 16th century Dutch Protestantwho is sometimesreferred to as the father
15
international
law.
Grotius, who lived in the aften-nathof the brutal Thirty-Years
of
War in Europe, wrote extensively on the right of nations to use force in self-defencein
his book Jure Belli ac Pacis (On the Rights of War and Peace).16It was largely Grotius
who secularisedjust war theory, making the theory more acceptablefor the age of the
Enlightenment. For Grotius, a war is just if there basic criteria were met: the danger
faced by the nation is immediate; the force used is necessaryto adequatelydefend the

11See David J. Bederman,"Reception of the Classical Tradition in International Law: Grotius' De Jure
Belli Ac Pacis," ( Emory International Law Review 10,1996), p. 1; 31-32
12Ibid.
13Ibid, p. 6-7.
14Ibid.
15Ibid, p. 1.
16Ibid.
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nation's interests; and the use of force is proportionate to the threatened danger.17
Grotius grounded his agreementwith Cicero's notion of the need for a declaration of
war in the natural law, and also arguedthat the purpose of just war theory is to provide
"succor and protection for the sick and wounded in war, combatants and civilians
alike."18For Grotius, it is not necessaryto prove just war theory by consulting with any
19
laws
Europe,
the
of
established
of the nations of
or their customs.
According to Origen, "Christians should also be fighting as priests and worshippers of
God, keeping their right handspure." Christianity had becomethe official religion of the
state in the fourth century, following the so-called "Peace of the Church" under
Constantinethe Great in 312, exercising power and influence through the institution of
the church. The church paid for this position by compromising the purity of some of her
ideals, particularly pacifism according to the teaching of Jesus ChriSt.20 It was Saint
Augustine, who first establishedthe Christian doctrine with regardto the conceptof Just
War. He gave scant considerationto a war of defence.Presumablyhe took it for granted
that such a war was immediately and obviously justifiable and even obligatory. He
neither seriously doubted the permissibility of war in itself, nor was he shockedby its
intrinsic evil although he did not ignore its inherent horrors. A Just War of aggression,
however, must be carried on by authority of the prince and must have both a just cause
and a right intention. Saint Augustine emphasisedthat a war inspired by a wrong spirit
21
but
brigandage.
Apart from the direct command of God, an
was not really a war
a
injustice or a wrong causedby the enemyis the only sufficient justification of war. One

17SeeZiyad Motala and David T. ButleRitchie, "Self-Defence In International Law, the United Nations,
and the Bosnian Conflict, (University ofPittsburgh Law Review 75,1995), p. 10.
's B ederman,"Reception of the ClassicalTradition in International La-%v:
Grotius' De Jure Belli Ac Pacis,"
p. 32.
19Ibid.
20Hilaire McCoubrey, Ideas ofJust Mar in the Christian tradition, chapter111,
unpublished.
21De SolagesBruno, La 77ieologieDe La Guerre Juste: GeneseEt Orientation, (Desclee De Brouwer:
Paris, 1946), p. 41-2.
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example of such an injury which Saint Augustine gave was that of the refusal of the
Amorites to allow free passage through their territory to the Israelites. He accepted

punishment as an important element in the Just War. However, although the only
justification of war for Saint Augustine - an injustice or wrong in the part of the enemyimply
to
the right of punishment,and in spite of Augustine's acceptanceof
seem
would
war as a meansemployed by God to chastiseand punish the just as well as the unjust,
this element is not centrally necessaryto Augustine and he was more concernedwith
defending and maintaining the objective order of justice than Nvithan analysis of, and
for,
the subjective spiritual issues. The fact that Saint Augustine found a just
ruling
causeof war in the refusal to restoreproperty unjustly stolen and his whole concern for
love and order appearto prove this.22The fact that Saint Augustine certainly insisted on
23
in
his
war as a meansof restoring order and of achieving peace
writings is due to the
precise relation between the actual horrors of war and his aim for peace,although his
frequent referencesto peacein the midst of war must seemcontradictory and unrealistic.
War is fought for the sake of peace, but there is no recognition of the inherent
contradictionsin such a proposition.
Saint Augustine combined Roman and Judaeo-Christianelementsin a mode of thought
that was to influence all the theories of war throughout the Middle Ages and onwards.
The Just War served to reconcile the evangelical precepts of patience and the pacific
24
legal
Roman
tendenciesof the early church with
notions. Augustine arguesin Contra
Faustum Manichaenz that the real evils in war were not war itself but the love of
violence and cruelty, greed and dominant libido or lust for rule that so often
accompaniedit. Inspired by the Old Testament,he argued that, by divine judgement,

22Robert Willem Regout,La Doctrine De La Guerre Juste De SaintAugusline Nos Jours: Dapres Les
a
77icologienset Les CononistesCatholiques,(Paris: A. Pedone1934),p. 44.
23JeanBethke Elshtain,Just Mar 77wory,(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1992), 11-14.
p.
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for
peoples
sins and crimes, even thoseunrelatedto the war. When tackling
wars pushed
the conceptof Just War in the light of Saint Augustine's views one has to put in his/her
mind the Platonic theory that had servedas the basic pillar for his analysis;the logic was
his
by
postulateson the abstractconceptof the City of God or the Heavenly City.
shaped
The frequent referencesto the Old and the New Testamentprovided Augustine with a
means of defeating the doctrinaire pacifism of the Manichean heresy and also with
guidance to contemporaryChristians who still harbouredsuspicion of war and military
service. He saw in Moses' wars a just and righteous retribution, and compared the
punishment of unwilling souls to that of the loving father of his child. He perceived
"resist not evil" (Matt 5:39) and the commandto "turn the other cheek" (Luke 6: 29) as
referring to the inward disposition of the heart rather than the outward deed. Patience
benevolence
did
and
not always contradict with the infliction of physical punishment,
for when Moses put sinnersto death he was motivated not only by cruelty but by love.
Augustine's distinction betweenthe inward disposition of the heart and the outward acts
was accepted without serious question in the Middle Ages, as well as his claim to
reconcile war and the New Testament. Since his ethics and his whole philosophical
ideas were based on the intention rather than the normative hostile act it was justified
and motivated by one of the most important touchstones of his thought "charity".
Warfare had becomewith Saint Augustine necessary,rather than inherently sinful.
Saint Augustine denied the use of physical violence to private persons; a private
Christian could not kill an attacker in self-defence,for that could entail hatred and loss
of love, one of the basic ideals around which his philosophy pivoted. Saint Augustine, a
had
in
Christianity
thinker
colouring
with the
succeeded
neo-Platonic
par excellence
motive of establishingpeace,in which importance was accordedto the right intention:

24Regout,p. 38-44.
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Just War was fought for the sakeof peaceand carried out with mercy. It was a necessary
act compatible with love and charity, a war that punishesaswell as rewards.
In the end, Saint Augustine's ideas on Just War were mainly inspired by the Greek
philosophers' theoriesthat saw war as necessaryfor defending and preservingpeaceand
good order. He was also influenced by the Islamic philosophy, as well as a great
apologist of the Christian Catholic Church at the time Nvhenit hadjust allied itself to the
state and his acceptanceand theories of Just War could be considered as a defence
againstthe chargesthat pacific Christianity had been responsiblefor the downfall of the
Roman Empire.

Natural law so permeatesthe political and ethical thinking of Aquinas that little is to be
gained from considering what be wrote on war without examining his understandingof
it. Space forbids a full examination of his legal philosophy, but broadly speaking, he
believed that ideally man has an innate understandingof moral and divine laws and
principles which were implicit in his whole make-up and which should govern his
conduct. Theselaws were imprinted in his very being and in the very construction of his
mind and by them he was taught what he ought to do in the personal,social and political
25
idea
God
law.
sectors,
was said to commandthe whole
of natural
This idea was first expressedexplicitly as a doctrine by the Greeks,-particularly by the
Stoics, and from them it passedinto the Roman legal thought. Later it was found in the
Church Fathers,the Canonists,and the theological writers of the early middle ages.One
of the most famous statementsof the Stoic view of natural law was made by Cicero,
who wrote:
"The law is right reason in agreementwith nature; it is of universal application, unchanging and
everlasting;it summonsto duty by its commandsand avert from wrongdoing by its prohibitions"26

25Brian Davis, The Thought of 7homasAquinas, (Oxford: ClarendonPress,1992), 6-7.
p.

26Tullius Cicero,De Republica:De Legibus/ trans.by C. W. Keyes,(London:Heinemann,1928),p. 33.
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In his book, The SecondDivision of the SecondPart of the SummaTheologica,Aquinas
dealt with war as one of the sins contrary to charity and peace.In his book, Aquinas was
putting practical theology in its full theological context in the order to which he
belonged.27He first considereddiscord an inward sin; secondlyhe viewed contention as
a sin of the tongue, and finally those sins which result in actions such as schism,
in
itself,
discussed
Aquinas
the
war
war
and
seduction
as
sinful.
quarrelling,
circumstancesunder which it can be justifiable, the questionsof whether or not clerics
last
but
lay
in
fight,
it
lawful
for
belligerents
if
to
war
and,
not
ambushes
was
should
least, whether fighting on Holy days was pennissible. Objections against the justice or
in
dealt
in
in
itself
Holy
Scripture,
thosetexts:
the
were
righteousnessof war

"All who take the sword die by the sword.9ý28

29
"Do not set yourself against the manwho wrongs YOU.,,
"Justice is mine says the Lord, I will repay. ', 30

Aquinas argued against pacifist interpretationsof those three statementsor commands
by quoting Saint Augustine's argumentthat John the Baptist would have counselledthe
had
been
if
to
throw
their
warfare
altogether
away
arms and give up soldiering
soldiers
be
instead
to
Gospel,
them
the
teaching
the
of recommending
of
essentially against
formulate
do
To
to
their
a convincing argument
no violence.
pay and
content with
Aquinas focusedhis objectionsin three conditions:
1. Right authority.
2. Sufficient cause.
3. Right intention.

27

Ibid., p. 155.

28Ae New English Bible, New Testament, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1961), Matt. 26.52.
29Matt. 5.39.
30

Rom. 12.19.
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Here again, he intensively quoted Saint Augustine 31 and echoed his reasoning that to

take the sword meant only to take it unlawfully but that to use it in obedience to the
32
just
proper and appropriate authority of a sovereign prince was
and not sinful.
Following his argument,which was originally formulated by S. Augustine, even where
the sword was wrongly taken, the opportunity of repentancemay intervene between the
sin and its punishment, which was the natural death of any such sinners, was not
necessarilydeathby a literal sword but spiritual deathby a sort of a spiritual sword. The
right authority was a key condition for Just War. No private person has the right to
assembletroops and declare a war; a public person can, even without any superior
human authority, here recourseto the sword if he be truly inspired by a zeal of justice;
his authority, here, comesfrom God. Such authority was very limited, and dependenton
identical
definition
Thomas
Aquinas'
Just
War
to that
almost
cause.
of
was
a righteous
of S. Augustine:
"A just Nvaris Nvontto be described as one that avenges wrongs, Nvhena nation or a state has to be
punished for refusing to make amends for the wrongs inflicted by its subjects, or to restore what
33
Nvassecede unjUStly.,,

Actions of just war were intended to bring about the common good for either the
community or for those against whom one was fighting and the command of nonbe
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31Frederick H. Russell, 77ieJust Mar in the MiddleAges. p. 259.
32Ibid., p. 260.
33Frederick CharlesCopleston,Aquinas, (Hannondsworth:Penguin, 1975), p. 22. Seealso, Aquinas, eds.
by John Dunn and Ian Harris (Cheltenham:Edward Elgar, 1997),p. 61-67.
34Ibid., p. 270.
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false peaceand claimed that JesusChrist cameto establishthe true peace35and war can
be transformed into peace by the spirit in which it is fought; in the same way, the
absence of war can be evil under some circumstances.Again, Aquinas' process of
argument echoed St. Augustine. Wars' horrors can be redeemedby good intention.
Peace, security, punishment of evildoers, and helping good people, were essential
preconditions to a just war. A wicked intention can render a just cause unjust. His
objection againstthe participation of clerics in warfare was basedon his conviction that
those personshad a particular vocation, a uniquely spiritual mission, such that even the
urgency of defending one's life did not justify them in fighting. Military activity could
prevent them from their proper duty at a time when it was proper to pray for victory and
contemplate God in peace and fight with spiritual weapons. Saint Paul's words, "the
weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty through God", were made to apply
only to clerics as "no man, being a soldier to God, entangleth himself with secular
36
,,
business.

The word "soldier" was seen as purely metaphorical and clerics were supposed to
encouragetheir friends to fight materially by absolving them from their sins, praying for
victory and using their divine position, as had done the priests of Joshua,who were at
the forefront of the march only for the purposeof blowing their sacredtrumpets (Josh. 6.
4). Aquinas acknowledgedthe fact that there is something essentiallyunchristian in the
shedding of blood, even in a just war cause, since shedding blood is completely
incompatible with the administration of the sacramentof Christ's body and blood: "It is
altogether unlawful for clerics to fight becausewar is directed to shedding of blood."
37
by
laying
Aquinas consideredwhether it was lawful to deceive the enemy
ambushes

35Matt. 10.34.
362 Tim. 2.4.

37Russell,p. 271.
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since deception and lies appear to be opposed to the virtue of faithfulness. Here,
Aquinas made a distinction between deliberate and explicit deceit expressed in an
external deed, such as a lie or the breaking of a promise. For him, ambushwas nothing
more than "concealmentof plan." Though he mentioned St. Augustine's referenceto the
command of the Lord to Joshuato lay ambushes,he opted for a more strict view and
understanding;he followed Jesus' warning that we ought not to give that which is holy
38

to dogs.

Fighting on holy days is another issue Aquinas tackled in his book. Objections were
mainly derived from the old Testament's attitude to the Sabbath. The most obvious
scriptural evidence against this attitude was that Jesus himself healed a man on the
Sabbathfor the good end of safeguardingthe common good; there was no objection to
that. Monscigneur De Solages criticised Aquinas in the beginning of his book "La
Theologie De La Guen-e Juste"39 and acknowledged the importance of his book

"Summa Theologica" with regard to his views on war. I have tried to summarise the
main points he raised in three points:
1. War for T. Aquinas related to natural virtue such as justice, rather than to a
supernaturalvirtue, such as charity. He did not mention charity, even en passant, but
mentionedjustice thirteen times.
2. War was seenas an individual, subjective, religious problem in the assumptionof a
clear distinction betweenobjective and social justice and subjective individual morality,
though Monseigneur De Solagesclaims that the distinction tends to be vague and dim
rather than clear and evident.

38Matt. 7.6.
39De Solages,

p. 9-17-18-3 1.
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3. One of Saint Thomas Aquinas' milestones in the concept of just war is the fulfilment
of a right intention. Monseigneur De Solages claims that right intention is a relative,

changingterm, and its alteration is possible.
Another common complaint that applies to all Aquinas' views and ideas is the abstract
and impersonal style. He never identified nor argued on the nature of the prince's
authority. He saw it as deriving directly from God, which was, or is not, always the case.
He never related the question of war to the universe, the world or even Christendom,
ignoring in a way the church's growing effect to reduceand prevent a war. It is clear that
Aquinas perceivedwar from a religious and subjective and social viewpoint. 'To criticise
Aquinas one has to remember that he was influenced by the idealistic views of the
Greek metaphysiciansand theologians, mainly Aristotle, Plato and Saint Augustine,
whom he quotedoften, without even acknowledgement.
To assessthe theories of just war, we have to seeif they have really limited wars more
than they encouraged them. The jus ad bellum is acknowledged by the three
philosophers.They are equippedwith such penetratinglogic as to look for a doctrine of
preventive war. Despite their platonic background they acknowledgedthe necessity of
wars as part of our human nature. This avant garde attitude enabledthem to study war
as a human natural phenomenonrooted in our psyche and soul and to try to limit its
atrocities, theorising certain preconditions to its inevitability. We should never study
thosephilosophersindependentlyfrom the historical and political era they lived in. War,
for them, is only necessaryif it will securepeace,punish evildoers and protect ideals,
such as justice, peace,security, democracyagainstinvaders. They all view the defence
of the patria, the sovereignty of the law, the battle against lust, greed and cruelty
primary causesfor just wars. They wanted to reduce the possibility of waging wars.
Despite the importance of their ideas in shaping and influencing political and juridical
21

thought and the spirit of modem international law, religious and racial supremacyhas
served as the main legitimising factor for the concept of the Just War. Their judgement
in this respect could not representa comprehensivepractical political view since Greek
have
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thought.
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only
convincing
angle
supremacyor
to point out at the end of this part that Saint Augustine and Thomas Aquinas were
deeply influenced by the Islamic philosophy which was deeply shapedin its turn by the
Greek one, mainly Plato and Aristotle. The processof legitimising wars comes out of
necessity.The philosophersof the medieval Europewanted as part of the political scene
to defend their territories againstthe growing threat of the Islamic Army that controlled
South Europe.

TheIslamic ConceptofJiliad

By the seventh century, Islam appearedin the Arabian peninsula. The new religion
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Islamic Empire which extendedfrom the Atlantic to the Pacific. A similar concept to
that of the Christian just war is to be found in the Muslim legal theory of war, the
"Islande concept of Xhad'. The term Jihad is derived from the verb jahada (abstract
literally
Jihad
himself';
"he
juhd)
means
consequently,
exerted
which means
noun
but
this
"Holy
is
Jihad
translated
war",
or
religious
as
commonly
exertion or striving.
41
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exact.

40Murad Hofmann, Islam: 77zeAlternative, (GarnetPublishing Reading:Glasgow, 1993),p. 1-5.
41 SeeTofiq Ali Wahib, TheMad in Islam, (Saudi Arabia: Jeddab,1980),p. 13.
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)42
in
Allah'
the cause of
exertion of one's power to the utmost of one's capacity
to
and
,

"spread of the belief in Allah and in making His word supremeover this world" 43
.
"Jihad in the technologyof law is usedfor expendingability and power in fighting in the
44
by
life,
God
path of
meansof
property, tongue and other than these". According to this
concept, a Muslim "may fulfil his Rhad obligation: by his heart; his tongue; his hand;
45
by
and sword". It is important to mention here, that the conceptof Jihad does not only
connote a holy or religious war; but the holy war constitutes one of its important
46
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meaning a resort to holy war in the path of Allah (God), was imposed upon Muslims by
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their
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The Holy Qur'an says:

"Allah hath purchasedof the Believers Their personsand their goods; For theirs (in return) Is the
Gardan (of Paradise):They fight in His Cause,And slay and are slain: A promise binding on Him
In Truth, through the Torah, The Gospel, and the Qur'an: And who is more faithful To his
Covenant than Allah? Then rejoice in the bargain Which ye have concluded: That is the
achievementsupreme."48

The motivation for a Muslim believer in fighting a war of Jihad is the word of God that
eachsoldier dying in a Jihad fighting becomea Shahid (martyr). A Shahid in the path of
God is promised a place in heaven.The Our'an says:

42SeeMajid Khadduri, Mar and Peace in the Law qfIslani, (The JohnsHopkins Press:Baltimore, 1955),
p. 55. The term "jahada" (he exerted himself) and all other terms derived from it, have been mentioned
forty times in the Holy Qur'an. Reviewing the Holy Qur'an proves that the term "Fi SabeelAllah" (In the
way of Allah) has been attachedto Jihad or "qitar, (Fighting) thirty two times. The Holy Qur'an says:
"And strive in His causeAs ye ought to strive, (With sincerity and under discipline), The Holy Qur'an:
Al-Madinah Al-Munawarah: Saudi Arabia (1998), surat:Al-Hajj: 22: 78. And the Qur'an says:"But those
4.
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Ibid.
44MohammedHamidullah, Muslim Conduct ofState, (Lahore: Pakistan, 1977), p. 150.
45Khadduri, p. 56.
46ReuvenFirestone,Xhad: 77zeOrigin ofHoly Mar in Islam, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), p.
13-16.
47Sunnahor the Hadilh compriseswhat the Prophetsaid, did, or tolerated.
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"Those xvhobelieve, and emigrate And strive Nvithmight And main, in Allah's cause,With their
goods and their persons,Have the highestrank In the sight of Allah: They are the people Who Nvill
achieve (salvation)."49"Their Lord doth give them Glad tidings of a Mercy From Himself, of His
50
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Also, Jihad as meaning a Holy war was permitted by Muslim Sunnah. In this
connection,the ProphetMohammedis reportedto have said:
"Every prophet had some profession (for livehood), and my profession is Jihad; and in fact my
, 51
meansof subsistenceareplaced under the shadowof my spear.

A review of the historical developmentof Islam revealsthat Muslims, at the time of the
Disclosure, had no territorial ambitions outsidethe Arabian peninsula.Their main desire
52
in
(polytheism)
Islam
Shirk
Arabia.
Therefore, Jihad was only
was that
would replace
limited to the exhortation of the Muslims of Arabia to continue the fight against their
53
in
that region. After the contest between Islam and polytheism had
polytheist rivals
endedin the victory of Islam and the establishmentof an Islamic State over Arabia, the
principle of Jihad, in the sense of a state of war between the Muslims and the
unbelieversof Arabia, was subject to certain important changes.With the developments
of the Islamic State, the second stage of Jihad began. A new interpretation of the
principle of Jihad emerged:as a legitimate weapon for the spreadingof Islam outside
54
Arabian
the
peninsula.
Later, the developmentof the principle of Jihad was influenced by the Mina (Juristtheologiansand canonlawyers) who developeda theory whereby the world was divided
into two regions.The first was the Dar al-Islain (the world of Islam), which included all

48The Holy Qur'an, Suart:At-Tauba: 9: 111.
49Ibid: 9: 20.
50Ibid: 9:2 1.
51Quoted in Hamidullah, p. 9-10.
52 Charles H. AlexandroNvicz,"Treaty and Diplomatic Relations Between European and South Asian
PoNversin the Seventeenthand EighteenthCenturies," (HagueRecited 100,1960-11),p. 236-37.
53M. K. NaNvaz,"The Doctrine of 'Jihad' in Islamic Legal Theory and Practice", (Indian Yearbook of
International Affairs 8,1959), p. 3440.
54Ibid, p. 38.
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they should pay the Jizyah (protection tax).

If they refused, to accept either of these
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the Qur'an:
"Fight those who believe not In Allah nor the Last Day, Nor hold that forbidden Which hath been
forbidden By Allah and His Messenger, Nor acknowledge the Religion Of Truth, from among The
People of the Book, Until they pay the Jizya With willing submission, And feel themselves
61
subdued', .

From what has been mentioned above, it becomesclear that the main Islamic idea is
based on the fact that Islam and polytheism cannot be in agreement,although even in
this respect,Islam askedMuslims not to be aggressive,for the Qur'an says:
"Fight in the causeof Allah Those NvhoFight you But do not transgresslimits; For Allah loveth not
62
transgressors".

55Tofiq, p. 48-50.
56Khadduri, p. 170-1.
57lbid, p. 53.
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62 Ibid, Surat:
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Under Islamic law, all secular wars are abolished. Only the war of Jihad is acceptable
because it is waged in the path of God. War between Muslims is completely
63
prohibited. Military action againstMuslims is justified only by denying them the status
64
Muslims,
legitimate
them
of
classifying
as apostatesor against
authority. For example,
when Caliph al-Ma'mun and his brother al-Amin struggled for control of the caliphate
in 809-13, al-Ma'mun called al-Amin an apostate.65Muslim writers use the tennfitna,
meaning trial or temptation, to describe divisions within the Muslim community.
Though pre-modem Muslim writers do not say so,fitna becamea permanentcondition
after 750, when the political unity of the Muslim community (uninia) came to an end.
66

The earliest Muslim writer, Mohammed ibn al-Hassan Shaybani, considered the
Islamic laws of war and peacewas formulated only retrospectively,by deriving general
principles from a situation that no longer existed and would never again exist.
In effect, the law of Jihad was formulated after the conditions it fitted had passed.The
jurists then sought to reconcile the division and disorder of later centuries with the
theory, but they averted their gaze from the ugly reality of intra-Muslim warfare all
around them. Instead,they primarily sought to establish the legitimacy of authority in
the absenceof an effective caliph ruling a unified Muslim community. Islamic law never
addressedthe reality of political division within the Islamic world. The division of the
Islamic world did not end its expansion,Jihad in the senseof warfare continued, though
the Jihad ideal rarely determined the policies of Muslim regimes and almost never
permitted them to join together against a common non-Muslim foe. Often the term

63Tofiq, 3944. For
p.
more information seeAyatollah Morteza Mutahhari, Jihad: Vie Holy War ofIslain
and Its Legifinzacy in the Qu'ran, trans. by Mohammed Salman TaNvhidi, (Islamic Propagation
Organisation:Iran, 1985),p. 13-16.
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ghazi, literally raiding, was used as a synonym.The Ottoman Empire is often called the
empire of the gbazis because successin Jihad was a vital component of Ottoman
legitimacy. But Rhad was not the sole motivation, or even the sole ideology, for
Ottoman expansion.Other factors included population pressure,competition with other
Muslim states, and the lure of border warfare. In addition to the doctrine of Rhad,
Ottoman political ideology incorporated Turko-Mongol, Iranian, and Byzantine
elements. A similar combination of ideological and other factors drove Muslim
67
in
Indian
expansion the
subcontinent. Moreover, Muslim rulers such as Uzan Hassan
Aqquynulu, the ruler of western Iran and easternAnatolia in 1453-78, and the Safavid
ShahTamasp (1524-76) participated in Jihad not just for abstractreasonsof faith but to
enhancetheir legitimacy and acquirebooty.
The main motives for Muslims to wage a war of Jihad, can be classified into the
following:
1. Self-defence: It is a type of legitimate defence which is permitted by Al-Islam, to
is
fight,
defend
This
Muslims
themselves.
to
should not
unless
repel enemy attacks.
supportedby the Qur'an:
"Fight in the causeof Allah Those who Fight you But do not transgresslimits". 68
"If then any one transgressesThe prohibition againstyou, Transgressye likewise Against him". 69

2. Assistanceto Muslim People.The Holy Qur'an says:
"And why should ye not Fight in the causeof Allah And of those who, being weak, Are ill-treated
(and oppressed)?Men, Women, and children, Whose cry is: "Our Lord! Rescueus from this town.
Whose people are oppressors;And raise for us from Thee One who will protect".70

66His work is translatedinto English: Moharm-nedibn al-HassanShaybani,Vie Islamic Law of Nations:
Shaybani's Siyar, trans by Majid Khadduri (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press,1996).
67Richard M. Eaton, 77ieRise of Islam and the Bengal Frontier, 1204-1760 (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1993),p. 71-77.
68The Holy Qur'an: Surat:Al-Baqarah: 2: 190.
69lbid: Surat:Al-Baqarah: 2: 194.
70Ibid: Surat:Al-An-Nisaa: 4: 75.
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3. Safeguarding the authority of Islamic state and its sovereign rights to impose iizya

(protection tax). In this respectthe Holy Qur'an says:
"Fight those who believe not In Allah nor the Last Day, Nor hold that forbidden Which hath been
forbidden By Allah and his Messenger, Nor acknowledge the Religion Of Truth, from among The
People of the Book, Until they pay the Jizya With willing submission, And feel themselves
71
subdued', .

4. Punitive, against hypocrisy, apostasy,rebellion, on breaking of a covenant by the
other party:
"If then any one transgressesThe prohibition againstyou, Transgressye likewise Against him. But
fear Allah, and know That Allah is with those Who restrain themselves".72 "If thou fearest
treacheryFrom any group, throw back (Their Covenant)to them, (so as To be) on equal terms: For
73
Allah loveth not the treacheroUS,,.

5. Idealistic, a war in the path of God, that is, in the direction of the expansionof Islam
and for making the Word of God supremeover the world:
"Fight thosewho believe not In Allah nor the Last Day, Nor hold that forbidden Which hath been
forbidden By Allah and His Messenger,Nor acknowledgethe Religion Of Truth, from among The
People of the Book, Until they pay the Jizya With willing submission, And feel themselves
74
subdued.

Here, an important point should be clarified, that the verse, does not tell us to fight the
Peopleof the Book, it tells us to fight only thoseof them who have no faith in God, or in
the hereafter,and'who do not abide by the rule of God, allowing what He has forbidden;
and who are not religious accordingto the religion of truth.

71lbid:
72lbid,
73lbid,
74lbid,

Surat:AI-At-Tauba: 9: 29.
Surat:Al-Baqarah: 2: 194.
Surat:Al-Anfal: 8: 58.
Surat:At-Tauba: 9: 29.
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Declay-ingShad

Only the Khalifa (Caliph), the heir of the Prophet, as simultaneously religious and
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could authorisethe waging of
community. so
long as Mohammed was alive, he fulfilled this job. 76On his death in 632, leadershipof
the Muslim community was taken up by others in turn, who were known by the title
77

Khalifa, caliph (which meansdeputy). Each caliph was also Iniani for the community
as a whole, though the caliphs were admitted to lack the special divine guidance
received by Mohammed. They did, however, have the Qur'an as the record of that
guidance, and they and their supportersemployed it to justify the military and political
actions they took to consolidate their central authority over the extended Muslim
community.

78 Such

actions were necessary immediately, because upon Mohammed's

death the religion-political community he had formed quickly began to fragment:
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The consolidation of caliphal authority was, in its structure,both religious and political.
It was political in that it establishedthat there would be a single Muslim political
community with the caliph at its head, not a regressionto the pattern of independent
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75SeeKhadduri, Mar and Peacein the Law ofIslam, p. 87-88.
76MohammedShaltut,Islam: Religion and System,(Dar Al-Qlam: Cairo, 3 ed, 1966), p. 461-63.
77Peter Partner, God ofBattles: Holy Mars of Christianity and Islam, (Harper Collins Publishers, 1997),
p. 4143.
78Shaltut, p. 463-64.
79Adnian Al-Romi
and Ali Al-Haz'ei, "Al-Jihad, " (Al-Minar Library: Kuwait (1997), p. 3944. Seealso
John L Esposito, 27zeOxford Encyclopedia of the Modern Islamic Morld, (Oxford: Oxford University
Press,Vol. 1,1995), p. 23940.
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successorsto Mohammed that they would not otherwise have had, since it compensated
for the fact that, unlike the Prophet, they lacked direct divine guidance.81Among the
minorities within the Muslim community who, for many reasons,disputed the caliphal
successionand the nature of caliphal rule, was the group who later cameto be known as
Shi'des. This party attackedcaliphal.rule from two directions at once: by claiming that
the Prophet had in fact designatedhis successor,and that successionshould follow in
the direct line of blood descent from Mohammed; and by insisting that only persons
who themselvesreceived direct divine guidance could legitimately exercise leadership
of the Muslim community. The opposition of this group came to a head during a
struggle for power betweenthe third caliph, 'Ali, whom they supportedas the Prophet's
designate,and Mu'a,,viyya, the ruler of SyTia.82
By 661, five years after Ali's successionto the caliphate, supporters of Mu'awiyya
killed Ali, and Mu'awiyya gained power as caliph. Ali's supportersrejected him as an
opportunist and continued to fight, led by the Prophet's Mohammed grandson,Hussein,
who they regardedas the real caliph. In 680, at the battle of Karbala, Ali's faction were
defeatedand Husseinkilled. This effectively endedthe military phaseof the conflict and
causedthe Shia to concentrateon their religious differences with the caliph and the
dominant party.83The majority of Muslims, however, continuedto acceptthe legitimacy
of ealiphal rule. The line of religious belief that developed in this context came to be
known as Sunni from its dependenceon the sunna, the "Mohammed custom and
follow
directly
from
in
later
distinctive
Sunni
A
Islam
guidance". number of
elements
the systemset up by the early caliphs. Two important traditions of ruling authority have

81Tofiq,
p. 39A4.
82P. M. Holt, Ann K. S.
and Bernard Lewis, 77zeCambridge History of Islam, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1978), p. 68-72.
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been developedin the two major divisions of Islam, the Sunni and the Shi 7. Under the
Sunni concept, the caliphate and its successorsrepresentedthe union of political and
religious rule initiated by Mohammed. In practice, however, the caliphs functioned as
temporal rulers, having recourse to their religious authority as required for state
84
purposes. For the Shi Wes,the samewas true of the imanz,though in reverse:the iniam
was held to be the only legitimate heir to both religious and political power, but in
practice the inianis were restrictedto religious leadershipof the Shi Wecommunity while
the caliphs and not the imams held actual power in the Islamic community as a whole.85
In Sunni tradition the caliph, in his dual religious-political role, can authorise Jihad in
general.Throughout the caliphate and even until late in the Ottoman empire, the rulers
usedthe call to Jihad to mobilise and motivate their armies and securethe support of the
public. In the ShVite tradition, the right was restricted to wage defensive Jihad only,
however, they consideredit a legitimate right: to protect the basic welfare of the Islamic
86
it.
The Shi'm Jurists restricted Jihad for
community against those who threatened
defensive purposes only as a result of the absenceof the legitimate authority which
could authoriseoffensive Jihad after the disappearanceof the TNvelfthImam in 874; for
them, there would be no just ruler in the world until the Twelfth Imam returned as
Mahdi: which means the right guided one sent by God to rule the world at the end of
87

time.

From what has been discussed,the declarationof Jihad is linked with the availability of
for
is
based on the caliph (or Imam) as the
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religious- political authority, which

83 Abdulaziz Abdul-Hussien Sachedina, 77ie Just Ruler (Al-sultan 41-adil) in Shite Islam: Yhe
ComprehensiveAuthority ofthe Jurist in Imamite Jurispnidence, (Oxford University Press, 1998),p. 11415.
84Flab, p. 31-33.
85lbid, p. 105-117.
86Afif Abdal Tharei, 7be Spirit of1slam, (Dar Al-Alam: Beirut, 14 ed, 1977), p.397-98.
87Adnian Al-Romi and Ali Al-Haz'ei, p. 58-62. Seealso Khadduri, p. 66-69. Seealso Sachedina,p. 12027.
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leader of the Muslim community; under the Stand tradition, the caliph can declareRhad
in general, regardlesswhether it is defence or offensive Jihad 88But under the Shiih '
.
tradition, Jihad is restricted only to protecting the Islamic state (defensive Jihad). The
ShOh tradition limits Jihad to defensive purposes as a result of the absenceof the
legitimate authority to declare offensive Jihad.89 The main point which needs to be
emphasised,is that in the presenttime, the political-religious authority to wage Jihad is
completely absent, since the Islamic institution of the caliphate was abolished on 3rd
March 1924by Kamel Attaturk with the depositionof Abdulmecid. 90

TheMain Principles ofJihad

Thefirst principle, is that Islam in origin appealsto peace, since peaceis the main aim
91
State.
The Qur'an says:
for
the Islamic religion and
and object
"Allah is He, than Whom There is no other god; The Sovereign,the Holy One The Sourceof Peace
(and Perfection) The Guardian of Faith, The Preserver of Safety, The Exalted in Might, The
Irresistible, the justly Proud Glory to Allah! (High is He) Above the partners They attribute to
Hinf 92"But Allah doth call To the Home of Peace',93
.
.

The second principle and the important one, concerning Jihad, is linked with the
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88 Esposito,

Vol. 2, p. 371.

89 Ibid.

90Ibid, p. 241.
91 Mohammed Abd-Al-Issiz Abu-Skalia, Ybe Rides of Xhad in Islam, (Saudi Arabia: Riyadh University
Press, 1999), p. 99-103.
92The Holy Qur'an: Surat: Al-Hashr: 59: 23.
93Ibid: Surat: Dams: 10: 25.
94Abu- Skalia, p. 104-5.
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The third principle, is that before they wage the war of Jihad, Muslims should give
warning and not surprisethe enemy,becauseif they give the enemy time to consider his
situation, there may not be any need for recourseto war. Traditionally, the Islamic State
offered three options for the enemy: to enter Islam, to pay Jizyah (protection tax), or
war. Here, the main idea, is that Islamic tradition prefers to leave a spaceof time for
95
be
for
to
their
there
non-Muslims review
position, since
may not a need war.
The fourth principle, is that fighting is restricted to the field of war only, and against
combatantsonly; civilians are to be protected.Muslims must not target non-combatants,
96
infirm
women, children, the old and the
or worshippers.
Thefifth principle, is that there must be no treachery:It is a main rule in Islam to respect
97
any agreement or treaty even with the enemy.

The sixth principle, is that it is prohibited to tamper with the corpsesof the enemy; the
bodies of slain enemiesare to be given to their families.98
The seventhprinciple, is to respect,to help and to take care of the prisoners of war.99
The Qur'an says: "And they feed, for the love Of Allah, the indigent, The orphan, and
100
the captive".
The eighth principle, is that the war should not depart from the legitimate Jihad (which
101
it
be
means should not aggessive). The Qur'an says:
"And if ye punish, let your punishmentBe proportionate to the Wrong that has been Done to you:
But ye show patience,That is indeedthe best (course)For thosewho are patienf'. 102

95Ibid, p. 105-7.
96lbid, p. 107-8,114-15.
97lbid, p. 108-9.
98Ibid, p. 109.
99Ibid, p. 110-12.
loo77ieHoly Qitr'an: Surat:Al-Insan: 76: 8.
101Abu-Skalia, p. 113-14.
10277jeHoly Qitr'an: Surat: An-Nahl: 16: 126.
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The ninth principle and the final one is, that Jihad should not be directed to material
interest, or waged on account of race, colour, or sex. The Islamic tradition of Jihad
explicitly denotesthe peacefulintention of Islam and its concernfor human interactions.
It indicates that killing for satisfaction,power or dominanceshould not be practised by
Muslims. The Prophet Mohammed offered the first Mosque in Islam in Medina to the
Christians of Najran for Sunday services,to teach all Muslims to respect the temples
103
faiths.
Churches
of other
and

Shad as Non-warfare

Warfare is only one interpretation of the concept of Jihad. The root meaning of effort
never disappeared.Jihad may be an inward struggle (directed against evil in oneselo or
an outward one (against injustice). A Hadith (reports on the sayings and acts of the
how
Mohammed,
defines
It
term.
this
the
after a
of
recounts
understanding
prophet),
battle, said "We have retumed from the lesserjihad (al-jiliad al-asghar) to the greater
jihad (al-jiliad al-akbar)." When asked"What is the greaterjihad?," he replied "It is the
in
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Although
this
any of the
appear
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struggle against oneself"104

(Sitfism).
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influence
has
had
Islamic
it
mysticism
enormous
authoritative collections,
Sufis understandthe greaterJihad as an inner war, primarily a struggle againstthe base
instincts of the body but also resistanceto the temptation of polytheism. Some Sufi
body
Satan
the
the
temptation
that
and the world to corrupt
of
organises
writers assert
the soul. Abu Hamid Mohammed at-Ghazali describesthe body as a city, govemed by

103Tbarei, p. 389-92.
104Ali ThanUsman Al-Jullabi Al-Hujwiri, 77zeKashfAl-Malyub: 77ieOldest Persian Treatise on Stifism,
trans,by Reynold A. Nicholson, (London: Luzac, 1976),p. 200-202.
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the soul, and besiegedby the lower self Withdrawal from the world to mystical pursuits
105
in
Jihad.
constitutesan advance the greater
Conversely, the greater Jihad is a necessarypart of the process of gaining spiritual
insight. By the eleventh century Sufism had become an extremely influential, and
perhaps even the dominant, form of Islamic spirituality. Until this time, many Muslims
conceive of Jihad as a personal rather than a political struggle. But Sufism provoked
opposition, most importantly from Ibn Taymiya (a famous Islamic thinker), who
condemnedmany aspectsof Sufism which he believed contradicted the Sharia law.
Also, Ibn al-Qayyim al-Ja,,
vziya explicitly condemnedthe doctrine of greater Jihad,
discarding as a deliberatefabrication the Hadith that originatesthis concept.106

Jihad in Modem Times

Perhaps the earliest perspective on Jihad, developed among Indian Muslims in the
aftermath of the 1857 uprising (the so-called Mutiny). Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan and
others argued that Jihad meant only defensive war and could not justify further
resistanceto British rule as long as the British did not actively interfere with the practice
of Islam. Sir Sayyid treated Islam as a private religion rather than a public force, and
107
it
presented as virtually a pacifist creed. Modernist writers, seekingto reconcile Islam
with Western ways, looked to the Qur'an to find an Islamic model to guide Muslim
states. They sought a ftindamentally defensive vision of Jihad, and toward this end
arguedthat all the wars waged by the prophet and the first four caliphs were defensive.

105John Renard, "At-Jihad At-Ak-bar: Notes on a Theme in Islamic Spirituality, " (Muslim World 78,
1988), p. 225-240.
106
Ibid.
107For more debate, see Maulavi Ali Cheragh, 4 Critical Exposition of the Popular 'Whad ' (Karachi:
Karimsons, Pakistan, 1977). Maulavi tried to show that all the wars of Prophet Mohammed were
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Contending that the Qur'an requires Muslims to make peaceif their adversarieswish to
do so, they include a Dar al-Sulh (Abode of Peace),in their model of the world. Peace
treatiesmay be permanentand Muslims may be neutral in international conflicts.108The
modernistsalso work to reconcile Islamic law with international law.
Thus, the Organisationof the Islamic Conference,an umbrella organisationthat includes
as members most Muslim states, expressedan interest in establishing an international
court to reconcile the Sharia laiv with international public law. Similarly, Mohammed
Shaltut, a f6nner President of the AI-Azhar University in Cairo, contends that the
Shari'a emphasis on international peace and the legitimate right of self-defence
109
United
Nations.
Abu al-A'la Mawdudi, an Indian and
prefigures the principles of the

later a Pakistani thinker, was the first Islamist writer to approachJihad systematically.
He presentsit not merely as warfare to expand Islamic political dominance,but also to
establish a just rule. Jihad for Mawdudi was akin to a war of liberation; Islamic rule
meansfreedom andjustice, even for non-Muslims. He arguesthat:
"Islam wants to employ all the forces and means that can be employed for bringing about a
universal, all-embracing revolution. It will spare no efforts for the achievementof this supreme
objective. This far-reaching struggle that continuously exhausts all forces employment of all
10
Jihad.
"'
possible meansare called

Other Islamist thinkers such as Hassanal-Bannaand Sayyid Qutb followed Mawadudi's
emphasison its role in establishing a truly Islamic government. For them, as for Ibn
Tayrniya, Jihad includes the overthrow of governments that fail to enforce the

defensive,and that aggressivewar, or compulsory conversion,is not allowed in Islam, and the word Jihad
doesnot exegeticallymean 'warfare'.
logMustansir Mir, 'Thad in Islam," in Hadia DaJani-Shakeel Ronald A. Messier,
and
eds., 77jeXhad and
Its Pines, (Ann Arbor: Centerfor Near Easternand North African Studies,University of Michigan, 1991),
p. 119-122.
109Flah, Islam and Guardianship Religions, 31-32.
oil
p.
110Abu'l A'la Al-Mawdudi, Al-Jihadfz Sabil Illah (Beirut: Dar'Alfiker 'Al-Hadith, 1967), 141,
p.
seealso
p. 142-45.
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Sliari'a. 111Moreover, two groups of contemporaryMuslims have articulated doctrines
of peaceful Jihad. Modernists may seethe conceptas central to the religion but see it as
encompassing all forms of political and social action to establish justice. Fazlur
Rahman,a Pakistani scholar, arguedthat it had to exist to accomplish Islam's social and
political agenda. "There is no doubt that the Qur'an wanted Muslims to establish a
political order on earth for the sakeof creatingan egalitarian andjust moral-social order.
Jihad is the instrument for doing So.,,112In this spirit, President Habib Bourguiba of
Tunisia used "Jihad" to describe the struggle for economic development in Tunisia,
13
Lyndon
Johnson
"War
"'
much as
spokeof a
of poverty.
The Sufi doctrine of greaterRhad remains alive. Though less influential than Islamism
in the political realm, it may have more impact on the spiritual life of Muslims, at least
in some Muslim states such as Egypt, where one writer contends that the number of

Egyptiansactive in Sufism may well exceedthe number of Islamists.114But, the concept
of Rhad as a moral struggletouchesthe daily lives of many Muslims, and not only Sufis.
Jihad as warfare has had enormousconsequences.But it has never mobilised Muslims
en masseor transcendedthe ethnic and political divisions within the Muslim world. Few
Muslim governments,and few individual Muslims, have acted in accord with doctrine.
The conceptionof Jihad aswarfare in defenceof the Dar al-Islam did not produce a PanIslamic resistanceto colonialism. The many movements that arose to resist European
expansionor occupation were regional or local, tied to a specific leader, or regime. At
no time did a Rhad movement arise which united Muslims with geographic,sectarian,

111EmmanualSivan, Radical Islam: Medieval Theologyand Modern Politics, (New Haven; London: Yale
University Press,1990), p. 114-16.
112Fazlur Rahman,Major flienies ofthe Qur'an, (Minneapolis: Bibliotheca Islamica, 1994), p. 63-64.
113Rudolph Peters,Jihad in Classical and Modern Islani (Princeton,N. J: Markus Weiner, 1996), p. 11617.
114Valerie J. Hoffman, Sitfism, Mystics and Saints in Modern Egypt (Columbia, SC: University of South
Carolina Press, 1995),p. 196-200.
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or political differences. In most cases, Jihad against colonialism formed a part of
programmeof religious reform and renewal.
The most systematic attempt to mobilise Muslims against the West, the Ottoman
declaration of Jihad against the Allies in 1914, failed entirely. With its declaration of
war, the Ottoman regime simultaneously published a fativa (ruling according to the
Shari'a) calling the war a Jihad that every Muslim had to participate in including the
Muslim subjects of Russia, France, and Great Britain. To secure the widest possible
circulation, the fativa was published in Arabic, Persian, Urdu, and Turkish. But the
fativa did not cause significant Muslim defections from the Allied cause, nor did it
15
'
Arab
Ottoman
More recent invocations of Jihad
the
prevent
revolt against the
regime.

have been equally ineffective. Frequentcalls for Rhad againstIsrael have not overcome
division among Israel's opponents or produced an effective mobilisation of their
capability againstIsrael. SaddamHussein'scall for Jihad againstthe United States,part
of an overall effort to Islamise the image of his secular regime, may have resonated
among Islamists but it did not affect the outcome of the crisis. The sameapplies to the
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamanei's similar designation of war against
the US as Jihad. But, neither pronouncementhad significant political or military results.
Even in Afghanistan, where resistancefighters went by the title nutiahidin, the idea of
Rhad had surprisingly little power. The Afghan causedid attract considerablesupport
from the rest of the Islamic world, but only some Islamic states,such as Saudi Arabia,
Pakistan, and Iran, actually allocated significant resourcesto the nnýahidin. Moreover,
the concept of Jihad did not unite the Afghan resistance,which remained divided by
social, political, ethnic, and ideological differences. Although the resistancegroups all
consideredthemselvesnuýahidin, they perceived different paths of God and sought to
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produce different results in human terms. These groups did not co-operate effectively
and often fought eachother rather than the Soviets.The conceptof Jihad had little direct
influence on the course of the Afghan war.116After the Soviets' withdrawal and the
117
fight
they
establishmentof a new goverrarient,
continueto
eachother.
Jihad, like Article 51 of the UN Charter, has a defensive nature; Jihad can not be
practisedwithout the real authority in the caliphate;the right of self-defencealso can not
be invoked without the occurrenceof armedattack, and remains active until the Security
Council have be taken measuresto protect internationalpeaceand security.
Rhad now cannot mean dividing people into Muslims and non-Muslims and starting to
kill the latter; this is far from the real Islam, the religion of mercy and forgiveness. In
thesedays, many Muslims fanatic groups invoke Islam and Jihad for political purposes,
to gain public sympathyand financial support.As a consequenceof the unavailability of
the real authority, which is founded on the caliph only (as a political - religious leader)
to wage Rhad, true Jihad at this time is difficult to declare.

The beginning of the early mode"i era
The "just war" principle was advocatedby scholarly considerationuntil the seventeenth
century but was abandonedby the positivist writers in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.

118 The

new tendency reflected the emergence of nation-states and the

115Rudolph Peters, Islam
and Colonialism: Ae Doctrine of Jihad in Modern History (The Hague:
Mouton, 1979), p. 90-94.
116Olivier Roy, Islam
and Resistance in Afghanistan, 2 ed, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1990), p. 21-27.
117Olivier Roy, Afghanistan: Froin Holy Mar to Civil War, (Princeton: Darwin Press, 1995),
p. 10-13; 347.
118Ian Brownlie, International Law
and the use of Force by States, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1981), p. 5-13.
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formulation of the concepts of state sovereignty and the balance of power' 19 in the
period after the end of the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648. At that time, state sovereignty

was characterisedas perfect and exhaustivein character.The society of EuropeanStates
was subject to no legal superior and sovereignstateswere only bound by the law which
they could make themselves.Thus, resort to war was a matter lying with the sovereign
right of each state and was effected wheneverit seemedappropriateto do so. A further
result of this eventuality was that war was considered"just" and lawful on both sides.
The emergence and development of the law of Neutrality in the routine of states
explains this tendency.The Europeanbalance of power split on two events during the
period of 1648-1918,as a result of the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars of
1792-1815and the World War of 1914-1918.
The Europeansettlementof 1814 and the Final Act of the Congressof Vienna of 1815
re-establishedthe conceptof public order and balanceof power in Europe and the new
state of affairs that emergedafter the Napoleonic wars was marked by a presumption
against unilateral changesin the status quo of Europe emanating either from national
revolutionary movementswithin the European statesor from the unilateral policy of a
120
The intervention undertaken by the Holy Alliance to suppress a
European power.

revolution in the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies is a pertinent illustration of the former
presumption whereasthe Treaty of Paris of 1856, which was signed not merely by the
belligerents, and the Treaty of Berlin of 1878, which revised the Treaty of San Stefano
of the sameyear, illustrate the latter. Furthermore, another characteristicof this period
was the unlimited right of statesto resort to war and the total abandonmentof the theory
of just and unjust wars. The creation of nation statesand the conceptof statesovereignty

119This means that will be no
state will attempt to expand its political interests at the expense of the
interests of other states, which means in my view a peaceffil coexistence.
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had the result that there was no international authority similar to the Pope or Holy
12
1
it.
Emperor
Hall confirmed that:
Roman
to apply
"international law has no alternative but to acceptwar, independentlyof the justice of its origin, as
a relation which the parties to it may set up, if they choose,and busy itself only in regulating the
122
"
the
effects of
relation.

Therefore, the right to resort to war was basedeither on morality and policy outside the
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According to Oppenheim, the two latter reasonsjustifying resort to war were open to
juridical objections, due to the fact that they were satisfactorily met only by the denial of
the legal nature of international law or by an assertionof its weaknessas a system of
law. He elaboratedon the abovecontradictionby arguing that:
"as an instrument for the vindication of the law, war signified a legally inadmissible identification
of victorious power wielded by the interestedstate with a legal right" and "as a meansof changing
the law it constituted a radical break in the continuity of the system of international law since by
law
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A new development of the period under considerationwas an attempt to end resort to
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120Harold Nicolson, The Congressof Vienna: A Study in Allied Unity 1812-1822, (London: Cassell,
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121Humphrey Waldock, "The Regulation of the Use of Force by Individuals Statesin International Law,"
(Hague Recited, Vol. 81,1952-11),p. 455-57.
122Edward William Hall, A Treatiseon International Law, (Oxford: ClarendonPress,1924), p. 82.
123Quincy Wright, "The Outlawry of War," ( American Journal ofInternational Law, Vol. 19,1925), p.
76.
124LassaOppenheim,International Law A Treatise,(London: Longmans,Vol. 2,1952), p. 178-9.
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The Rague Peace Conferences of 1899,1907
and The Bryan Arbitration Treaties

The First PeaceConferenceincluded three conventions,three declarationsand final act.
It was held in the interests of a general and lasting peace and "for limiting the
126
development
progressive
of existing armaments". Even though the Conferencefailed
to effect its original purpose,as the larger powers were unwilling to agreeto a limitation
or reduction of annaments, its first Convention for the "Pacific Settlement of
International Disputes" side by side with the other two Conventions were negotiated.
The important value of the Hague Conferenceof 1899 was that it openedthe door for
held,
in
later,
Conference
Second
Conference.
Eight
the
which more
was
years
another
than forty-four States were represented at the Hague on June 15,1907. In this
Conferencethe Conventionsof 1899 were revised and some ten new ones adopted.The
Conferenceconsistedof thirteen conventions,a declarationand a final act.
Convention I of the SecondPeaceConferenceof 1907 was concernedwith the pacific
settlementof international disputes.Article I of the convention reads:
"With a view to obviating as far as possible recourse to force in the relations between states, the
contracting Powers agree to use their best efforts to insure the pacific settlement of international
differences". 127

To achieve that purpose, the contracting Powers agreed to use mediation of fiiendly
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failed to solve, the contracting Powers consideredit desirable, so far as circumstances

126Russian Circular Note Proposing The First Peace Conference. See James Brown Scott, The Hague
Conventions and Declarations of 1899 and 1907, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1918), p. 15.
127Article I of Convention I for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes. See Scott, "The Hague
Convention and Declaration of 1899 and 1907", Scott, p. 42-3.
128Ibid, Article 2, p. 43
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allowed, that the parties concerned should institute an international commission of
inquiry to investigatethe caseand find a solution.129Theseinternational commissionsof
inquiry were constitutedby a specialagreementbetweendisputants.130
Also, arbitration was recognisedby the contracting States, as the most effective and
equitable meansof settling international disputeswhich diplomatic efforts had failed to
settle'31, and in any casewhere a seriousmatter arosebetween two or more parties, the
contracting Powers declaredit their duty to remind the conflicting powers in a peaceful
132
Permanent
Court
that
the
way
was open to them.
In Convention 11of the Second PeaceConference "Respecting the Limitation of the
Employment of Force for the Recovery of Contract Debts", which was signed at the
Hague, October 18,1907, clear attempts were made to limit the right of war and
resorting to armedforce. Article I of the Conventionreads:
"The contracting Powers agree not to have recourseto armed force for the recovery of contract
debts claimed from the Governmentof the country by the Governmentof another country as being
due to its nationals.
This undertaking is, however, not applicable when the debtor State refusesor neglectsto reply to
an offer of arbitration, or, after accepting the offer, prevents any compromise from being agreed
on, or, after the arbitration, fails to submit to the award".133

At that conference,many suggestionswere madefor compulsory arbitration. As a result,
the final act of the conferenceincluded a declarationthat the conferenceagreed:
1. In admitting the principle of compulsory arbitration.
2. In declaring that certain disputes,in particular thoserelating to the interpretation and application
of the provisions of international agreements,may be submitted to obligatory arbitration without
'
34
any restriction".

129Ibid, Article 9, p. 45-6.
130Ibid, Article 10, p. 46.
131Ibid, Article 38, p. 55. It is important to notice here that, although the parties to the Convention
understood arbitration as the most effective means of settling international differences, the Convention
failed to impose any obligation on the signatoriesto submit their disputes,even if it was of a legal nature,
to arbitration. For more information, seeOppenheim,(II), p. 37.
132Ibid, Article 48, p. 6 1. A PermanentCourt of Arbitration had beenarrangedby the Signatory Powers at
the First PeaceConferenceof 1899 and persevereby the Hague PeaceConferenceof 1907, see Scott, p.
57, Chapter11.
133Ibid,
p. 89.
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Another attempt to limit the right of war was made at Convention III of the Second
Peace Conference of 1907 (Relative to the Opening of Hostilities). 135The aim of this

Convention was the maintenanceof pacific relations between States.The contracting
Powers decided that use of force or hostilities in generalbetweenthem should not take
place without previous warning. Article I of the Convention readsthat:
"The contracting PoNvers
recognisethat hostilities betweenthemselvesmust not commence"ithout
previous and explicit warning, in the form either of a reasoned declaration of war, or of an
136
declaration
ultimaturnwith conditional
of Nvar".

As an outcome, none of these conventions made war totally illegal; war only became
illegal under certain conditions. No distinction betweenoffensive or defensivewars was

137
made. Consequently,theseconventionshad little influenceto hinder Statesfrom
begin war.
As a result of the movement for outlawing war, an important development was the

conclusion by the United States in 1913 and 1914 of a series of "Treaties for the
Advancement of Peace", also known as the Bryan Arbitration Treaties, with a great
138
States.
The treaties establisheda PermanentCommission of Inquirywhich
number of
had as its task to investigate and report on any dispute arising between the contracting
Parties and they becameknown as "The Bryan Cooling-off Treaties".139In thesetreaties
the contracting States agreednot to resort to force or begin hostilities in case of any
dispute arising among two or more of them, which diplomatic offers failed to settle,

134Seethe Final Act of the SecondPeaceConference,Scott,p. 27.
135Convention III Relative to the Opening of Hostilities, signedat The Hague, October 18,1907, Scott, p.
96-8.
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137SeeDerek W. BoNvett,SeIr-Defencein International Law, (Manchester:ManchesterUniversity Press,
1958),p. 120.
138See (American Journal of International Law 7,1913), p. 823; (American Journal of International
Law 8,1914), p. 565; (AmericanJournal ofInternational Law 9,1915), p. 494.
139United Nations, War Crimes Commission,History of the United Nations Mar Crimes Commissionand
the Development of the Laws of Mar, (London: H. M. Stationery Office, 1948), p. 235. For a listing of
those treaties and other arbitrary agreement,see Phillip Jessup,"Rights and duties of States in Case of
Aggressioif', (Atnericanjournal ofIntenzationalLaiv 33,1939), Suppl, p. 858-61.
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before bringing it to the Permanent Commission of Inquiry for investigation and
140
report. The Commission might, by unanimousagreement,offer its help in a dispute,
before
the parties were compelled by failure of diplomatic negotiation to resort to
even
it. 141In the Bryan Treaty between the United States and Guatemala, September 20,
1913,Article I read that the Parties "agree not to declare war or begin hostilities during
142
investigation
such
and report". In the Bryan Treaty between the United States and
France, September 15,1914, Article I read that the Parties "agree not to resort, with
respect to each other, to any act of force during the investigation to be made by the
143
before
is
its
handed
in".
That report should be ready and
commission and
report
submitted by the PermanentCommission of Inquiry to the parties concernedwithin one
year, unless the period had been limited or extendedby mutual agreementbetween the
parties. During this period the disputing parties were under an obligation not to resort to
force until the report was received by them. However, the report was not binding on
disputing parties and, after receiving it, they were free to follow what had been decided
in the report or not. The validity of thesetreatieswas for period of five years; however,
at the end of this time they were to continue in operation during the following twelve
months unless either of the parties to the treaties decided to withdraw by giving notice
144
The Bryan Treaties represented important
of withdrawal to the other party.
developmentsfrom the provisions of Hague Convention I of 1907which was concerned
with the Pacific Settlement of International disputes; those improvements: first, no

140The PermanentCommissionsof Inquiry were to be composedof five members.Each of the parties
choosesone of its subjectsand a subject of third state; the fifth member is also a subject of a third state
by common agreementbetweenthe two parties. SeeOppenheim(11),p. 15.
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other thirty-two states.Treaties listed in (Anierican Joumal ofInternational Law 33,1939), Suppl, p. 861.
143Identical provisions are containedin similar treatiesbetweenthe United Statesand other seven states.
Ibid. Here, it is important to notice, that the United Stateshave been concluded a series of thesetreaties
with some other states.Some of thesetreaties are printed in (Anierican Journal of International Law 23,
1929), Suppl, p. 197. Seealso (AntericanJournal ofInteniationalLaw 33,1939), Suppl, p. 861.
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disputes affecting honour and vital interestswere ruled out; second,the Commission of
Inquiry under the Bryan treaties was a pennanent one constituted in advance of any
dispute that might arise among the parties, while the Commission of Inquiry under the
Hague Convention I was to be formed ad hoc by a special agreementbetweenthe parties
when required; third, the principle of "moratorium" appearedin the undertaking not to
resort to force before the report was submittedby the Commission.

As this chapter has shown, the attempt to restrain aggressionhas a long history. In the
Middle Ages, the justification and limitation of warfare in the Westernworld was based
on the concepts of Holy War and Just War. Aristotle, , Cicero, St. Augustine and St.
Thomas Aquinas saw war as a natural human phenomenon but sought to limit its
by
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The Islamic conceptof Jihad has a defensivenaturerather than an offensive one. Today,
Rhad doesnot mean only the use of force or invasion of other non-Muslims nations, but
it has become a public power to develop the lives of Muslims Rhad can be waged, for
from
Muslim
disease,
illiteracy,
statessuffer.
many
which
and
example, againstpoverty,
The rejection of the just war principle which becamemore clear during the period after
the Europeannations reacheda generalagreementin the Peaceof Westphalia,which led
in the early modem era, to the inclination of Europeannations limit the resort to war
through treatiesand international Conferences.

144SeeOppenheim(11),p. 15.
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CHAPTER TWO
Self-Defence Before 1945

A basic dilemma facing international law in the 19th and early 20th centuriesconcerned
the right of self-defence.Whilst it was widely held that such a right existed, attemptsto
limit the right of war required that the concept be defined and formalised; otherwise it
could be used as a mere political excuse for aggression.This chapter examines the
developmentof the legal doctrine of self-defence,from the Caroline incident of 1837,
through the efforts made under the Leagueof Nations, to the Pact of Paris in 1928. The
Caroline case led to the formulation of specific conditions, namely, immediacy,
necessityand proportionality, to justify a plea of self-defence.
The establishmentof the Leaguereflected the generalrevulsion againstwar induced by
the unprecedented losses of the 1914-1918 conflicts. Article 10 of the League's
Covenant appearedto place membersunder an obligation not to resort to war except in
self-defence, although the ambiguity of the Covenant's provisions undermine its
effectivenessas a peace-keepinginstrument. Various treaties and protocols concluded
during the League era, however, attempted further to prohibit war, subject to certain
explicit exceptions,and in the caseof the Locamo Agreementsof 1925, createa system
of collective self-defence.Ambiguity remained,however, regarding the admissibility of
forcible measuresshort of war. The 1928 Pact of Paris attemptedto improve the regime
of the Covenantby binding parties to renouncewar as an instrument of national policy
and seeking settlementof disputesby pacific means.In the absenceof the political will
to made thesemeasureseffective, however, the world was in 1939 plunged into another
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total war, and the Leaguesystemcollapsed,usheringin a new era, in the developmentof
understandingsand mechanismsin relation to international peaceand security.
Before 1945, little attention was devoted to defining defence. The existence of Just
a
War Doctrine within Christendomexertedminimal restraint on the actual purposesand
practice of warfare. With the emergenceof polities resembling the modem state,jurists,
scholars and propagandistsalike, who often enough were one and the same, simply
adapted the categories of just war to suit the needs of the secular.145Distinctions
between defence and offence never figured prominently in this enterprise, and states
were generally free to pursuea wide array of political endswith military meansup to the
end of the nineteenthcentury.
It was as a result of the Caroline incident of 1837"that self-defencewas changedfrom a
political excuse to a legal doctrine."146The Caroline was an American merchant ship
that had been hired by Canadianrebels to carry arms and supplies from the American
side of the border to Canada.The Caroline was attackedby the British, and sent over
the Niagara Falls, and one American at least have beenkilled. The British destruction of
that ship, was justified by the British Ambassadorto Washington on the grounds of
"self-defence and self-preservation".147In his response,the United States Secretaryof
Staterequired that the British Government,as conditions of self-defence,should show:
(1) The existence of "necessity of self-defence, instant, overwhelming, leaving no
choice of means,and no moment for deliberation".

145Schwarzenbergerconsidered that thinkers like Machiavelli, Bodin
and Hobbes and jurists such as
Vitoria, Ayala and Suarez,were not just scholars,but "men of the world", Nvhowanted their ideas and
inspirations to be translated into state policy. See George Schwarzenberger,"Jus Pacis Ac Belli?
Prolegomenato a Sociology of International Law," (,4mericanJournal ofInternational Law 37,1943), p.
461.
146Robert Y. Jennings,"The Caroline
and McLeod Cases," (American Journal of International Law 32,
1938),p. 82.
147
lbid, p. 85.
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(2) "That the local authorities did nothing unreasonableor excessive;since the
act
...
justified by the necessityof self-defence,must be limited by that necessity, and kept
148
"
After extending on for several years, the case was finally settled by
clearly within.
diplomatic means.149Webster was attempting to subject self-defenceto the constraints
of necessity.His aim, according to Jennings,was to distinguish an arena of legitimate
defence from older, "Naturalist notions of an absolute primordial right of self150
preservation". The Caroline Doctrine has been called "the locits classicus of the law
1
of self-defonce"15and has been applied to many eventsduring the twentieth-century.152
Webster's formula of "necessity", however, has some defects. He describesa situation
so urgent that it soundsalmost like the "absolute primordial" terms of self-preservation
which he presumablysought to avoid andwhich Brierly describesas more "an instinct"
153
legal
than a
right. It is also hard to acceptthat in an actual conflict, the defending state
would only consider responding once a threat became "instanf' and "overwhelming",
leaving it neither "choice" nor "moment for deliberation".
After Webster, self-defenceretired to the legal backstageuntil the end of the First World
War. In the midst of soul searchingin the Nvar'saftennath, the distinction betweenjust
and unjust causesof war began to cohere around the distinction between defence and
aggression.Nardin attributes this to the common sentiment among the victors that this
Great War had resulted from the single causeof German aggression,to which the only

148lbid, p. 89, seealso, D. J. Harris, Casesand Materials on International Law, (Sweet & Maxwell, 2ed.,
1998),p. 894-95.
149In the Webster- Ashburton Treaty of 1842, by which also, at the same time, many other BritishAmerican problems were settled.
150Jennings,p. 92.
151This is Jennings' description,p. 92.
152Japan invoked the "Caroline Doctrine"
after it occupied Manchuria. Also Israel in 1976 justified its
raid on the airport at Entebbe,on the grounds of the Caroline Doctrine. SeeKenneth R. Stevens,Border
Diplomacy: 77zeCaroline and McLeod Affairs in Anglo-American-Canadian Relations, 1837-1842,
(Tuscaloosa:University of AlabamaPress,1989),p. 167-68
.
153JamesL. Brierly, 77ieLaw of Nations.- An Introduction to the International Law of Peace, (Oxford:
ClarendonPress,1955),p. 319. Seealso 315-21.
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154
have
been
responsecould
self-defence. This interpretation of the War's origin was
written into the Treaty of Versailles and inspired interwar efforts to restrain the
incidence of armedconflict, beginning with the Leagueof Nations.
The Leagueof Nations was establishedin 1919by the conclusion of its constitution, the
Covenant'55,which was incorporated in the peace treaties of 1919-1920 between the
victorious Allies and the defeated Central Powers and the Ottoman Empire. The
establishmentof the Leaguereflected a generalfeeling of revulsion againstwar, because
the World War of 1914-18was the first total war; it was not only the armedforces of the
disputants, but their entire populations and national economic resources that were
affected. Moreover, the unprecedentedscale of human lossesprompted a strong desire
to ensurethat a disasterof such magnitude would never be repeated.156Thus, it is not
surprising that one of the two purposes of the League of Nations, according to the
preamble of the Covenant, was to " ... achieve international peace and security" by
meansof " ... the acceptanceof obligations not to resort to war." The Leagueof Nations
aspired to be an organisation that would police the aggressiveand render the need for
arms minimal among the innocent. In theory, stateswould need to resort to use of force
only where the League has failed to take action, or find a solution. In this case, the
League's Covenantgave to Members"the right to take such action as they shall consider
necessaryfor the maintenanceof right and justice". Therefore, the Covenant crudely
foreshadowedthe United Nations Charter, which would pennit states to act in selfdefenceonly when United Nations failed to materialise.The Leagueappearedto permit
did,
justice".
beyond
defence,
including,
it
It
"right
the
as
notions
of
and
a range of aims
also spoke of maintenanceof these, rather than their establishment,which indicates a

154Terry Nardin, "Law, Morality and the Relations of States, (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1983), p. 282-3.
155Text of the Covenantof the Leagueof Nations in UK Treaty Series(1919), No. 4.
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predisposition toward whoever rights or whatever's justice was embeddedin the status
quo.
The provisions of the Covenantrelevant to international peaceand security were set out
in Articles 10-17. Article 10 stipulatedthat:

"The membersof the Leagueundertaketo respectand preserve as against external aggressionthe
territorial integrity and existing political independenceof all membersof the League.In caseof any
such aggressionor in caseof any threat or dangerof such aggressionthe Council shall advice upon
the meansby which this obligation shall be fulfilled. "

In reality, the aim of Article 10 was to guaranteethe territorial statits quo in the postbut
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156Frederick SamuelNorthedge, Ae League ofNalions. (Holmes & Meier Publishing, 1986),p. 1-3.
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158Ibid.,
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forward was that Article 10 was subordinateto the articles on the
peaceful settlementof
disputesand that it applied only to wars that were unlawful under Article 15.162
Another
suggestionwas that wars under Article 15(7) would not contraveneArticle 10, provided
that no action was taken by the lawful belligerent which would pen-nanentlyaffect the
territorial integrity and political independenceof its opponent.163
Lastly the 4th Assembly of the League in interpreting Article 10 argued that member
stateshad complete freedom of choice regarding measuresto implement the Article's
164
its
'which
However, Article 10 was
guarantec,
significantly reduced
applicability.
invoked on various occasions by disputing states having recourse to the League of
Nations, for example, by Bulgaria following the invasion of Bulgarian territory by the
Greek army in 1925 (Graeco-Bulgariandispute).165Also, China appealedto the Council
of the Leagueunder Articles 10 and II after the "Mukden Incident" of Sept. 18,1931
(Sino-Japaneseconflict). 166And NvhenItaly invaded and later annexedAlbania in 1939,
the latter used Article 10 as the ground of its appeal to the League of Nations.167
Nevertheless,Article 10 was not consistently referred to by either the Council or the
Assembly of the Leagueof Nations, apart from the appeal addressedon Feb. 16,1922,
by the membersof the Council, to the JapaneseGovernmentunder Article 10168and of
,
the resolutions of the League Council concerning foreign intervention in the Spanish
169
civil war. The LeagueCouncil and the member stateswere more inclined to refer to
Article II concerningpreventive action by the Council, mainly in the context of an end

161Especially in the
caseof the Council of the League failing to reach a unanimousagreementin respect
of a conflict betweentwo memberstates.SeeBrovvnlie,p. 62-3.
162Emile Giraud, "La Theorie
163Brownlie,
p. 63.
164Ibid.,
p. 64.
165League
ofNations Qfficial
166Ibid., 193 1, 2453.
p.
167Ibid., 1939, 246.
p.
168Text in (American Jounial
169League
ofNations Official

de La Legitime Defence, " (Hague Reciteil 49,1934-111), p. 695.

Journal, 1925, p. 1696.

ofInteniational Law 27,1933), p. 13 1.
Journal, 1937, p. 18.
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to hostilities. Nevertheless,the progressrepresentedby Article 10 was not entirely lost,
as it provided the legal basis for the adoption by the Leagueof the Stimson doctrine of
170
non-recognition, which some scholars viewed as implying that Article 10 involved
17
1
loss
independence.
Article II did not
mutual guaranteesonly against
of territory or
suffer from such controversyas Article 10.
It provided that:
'T Any war or threat of war, whether immediately affecting any of the membersof the League or
not, is hereby declared a matter of concern to the whole League, and the League shall take any
action that may be deemedwise and effectual to safeguardthe peaceof nations. In caseany such
emergencyshould arise the Secretary-Generalshall on the request of any member of the League
summona meeting of the Council.
2. It is also declared to be the friendly right of eachmemberof the Leagueto bring to the attention
of the Assembly or of the Council any circumstancewhatever affecting international relations
which threatensto disturb international peace or the good understandingbetween nations upon
which peacedepends".

This article introduced a new development,whereby any war, actual or threatened,was
considered for the first time to be a matter of concern to the entire membership,
irrespective whether any of the individual members were directly affected by it.
Moreover, the League would take any action that appearedprudent and effective to
'
72
safeguardthe peaceof nations. Article II gave the Council discretion not to settle the
dispute per se, but to take preventive and preliminary steps,e.g. to requestthe cessation
of hostilities or set-up a commission to observethe execution of a cease-fire,in order to
avoid escalationof the dispute.This discretion encouragedthe frequentuse of the article
by member states.For example, in the Graeco-Bulgariandispute of 1925, which arose
frontier
following
invasion
by
Greek
Bulgarian
the
territory
the
the
anny
a
out of
of
incident between the two states' armies, the Council of the League met in an
extraordinary sessionand the Acting Presidentcalled on both parties to ceasemilitary
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Waldock, p. 470.
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Ibid., p. 469.
172To somedegree,Article II of the Covenantis reminiscentof Articles 39 and 40 of the United Nations
Charter.
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action and to withdraw their troops to their own territories until the dispute had been
173
by
Council.
It was also made clear by A. Briand, the Presidentof the
the
considered
Council, that the Council's primary concernwas the cessationof hostilities, rather than
the merits of the dispute.174 The appeal of the Council succeeded and its
recommendationswere implemented by both Greeceand Bulgaria. The same was not
true, however, in the early stagesof the Sino-Japaneseconflict in Manchuria. Although
the Council appealedfor cessationof hostilities and withdrawal of the Japanesetroops,
its requestwas virtually evadedand ultimately ignored by Japan.175
Under the Covenant, war was Prohibited only under definite conditions which did not
176
in
the
illegal
to
to
affect
right
resort
a counter war
self-defence against an
war.
Consequently,it was agreedthat resort to war in self-defencewas not restricted by the
Covenant.177This conclusion is confirmed by the statementof the first Committee in its
report to the Assembly in 1931:

"One point appears beyond dispute-namely, that
in the Covenant of the League in its present
...
form
[does not] exclude the right of legitimate selfthe
to
prohibition
of
recourse
war
... 178
defence".

The Covenant did not characteriseresort to war in breach of its provisions as a crime,
but it spelt out the conditions under which war was forbidden. Also, the sanctionsof the
Covenant were penal in characterrather than remedial of the wrong done to the victim
of aggression.

179

173League ofKalions
174Ibid., p. 1698.
175

Official Journal, (1925 11),p. 1696.

Ibid., 1931, p. 2265.
176SeeHans Kelsen, Principles ofInternational Law, (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 2ed, 1966),
61.
p.
177
Waldock, p. 476.
178League ofNations Official Journal (1931). Report to the Assembly by the First Committee,Recordsof
the Twelfth Assembly, 1931, Meetings of Committees,Minutes of the first Committee,p. 146, Annex IS,
point 5 of the report.
179SeeArticle 16, of the Covenantof the Leagueof Nations. Also seeWaldock, p. 479.
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Now let us consider the efforts made along with the Covenant to restrict war, and
Article I
regulate the use of force. In the draft Treaty of Mutual Assistanceof 1923,180
declared that aggressivewar was an international crime and imposed upon the parties
the obligation not to commit such a crime.181The treaty was intended as an extension of
the Covenant and aimed to facilitate the application of Article 10 and Article 16.182If
one or more of the member statesbecame involved in hostilities, the Council would
decide, within four days of the receipt of notification by the Security Council, which
party was the victim of aggressionand whether it was entitled to claim assistanceunder
183
Treaty.
This raised the question of how to define aggressionand so detennine the
the
aggressor.No definition was incorporatedin the treaty itself, but it was forwarded to the
Govemment with a commentary which attempted to clarify the subject by citing
illustrative examples of situations 184where the use of force would be considered legal

and necessaryas self-defence.Neither the Commentarynor the draft Treaty, however,
185
containedany specific referenceto a right of self-defence.
In 1924, the Assembly discussedthe draft of a Protocol for the Paciji'c Settlenzentof
International Disputes,' 86which representedan attempt to link the prohibition of war
with a more comprehensivesystem of pacific settlement than was provided in the

180The Draft treaty failed to be adopted. SeeThe Leagueof Nations, Ten Years of Morld Co-operation,
ed. By Eric Drummond, (London: Hazel], 1930),p. 64-5.
181League of Nations Official Journal (1923). Records of the Fourth Assembly 1923, Meetings of
Committees,Minutes of the Third Committee,p. 200-3.
182Ibid.,
p. 203.

183League ofNations Official Journal (1923). Article 4, Recordsof the Fourth Assembly 1923, Meetings
of Committees,Minutes of the Third Committee,p. 203.
184League of Nations Qfflicial Journal (1923). Commentaryon the Definition of a Case of Aggression,
Recordsof the Fourth Assembly, 1923,Meeting of Committees,Minutes of the Third Committee,p. 2068.
185Ibid.
186GenevaProtocol on the Pacific Settlementof International disputes,adoptedby the Fifth Assembly on
October 2,1924. Records of the Fifth Assembly 1924, Meeting of Committees, Minutes of the First
Committee, p. 13640. For more information about GenevaProtocol, seeJamesW. Garner, "The Geneva
Protocol for the Pacific Settlementof International Disputes," (Anierican Journal of International Law
19,1925), p. 123-133. See Philip Marshall Brown, "The Interpretation of the General Pact For the
Renunciation of War," (Anierican Journal of International Law 23,1929), p. 373-79. Also see David
Hunter Miller, The Geneia Protocol, (New York: Macmillan, 1929),p. 660-61.
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Covenant.The drafters soughtin particular to closethe "loop-hole" left by Article 15(7),
187
Covenant.
The Protocol made clear the obligation of statesto assisteach other
of the
in case of aggression and also to deal with threats of war.188Also, the Protocol
condemnedaggression.The central provision of the Protocol was Article 2, whereby the
statemembersagreed"in no caseto resort to war", except in resistanceto aggressionor
189
League's
the
Council
Assembly.
the
In the exerciseof the right of
with
consentof
or
self-defence, the victim state was, under Article II of the Protocol, assured of the
assistanceof the other signatorystatesin accordancewith Article 16(3) of the Covenant,
thus providing for a systemof collective security basedon collective self-defence.190A
significant problem with the Protocol in relation with the right of self-defence,however,
was the use of the tenn, ccwae'.
The failure of the Draft Treaty and Geneva Protocol prompted the creation of the
Locarno Agreeinents,191which achieved many important developments: (1) The
Locarno Agreementsreferred not only to war but also to attack and invasion. Germany
and Belgium and Germanyand Franceagreed"that they will in no caseattack or invade

187Waldock, p. 483. Seealso Ten Years of Co-operation,p.68.
188Ten Yearsof Morld Co-operation,p. 68.
189The Protocol for the Pacific Settlementof International Disputes,Article 2 reads:"The signatory states
agree in no case to resort to war either with one another or against a state which, if the occasion arises,
acceptsall the obligations hereinafter set out, except in caseof resistanceto acts of aggressionor when
acting in agreementwith the Council or the Assembly of the League of Nations in accordancewith the
provisions of the Covenantand of the presentProtocol."
190Ibid., Article 11. Collective security is a broaderconceptthan collective defencein so far as it refers to
the generalmaintenanceof internationalpeaceand security rather than to focusedresponseto imminent or
actual armed attack.The latter is, however,a sub-elementof the former.
191The Locarno Treaty of Mutual Guaranteewas initialled at Locarno on October 16,1925, but signed in
London, in December 1,1925. The member statesto the treaty were Belgium, France, Germany, Great
Britain an Italy. Under the treaty there were obligations not to attack or invade each other and to settle
disputesby peaceful meanswere under-takenbetween Germany and Belgium, and Germany and France.
Great Britain and Italy undertook the obligations of guarantors of the threat. At the same arbitration
conventions were concluded between Germany and Belgium, and Germany and France and arbitration
treatieswere concludedbetweenGermany and Poland and Germany and Czechoslovakia.Also treatiesof
mutual guarantee were concluded between France and Poland and France and Czechoslovakia. See
Charles G. Fenwick, "Legal Significance of the Locarno Agreements," (American Journal of
International Law 20,1926), p. 108-111. See also Charles G. Fenwick, "The Progressof Co-operation
Defence," (American Journal ofInternational Law 24,1930), p. 118-122.
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192
to
(2) There were several explicit
each other or resort
war against each other".
exceptions: (a) legitimate defence; (b) action authorisedby the League of Nations; (c)
193
in
decision
the
to
action
absenceof a
settle the conflict or stop an aggressor.
The important point about Article 2, was that it defined as legitimate defence"resistance
to violation of the undertaking" not to attack or invade each other.,or resistanceto "a
flagrant breach" of the demilitarisation provisions of the Treaty of Versailles (Articles
42 and 43), "if such breach constitutesan unprovoked act of aggressionand by reasons
of the assembly of armed forces in the demilitarised zone immediate action is
necessary".

194 Te

Locarno Agreements also created a system similar

to one of

collective self-defence.Great Britain, Italy, Germany, Belgium and France undertook
the obligation to "collectively and severally guarantee
the
the
of
maintenance
...
territorial statits quo resulting from the frontiers between Germany and Belgium and
between Gennany and France,and the inviolability of the said frontiers as fixed by" the
Treaty of Vei-sailles.195The parties to the Locarno Agreements agreed to "come
immediately to the assistance" and also to "come to help" of the victim. 196The Locarno

Agreements led to the emergenceof two trends. First, the prohibition of war was
expandedto cover acts of aggressionand also to cover casesof use of force which did
not necessarilyhave to possessthe characterof war. Second,the right of a state to act in
self-defencewas made to some degreeand under some circumstancesdependent on a
decision or a finding by the Council. Before the Locarno Agreements, it had been
unclear whether a state could act independentlyof the Council in the exercise of the
right of self-defence.The Locarno Agreementsallowed independentaction in "flagrant"

192Locamo Treaty, Article 2, the text of the Treaty. Reprinted in Friedrick Joseph Berber, Locarno: A

Colleclion
193Ibid.,
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W. Hodge,

1936), p. 48-54.
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but
in all other cases imposed restraint until the Council had reached its
cases
decision.197In this respectthe Locamo agreementswere an important indicator, despite
their narrow "Versailles" context.
Since the restrictions of the Covenant applied to war, rather than the use of force in
general,it remaineduncertain whether measuresshort of war were allowed as a means
198
As a result of this loophole, it could be argued that hostilities short of
of self-defence.

war were included in the provisions of the Covenant. This ambiguity as regards the
effect of the Covenantin casesof use of force "short of war" was reflected in the Corfti
Incident in 1923. When the Italian Chairman of the Greek Albanian boundary
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inquiry and assertedthat no compensationwould be paid unless the inquiry found
Greeceto be culpable. Italy retaliated by occupying the Greek Island of Corfu after a
brief bombardment,in which a number of peoplekilled and wounded.199The Council of
the Leagueappointeda Commissionof Jurists, to determinewhether coercive measures,
lacking the characterof war, were consistent with the Covenant, when taken without
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201The Commission suggestedthat

195Ibid., Article 1. See George A. Finch, "A Pact of Non-Aggression," (,4nzerican Journal of
InternationalLaw 27,1933), p. 725,728-29.
196Locarno Treaty, Article 4(2) and Article 3.
197Bowett., p. 129.

198Hersch Lauterpachtand LassaOppenheim,International Law: A Treatise,Vol. 2, p. 152.
199Francis Paul. Walters, A History of the League ofNations, (Oxford: Oxford University Press.Vol. (1),
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the Council should decide in each particular case "whether it should recommend the
,, 202

maintenanceor the withdrawal of such measures.

Thus, although the Commission

failed to suggest a criterion, it indicated that certain forceful measuresshort of war
203
be
incompatible
Covenant.
The general view of the members of the
might
with the
Leaguewas that such use of anned force short of war without prior recourseto pacific
204
Covenant.
So far as the Corfii incident was
settlement was a violation of the
concerned it might reasonably be thought that bombardment followed by military
occupationwas, in fact, little if at all short of war.
The League of Nations, in the many incidents in which it was involved, was at least
relatively successful in fulfilling one of its main duties, the pacific settlement of
international disputes. International security was the League's main endeavour. The
League worked as an international body to settle disputes and maintain peace and
its
in
doing
it
developed
methods and established
security and
so
strengthenedand
authority. To this extent, the years of the League could be judged as successful and
extremely important for the future with regardto international relations and international
law. The outbreak of the SecondWorld War, 21 years after the end of the "war to end
is
into
the
war" again plunged
global conflict and seen by some scholars as
world
reflecting the total ineffectiveness of the League. It should be noted, however, that
contrary to some elementsof so-called "realist" thought, the failure of the League was
failure
inevitable
its
legal
of
as
a
so
much
of
structure
and
mechanisms
not an
product
the political will to make those institutions work - displayed finally at the Munich

202Ibid. See also Quincy Wright, "Opinion of the Commission of Jurists on Janina-Corfu Affair, "
(American Journal ofInternational Law 18,1924), p. 53644.
203Herbert Whittaker Briggs, The Law of Nations: Cases,Documents and Notes, (London: Stevens,
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Agreement between Chamberlain, Daladier and Hitler which permitted the unlawful
205
Czechoslovakia.
partition of
The Pact of Paris or Kellogg-Briand Pact, signed in Paris on August 27,1928, can be
seenas an attempt to improve the regime of the Covenant with regard to the regulation
of the use of force and the maintenanceof international peace and security. Until the
Pact of Paris, this had taken the form of condemnation of war of aggression as a
206
breach
international
criminal
of
peace. The Pact of Paris becamebinding on sixty four
states, virtually the whole international community, and because it was concluded
outside the framework of the League of Nations, it remained in force after the League
207
collapsed. The Pact of Paris is conciseand brief in its provisions. The key principles
of the Pact are embodied in the preamble and the first two of its three Articles, which
read as follows:
"The High Contracting Partiespersuadedthat the time has come when a frank renunciation of war
as an instrument of national policy should be made to the end that the peaceful and friendly
relations now existing betweentheir peoplesmay be perpetuated;Convinced that all the changesin
their relations with one another should be sought only by pacific means and be the result of a
peaceful and orderly process,and that any signatory Power which shall hereafter seek to promote
its national interestsby resort to war shouldbe deniedthe benefits furnishedby this Treaty."

Article I
"The High Contracting Parties solemnly declare in the namesof their respectivepeoples that they
condemn recourse to war for the solution of international controversies and renounce it as an
instrumentof national policy in their relations xvithone another."

205 See Hilaire McCoubrey and J C. Morris, "International Law, International Relations and the
Developmentof EuropeanCollective Security," (Journal ofArnied Conflict Law 4,1999), p. 198-202.
206JamesL. Brierly, "Some Implications of the Pact of Paris," (The British Year Book of International
Law 10,1929), p. 208.
207M J. BoNvmanand D J. Harris, Multilateral Treaties:Index and Current Status, (London: Buttenvorths,
1984),p. 75-6.
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Article 11
"The High Contracting Parties agree that the settlement or the solution of all the disputes or
conflicts of whatever origin they may be, which may arise among them, shall never be sought
exceptby pacific means."208

The Pact was originally proposed by the French Foreign Minister, A. Briand, as a
bilateral treaty betweenFranceand the United States.In reply, the US Secretaryof State,
Mr F. Kellogg, suggestedthat a greatercontribution to world peacewould be achievedif
the principal world Powers could be bound to a declaration renouncing war as an
instrument of national policy. This proposal was eventually accepted by France. A long

diplomatic correspondencethen followed which is of the highest importance for the
interpretation of the Pact of Paris. An initial French proposal that only "wars of
aggression"should be renouncedwas opposedby the American side; in his reply to the
French Govenunent on Feb. 27,1928,

Mr Kellogg asserted that an unqualified

renunciation of war as an instrument of national policy was compatible with the
Covenant of the League of Nations and would also avoid the problem of defining the
aggressor.The French Government in its reply of March 30,1928, sought assurances
that the renunciation of war would not remove the right of legitimate defence,or affect
her obligations under the Covenant of the League as well as under the treaties of
Locarno and the various agreementsof neutrality and guaranteeto which she was a
party

Mr Kellogg replied that the right of self-defence would be unaffected by the
fears
in
He
to the contrary:
to
renunciation of war.
assured, a speechmeant remove
"That right is inherent in every sovereignState and is implicit in every treaty. Every nation is free
it
from
invasion
defend
its
territories
to
times
treaty
and
attack
or
and regardlessof
provisions
at all
alone is competentto decidewhether circumstancesrequire recourseto war in self-defence".
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Kellogg went on to explain, in what one could see as either semantic defeatism or a
sensible absenceof illusions, that this right would not be explicitly recognised in the
treaty, since
"no treaty provision can add to the natural right of self-defence.It is not in the interestof peacethat
a treaty should stipulate a juristic conception of self-defence, since it is far too easy for the
unscrupulousto mould eventsto accordNvithan agreeddefinition', .209

Therefore, Franceemphasised"that the renunciation of war, thus proclaimed, would not
deprive the signatoriesof the right of legitimate defence".210At the sametime, Britain
maintained a right to defendits colonies:
"[flhere are certain regions of the world the welfare and integrity of which constitute a special and
vital interest for our peace and safety. His Majesty's Government have been at pains to make it
clear in the past that interferencewith theseregimes cannot be suffered. Their protection against
attack is to the British Empire a measureof self-defence.It must be clearly understood that His
Majesty's Governmentin Great Britain acceptthe new treaty upon the distinct understandingthat it
doesnot prejudice their freedomof action in this respece,.211

The United States,on its part, did not enter a reservationto the Pact, but made a public
statementin its Senate.The Pact should be seenas "a voluntary pledge upon the part of
eachnation that it will not have recourseto war except it self-defence".This necessarily
involvcd a mutual
"understanding that the right of self-defenceis in no Nvaycurtailed or impaired by the terms or
conditions of the treaty. Each nation is free at all times and regardlessof the treaty provisions to
defend itself, and is the sole judge of what constitutesthe right of self-defenceand the necessity
and extent of the same.

The "extent" of self-defencefor the United Stateswas defined by the Monroe Doctrine.

20SInternational Treatyfor the Renunciation of Mar as an Instrument of National Policy, (Paris, 1928,
Cmd. 34 10, London H.M. SO., 1928). Seealso, D. J. Harris, Casesand Materials on International Law, p.
861.
209He specially aimed theseremarksto French anxiety about the scope of the pact. Seehis speechbefore
the American International Law Association on April 1928,Documentson International Affairs 1928, ed.
by John W. Wheeler-Bennett,(London: Oxford University Press,1929),p. 3.
210In a series of letters betweenFrench AmbassadorPaul Claudel
and Kellogg. SeeUnited StatesNo. I
(1928): Correspondencewith the United StatesAmbassadorrespectingthe United StatesProposal for the
Renunciation of War", Cmd. 3109, (Accounts and Papers 1928 14,1928), London; see especially letter
dated26 March 1928.
211 Letter from Sir Austen Chamberlainto United StatesAmbassadorHoughton, 19 May 1928, in Cmd,
3109 as above.
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The United Statesregardsthe Monroe Doctrine as part of its national security
and defence.Under
the right of self-defenceallowed by the treaty must necessarilybe included the right to maintain the
Monroe Doctrine which is a part of our systemof national defence,,.212

The Monroe Doctrine "rests upon the right of self-protection", and it is well understood
frequently does, extend in its effect beyond the limits of the territorial
may,
and
.
jurisdiction of the Stateexercisingit". 213
Eventually both the French and the US Governments severally submitted Notes and
drafts of the proposedtreaty to the British, German,Italian, and JapaneseGoverm-nents.
Finally on June 23,1928, the treaty was presentedby the US Government to fourteen
states.The parties signed the treaty, on condition that the right of self-defenceand the
214
Covenant
Locarno
be
impaired.
the
treaties
other undertakingsunder
and
would not
Some jurists have questioned the legal character of the Pact on the grounds of the
generality and vaguenessof its tenns which, in their view, gave it no more than moral
value; of the lack of explicit qualification with regard to the renunciation of war; of the
existence of reservations to it and the absenceof any provision for sanctions in the
215
nature of mutual assistanceand armed action to suppressany violation of the Pact.
Most authors have not doubted the characterof the Pact as a legal instrument, but the
lack of sanctionsor a collective security systemunder the Pact of Paris seemsto be selfdefeating becauseit is not unusual for international treaties to provide for no sanctions
in caseof violation of their terms.216

212Report of the United States Committee on Foreign Relations, (14 January 1929, in Documents
on

InternationalAffairs
213Ibid.

1928), p. 5-6.

214For more information about the diplomatic background the Pact Paris
of
of
seeFrank B. Kellogg, "The
War Prevention Policy of the United States," (Anierican Journal ofInternational Law 22,1928), p. 25361
.
215See Roland S. Morris, "The Pact Paris For the Renunciation War: Its Meaning
of
of
and Effect In
International Law," (ProceedingsoftheAnierican SocietyofInternational Law 23,1929), p. 88-108.
216See Q. Wright, "The Meaning
of the Pact of Paris," (American Journal of International Law 27,
1933),p. 41.
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A very interesting issue regarding the interpretation of the Pact lies with the so-called
reservations submitted by the signatories during the negotiations. Apart from the
declaration of the British Government which created most of the controversy and
expressionsof concernby some states,there is general agreementthat the declarations
expressedduring the diplomatic correspondencepreceding the conclusion of the Pact
constitute an integral part of the latter, in that they are conclusive of the intention of the
217
form
interpretation
the
parties and
of the treaty. These statements
most authoritative
were simply a restatementof Mr Kellogg's clarifications in the Note of June 23,1928,
and they led to the undertakingof the sameobligations as would have beenthe casethey
had been part of the text of the Pact, as in fact was the casewith the French draft. Nor
did they conflict with the US Note by offering contradictory explanationswhich would
have limited or modified of the effect of the treaty with regard to its application as
between the reserving party and the signatories 218 These were reservations only in the
.

by
for
it
they
that
the
the
treaty
sense
were conditions
as was proposed the
acceptanceof
US Government;they did not affect the essentialcontext of the declarations,which were
in accordancewith the US proposal. The most important issue raised by the Pact of
Paris is the degreeto which it regulated unilateral resort to force by states.The treaty
international
dealing
in
Article
I
to
as
means
of
with
condemnedrecourse war a
parties
disputes and renounced it as an instrument of national policy. Furthermore, under
Article II they undertook to settle all the disputesor conflicts of any kind, which might
arise amongthem, only by peaceful means.
There are two possible interpretationsas to the scopeof the Pact of Paris in relation to
the use of force by states:

217Brownfie,
p. 84.

218
Arnold DuncanMcNair, TheLaw of Treaties,(Oxford:ClarendonPress,1961),p. 158.
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(A) The first one would rely on the fact that the wording of the Pact only explicitly
condemned and renounced war, and war under the customary law at that time was
understood in the restrictive sense of a state of war. Consequently, measures like
reprisals and intervention would not be contraventionsof the Pact, nor would they be
contrary to Article 11 about the employment of pacific means for the settlement of
disputes,becausereprisalswere consideredto be pacific in character.This interpretation
could be supportedby the controversy createdby the reply of the Committee of Jurists
in the aftermath of the Corfti incident with regardto the effect of the Leagueof Nations
Covenanton the use of force short of war.219
(B) The secondpossible interpretationwith referenceto the effect of the Pact of Paris on
the use of force would be that the GeneralTreaty outlawed not only war but also the use
of armed force short of war. This matter is quite controversial,in vieNvof the differences
of opinion over the term war in the Covenantand the fact that the preparatoryworks of
220
little
Pact
the
offer
guidanceon this point.
Nevertheless, if "preparatory work" is taken to mean only the preceding diplomatic
correspondence,one may deduce from then the explicit express declarations of the
signatories with regard to the right of self-defence (that subsistedunder the Treaty),
defensive action was the only instanceof unilateral resort to force short of war that was
actually envisaged.If the signatoriesconsideredthe customary law of the 19th century
to be still applicable in 1928,there would have beenno need for their anxiety to clarify
the exceptional status of self-defenceaction. It is also noteworthy that the declarations
referred to a "right of legitimate defence" without linking it to the term "war", for
instance, "war" in self-defence. Considering reprisals as a pacific means for the
settlementof disputessuggesteda rather strangeunderstandingof the term pacific. What

219Waldock, p. 473-4
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was important in this view was not the nature of the measuresapplied to deal with a
dispute, but the fact that they did not disrupt the stateof peaceby bringing about a state
of war. This view might have been compatible with the Pact of Paris except that the
Preamblenoted " that all changesin their relations with one anothershould be sought
...
only by pacific means and be the result of a peaceful and orderly process...". This
insistenceon an "orderly process" would seemto rule out the use of force short of war
betweenthe signatoriesof the Pact for the settlementof their disputes.221
It may be argued that the Pact applied only to the change in relations and not the
222
legal
but that view ignores the stipulation of Article
enforcement of existing
relations,

2 that the settlement of all disputes, of whatever origin, should be sought only pacific
means only, as well as the statement in the Preamble that war is renounced as an
instrument of national policy "to the end that the peaceftil and friendly relations now
existing betweentheir peoplesmay be perpetuated".That goal could hardly be achieved
if reprisals and generallythe use of force short of war were to be allowed. Although the
use of armed force by way of reprisalswas not consideredunder customaryinternational
law to break the stateof peace,betweenstates,due to their inherently hostile characterit
was doubtful whether this view would be taken by the states,as a whole, against which
they were directed. It has been suggestedthat to acceptthat reprisals were legitimate as
46pacificmeans" for the settlementof disputesunder the Pact of Paris would "approach
the bounds of credibility", because the phrase "pacific means" in the Pact "has a
disputes
indicated
by
its
to
all
or conflicts of
reference
comprehensive character
223
by
is
be".
This
they
supported the
view
whatever nature or of whatever origin
may

210Oppenheim,International Laiv: A Treatise. 184.
221JamesL Brierly, "International Law and Resort to Armed Force," (Cambridge Law Jounial 4,193032), p. 314.

222Oppenheim,
p. 184.
223Brownlie,
p. 86.
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declarationsmade by some stateson joining the Pact and a view responsesof members
to such declarations. When Switzerland signed the Pact of Paris, the Swiss Federal
Council stated in the accessiondocument that pacific means were to be understood as
those which were usually employed in the peaceful settlement of disputes such as
conciliation, mediation and arbitration, and the other signatories did not oppose this
224
In 1933, Mr Litvinov, the Soviet delegate at the Disarmament Conference,
view.
expressedthe view that renunciation of war meant not only renunciation of the right to
declare or Wagewar in the formal sensebut also renunciation of all military operations
225
and all acts of violence againstanotherstate.
Moreover, the Pact of Paris was invoked with regard to acts of force short of war, by
signatoriesthereto both outside and within the League of Nations, in the latter casein
their capacity as membersof the League'sorgans.
In 1937 when Japan invaded China without any declaration of war226 the Assembly
,
approved the Report of the Advisory Far Eastern Committee stating that the action of
Japan was not justified on the basis of either existing legal instrument or the right of
self-defenceand that it was contrary to Japan'sobligations under the Nine-Power Treaty
227
1922
Pact
Paris.
Similarly, the Soviet attack on Finland in 1939 was
of
and the
of
held by the Assembly to constitute recourseto war in violation of the Covenant and that
as a result, the Soviet Union had placed itself outside the League. It was found that the
USSR had contravenedArticle 12 of the Covenantand the Pact of Paris.228During the
conflict in Manchuria, the United StatesSecretaryof State,Stimson,made the following
declarationto both Japanand China:

224Ibid.,
p. 87-8.

225SeePolitical Committee s6ancedu 15 Fevrier 1933, Procesverbaux, p. 2. Referencein Ian Broxvnlie,
Inteniational Law and the UseofForce by States.p. 88.
226For more information about the war in China see Francis Paul Walters, A History
of the League of
Nations, (London: Oxford University Press,1952,Vol. 2), p. 731-38.
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"[The United States]doesnot intend to recogniseany situation, treaty, or agreementwhich may be
229
,,
brought about by meanscontrary to the covenantsand obligations of the Pact of Paris.

Also the membersof the Council of the Leagueof Nations issued a warning to Japan,
highlighting the guarantee against aggression in Article 10 of the Covenant and
concluding that "no infringement of the territorial integrity and no change in the
political independenceof any member ... ought to be recognisedas valid and effectual".
The Assembly subsequentlyissueda resolution that it was "incumbent on membersnot
to. recogniseany situation, treaty, or agreementbrought about by meanscontrary" to the
Covenantor the Pact of Paris.230The doctrine was not, for political reasons,made use of
in the Italo-Ethiopian incident, 231but it was applied by 19 American Statesin the Gran
Chaco incident betweenBolivia and Paraguay,232by the United Statesin regard to the
233
in
by the United States,France and the Soviet Union in regard
Peru
Leticia,
action of
to Germany's annexation of Czechoslovakiaand by the United Statesin regard to the
USSR aggressionin Finland.234
Undoubtedly, the repudiation of war as an instrument of national policy in the Pact of
Paris required that anything having the sameeffects as such a war could not be regarded
as valid. In view of the broad claims of self-defence and the lack of a practical
distinction betweenwar and armedattack short of war, continued attemptswere made to
define aggression.A Soviet-proposeddefinition of aggressionwas endorsedby a League

227Lauterpacht, Oppenheim, Vol. II, p. 152-53.
228Briggs,
p. 964.

229Quincy Wright, "The StimsonNote of January7,1932, " (American Journal ofInternational Law 26,
1932),p. 342.
230
lbid, p. 343.
231
Waldock, p. 480.
232Lester H. Woolsey, "The Chaco Dispute," (American Journal ofInternational Law 26,1932), p. 796801.
233See L. H. Woolsey, "The Leticia Dispute Between Colombia and Peru," (American Journal of
InternationalLaw 27), 1933,p. 525-27.
234
Waldock, p. 480.
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235

Disarmament Committee in 1933.

According to this definition, adopted by the USSR

in non-aggression treatieS236the aggressor was defined as the first state to commit anY of

the following acts againstanotherstate: (1) declarationof war; (2) armed invasion, with
force;
(4)
its
declaration
(3)
territory,
air
navy
or
of
war;
anned
attack
on
or without a
invading
formed
bands
its
blockade;
(5)
territory
to
and
another
on
own
aid
armed
naval
deprive
despite
demands,
to
the armed
to
take
all
possible
measures
state or refusal,
237
bands of aid and protection. According to Article 3 of the definition, no military
238
definition
first
blow.
Soviet
The
the
was criticised
considerationcould excusestriking
becauseit was consideredthat automatically to blame as the aggressorthe party striking
it
definition,
the
first
blow
"takes
was
the
no accountof self-defence"and consequently
239
for
innocent".
In 1933, when an anti-aggression
become
the
thought, could
a "trap
treaty, the Anti-War Treaty of Non-Aggression and Conciliation, was signed in Latin
America, whilst it condemnedwar of aggressionand required parties to settle their
240
in
it
by
the treaty that the right of
disputes only
stated
was explicitly
pacific means,
241
inalienable.
self-defencewas unaffected,since it was
The importance of defining aggression increased with the establishment of the
242
Article 6 of the
War
Criminals.
Nazi
Nuremberg Tribunal for the prosecution of the
Nuremberg Charter defined as a crime against peace within the jurisdiction of the
Tribunal the "planning, preparation,initiation or waging of a war of aggression,or war
in violation of international treaties, agreementsor assurances,or participation in a

235Briggs, p. 969-970.
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, 243

common plan or conspiracy for the accomplishment of any of the foregoing' .

The

Tribunal found that "already at the outbreakof the war, resort to aggressivewar was an
international crime" and relied "in the first place" on the Pact of Paris which was, in
1939,binding on 63 nations,including Gen-nany,Italy and Japan.244The Tribunal stated
that:

"In the opinion of the Tribunal, the solemnrenunciationof war as an instrument of national policy
necessarilyinvolves the proposition that such a war is illegal in international law; and that those
who plan and wage such a war, with its inevitable and terrible consequences,are conunitting a
245
doing".
in
crime so

The Nuremberg Charter did not, itself, contain any definition of aggressionor selfdefence. Initially, the United States had proposed a definition of aggression which
consideredas legitimate self-defenceresistanceto an act of aggressionor action to assist
in
that
to
action
self-defence as
aggression,
state
and
stated
explicitly
a
subjected
defined did not constitute an act of aggression.In the event, neither a definition nor an
Charter,
but
found
in
the existenceof the
the
place
of
self-defence
a
expressreservation
by
defence
doubted
counsel at
upon
and was relied
right of self-defence was never
Nuremberg. With regard to the actions at the Allied forces, the Tribunal took the view
that "since the Allied belligerency was in resistanceto aggression,and taken either by
the actual victims of their aggressionor by statescoming to their aid, that belligerency
246
Nations
General
United
1946
In
in
the
was
self-defence or collective self-defence.
Assembly affirmed by unanimous resolution the principles of International law
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247
in
Nuremberg
Charter
in
the
Judgement
Tribunal.
The
recognised
and also the
of the
International Law Commission, at the request of the General Assembly, drafted and
adopted a formulation of the Nuremberg Principles in which crimes againstpeacewere
defined as:
(1) Planning, preparation, initiation or waging of a war of aggression, or a war in
violation of international treaties, agreements or assurance.

(2) Participation in a common plan or conspiracyfor the accomplishmentof any of the
248

actsmentionedunder.

As this chapterhas shown, the Caroline case,was important becauseit createdthe main
principles of the right of self-defence,such as necessityand proportionality, which are
still today regardedas essentialin the considerationof any claim of use of force under
the right of self-defence.Moreover, the attemptsto restrict the resort to war after World
War I, through the establishmentthe League of Nations, and later in the 1928 Pact of
Paris, made successfulcontributions in the long term to controlling the use of force, in
spite of, their defects. In my view the main problem was not the measuresthemselves,
but the politieal intransigeneeof the powerful statesat that time, whose only concern
was for their own national interests,at the expenseof international peaceand security.

247See United Nations General Assembly Resolution 95(1) of December 11,1946. Reprinted in United
Nations Resolutions,ed. by DusanJ. Djonovich, (SeriesI, GeneralAssembly, Vol. 1,194648, New York:
OceanaPublications),p. 175. Seealso II (YearbookofInteniational Law Commission11,1950),p. 188.
249lbid, p. 193,195.
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CHAPTER THREE
Self-DEFENCE, SECURITY AND THE BIRTH OF THE UN

The modem understandingof self-defence emergedhistorically from the pre-modem
phase of international legal developmentbut has been recast radically in the UN era.
This has developedwithin the context of a global collective security system.A system
of collective security may be defined as one which makes provision for mutual support
and aversion of conflict, whilst a system of collective defence makes provision for
specific joint military response against acts of aggression. This chapter will consider the

hopes for a new world, especially after World War 11,which were expressedin the
London Declaration of 1941 and the Atlantic Charter of the sameyear. Also, in 1944, a
Conferencewas held at Dumbarton Oaks near Washington, to prepare a first draft of a
World Peace Organisation, in preparation for the San Francisco Conference. Finally,
Article 51 was drafted at the San FranciscoConferencein 1945. Thesetopics will all be.
examinedin this chapter.

The Birth ofthe New Organisation

The failure of the Leagueof Nations and the ordeal of World War II, renderednecessary
a major reshaping of the international security system. Amongst the main difficulties
confronting the League of Nations experiment, were the United States' refusal to
become a member and the weaknessof the LeagueCouncil and Assembly as means of
effective crisis management.That the League was intended as a genuine collective
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security systemis made clear by Article 16 of the LeagueCovenant.The problem in the
1930s was less one of concept than of political will in implementation.

The

international economic collapse of the late twenties and the early thirties, the rise of
anti-democratic and militaristic regimes, especially those of Italian Fascism, Gern-ian
Nazism and JapaneseMilitarism, resulted in the disintegration and collapse of the
249

League system

.

The end of World War 11revived the hopesfor a new World which would be controlled
by a new systemfor the maintenanceof international Peaceand security, through a new
organisation.By that time it had becomeclear that the systemof security of the League
of Nations, having failed in 1939, could not survive into the new era which would come
after the War. There was, of course,some contrastbetweenthe Old and the New Orders
Inish Clauderemarks:
as
,
"The UN could be described as a revised version of the League. Many of it features were
...
indicative of consciouseffort to avoid the deficiencies of the previous World Organisation in
...
, 250
both negativeand positive fashion the old order influenced the creation of the new'

The aim, thus, was to establish not so much a conceptually new security order as one
which was mere practically collective. The processof developmentcommencedearly in
the war when in June 1941, during the peak of the Axis victories with nearly all Europe
under Axis rule, a meeting was held which many historians consider to be the
foundation of the United Nations. The representativesof Britain, Canada, Australia,

249Evan Luard, A History Of Yhe United Nations, Vol. I: 77zeYearsof MesternDoinination 1945-55,
,
(London: Macmillan Press,1982), p. 3-16.
The League's record showsa few successesin its very early years : It resolved a frontier dispute between
Finland and Sweden ; defended the sovereignty of infant Albania when she was threatenedby Greek
forces from Bulgaria in 1925 and the payment of compensationby Greeceafter an incident between the
two countries ; and resolveda territorial disputebetweenTurkey and Iraq over Mosul.
250 Inish Lothair Claude, Sivords Into Plowshares: The Problems and Progress of International
Organisation, 4 ed (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1984),p. 60-61
,
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New Zealand and South Africa and the exiled Governments of Greece, Belgium,
Czechoslovakia Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Yugoslavia and of
,
General de Gaulle of France,met at St. James'sPalace, London, and agreedupon the
London Declaration, which read in part as follows :
"The only true basis of enduring peace is the willing co-operation of free peoples in a world in
which, relieved of the menaceof aggression,all may enjoy economic and social security; It is our
intention to work together,and with other free peoplesboth in war and peace,to this end ,251.

Exactly three months after the London Declaration the next step was taken with a joint
declarýtion issuedby PresidentRoosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill known as the
,
Atlantic Charter.This Charter affirmed,
66certain
countries
on
common principles in the national policies of their respective
252
,
which they basedtheir hopesfor a better future for the world'

The sixth clauseread:
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ivant"
The seventh clause stated:

"that such a peaceshould enableall men to traversethe high seaswithout hindrance,254

And the eighth concludedthe documentwith this outline of peaceorganisation:
"They believe that all of the nations of the world for realistic as well as spiritual reasons, must
,
land,
if
be
force.
future
Since
the
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to
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peace
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no
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come
or air armamentscontinue to be employedby nationswhich threaten, or may threaten, aggression
outside of their frontiers , they believe , pending the establishmentof a wider and permanent
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The Atlantic Charter was signed on September 24 by the USSR and the ten
Governments of occupied Europe256and rapidly received widespread international
support.
On New Year's Day 1942, President Roosevelt, Prime Minister Churchill, Maxim
Litvinov of the USSR, and T. V. Soong of China signed a document which, though
short, had significant influence in fixing and firmly establishing a policy for the post257
be
to
war systemwith respect peaceand security which would
afforded to all nations .
Later, only those stateswhich had declaredwar on Germany and Japanand subscribed
to the United Nations Declaration were invited to take part in the San Francisco
258.

Conference

In October 19-30,1943, an important meeting took place in

MOSCOW259,

at which the Foreign Ministers of Great Britain, the United Statesand the Soviet Union
recognised
"the necessity of establishingat the earliest practicable date a general international organisation,
basedon the principle of the sovereignequality of all peace-loving states,and open to membership
by all such states,large and small, for the maintenanceof international peaceand security",

and they continuedthat:
"for the purpose of maintaining international peace and security pending the re-establishmentof
law and order and the inaugurationof a systemof generalsecurity"

they would consult
"with one another and as occasion requires with other members of the United Nations with a view
to joint action on behalf of the community of nations" and that they would "confer and co-operate
with one another and with other members of the United Nations to bring about a practicable
260
,
general agreementwith respectto the regulation of armamentsin the post-war period'

256Guide to the Charter ofthe United Nations, p. 1-3
257Evan Luard, A History ofthe United Nations, p. 17. 27.
258The United Nations Declaration reads that the
nations which take part had : "subscribed to a common
program of purposes and principles embodied in the Joint Declaration of the President of the United
States and the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom dated August 14,1941, known as the Atlantic
Charter."
259No substantial statement of United Nations policy
with respect to the establishment of the new
organisationto maintain peaceand security was madeuntil the Moscow Conference.
260Evan Luard, A History ofthe United Nations, Vol. (1),p. 17-23
.
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At Tehran, Roosevelt,Stalin and Churchill met, for the first time, and declaredthat they
would work for a decisive triumph over the Axis. As to peace,the Declaration read:
"We are sure that our concord will win an enduring peace We recognise fully the supreme
.
responsibility resting upon us and all the United Nations to make a peace which will command the
goodwill of the overwhelming mass of the peoples of the world and banish the scourge and terror
261
,
for
of war
many generations'

The most crucial stagebefore the San FranciscoConferencewas the double conference
of Dumbarton Oaks near Washington DC in 1944. This Conferencewas to prepare a
first draft of a World PeaceOrganisation.The discussionswere in two stages.The first
stage was between the representativesof the Governments of the Soviet Union, the
United Kingdom and United States.The secondstage was between the representatives
262
Governments
China,
United
Kingdom
United
States
the
of
of the
and the
.
The Dumbarton Oaks Proposals stated in Chapter I the aims of the new International
Organisation.Theseincluded the following:
1. "To maintain intemational peace and security".
2. "To develop friendly relations among nations and to take other appropriate measures to
strengthen
0
universal peace".

3. "To achieveintemational co-operationin the solution of intemational economic,social and other
humanitarianproblems".
4. "To afford a centre for harmonising the action of nations in the achievement of these common
263
ends".

During that gathering there were wide consultationswith a view to the elaboration of a
264.
into
plan which would take
accountthe experienceof the past After six weeks, they
produceda number of "tentative proposals".
The recommendations mainly concerned defining the framework of the new
international organisation, and the responsibilities and obligations of the members of
that international gathering. It gave to the Security Council enforcementpowers which

261Guide To The UnitedNations Charter, p. 5-6.
262The division into two ConferencesNvasdue to the fact that the USSR did not recognisethe Government
of Chiang Kai-Shek as the legitimate Governmentof the Republic of China.
263Maurice FanshaNve,
The Charter Explained, (London: United Nations Association, 1946), p. 5-11.
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the League Council never had. At the sametime the Security Council was even at this
early stage assumingthe shapeof a body which, in pre-Cold War theory, had the clear
backing of the great Powers- meaning the victorious World War II, and thus a potential
efficacy largely denied to the League.It attemptedat the same time to give the General
Assembly the primary responsibility for essential matters dealing with the general
265
welfare . At Yalta there was a turning point between the preparationsfor the Charter
of the United Nations and the founding conferenceat San Francisco.By that sametime,
the Dumbarton Oaks plan had been published and was the object of deep controversy
and intensive public discussion.A unique compromiseformula was producedby the big
three at Yalta after difficult disagreementbetweenthe United Kingdom and the United
Stateson the one side, and the Soviet Union on the other. The agreementprovided that
"all decisions on questionsof procedureshould be taken by a majority of seven votes,
and that decisionson other questionsshould be taken by a like majority, with the added
requirement of unanimity of the pen-nanentmembers". At the same time there was a
disagreementconcerning crucial issuesdealing with the great powers and whether they
were to be allowed to exercisetheir veto rights in casesin which they were involved in a
diSpUtC266

The Drafting of Article 51: The San Francisco Conference

In preparationfor the Dumbarton Oaks Conferencethe Soviet Union, China, the United
Kingdom, and the United Statesdrafted proposalsincluding as a general principle the
prohibition of the use of force, except for preventive or enforcementaction undertaken

264

Ibid.
265 Leland M Goodrich and Edvard Hambro, Charter of The United Nations: Commentary and
Documents,p. 6-10.
266
Ibid.
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by the organisation itself No referencewas made in theseproposalsto self-defence.267
The fon-nula agreed upon in Dumbarton Oaks was very similar to what eventually
became Article 2(4) of the Charter, placing a general ban on the use and threat of
force.268Becausethe prohibition of war under the Covenant of the League of Nations
and under the Pact of Paris had never been taken to exclude the right of self-defence,it
is not surprising that in the Dumbarton Oaks proposals similarlY, it was not deemed
269
include
necessaryto
explicit reservation of the right of self-defence. The ban on the
threat or use of force "in any mannerinconsistentwith the purposesof the Organisation"
was not consideredto prevent the exerciseof this right, which was regardedas inherent
in the proposals.270That this was so, was made clear when the issue of self-defencewas
raised by the Chinese delegation in the context of the powers of the future Security
Council. They requestedassurancesthat the right of self-defencehad not been removed
and that the use of force in self-defencewould not be consideredinconsistent with the
purposesof the organisation.It seemedsatisfied by the explanation that the ban applied
to the unilateral use of force without approvalby the Security Council, other than in the
271
legitimate
casesof
self-defence. The Chinese delegation's query as to who would
judge whether a state's use of force was consistentwith the purposesand principles of
the organisation, particularly if it claimed to be acting in self-defence, met with a

267SeeUnited StatesPlan for the Establishmentof an International Organisation for the Maintenance of
International Peace and Security, December 29,1943, in Ruth B. Russell, A History of The United
Nations Charter: The Role of the United States(1940-1945), (Washington: Brookings Institution, 1958),
p. 990-95.
268Chapter II, Principles, paragraph, 4 of the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals read: "All members of the
Organisation shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force in any manner
inconsistentwith the purposesof the organisation." Russell,p. 1019.
269SeeProposalsfor the Establishmentof a GeneralInternational Organisationin Foreign Relations of the
United states,(1944), p. 890-900.
270Geoffrey L Goodwin, Britain And Yhe United Nations, (New York: Manhattan Publishing Company,
1957), p. 32-3.

271For moreinformationseeForeignRelationsof the UnitedStates,(1944),p. 862.
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consensualreply that the Security Council was the body which would make such a
272

decision.

When the United States delegation, in preparation for the San Francisco Conference
examined the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals,item by item, once again the question arose
whether Chapter VIII should contain an expressreservation of the right of self-defence
in the context of the maintenanceof peaceand security provisions. Despite the general
273
inherent
agreementthat this was an
right, there was no real objection on the principle.
When, at the San Francisco Conference, Committee Fl, deliberated the provision
containing the prohibition of the threat or use of force, it concludedthat the "use of anus
in legitimate self-defenceremains admitted and unimpaired. ,274Some countries thought
that an expressprovision in the Charter assertingthe right of self-defencein responseto
275
by
be
Others proposed that a collective
an attack
another state would
useful.
obligation be undertaken by members "to resist every act of aggressionagainst any
276
',
Nevertheless, none of the amendmentsproposed at the San Francisco
member.
Conference on the provision that later became Article 2(4), of the Charter referred
directly to self-defence,277with the single exception of a Panamanianproposal whereby
"subject to immediate reference to and approval by the competent agency" of the
it
force
by
force
"a
made
against
of
an
unauthorised
use
organisation, statemay oppose
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Russell, p. 465-66.
273
Ibid., p. 599.
274See Report of the Rapporteur of Committee I/1 to Commission I, Doculnents of the United Nations
Conferenceon International Organisation, SanFrancisco,(Publishedin Co-operationwith the Library of
Congress,London & New York, 1945,Vol. 6), p. 459.
275 See for example the statement of Turkey, Docunients of the United Nations Conference on
International Organisation, Vol. 4, p. 675.
276 Proposal of New Zealand, Docutnents of the United Nations Conference on International
Organisation, Vol. 3, p. 486-87; Vol. 6, p. 34243.
277
Ibid., Vol. 6, p.557-64.
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by another state.,278Evidently, the general inclination was to restrict the pennission to
279
force
focus
to
use
and
on prohibition rather than permission.
The sourceof Article 51 is to be found in the discussionsof Committee 111/4which dealt
with the problem of harmonising existing regional security arrangementswith proposed
Charter of the United Nations, and in so doing faced the problem of preserving some
freedom of action in self-defence.280
Originally, what was at issue was the freedom of regional organisations to take
enforcement action. The Dumbarton Oaks Proposals had provided that, where
appropriate, use could be made by the Security Council of regional arrangementsor
agenciesfor enforcementaction, but that no enforcementaction should be taken under
281
by
Council's
such arrangementsor
such agencies without the
authorisation. The
statementof the four SponsoringPowers made it clear that for the Security Council to
give such authorisation would require the unanimous agreement of the permanent
282
members. Thus, a permanentmember could make use to its veto power, to prevent a
283
from
forceful
Although the United States
taking
regional organisation
action.
delegation was satisfied with this provision284the Latin American countries which had
,
285
feared that the
Act
Chapultepec,
recently concluded a regional arrangement,the
of
Act of Chapultepeccould be found to be in contradiction with the Charter, that action in
self-defence under regional arrangementscould be subject to the veto in the Security

278Ibid., Vol. 6, p. 565.
279Ian Broxvnlie,International Law And 77teUse
ofForce By States,p. 270-71.
2soBoxvett W. Derek, Self-Defence in International Law, (Manchester: Manchester University Press,
1958), p. 182.
281Russell,p. 1026.
282Text of the Statementby the Delegationsof the Four SponsoringGovernmentson Voting Procedurein
the Security Council, June 7,1945, in Documents of the United Nations Conference on International
Organisation, Vol. 11, p. 7 10.
283BoXvett'
P. 183.
284Russell,
p. 693.

285The Act
of Chapultepecprovided for collective measures,including the use of armed force, to meet
threats or acts of aggressionagainst an American state. For more information see Leland Goodrich and
Edvard Hambro, Charter of1he United Nations: Commentaryand Documents,p. 176.
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Counei1286,

or that action under the Act might be blocked as a result of the Security

Council's being impeded from action by the exerciseof the veto.287The discussion of
the demand for autonomy of the inter-American security system was merged with the
consideration of two proposals to exempt security arrangementsagainst aggressionby
288
from
Security
the
Council
enemy states
requirement of
authorisation. One was a
proposal by Franceto make an exception to the Security Council's authorisation "in the
case of the application of measuresof an urgent nature provided for in treaties of
assistanceconcluded between members of the Organisation and of which the Security
Council has been advised"289The other was a proposal by the Soviet Union for a
.
similar exception in the case of regional arrangements"directed against renewal of a
290
in
',
The United States
policy of aggressionon the part of the aggressor-states this war.
had no objections to either of these specific exceptions.291 The Latin American
representatives,however, were of the opinion that the Soviet Union proposal would
reduce the inter-American organisation's role and they pressedfor a similar exemption
292
Act
Chapultepec.
The United States' advisersdrafted an amendmenton
under the
of
self-defencewhich they suggestedshould be addedto Section B of ChapterVIII of the
Dumbarton Oaks Proposals(on action againstaggression),rather than to Section C (on
regional arrangements).It referred to regional arrangementsas an example of selfdefence against attack, rather than as an exception to the general rule that regional

286SeeForeign Relations The United States(1945), Vol. 4, 595.
of
p.
287Josef Kunz, "Bellum Justum
and Bellum Legale," (Atnerican Journal ofInternational Law 45,195 1),
p. 528,530.
288Leland Goodrich, Edvard Hambro and Anne Simons,Charter
ofthe United Nations: Commentaryand
Documents,3d ed. (New York: Columbia University Press,1969),p. 343.
289Documentsofthe United Nations Conference International Organisation, Vol. 3, 387.
on
p.
290Ibid., Vol. 3, 60 1.
p.
291Foreign Relations
of the United States (1945), Vol, 4, p. 596.
292Ibid.,
p. 659.
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enforcement action required Council authority, thus distinguishing between regional
enforcementaction (which it did not deal with) and regional action of self-defence.293
The characterisation of regional arrangementsas self-defence, however, would still
permit them to be invoked without the sanctionof the Security Council. The permanent
members had reservations about this. It was noted that the right of self-defence was
reserved, but the procedure implied good faith not to take action except in selfdefence.294 The United States' view, in general,was that it should retain the ability to
veto action in parts of the world outside the Western hemisphereand it was concerned
that the regional right to take defensive action without Council authority should not be
madegeneral.The approachfavouredby the United Kingdom and Francewas for a right
of individual action, only in case of the Council's failure to act. The United States'
proposal was therefore reworded to make clear that the regional arrangementsshould
operate independently only in self-defence and only in the event of failure of the
Council to act. The final text of the United Statessuggestionread:
"Should the Security Council not succeed in preventing aggression, and should aggression occur by
any state against any member state, such member state possesses the inherent right to take
necessary measures for self-defence. The right to take such measures for self-defence against
armed attack shall also apply to understandings or arrangements like those embodied in the Act of
Chapultepec, under which all members of a group of states agree to consider an attack against any
one of them as an attack against all of them. The taking of such measures shall be immediately
reported to the Security Council and shall not in any Nvayaffect the authority and responsibility of
the Security Council under this Charter to take at any such time such action as it may deem
295
in
international
to
necessary order
maintain or restore
peace and security,,.

Neither the United Kingdom nor the Soviet Union acceptedthis proposal, however.
Their fear was that it left the door open for a series of regional organisations, acting
independentlyof the world institution.296The United Kingdom proposeda revised text:
"Nothin- in this Charter should invalidate the right of self-defence against armed attack, either
individual or collective, in the event of the Security Council failing to take the necessarymeasures
to maintain or restore international peaceand security. Measurestaken in the exerciseof this right
shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any Nvayaffect the authority

293Ibid.,
p. 674.
294Ibid.,
p. 592.

295Ibid., p. 685-86.
296Ibid., p. 691-98 and 698-706.
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The Soviet delegation proposed a similar idea, though differently worded, beginning
inherent
impairs
in
Charter
"Nothing
the
this
the
right of self-defence, either
with
phrase
individual or collective", followed by a provision that in the event of failure to maintain
have
Council,
Security
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measures
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being
The United States delegation had the same
Council
[were]
Security
taken
.,,
Council
Security
took
the
"the
that
until
right of self-defence continued
understanding:
300
While
this
this
to
the
expliCitly.
state
proposal
redrafted
adequate measures"299and
301
Latin
the
the
to
members,
permanent
proposal seemed acceptable

American

delegations still feared that the inter-American system might be pronounced inconsistent
States
for
United
to
it
the
In
Charter.
to
them
the
necessary
over, was
order
win
with

its
intcr-American
to
the
promise
and
system
guarantee the continued validity of
integration with the generalorganisationand the implementation by treaty of the Act of
Chapultepec.302The United States also suggestedadding appropriate references to
dispute
the
of
"resort to regional agenciesor arrangements"among
approved methods
in
this
in
the
arrangements
to
and
agencies
of
regional
role
settlement order strengthen
303
that
in
The
announced
which
press
release,
a
new proposalswere explained
regard.
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in
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no
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right of self-defence
the new provision recognised
from the ultimate authority of the Security Council as the main instrument of world
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304
enforcement action. After the Latin American delegations informally gave their
approval and the proposal was submitted to and approved by the five permanent
members,it was formally presentedin this final form:
"Nothing in this Charter impairs the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an
armed attack occurs against a member state, until the Security Council has taken measures
necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken in the exercise of this right
of self-defence shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any Nvay
affect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under this Charter to take at any time
such action as it may deem necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and
305
securi ty.,,

This provision, with minor drafting changes,becameArticle 51 of the Charter.306To
emphasisethat the provisions of the article referred to the exerciseof a reservedright of
members and did not imply that regional arrangementswere exempted from Security
Council authority, it was also agreedthat the new proposal should be included in the
chapteron threatsand breachesof peaceand acts of aggressioninsteadof in the chapter
307
Moreover, Article 51 have been mentioned the right of
on regional arrangements.

collective self-defence.
The exPression"collective self-defence"is not defined in the Charter.The interpretation
expressed,during a discussionof the issue within the United Statesdelegation was that
008
"if more than one state acts
is
be
interpreted
'collectively'
The
that
to
as
...
.
Colombian delegate at the San Francisco conference stated his understanding of the
conceptas follows:
In the case of the American states, an aggressionagainst one American state constitutes an
aggressionagainstall the American states,and all of them exercisetheir right of legitimate defence
by giving support to the state attacked,in order to repel such aggression.This is what is meant by
309
the right of colleclitv seIr-defence.

304Ibid., p. 831-37.
305Documentsofthe United Nations Conferenceon International Organisations,Vol. 12, p. 680.
306Ibid., Vol. 15, p. 188.
307Brownlie, p. 274.
308Foreign Relations of the United States(1945), Vol. 4, p. 679.

309
Documentsofthe UnitedNationsConference
onInternationalOrganisation,Vol. 12,p. 687.
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The main issue was the scope of the action which the Charter intended that individual
states or groups of states should be allowed to take without the prior pennission of the
Security Council

10The
the exercise of the right of collective
question
was
whether
.3

self-defencedemands(a)the existenceof a regional arrangement;(b) the existenceof a
bilateral mutual assistancetreaty; or (c) is permitted even in the absenceof any previous
arrangementsor treaty obligation. It was clearly for the purpose of fitting regional
arrangements, especially

the inter-American

security

system, into

the general

international organisation,that Article 51 was addedat San Francisco.Also it was clear
that at San Francisco the expression"collective self-defence" was used to cover action
not only by members of regional arrangements,but also by parties to bilateral treaties
by
joint
their
one state to another without any
security,
assistance
and also
governing
treaty obligation. Article 51 was deliberately transferred at the San Francisco
Conferencefrom ChapterVIII to Chapter VII which meansthat the right of collective
self-defence had become "entirely independent of the existence of regional
311 But also, any member of the United Nations is permitted under the
arrangements.,,

Charter to use anned force to assistan attackedstate,whether or not there has been any
312The
by
be
can
exercised
also
right of collective self-defence
previous arrangement.

because
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313
because,
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cannot
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force could be achievedonly under an powerful organisation,whose main aim would be
to protect international peaceand security. On this basis, the United Nations appearedto
force
by
League
Nations.
The
the
the
the
of
control
use
of
mistakes
of
over
came
avoid
the balancing betweenArticles 2(4), and 51 from the UN Charter - in which perhaps a
drafters
UN
Charter's
the
of
was to give small states a sense of greater
main aim
security againstmore powerful ones.

313Waldock and Brierly, p. 419.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE NATURE OF THE INHERENT RIGHT

Integral to the UN security system is the notion of self-defence, which is the only
permitted exception to the prohibition of force under Article 2(4). What is less clear,
however, is exactly what is the nature of the inherent right of self-defence,and in what
circumstancesit may be invoked; Article 51 leaves many questions unanswered.The
UN Charter generally intended to reserve armed force primarily for the UN and its
agents.The reservationof a right of self-defencewas a pragmatic measure,leaving room
for unilateral action which would be inevitable and necessaryin the event of any failure
of fon-nalmultilateralism. This chapterexploresthe debateon the nature of self-defence
under the UN Charter. It remainedunclear, however, what sort of action in the modem
strategic and technological environment, constitutes "armed attack" sufficient to give
rise to a right in self-defence;a question highlighted by the Nicaraguan assistanceto El
Salvador's FMLN resistance movement and the subsequent mining of Nicaraguan
,
harbours with US assistance.Further ambiguities revolve around anticipatory selfdefence and collective self-defence.The word "inherent" applied to the self-defence
implies
is
is
it
the same customaryright which existed
the
that
as
right
right confiising,
before the creating of the UN; though the explicit authorisation of collective selfdefenceenlargesthat right.
These difficulties raise also the question of definition of aggression,even though this
term is not used in the Charter in specific relation to self-defence. Therefore,
from
definition
be
development
the
the
to
the
of
aggression,
of
considerationwill
given
period of the League of Nations, to the General Assembly Resolution (3314) 14,
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December 1974. That resolution will be analysed in an attempt to clarify what
aggressionmean and what could provoke the right of self-defence.The chapter begins
with a general discussion of self-defence under the Charter, and highlights the
ambiguities raised. There follows a consideration of interpretation of the scope of
Article 51. Finally, the role of the Security Council in relation to self-defence is
considered.

UN Charter and Sel6defence

The UN Charter treats self-defencemore coherentlythan the Covenantof the Leagueof
the Nations and Kellogg-Briand Pact, although it retains their sense that defence is
essential and prior. Whereas the Covenant gave little guidance in the event that the
whole League system broke down, the Charter acceptedthe likelihood as well as the
legitimacy of unilateral, or extra-UN, action. The Charter restricted the range of that
action, however, to occasions of self-defence rather than to a wider array of
circumstancesin which the organisationmight fail to meet the needsof member states.
In turn, the Charter departsfrom Kel logg-Bri and's string of ad hoc exceptions.Instead,
those who drafted the Chartermade self-defenceintegral to the system,effecting a more
systematicbalancebetweenthe rule and the exceptionthan either interwar effort.
Overall, the Charter was intended to shepherdan international order in which armed
force was primarily reservedfor the UN and its agentsto protect the values and interests
of a global community. In its aspirationsto securethe world from the "scourge of war",
it bannednot only the use of anned force but force in general.Axticle 2(4) states:
"All membersshall refrain in their internationalrelations from the threat or use of force againstthe
territorial integrity or political independenceof any state, or in manner inconsistent with the
Purposesof the United Nations."
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Any previous freedom to go to war or use of force was meant to be rcndered
'
314
"antiquated" at least on paper. The sole extra-UN exception to Article 2(4) was the
315
right to self-defence. The experienceof the 1930sand the SecondWorld War offered
raw evidencethat the peaceenvisionedfor the post-war world was unlikely to be either
perpetual or total. Some stateswould certainly violate the ban on force at some stage.
Although the UN was intended to step in to resist aggression,it was conceivablethat it
might fail to do so or, at least, be unable to act quickly enough to protect victim states
from immediate damage.Either possibility left room for unilateral action, which implies
that a right to such had to be guaranteed.That this guaranteecame in the forin, of a
immediate
historical
Gennan
Italian
in
to
and
sense.
act
self-defence
made
permission
had
Versailles
"modify"
through
to
the
alerted
conquest
military
arrangement
efforts
international observersto the need for timely resistanceagainst aggression,perhaps in
developments
immediate
Moreover,
post-war
advance of multilateral consensus.
defence
"increasingly
that
to
the
wars were equivalent to
approved"
position
conduced
316

just wars.

The Charter of the United Nations implied that preparation for self-defence was
inevitable and war in self-defencelawftil. It recognisedin the first section of Article 51
that any state under attack, with no prospect of UN intervention on its behalf, was
Article
its
the
defence.
In
the
in
its
made
to
section,
second
own military
permitted act
Council.
Security
the
to
the
of
authority and responsibility
right of self-defencesubject
Article 51 provided a crucial escapehatch. While it did not restore fully the pre-Charter
licence to self-defence,it stood as a fairly open invitation to return to the old way of
doing things should the new order not materialise. Were formal multilateralism to fail,

314Yoram Dinstein, Mar, Aggressionand SeIr-Defence,(Cambridge:Grotius, 1988), p. 9 1.
315Authorised enforcementaction under Article 42 would, of course,be clearlywithin the UN remit.
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any stateor statescould take their security into their o-vvnhands,or more accurately,into
their own anns. Significantly, this exemption was formalised in the name of selfdefence,a right viewed as unequivocal.
Not surprisingly, Article 51 left many terms undefined and questionsunanswered.That
a right to self-defenceexisted was undebatable;what it involved was far less so. Some
writers have expresseddoubt that interpretersof Article 51 will ever be able to agreeon
a definition beyond the skeletal, that self-defence amounts to a "legitimate use of
017
However vain the effort, the interpretation of Charter language and
counter-force.
intent has largely beenviewed as a legal issue,both academicallyand practically. A first
set of questions revolves around the notion of anned attack. What actions sufficiently
constitute armed attack that self-defence becomes an acceptableresponse?Defining
has
been
for
the post-1945 experienceof guerrilla
a
challenge
armed attack
particular
warfare and low-intensity conflict, third-party support for insurgencies and indirect
aggression,terrorism and extortion, and various forms of economic and political, but
unarmed, coercion. Where are we to locate armed attack along a continuum of conflict
which rangesfrom tank invasion to hostile radio propaganda?As one writer commented
at the height of the Vietnam War, short of total invasion, the Charter is silent on the
318
"loss
'
trespass.
rights of victims of
The ambiguity of Article 2(4) does not help. Supposethat one state provides weapons
in
but
displays
logistical
to
no
movement
another
support
an anti-government
and
obvious interest in acquiring any of that state's territory or usurping its political
independence. Assuming inaction by the Security Council, is this a sufficient

316Terry Nardin, Law, Morality And 7lie Relations of States, (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1983),p. 282.
317Dinstein, 200.
p.
318Thomas M. Franck, "Who Killed Article 2(4)? Changing Governing The Use of Force By States,"
(AnzericanJournal ofInternational Law 64,1970), p. 8 13-14.
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provocation to justify anned self-defenceagainstthe first state by the one battling antigovernment forces, or friendly states acting on the basis of "collective self-defence"?
The International Court of Justice decided in the 1986 Nicaragua case that such a
situation did not license self-defenceunder Article 51.319In this case, the "scale and
effects" of Nicaraguanassistanceto El Salvador'sFMLN resistancemovement were too
small to be considered"armed attack", and closer in kind to "a mere frontier incident"
and were of insufficient gravity to justify the mining of Nicaraguan harbours that had
320
been carried out with US assistance.
Another set of questionsconcernwhether self-defencecan anticipate an aggression.To
read "if an armed attack occurs" as meaning that in all casesa victim state should wait
for bombs to drop before responding appearsto be unrealistic, especially in an age of
nuclear, biological, chemical, and massively destructive conventional weapons. At the
same time, as an impact of this massive progress in all types of weapons, to determine

"who fired the first shot" also seemstoo simple, since attacks can begin without actual
shots. Pertinent questions arise about how states should be entitled to respond to the
32
1
threat of attack This puzzlementgavemany the impressionthat Article 51 affirms the
.
legitimacy of anticipatory self-defenceand at the sametime forbids it. 322Others propose
that it is difficult to determine when the assaultbegins to give endorsementfor pre-

319 Dinstein,

p. 181-83. The decision of the International Court of Justice is a clear example of how
counter-measures could to some point be allowed.
320Nicaragua
iý United States of America. International Court of Justice, (Merits Judgement, 27 June
1986), p. 1034. The problem for the United States was that it could not verify the gravity of the crossborder assaults from Nicaragua. As the Court said "An armed attack must be understood as including not
merely action ... across an international border, but also ... acts of armed force against another state of
such gravity as to amount to (inter alia) an actual armed attack conducted by regular forces. " The Court's
vie-%v,was that the situation in this case was not classified as an armed attack.
321Goodrich
and Harnbro, Charter of Yhe United Nations: Commentary and Documents, p. 347.
322Myres S. McDougal
and Florentine P. Feliciano, "Resort to Coercion: Aggression and Self-Defence in
Policy Perspective, " In: Laiv And Minimum Morld Public Order: 77ie Legal Regulation of International
Coercion, (New Haven, NY: Yale University Press, 1961), p. 234. Bowett perceived Article 51 as
admitting anticipatory self-defence.
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323
emptive self-defence. Dinstein consideredArticle 51 to be flexible and at the same
time incompatible with the way which the Charter was drafted. In particular, he pointed
to the massive loss that would result from waiting until bombs were dropped before
being able to act in self-defence.He suggesteda more extensive authority to act in
a
defensiveway to face an initial assault,but within carefully defined boundaries
324
only.
Another group of issues revolves around collective self-defence. It is unquestionable
that a gathering of states, united in the same principles and threatened by a strong
enemy, may claim the right of collective self-defence.The Alliance against Iraq in the
SecondGulf War is an apparentexample.The dilemma is what the notion of collective
self-defence includes. Collective self-defenceinvolves a complex connection between
Article 51 and regional security arrangements.The history of Article 51 gives clear
evidencethat collective self-defencehas becomean instrument of compromisebetween
those who demand extensive authority over the use of force in the United Nations and
others who claim that regional organisations should have some authority to act
325
unilaterally. Article 51, in fact, emanatedto fix the controversy about the "Regional
Arrangements" in Articles 52 to 54 (Chapter VIII). Article 53, in particular, contained
an "authorisation" clause which requires any regional enforcement action to have the
permission of the Security Council of the United Nations. The objective of this, was to
make the UN more effective in resolving international disputes.But that power for the
Security Council was confrontedwith the objection of the American states.Ahead of the
San Francisco Conferencethey agreedunder the Act of Chapultepecto link regional
326
inter-American
security with
security programmes. They agreed that the League of

323This was the view of Brownlie.
324Dinstein, p. 175,178-80.
325
Thomas M. Franck, p. 824.
326John W. Halderman, Yhe United Nations And 7lie Rule Law: Charter Developtnent Through The
of
Handling ofInternational DisputesAnd Situations, (New York: OceanaPublications, 1966),p. 42-3.
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Nations had acceptedrestrictions in its authority for the advantageof some areas or
statesand they claimed that they should have the sameprivilege. The Europeanstates,
from their side, were afraid of a Germanrevival and they wanted to have the right to act
immediately against any possible German aggression. In cases of instant danger,
Belgium, Turkey and Czechoslovakiaproposedto allow individual response.The USSR
demandedthe freedomof collective action againstthe former Axis Powers.327
Meanwhile, China sought a centralised system for the new international gathering to
protect Chineseinterests.The UK, for its part, recognisedthe regional controversy,but
328
did
like
from
beginning.
United
Nations
San
the
time
to
the
the
at
same
not
ruin
plan
Francisco examined many settlement steps, to which were attached some rights and
exemptions. The US delegation proposedan umbrella article, which would reassertan
"inherenf' right of self-defence,to be enjoyedby any state or group, to act individually
in the absenceof Security Council measures.The UK delegation suggestedthat the
article should read:
"Nothing in this Charter shall invalidate the right of self-defence against armed attack, either
individual or collective, in the event of the Security Council failing to take the necessarysteps to
maintain or restoreinternationalpeaceand security."

Generally, the idea was agreedthat self-defencewas only an interim measureuntil the
Security Council took the measuresnecessaryfor international peaceand security, and
this was the origin of Article 51.329

327Arnold Wolfers, Discord And Collaboration: Essays
on International Politics, (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Press, 1962),p. 185.
328Evan Luard, A History
of The United Nations: 77ie Years of Western Domination, 1945-1955, p. 52-3.
329Ibid.,
p. 534.
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Inteipretation ofArticle 51

The subject of self-defencewas raised at the SanFranciscoConferencein relation to the
problem of harmonising existing regional arrangementswith the proposedCharter of the
United Nations. The text of Article 51 refers to the "inherent right" which remains
unimpaired by the Charter. Consequently,Article 51 recognisesa right of self-defence
330
law.
by
,
This view finds support in
Charter
independently
"established
natural
of the
the statementof the Rapporteurof Committee 1/1 at the San Francisco Conferencethat
the "use of arms in legitimate self-defence remains admitted and unimpaired.1)331
Therefore, the right of self-defence"has no other content than the one determined by
Article 5 p9332and the right of self-defence as existing under Article 51 is the right
333
Article
51
This
the
the
whether
question
raises
states.
member
conferred upon
Charter
If
the
the
the
aim
of
self-defence.
of
existenceof a customaryright
recognises
had been to leave the scopeof the right of self-defenceunimpaired it would have taken
the approachof the Covenantand the Pact of Paris,i. e. making no explicit reservationof
334
drawing
by
Charter
In
the
the
of
a clear
adopted
approach
contrast,
self-defence.
reservation of self-defence testifies that the right of self-defence continues to exist.
Under Article 51 the right of self-defencemay be exerciseduntil the Security Council

330Hans Kelsen, Recent Trendsin theLaw of the United Nations, (London: Stevens,1961),p. 913-14.
331 Report of the Rapporteur of Committee 1/1 to Commission 1, in (Documents of the United Nations
Conferenceon International Organisation,SanFrancisco,Vol. 6), p. 459.
332Kelsen, p. 914.

333Hans Kelsen, 77zeLaw of the United Nations: A Critical Analysis of Its Fundamental Problems,
(London: Stevens,1951), p. 792.
334Brownlie, p. 273.
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has taken the measuresdetermined in Article

51.335

Thus, the main purpose of Article

51 is to remove possible doubts as to the impact of the Security Council's powers. 336
Article 51 enlarged the right of self-defence by explicitly authorising collective as well
337
individual
Therefore, whether Article 51 extended the right of selfas
self-defence.
defence in one respect and limited it in another 338 or Article 51 reflected customary law
,
339
it
had
as
evolved and existed as of 1945 , the right of self-defence was developed

under the Charter in three areas: (1) it was extended to include collective as well as
individual self-defence; (2) to avoid any abuseof this right as an excusefor illegal use
of force, it was limited to caseswhere an "anned attack" occurs againsta member of the
United Nations ; (3) it was regardedas a temporary right to be used only as the need
arose "until the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to maintain
international peaceand security." The important issue here, which needselaboration, is
what is meant by the term arnzedattack. The term "armed attack" did not appear in
neither the Covenant of the League of Nations, or the Pact of Paris. It was aggression
that had been considered the opposite of self-defence and that the Draft Treaty of
Mutual Assistanceand the GenevaProtocol had attempted to define. The designersof
the Charter deliberately decided not to attempt to define aggression,but to leave to the
Security Council to decide in each casewhether a particular act constitutes a threat to
the peace, a breach of the peace, or an act of aggression.It was reported at the San
FranciscoConferencethat:

335Derek W Bowett, "Collective Self-DefenceUnder the Charter of the United Nations," (The British
YearBook ofInternational Law 32,1955-56), p. 130-31.
336Humphrey Waldock and JamesL. Brierly, Re Laiv
of Nations, 6nd ed, (Oxford: Oxford University
Press,1963), p. 417-19.
337Lauterpacht
and Oppenheim,International lait,: A Treatise,p. 155.
338Kelsen, 77ieLaw
ofthe United Nations, p. 792.
339Brownlie, p. 274.
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becameclear that a preliminary definition of aggressionwent beyond the possibilities of
"It
...
...
this Conferenceand the purpose of the Charter. The progressof the technique of modem warfare
renders very difficult the definition of all casesof aggression. ... The list of such cases being
necessarilyincomplete, the Council would have a tendencyto consider of less importancethe acts
not mentioned therein; theseomissions would encouragethe aggressorto distort the definition or
might delay action by the Council. Furthermore,in the other caseslisted, automatic action by the
Council might bring about a premature application of enforcement measures.The Committee
therefore decided to leave to the Council the entire decision as to what constitutesa threat to
...
340
breach
,
of peace,or an act of aggression.
peace,a

Moreover, under Article 39, the Security Council does not even have to determine the
presenceof aggression.To decide that there exists a threat to the peaceor a breach of
the peace is enough.Nor was there any definition of the expression"anned attack" in
341
because
files
San
Francisco,
the expressionwas not regarded as ambiguous.
the
of
Many believe that for the right of self-defenceto be invoked under Article 51, an attack
342
however,
integrity
Others,
be
to
threaten
the
the
state.
of
attacked
should so seriousas
contend that "a single rifle shot ... fired by an armed soldier across the border"
suffices.

343

Still, the phrase "armed attack" opens the door to the question whether

Article 51 precluded the exerciseof self-defenceagainst illegal use of force which fell
short of an armed attack and also whether Article 51 precluded the exercise of selfdefenceagainsta threat to use force.344
To answer these questions is difficult, becauseno real answers can be found in the
drafting history of Article 51. The Americans at San Francisco discussedwhat could be
345
indicated
idea
It
but
it
that
"attack",
the
that
was
was ambiguous.
seems
considered
the right of self-defence"is an inherent right and is not restricted to the caseof a direct

340Report of Rapportcur of Conunittee 111/3to Commission III on Chapter VIII, Section B in (Documents
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Goodrich and Hambro, Charter ofthe United Nations: Commentary and Documents, p. 178.
341Brownlie, p. 278.
342Josef Mrazek, "Prohibition of the Use and Threat of Force: Self-Defence and Self-Help In International
Law, " (Canadian Yearbook ofInternational Law 27,1989), p. 109.
343Dinstein, p. 182.
344Waldock, p. 496-97.

345Foreign Relations of the United States(1945), Vol. 4, p. 670.
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attack" and that the "concept is much broader')346
the
major
question
concerned
.A
distinction between an "attack" and an "anned attack", but no conclusion was
347
reached. Ultimately, the inclination was to focus solely on "armed attack". However,
since armed attack was not defined, what constituted an armed attack would be
determined by the statesinvolved in the processof self-defenceup to the point where
the Security Council takesthe measuresnecessaryto restore peaceand security. At this
point, "the competenceto interpret the term "armed attack" and to ascertainwhether an
,, 348

"armed attack" exists in a concretecase,is transferredto the Council
.

An important

question is whether an imminent threat is enough to create an immediate right to
recourseto force in self-defence.Generally,Article 51 limits the right of self-defenceto
the actual occurrenceof an "aimed attack" by one state against another. This suggests
that the wording "if an armed attack occurs" is intended to mean "after an armed attack
occurred.

5349

A further implication would be that the range of self-defence under Article 51 was
different from that of the customary right of self-defence.350According to Judge
Schwebel, there are two possible interpretations of Article 51. One is that Article 51
prevents anticipatory self-defence.This view is based on the arguments that: (a) the
discussion
indicates
(b)
Article
51
text
the
the
so;
at San
of
ordinary meaning of
Francisco assumedthat any permission for the use of force would be exceptional, and
that exception should be narrowly construed;(c) Article 51 to was intended restrict and
did restrict the of self-defenceenjoyed by statesunder customaryinternational law; (d)

346

Ibid., p. 667.
347
Ibid., p. 678.
348Kelsen, p. 792. The International Court of Justicehas interpreted the phrase"armed attack" and made
judgement on whether "anned attack" available or not. For more information see Military and
Paramilitary Activities in and againstNicaragua (Nicaragua v. the United States,Judgementof 27 June
1986, Merits), 1986 ICJ Reports 14, p. 1024, paragraphs, 193-95; p. 110, paragraph, 211; p. 120,
paragraph,232; p. 127,paragraph,249.
349Kelsen, Recent Trends,p. 914-15.
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and as a result the use of force in Article 51 should be interpretedin an limited way. The
secondinterpretation is that Article 51 doesnot ban anticipatory self-defencebecause:a)
it was acceptedin customaryinternational law; (b) the purpose of Article 51 was not to
restrict the right of self-defencebut to ensurethat regional organisationscould act in
351
Charter.
UN
It is important to mention that the final judgement
self-defenceunder the
on whether an armed attack under Article 51 has taken place will be made by the state
concerned,which will have to prove the gravity and imminence of such an attack in
order to justify an action of self-defencebefore the Security Council.

Armed Attack andAggression

The Covenant of the Leagueof Nations referred to war and external aggression;it did
not use the terms "use of force" or "armed attack". Aggressionwas consideredas the act
which triggered the right of self-defence. Although continued efforts to define
aggression were made after the foundation of the League of Nations, they were
352
unsuccessful. Article 10 of the Covenantof the Leaguelof Nations was composedto
help to detennine the aggressor,which mean, any act of force, or threat of using force,
against the territorial integrity or the existing political independenceof any of the
Members of the League,is an illegal act of aggression,which the Members had agreed
not to commit. Also, it is the duty of the Council to determineupon the meansby which
353
be
this aggression can
prevented. Article 11, considered war that no more had a

350Brownlie,
p. 276.
351Stephen M. Schwebel, "Aggression, Intervention and Self-Defence in Modem International Law, "
(Hague Reciteil 136,1972-11), p. 479-8 1.
352For more information see Quincy Wright, "The Prevention of Aggression, " (American Journal of
InternationalLaw 50,1956), p. 514,519-22. See also Brownlie, p. 351-55.

353Bengt Broms, "Definition of Aggression," (Hague Reciteil 154,1974), p. 305-307.
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354
but
it
is
interriational.
to
the
aspect,
private
a matter of concern
community. Article 11
announcedthat "any war or threat of war" to be a matter of concernto the whole League
355
League
the
to
take
to
which required
effective action safeguardthe peaceof nations.
In Article 12 under "Disputes to be Submitted for Settlement" the Members of the
League agreed to submit any dispute that might arise between them to arbitral
jurisdiction and judicial settlementor to the inquiry of the Council. War in no case to
permission to until three months had gone by after the arbitral or judicial decision, or
356
Also, under this Article recourse to war is not
after the report of the Council.
forbidden but made dependenton failure of some procedures of peaceful settlement.
Here, it is clear that the Covenantdependedon the supposition that the effect of time on
the disputing parties would help to defusethe tension.357In Article 13 the Members of
the League agreed to submit to arbitration or judicial settlement any conflict arising
betweenthem, which could not be satisfactorysettledby diplomacy.358In this particular,
the decision of the arbitrator is obligatory and the dispute cannot be settled by resorting
to war against a Member statewhich has complied with the arbitral.decision 359Article
.
15 demandedan obligation on the Members statesto submit disputes, not decided by
arbitration in accordancewith Article 13, to the Council of the League of Nations for
360
consideration and examination. Having a conummication with the parties and
received their statements about the case, "the Council shall endeavour to effect a
361
dispute".
But, if the Council reached a end about the case under
settlement of the

354

Brownlie, p. 57.

355Article I1 (1) of the Covenant of the League of Nations.
356 lbid, Article 12 (1).

357John Fischer Williams, Some 4spectsof the Covenant of the League of Nations, (London: Oxford
University Press,1934), p. 137-8.

358Article 13 (1)
of the Covenant of the League of Nations.
359Ibid, Article 13 (4).
360

lbid, Article 15 (1).
361
Ibid, Article 15 (2-3).
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investigation, which is acceptedunanimously by the Members,362then by virtue of
Article

15 (6), war cannot be waged against the party complying with the

363
But, when the Council failed to arrive at a harmonious
recommendation of the report.

report, " the Members of the Leaguereserveto themselvesthe right to take such action
364
for
they
justice".
the
The
as
shall consider necessary
maintenance of right and
problem here, that this paragraph,in its referenceto "right andjustice" which is unclear
and vague, include an expressreservation of freedom of action for Member stateS365'
createa gap in the Covenantwhereby any war, however aggressive,could be resortedto
within the limitations of legality included in paragraph7 of Article 15.
As a result the Covenant of the League is command by the idea that war between its
Members should not be regarded as prohibited except in definite cases. War was
prohibited:
(1) before the submissionof dispute to arbitral jurisdiction andjudicial settlementor to
the examination of the Council (Article 12 (1)).
(2) until three months after an arbitral award or judicial decision or report by the
Council (Article 12 (1)).

(3) against a Member of the League who complies with an ward or judicial decision
(Article 13 (4)).

(4) with any party to a dispute that complies with the recommendationsof a unanimous
report by the Council (Article 15 (6)). But, on the other hand, war was not prohibited:
(1) if the proceduresand delaysrequiredby Article 12 had been followed;
(2) if the Council had failed to reach a unanimousreport under Article 15;

362Ibid, Article 15 (6).
363Here, the Council arbitrates only as a mediator. The parties have the freedom to accept or refilse the
report.
364Article 15 (7) of the Covenantof the Leagueof Nations.
365SeeBrownlie, p. 61.
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(3) and if war were waged against a state which had acceptedthe unanimous report of
the Council.
In implementing Article 8 of the Covenant,which was concernedwith the declining of
armaments,it was conceivedamongthe various technical bodies of the Leaguethat any
effort to attain disarmament should be combined with a system of guarantee and
366
Therefore, on September 27,1922,
substantial protection against aggression.

the

Third Assembly of the Leagueof Nations proposedthe creation of a GeneralTreaty of
367 The Temporary Mixed Commission for the Reduction
Mutual Guarantee.
of
Armaments, establishedby the League's Council on February 25,1921, was assigned
the task of preparing such a treaty. In relation with the Assembly's proposal for the
creation of a Treaty of Mutual Guarantee,the PermanentAdvisory Commission, which
met in Genevafrom April 16 to 23,1923, submitted a report including opinions on the
definition of aggression in the proposed treaty.368The Commission in its report
illustrated that "the difficulties inherent in any attempt to define the expression'casesof
aggression"', and also the "doubt as to the possibility of accurately defining this
expressionapriori in a treaty, from the military point of view, especiallyas the question
is often invested with a political charactee'.369The report made clear that the definition
of aggression as the traditional mobilisation of anned forces or the violation of a
frontier, had lost its value with the new methodsof warfare.370
However, under "Signs which Betoken an Impeding Aggression", the Commission's
report stated:

366SeeUnited Nations, War Crimes Commission,History ofthe United Nations Mar Crimes Commission
and the developmentof the Lmvs of Mar, (London: H. M. StationaryOffice, 1948),p. 54-5.
367 See Resolution XIV of the Third Assembly, League of Nations Qjjlcial Journal, Assembly
Resolutions,(Spec. Suppl. N. 9,1922) p. 27; Seealso, Ferencz,(I) p. 70.
368League ofNation Qjjicial JournaL, (Spec. Suppl., no. 16,1923), p. 114-124; Seealso, Ferencz, (1), p.
70-6.
369
lbid, p. 117.
370
Ibid, p. 116.
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But, even supposing that we have defined the circumstanceswhich constitute aggression, the
existence of a case of aggressionmust be definitely established.It may be taken that the signs
would appearin the following order:
(1) Organisationon paper of industrial mobilisation
(2) Actual organisationof industrial mobilisation.
(3) Collection of stocksof raw materials.
(4) Setting on foot of war industries.
(5) Preparationfor military mobilisation.
(6) Actual military mobilisation.
(7) HostilitieS.371

On June 8,1923, the Commission completed its work on the Treaty of Mutual
Assistance.The treaty, although it, did not include any definition of aggression,gave the
Council of the Leaguethe power to decidethe existenceof "a menaceof aggression".372
Under Article I of the Treaty of Mutual Assistance,aggressivewar was declared as an
"international crime", which none of the parties to the treaty should be guilty of
373In describing
committing.
aggressive war, this Article stated that a war would not be a

war of aggressionif it were undertakenby a state which had acceptedthe unanimous
recommendation of the Council, the verdict of the Permanent Court of International
Justice or by arbitration. Similarly, a war waged against a staterefusing to comply with
such recommendationor judgement was not a war of aggression.A provision was also
attachedthat the party resorting to war should not have the intention to violate either the
it
integrity
its
independence
Otherwise,
the
territorial
would
of
rival.
or
political
374
considereda war of aggression.
Also, Article 11asked the parties to give every assistanceand help to any party to the
375
Commentary
is
"The
it
treaty which
on the
of
aggression.
under attack or an action
Definition

of a Case of Aggression" drawn up by the "Special Committee of the

371Ibid,
p. 177.

372SeeArticle III of the Treaty qfMutual Assistance.
373Ibid, Article 1 (1).
374Ibid, Article 1 (2).
375Article 11 reads that: "The High Contracting Parties, jointly and severally, undertake to filmish
assistance,in accordancewith the provisions of the PresentTreaty, to any one of their number should the
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Temporary Mixed Commission", was to some degree critical of the definition
of
376
aggression. The report provided similar views and remarks to those of the Permanent
Advisory Commission. It indicated that "it is still conceivable that in many casesthe
invasion of a territory constitutesan act of aggressionand, in any case,it is important to
determine which state had violated the frontier". 377Recognising the difficulties of
deciding in the new methods of warfare, which of the conflicting parties had first used
force or crosseda border, the report emphasisedthat:
"In conclusion it may be pointed out that in the caseof a surprise attack it would be relatively easy
to decide on the aggressor,but that in the generalcase,where aggressionis precededby a period of
political tension and general mobilisation, the determination of the aggressorand the moment at
378
difficult',
which aggressionoccurredwould prove very
.

The report went on to reachthe finding that:
"It is clear, therefore, that no simple definition of aggressioncan be drawn up, and that no simple
test of when an act of aggressionhas actually taken place can be devised. It is therefore clearly
necessaryto leave the Council completediscretion in the matter
......

A new effort was made to develop the concept of aggressionby the adoption of the
Protocol for the Pacific Settlementof InternationalDisputesby the LeagueAssembly on
October 2,1924 379This Protocol, mainly, concerned the outlawing of aggressive
.
warfare through the development of a system of pacific settlement of disputes,
380
for
disannament.
Article 10 of the Protocol dealt
guarantees the security of statesand
with aggression and a standard to decide the aggressor was provided. The Article
indicated that "every state which resorts to war in violation of the undertakings

latter be the object of a war of aggression,provided that it has conformed to the provisions of the present
Treaty regarding the reduction or limitation of armaments".

376League
ofNations OJJJcialJounial, (Spec. Suppl. No. 16,1923), p. 183-5.
377lbid,
p. 183.
378Ibid,
p. 185,

379This Protocol
also known as GenevaProtocol. SeeHunter David Miller, Vie GenevaProtocol, (New
York: Macmillan, 1929); Seealso, JamesW. Garner, "The GenevaProtocol for the Pacific Settlementof
International Disputes," (AmericanJournal ofInteniational Law 19,1925), p. 123.
380SeeFerencz(I),
p. 132-7.
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381
in
in
Covenant
Protocol
is
contained the
or the present
an aggressot', Also, the Article
provided that any "violation of the rules laid down for a demilitarised zone shall be held
382
equivalent to resort to war". The Protocol stated, that in casebeginning hostilities,
any state would be automatically consideredto be an aggressorwith a special decision
from the Council, unless a majority decision to the contrary was taken by the Council.
383Here, the Council would consider the caseswhen hostilities had begun
and a state
refused to submit the dispute to pacific settlement or refused to accept a judicial or
arbitral decision or, the Council's majority recommendation, or refused or violated
384

provisional measures enjoined by the Council.

But

if the Council could not
,

determine the aggressor,it was bound to enjoin an armistice upon the belligerents. If a
belligerent refused to accept the armistice or violated its conditions, it was to be
'8'
considered the aggressor. In general, the Protocol did not provide for obligatory
but
its
assistance,
articles on mutual assistancewere more specific than those available
in the Covenant.
In 1925, an important development was reachedby the Treaty of Mutual Guarantee
between Germany,Belgium, France,Great Britain and Italy at Locarno on October 16,
1925.386The aim of this treaty was the maintenanceand guaranteeof territorial status
Germany
from
frontiers
between
Germany
Belgium,
the
and
and
and
resulting
quo
France,which were fixed in the Treaty of Versailles.387The statesmembersin the treaty
agreedto refrain from aggressiveacts and not to resort to war againsteachother. Under
Article 2, "Germany and Belgium, and also Germany and France, mutually undertake
that they will in no case attack or invade each other or resort to war against each

38'Article 10 (1) from the Protocolfor
382Ibid.
383Article 10 (2).
384Ibid.
385Article 10 (4).

the Pacific SettlenientofInternatioiialDispittes.
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388
other". Use of force could only be exercisedin the following cases:(1) The exercise
of the right of self-defence.(2) Action in pursuanceof Article 16 of the Covenant; (3)
Action as a result of a decision taken by the Assembly or the Council of the League of
Nations or in pursuanceof Article 15 (7) of the Covenant,directed againsta statewhich
389
first
to attack. In the Locamo Agreements,not much attention was given to
was the
the question of defining aggression.
In 1928, the Pact of Paris went much further than the Covenant of the League of
Nations. Whereasthe former had prohibited all wars of aggression,and distinguished
between
legal
and illegal wars, the Pact completely outlawed war. However, the
only
390
defining
by
Pact
Paris.
matter of
aggressionwas not much advanced the
of
At the Disarmament Conferencein 1933, an important contribution was made by the
Soviet Union in connection with the issue of defending aggression The Soviet
.
representativeto the Conference,Mr. Litvinoff, referring to the French Plan for General
Disarmament and the Organisation of Peace,391stated that the latter proposal in its
international
to
reference
sanctionsgave rise to the questions:"How is the aggressorto
be determined,and who is to detenninethe aggressor?,392Also, Litvinoff expressedhis
distinguished
from
have
defined
to
wishes
aggression and war
and aggression
defence.393 Later, he presented to the General Commission of the Disarmament
Conferencea comprehensivedraft proposal for the definition of aggression.The Soviet
proposal reads:

386See (,4niericaiiJotirnalofIiiteritatiaiialLcnv2O,
l926), Suppl., p. 21.
387Article 1.
388Article 2 (1).
389Article 2 (2)
sub-paragraphs (1), (2), (3).
390See in
general Bengt Broms, "The Definintion of Aggression", (Hague Recited 154,1977), p. 308-309.
391For
more information about the French proposal see Benjain B Ferencz, Defining International
Aggression: Die Search for Morld Peace: A Docuntentary History and Analysis, Vol. 1, (New York:
Oceana Publications, 1975), p. 28.
392Ibid,
p. 201.
393Ibid.
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1

"L The aggressorin an international conflict shall be consideredthat Statewhich is the first to take
any of the following actions:
(a) Declaration of war againstanotherState;
(b) The invasion by its armed forces of the territory of another State without declaration of
war;
(c) Bombarding the territory of another Stateby its land, naval, or air forces or knowingly
attacking the naval or air forces of anotherState;
(d) The landing in, or introduction within the frontiers of another State of land, naval or air
forces without the permissionof the governmentof such a State, or the infringement of the
condition of such permission,particularly as regardsthe duration of sojourn or extensionof
area;
(e) The establishmentof a naval blockadeof the coastor ports of anotherState.
2. No considerationwhatsoeverof a political, strategical,or economic nature, including the desire
to exploit natural riches or to obtain any sort advantagesor privileges on the territory of another
State, no referencesto considerablecapital investmentsor other special interestsin a given State,
or to the alleged absenceof certain attributes of State organisation in the case of a given country,
shall be acceptedasjustification of aggressionas defined in Clause 1.
In particular, justification for attack cannotbe basedupon:
A. The internal situation in a given State,as for instance:
(a) Political, economicor cultural backwardnessof a given country;
(b) Alleged maladministration;
(c) Possibledangerto life or property of foreign residents;
(d) Revolutionary or counter-revolutionarymovements,civil war, disordersor strikes;
(e) The establishmentor maintenancein any Stateof any political, economicor social order.
B. Any acts, laws or regulationsof a given State,as for instance:
(a) The infiingement of international agreements;
(b) The infringement of commercial, concessionalor other economic rights or interestsof a
given Stateor its citizens;
(c) The rupture of diplomatic or economicrelations;
(d) Economic or financial boycott;
(e) Repudiationof debts;
(f) Non-admission or limitation of immigration, or restriction of rights or privileges of
foreign residents;
(g) The infiingement of privileges of official representativesof other States;
(h) The refiisal to allow armed forces transit to the territory of third State;
(I) Religious or anti-religious measures;
094
,
Frontier incidents.

It is easily recognised that the Soviet draft dealt with only one form of aggression,
in
During
the
the political
the
consideration
of
proposal
namely, armed aggression.
commission, various views were expressed.Whereas the representativesof China,
Norway, France, Czechoslovakia and Poland, and many other states, supported the
395
Soviet plan, at the same time, other states different views and attitudes. The
representativeof the United Kingdom, Mr Eden, maintained that "the possibility of

394For the text the Soviet draft
of
proposal for the definition of aggressionsee (Ferencz,Vol. 1), p. 202204.
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defining the aggressorhad been ftilly discussedin the past, and the conclusion had
always been that it was impossible to lay down any such rigid criteria of universal
foretell
in
it
impossible
how
to
they
since
was
application,
would work particular setsof
circumstances,and there was serious risk that their application might result, ... in the
396
be
being
,
Also, Mr Westman, the
the aggressor.
aggressee
pronounced to
desire
his
"to confer on the
Sweden,
that
government's
representativeof
announced
Council more extensivepowers with regard to all decisions to be taken with a view to
disclosing the aggressorStateand in order to place world public opinion in a position to
make its influence

397
,,
felt.

The outcome was that the Soviet proposal never gained

398
for
in
different
draft
Convention
A
the
the
was espoused
general acceptance.
definition of Aggression completed between the Soviet Union, Afghanistan, Estonia,
Latvia, Iran, Poland, Romania and Turkey on July 5,1933.399Under Article II of the
Convention "the aggressorin an international conflict shall, subject to the agreementsin
force between the Partiesto the dispute, be consideredto be that state which is the first
to commit any of the following actions:
(1) Declaration of war upon anotherState;
(2) Invasion by its anned forces, with or without a declaration of war, of the territory of
anotherState;
(3) Attack by its land, naval or air forces, without a declaration of war, on the territory,
vesselsor aircraft of anotherState;
(4) Naval block of the coastsor ports of anotherState;

39' For more information see Document 10 (Eighth Meeting), the "General Discussion" on the draft
declaration on the definition of Aggression proposed by the Soviet Union, Ferncz, Vol. 1, p. 205 at 49-51;
55.
396lbid, p. 53.
397lbid, p. 54.

398SeeBroms, "The Definition of Aggression," p. 309-10.
399Seethe text in Ferencz( Document 14 ), p. 255.
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(5) Provision of support to armed bands formed in its territory which have invaded the
territory of anotherState,or refusal, not withstanding the requestof the invaded State,to
take in its own territory all the measuresin its power to deprive those bands of all
assistanceor protection."
On the other hand, Article III emphasisedthat "no political, military, economic or other
considerationsmay serve as an excuseor justification for the aggressionreferred to in
Article ll. " An annex relating to Article III was attached to the Convention. It was
divided into two parts, eachprovided with groundswhich, inter alia, could not be used
asjustification of an act of aggressionwithin the meaning of Article 111.In the first part
(A), in regard to "the internal condition of a State", it named as examples,"its political,
economic or social structure; alleged defects in its administration; disturbancesdue to
strike, revolutions, counter-revolutionsor civil war." In the secondpart (B), in regard to
"the international conduct of a State", it namedas examples,"the violation or threatened
violation of the material or moral rights or interestsof foreign Stateor its nationals; the
diplomatic
financial
boycotts;
disputes
of
economic
rupture
or
relation; economic or
relating to economic, financial or other obligations towards foreign States; frontier
incidents not fonning any these casesof aggressionspecified in Article. " However, the
High Contracting Parties determined"that the present Convention can never legitimate
any violations of international law that may be implied in the circumstancescomprised
in the above list. " The enumerativeprinciple was adoptedby listing five casesclassified
as aggressive.The question of deciding who the aggressoris, was to be answered
five
first
is
to
the
the
the
that
to
to
any
of
principle,
say,
state
commit
according
priority
400
listed
in
Convention.
Article 11of the present
acts

400

Broms, p. 309-11.
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In the treaty between Finland and the Soviet Union on January 21,1932
aggression
'401

was defined in Article I as, "any act of violence attacking the integrity and inviolability
of the territory or the political independenceof the other High Contracting Party .... even
if it is committed without a declaration of war and avoids warlike manifestations.',402
The Treaty of Non-AggressionbetweenPoland and the Soviet Union, signed in Moscow
on July 25,1932,403containeda generaldefinition of aggressionin Article 1.The Article
confinned that: "The two Contracting Parties, recording the fact that they have
renouncedwar as an instrument of national policy in their mutual relations, reciprocally
undertake to refrain from taking any aggressiveaction against or invading the territory
404
,,

of the other Party, either alone or in conjunction with other Powers.

Moreover,

Article I confirmed that any act of violence aimed at attacking the integrity and
inviolability of the territory or the political independenceof the State,committed by one
contracting Party against another, would be regarded as contrary to the undertakings
contained in the present article, even if the acts in question were committed without
declarationof war and avoided all warlike manifestationsas far aspossible.405
At the San Francisco Conference, the work in the role of deciding the standard of
in
Dumbarton
The
"acts
the
of
of
aggression"
aggressionwas refreshed.
rise
phrase
406
Oaks ProposalS, as an act that the proposedorganisationprimarily had to prevent and
in
down,
Security
Council
this
to
the
the
put
and also
wide power which was given
respect, stimulated many states to inquire what expressly was meant by the "acts of
by
issue
When
the Third Committee of the Third
the
considered
aggression"?
was

401See 157 L. N. T. S. (1935), p. 395. See also the Treaty of Non-Aggression between Latvia and the
Soviet Union, signed on February 1932, (148 L. N. T. S., p. 122). And the Treaty of Non-Aggression
betweenEstonia and the Soviet Union, signedon May 4,1932 (131 L. N. T. S., p. 304).

402 See also Broms, p. 313.
403 See 136 L. N. T. S., p. 38.
404 Article 1 (1).
405ArtiCle 1 (2).
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Commission, many statesdefendedthe idea of listing a definition of aggressionin the
Charter's articles; whilst other delegations took an influential position by submitting
definitions as examples to be used, if agreedupon. Other delegations,however, were
407
favour
definition.
in
Czechoslovakia
to
of a clarification of
opposed any such
was
408
Also,
Charter's
provisions.
what constitutes an act of aggression within the
Czechoslovakia considered the complete freedom given to the Security Council to
deten-ninethe existenceof acts of aggressionand to decide upon measures,is desirable
to enable the Council to adapt its action to any situation, it is still very general, vague
delegation
"whether
imprecise.
Also,
Czechoslovak
this absenceof
the
wondered
and
any rule of conduct will still be of advantagewhen the caseseemsabsolutely clear, and
when only application of previously defined rules would seem to guarantee action
his
favour,
from
in
to
own
creating,
sufficiently swift prevent an unscrupulousaggressor
difficult.
'409
lengthy
the
and
very
may
very
situation
redress
of
which
prove
a
Czechoslovakwent further, and requestedthat a definition of what constitutes an act of
decision.
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help
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this
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respect.
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of
Czechoslovakproposal did not add anything new to the issue of defining aggression ,
than was known from the Leagueefforts.
Beside the Czechoslovakefforts to propose a definition of aggression,there were also
for
Bolivia
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from
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this
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respect.
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efforts
definition
draft
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definition
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the
to
provisions.
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was
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406Seethe text of the Dumbarton Oaks Proposalsfor a GeneralOrganisation,seeFerencz,Vol. 1, p. 285306.
407
See,Broms, p. 315-16.
408Seethe Observationof the CzechoslovakGovernmenton the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals( The United
Nations Conferenceon International Organisation,Document 17 (b) ) in Ferencz,Vol. 1, p. 307-12.
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aggressionwas proposed, which was motivated by the idea, that the security of the
world is founded on the principle that aggressionis a policy that contradicts the good
will, which states should have after the tragedies of World War I and 11.411A
consideration of the Bolivian proposal for aggression,makes clear, that not only was a
definition of aggressionsubmitted, but also an immediate collective action against the
412
aggressorstatewas required.
413suggestedthat any
The Philippines proposal for defining aggression,
nation should be
consideredthe aggressor,when it committed any of theseactions:
(1) To declarewar againstanothernation;
(2) To invade or attack, with or without declaration of war, the territory, public vessel, or public
aircraft of anothernation;
(3) To subject anothernation to a naval, land or air blockade;
(4) To interfere with the internal affairs of another nation by supplying arms, ammunition, money
or other forms of aid to any armedband, faction or group, or by establishingagenciesin that nation
to conduct propagandasubversiveof the institutions of that nation.414

That proposal did not require a collective action to be taken immediately against the
aggressor.The new developmentwas that, an important addition was included for the
first time in a definition of what constitutesan act of aggression,that is, the interference
with the internal affairs of another nation by supplying arms, ammunition, money or

409

Ibid.
410
Ibid.
411See the Proposal of the Delegation of The Republic of Bolivia for the Organisation of A System of
Peaceand Security ( The United Nations Conferenceon International Organisation,Document 17 (c) ), in
Ferencz,Vol. 1, p. 313-21.
412From the Bolivian perspective,the aggressorstate was that which committed any of theseacts against
anotherstate:
(a) Invasion of anotherstate's territory by armedforces;
(b) Declaration of war;
(c) Attack by land, sea, or air forces, with or without declaration of war, on another State's territory,
shipping, or conflict;
(d) Support given to armedbandsfor the purposeof invasion;
(e) Intervention in anotherState'sinternal or foreign affairs;
(f) Refusal to submit the matter which has caused a dispute to the peaceful means provided for its
settlement;
(g) Reffisal to comply with a judicial decision lawfully pronounced by an International Court. See
Ferencz,Vol. 1, p. 319.
413See the Proposed Amendments to The Dumbarton Oaks Proposals Submitted By The Philippine
Delegation (The United Nations Conferenceon International Organisation,Document 17 (d) ) in Ferencz,
p. 322-27.
III

other fonns of aid, or by establishing agenciesin that nation to conduct propaganda
subversive of the institutions of that nation. It is important to mention, however, the
Philippines proposal did not clarify whether the activities of these agenciesincluded
ideological or economicinterferenceas a mode of aggression.
As a result of thesedebates,it was decidednot to define aggressionin the Charter and to
adopt the text of the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals, which does not specify acts of
aggression, but gives the Security Council total discretion in detennining

what

constitutesan act of aggression,when it has taken place, and what measuresto be taken
for its aggression.415After all, the question appearhere, how the Articles of the United
Nations Charter dealing with "the acts of aggression"?
Article 1 (1) of the United Nations Charter states that it is the purpose of the
organisation "to maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take
effective collective measuresfor the prevention and removal of threatsto the peace,and
for the suppressionof acts of aggressionor other breachesof the peace,
Thus,
... ."
Article 1, suggeststhat suppressionof acts of aggressionis the chief role of the new
international organisation and affirms the principle of effective collective measuresin
416
fulfilment
the
of this aim. Article 2(4) maintained that: "All membersshall refrain in
their international relations from the threat or useofforce againstthe territorial integrity
or political independence... ... Here, a question arises concerning the "threat or use of
force," referred to in Article 2 (4) and whether it refers only to armed force, or to both
anned and non-armed force, such as political or economic demands. There was a
tendency to consider the term "force" in Article 2 (4) to be interpreted to mean both

414lbid,
p. 326.
415See Broms, "The Definition
of Aggression, " p. 315-18.

416For more information seeGoodrich and Hambro, p. 22-3; 25-9.
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417
force.
But, others have interpreted Article 2 (4) as only
armed and non-armeduse of
418
force
in
international
the
threat
prohibiting
or use of military or armed
relations. In
support of this view, Waldock has indicated that:
"... the word 'force' in Article 2 (4) undoubtedly covers only armed or physical force. This Nvasthe
meaning given to it at San Francisco and the Preamble to the Charter states the aim of the United
Nations to be "to ensure by the acceptance of principles, and the institution of methods, that armed
force shall not be used save in common interest". There seems to be general agreement on this
419
'
point.

That restricted reading of Article 2 (4) is, however is supportedby the practice of the
United NationS,420although views on the scopeof the prohibition imposed by Article 2
(4) upon member states,the views different betweenwriters. For example, Stone states
that what is prohibited by Article 2 (4) "is not use of force as such, but as used against
the 'territorial integrity or political independenceof any state', or 'in any other manner
42
1
He suggeststhat a "threat or
United
Nations"'.
inconsistent with the Purposesof the
directed
force
these
not
against the
with
purposes,
and
employed consistently
use of
'territorial integrity or political independenceof any state', may be commendablerather
422
by
forbidden
Charter.
Stonegoeson to concludethat "there is, at
the
than necessarily
any rate, no clear legal warrant for reading the Charter and the travauxpreparatoires, as
is sometimesdone, as if Article 2 (4) excluded all resort to force except in self-defence
, 423

or under the authority of the United Nations, thus excluding theseother possibilities.

417See Hans Kelsen, "General International Law and the Law of the United Nations," In: 7lie United
Nations: Ten YearsLegal Progress (The Hague, 1956),p. 4-6.
418Goodrich and Harabro, p. 49; Bowett, Self-defencein International Law, p. 148. Seealso, D. J. Harris,
Casesand Materials on International Law, p. 862-66.
419Waldock, "The Regulation of the Use of Force by Individual Statesin International Law," p. 492.
420Goodrich and Hambro, p. 48-50. Also, it is worth mentioning here, that during the San Francisco
Conference,the Brazilian delegation demandedthat Article 2 (4) should be adjusted to read as follows:
"... from the threat or use of force and from the threat or use of economic measuresin any manner
But this proposal proved fi7uitless.See for more information, 6 United Nations
inconsistent
... ...
Conferenceof International OrganisationDocs., p. 334-559.
421Julius Stone, Aggression and World Order.- A Critique of United Nations 7lieories of Aggression,
(London: Stevens,1958),p. 43.
422
Ibid.
423
Ibid.
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Oppenheim treated the question of interpretation of Article 2 (4) in a different manner.
In his view, that the obligation not to resort to force or threat of force in international
relations, recommendedby Article 2 (4), should be taken as meaning that states shall
from
such action against each other, that the article does not apply where the
refrain
stateuses force for the suppressionof a revolt or a civil strife that ariseswithin its own
424
territory. He also arguedthat this obligation, is not limited by the words "against the
A25
integrity
independence
Hence, a state employing
territorial.
or political
of any state.

force against another state,even if without seekingterritorial gains, violates the Charter
426
its
and peaceenforcementprovisions. Consequently,"the prohibition of paragraph4
is absolute exceptwith regard to the use of force in falfilment of the obligations to give
effect to the Charter or in pursuance of action in self-defence consistently with the
427
Charter
Article
51
of the
provisions of
... ...
Article 39 of the Charter offered an alternative approachto defining aggression,as it
was statedthat:
"The Security Council shall determinethe existenceof any threat to the peace,breach of the peace,
or act of aggressionand shall make recommendations,or decide what measuresshall be taken in
accordancewith Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restoreinternational peaceand security."

By giving the Security Council the power to determine acts of aggressionand to make
decisions regarding the measuresto be taken in such cases,the article seemsto render
the system of security to be more effective than that of the Covenant, especially when
Article 39 is viewed together with Article 25 of the Charter, which requested state
But,
decisions
Security
Council
the
"accept
the
the
to
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Council's
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424See Lassa F. L. OPpenheim, Inteniational
425Ibid.

Law, Vol. 2 (London: Longman, 1952), p. 153-55.
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the Security Council under Article 27 of the Charter. This suggests,that it may be
uselessfor the Security Council to determinethe aggressorunder Article 39, if there is
428
between
Permanent
Members.
no agreement
Article 51 of the Charter maintained that: "Nothing in the present Charter shall impair
the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs
against a member of the United Nations. ... ... The right of self-defence included in
Article 51 is usually discussedin connectionwith aggression.Although Article 51 does
not include any referenceto aggression,the words "anned attack" are used to indicate
429
anned aggression. However, since the concept of aggressionwas developing during
the Second World War to include forms other than armed force, especially, economic
and ideological aggression,it seemsthat the expression"armed attack" has been used
intentionally in drafting Article 51 to limit the scope of self-defence to armed
aggression.Thus, accordingto the wording of Article 51 the right of self-defenceis not
430
be
in
has
form
to
used unless an act of aggression the
of an armed attack
occurred,
and allegationsof economicor ideological aggressioncannotbe used as a plea or excuse
for action in self-defence.431 On the other hand, considering the fact that the
determination of an act of armed aggression,under Article 51, belongs in the first
instance to the attacked state until the Security Council has taken the measures
Charter,
international
Chapter
VII
the
to
of
security
under
necessary maintain
peaceand
the drafters of the Charter may have preferred to avoid the use of the term aggression,
which causeda hot debateat San Franciscoin connection with its meaning, in Article
5 1. Nevertheless, the expression "armed attack7 was no happier than "armed

426
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428Goodrich and Hanbro, p. 342-53.
429Broms, p. 326-27; 3 1.

430Waldock, The Regulationof the Use of Force, p. 496-7.
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aggression".In connectionwith the expression"armed attack" a question was raised as
to what constitutesan an-nedattack, and whether its actual occurrenceis a precondition
to the exercise of the right of self-defenceor whether a threat of such an attack is a
sufficient excusefor measuresof self-defence.
In regard to the characteristicof an "armed attack" such an attack must be of a serious
,
432
inviolability
nature that threatensthe
of the attacked state. Therefore, small border
incidents do not evoke Article 51, if there is no certain intention of attack.433In
connection with the questions whether an armed attack is a precondition to action in
self-defenceor whether an imminent attack may createthe use of such a right, there are
many views concerningthat matter. Somescholarsread Article 51 in a restrictive way;
for
forcible
is
imminent
threat
excuse
measuresof
an
of an armed attack not an adequate
434
self-defence. Kunz, representingthis school of thought, emphasises:
attack as the only condition of the right of self-defence under Article 51 may, in
conceivable circumstances, mean too little. For this right does not exist against any form of
aggression which does not constitute 'armed attack'. Secondly this term means something that has
taken place. Article 51 prohibits 'preventive war'. The 'threat of aggression' does not justify selfdefence under Article 51. Now in municipal law self-defence is justified only against an actual
danger, but it is sufficient that the danger is imniinent. The 'imminent' armed attack does not
435
Article
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1.,,
suffice under
"Arnied

On other hand, many writers understandthe right of self-defencein Article 51 to have a
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interpretation
Waldock
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wide
wide scope;
"The Charter prohibits the use of force except in self-defence.The Charter obliges Members to
submit to the Council or Assembly any dispute dangerous to peace which they cannot settle.
Members have therefore an imperative duty to invoke the jurisdiction of the United Nations
whenever a grave menaceto their security developscarrying the probability of armed attack. But,
if the action of the United Nations is obstructed, delayed or inadequateand the armed attack
becomesmanifestly imminent, then it would be a travestyof the purposesof the Charter to compel
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431See Q. Wright, "United StatesIntervention in the Lebanon," (American Journal of International Lmv
53,1959), p. 124.
432Broms, p. 330-31.

433See Josef Laurenz Kunz, "Individual and Collective Self-Defence in Article 51 of the Charter of the
United Nations," (AmericanJournal ofInternational Law 41,1947), p. 878.
434Hans Kelsen, The Law of Yhe United Nations: A Critical Analysis of Its Fundamental Problems,
(London: Stevens,1951),p. 797-99.
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Kunz, p. 878.
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is imminent within the strict doctrine of Caroline, then it would seem to bring the case within
Article 5 1. To readArticle 51 otherwiseis to protect the aggressor'sright to the first stroke.' 436

In reality, it is difficult however, to acceptthat a state should in all casesdelay recourse
to measuresof self-defenceuntil an armed attack has taken place even when the danger
of such an attack is present and imminent. Here, the expression 'armed attack', as a
be
interpreted
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of self-defenceagainstan armed attack. Hence,measuresexceedingthe proper reaction
to the unlawful attack may be considered as additional aggressivemeasuresby the
defendant state.439Consequently,the occupationof foreign territory, even if it resulted
from an act ofjustifiable self-defence,would constituteby itself an act of armed attack.
Attempts to define aggression,however, continued after the adoption of the Charter and
29 years after its foundation the United Nations GeneralAssembly adopteda definition
440
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objections becausethe insertion of such acts in the definition of Aggression would
increase the possibility of use of force as a response to ideological conflict or economic

threat, with the claim that such action was legitimate self-defenceagainstaggression.445
The need to define armed attack independentlyof aggressionwas first recognised in
1956, when the Netherlandssubmitted a proposeddefinition of armed attack in the light
of Article 51.446Many states participating in the debate did not view aggressionand
armed attack as synonymousand were concernedthat a broader definition of aggression
could be interpretedas expandingthe scopeof the right of self-defence.Also, a number
447
kind
of statesconsideredarmedattack as the most serious
of aggression.
Other proposals,suggestinga broader scopefor the tenn aggression,specified that selfdefenceshould remain restrictedto casesof armedattack. In 1956the USSR presenteda
draft definition to the second Special Committee, which concernedarmed aggression,
448The Russiansmaintained
indirect aggression,economic and ideological aggression.
that self-defencewas limited to armed attack, as the most dangeroustype of breach of
the peace. In their view, the definition of anned attack was the principal task of the
449The Sixth Comnlittee consideredcasesof aggressionwhich
definition of aggression.
did not justify military action in self-defenceand discussedthe qualification of armed
attack as a specialform of aggression.The proposalsof Colombia, Ecuador,Mexico and
Uruguay restricted the definition of aggressionto "direct aggression". In their view,
"exercise of the right of individual and collective self-defencerecognisedby Article 51

445See the Report of the Special Committee on the Question of Defining Aggression, (24 August 21
September1953,9 GAOR, Suppl. No. 11, UN Doc. A/2638), p. 8-10.
446Report of the Special Comri-titteeon the Questionof Defining Aggression,(12 GAOR, Suppl. No. 16,
UN Doc. A/3574), p. 24-5.
447
Schxvebel,p. 449-50.
448UN Doc. A/AC. 77/ L. 4, Report of the Special Committee on the Question of Defining Aggression,
(12 GAOR, Supplement.No. 16, UN Doc. A/3574, Annex II), p. 30-1.
449Report of the Special Committee on the Questionof Defining Aggression,(12 GAOR, Suppl. No. 16,
UN Doc. A/3574), p. 17.
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of the Charter, is justified solely in the caseof an armed attack (armed aggression).450In
the Fourth Special Committee, a draft resolution was proposedby thirteen states,which
defined aggressionas "the use of armed force by a state against another state" unless
when in self-defenceor under the authority of the Security Council, which would mean
that the right of self-defencecould only be exercisedin caseof an arined attack 451The
.
452
definition
force.
of aggressionwas restricted to the use of armed
result was that the
Here, it is important to analysethe definition of Aggressionunder the GeneralAssembly
Resolution (3314) of December14,1974.
The GeneralAssembly declaredits deepconfidencethat "the adoption of the Definition
of Aggression would contribute to the strengthening of international peace and
security.'053After declaring its gratitude to the Special Committee for its Nvorkon the
question of defining aggression,the GeneralAssembly requestedstates"to refrain from
all acts of aggressionand other uses of force contrary to the Charter of the United
Nations and the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Co-operation among statesin accordancewith the Charter of the United
454
,
Nations.

The Assembly then called the Security Council's attention to the definition

of aggressionand recommendedit to "take account of that definition as guidance in
455
determining, in accordancewith the Charter, the existenceof an act of aggression.',
The perambulatory part of the definition included ten paragraphs.It was first stressed
that the hard work carried out by the GeneralAssembly towards defining aggressionwas

450UN Doc. A/AC. 134/L.4 /Rev.1 and Corr. 1, Report of the Special Committee on the Question of
Defining Aggression,(23 GAOR, UN Doc. A/ 7185), p. 3-7.
451UN Doc. A/AC. 134/ L. 16 and Add. I and 2, Report of the Special Committee on the Question of
Defining Aggression,(24 GAOR, Suppl. No. 20, UN Doc. A/ 7620), p. 6-8.
452Definition of Aggression, (Res. 3314 (XXIX) of December 14,1974), Article 1. Reprinted in United
Nations Resolutions,ed. by DusanJ. Djonovich, (Series1, GeneralAssembly,Vol. XV, 1974-76), P. 39294.
453lbid, Paragraph2.
454lbid, Paragraph2 (3).
455Ibid, Paragraph2 (4).
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basedon the Charter of the United Nations and its main purposes.In this connection,the
text of Article 1 (1) of the Charter, on the purposesof the United Nations, was used.
Thus in paragraph I of the Preamble it was confirmed that the General Assembly, in
adopting a definition, had baseditself "on the fact that one of the fundamentalpurposes
of the United Nations is to maintain international peace and security and to take
effective collective measuresfor the prevention and removal of threatsto the peace,and
for the suppressionof acts of aggressionor other breachesof the peace."456
The role of the Security Council was laid down in paragraph2; it was maintained that in
pursuant to Article 39 of the Charter, the Security Council "shall determine the
existence of any threat to the peace,breach of the peaceor act of aggressionand shall
make recommendations,or decide what measuresshall be taken in accordancewith
Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restore international peace and security. '457 It was

also emphasisedthat the statesshould, accordingto the United Nations Charter, "settle
their international disputes by peaceful means in order not to endanger international
peace,security andjustice.'458In paragraph4, it was highlighted, as usual, that nothing
in the definition "shall be interpreted as in any way affecting the provisions of the
Charter with respectto the functions and powersof the organsof the United Nations. 459
In the following paragraph, aggression was considered as the most serious and
dangerousfonn of the illegal use of force which has catastrophicconsequences;and the
460
need was assertedfor a definition of what constitutesaggressionat the present stage.
In this connection, stateswere reminded of their crucial duty "not to use armed force to

456lbid, ParagraphI of the preamble.Seealso, Broms, "Definition of Aggression," p. 336.
437Paragraph2 of the preamble.Seealso, Broms, "Definition of Aggression," p. 336-37.
458Paragraph3 of the preamble.Seealso, Broms, p. 337.
459Paragraph4 of the preamble.Seealso, Broms, p. 337-38.
460Paragraph5 of the preamble.Seealso, Broms, p. 338.
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deprive peoples of their right to self-determination, freedom and independence,or to
disrupt territorial integrity.'r461
Despite the affirmation laid down in paragraph 6, special attention was paid to the
territory of the state in the following paragraph. In this paragraph it was emphasised that
"the territory of a state shall not be violated by being the object, even temporarily, of
military occupation or other measures of force taken by another state in contravention of
the Charter, and that it shall not be the object of acquisition by another state resulting
from such measures or the threat thereof. i.A62It was also declared that the "Declaration
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461Paragraph6 of the preamble.Seealso, Broms, p. 338-39.
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and its legal effect. First, it was emphasisedin the Preamblethat the whole enterpriseis
based on the United Nations Charter and its ftindamental and basic purposes and
principles laid down in Articles I and 2. This would mean in the first place that the
definition does not imply any amendment of the Charter's provisions, which was
thought about during the work on defining aggression,and was held by some members
of the Special Committee and the Assembly's Sixth Committee. In the secondplace, any
interpretation of the provisions of the present definition should be held within the
meaning and scopeof the Charter of the United Nations. In this connection,three of the
purposes of the United Nations and two of its principles were given considerable
weight.
The whole work on the definition was groundedon the principal purposesof the United
Nations, such as the maintenanceof international peaceand security by the prevention
and removal of threats to the peaceand the suppressionof acts of aggressionor other
breachesof the peace,containedin Article 1 (1) of the Char-ter.To that end, the member
states were assumed,in relation with aggression,to behave according to the wellestablishedprinciples of the United Nations by settling their international disputes by
peaceful means, and refraining in their international relations from the threat or use of
force. Within the scopeof the total and completeprohibition of the threat or use of force
provided in Article 2 (4) of the Charter,two particular caseswere given special attention
with regard to the definition. The first was that armed force should not be used to
deprive peoples of their right to self-determination, freedom and independence.The
second is the non-violability of the territory of the state through military occupation,
even temporarily, or by other measuresof force in contraventionof the Charter; and that
the territory of the stateshould not be the object of acquisition by anotherstateresulting

466
Paragraph10of thepreamble.Seealso,Broms,p. 340-341.
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from such measures. Second, it was clearly put forward in the Preamble that the
authority of the Security Council in determining the aggressorunder Article 39 of the
Charter was retained unimpaired. That means that, under the present definition, the
Security Council is still the only competentorgan to have the authority to determine the
aggressorin an international conflict and make recommendationsor decide upon the
appropriatemeasureswhich should be taken, in accordancewith Articles 41 and 42, to
maintain or restore international peaceand security. In this regard, the definition does
not limit the authority of the Security Council, but it will stand as a helpful and guiding
467Article 1 defined
instrument to the latter in its deten-ninationof the aggressor.
aggressionin generalterms as "the use of anned force by a Stateagainstthe sovereignty,
territorial integrity or political independenceof another State, or in any other manner
inconsistentwith the Charter of the United Nations, as set out in this definition. " Article
I of the definition was largely basedon Article 2 (4) of the United Nations Charter. The
word "threat," however, was deleted in formulating Article 1 of the definition. That
would mean that aggressioncould only exist when an actual armed force was used by a
stateagainstanotherstate.Thus, mere provocation or even a declarationof war does not
amount to aggression. The article also implies that political,

economic, cultural, or

ideological fonns of pressureor interference which do not involve the use of anned
force are not coveredby its text and hencedo not constitute aggression.
An explanatory note was attached to Article 1 specifying the meaning of the term
"State" as used in this article, and in the entire definition as well. First, it was explained
that the term "state" "is usedwithout prejudice to questionsof recognition or to whether
468
is
State
Member
United
Nations.,
This statementwould make the definition
a
a
of the
applicable to both members statesof the United Nations and to non-member states as

467Ibid. For more discussionseeFerencz,Vol. 2, p. 19-26.
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well, whether they are recognisedor not by the international community as sovereign
states.Within this meaning, Article 1 in particular and the definition in general do not
apply to political entities which do not constitute a state in the legal senseof this term.
Second,it was explainedthat the that the tenn "State" "includes the conceptof a 'group
469
States'
',
of
where appropriatc.
Article 2 was consideredthe core of the definition. It dealt with the most complicated
and sensitive issues faced by the drafters, such as the principle of priority and the
aggressiveintent. According to the text of this article, "the first use of anned force by a
State in contravention of the Charter shall constituteprima facie evidence of an act of
aggression." A statement,however, was added to the effect that "the Security Council
may, in conformity with the Charter, conclude that a determination that an act of
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the
not
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committed would
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light of other relevant circumstancesrefutable to theprimajacie evidenceof aggression,
such as the first use of anned force. Third, and as an exceptional case, the Security
Council might not consider the statewhich first used force as an aggressorif it realised
that the acts committed or their consequencesare not of sufficient gravity to be branded
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470Ibid, p. 30-31. Seealso Broms, "Definition of Aggression," p. 34447.
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state. In these cases, the Security Council may decide the prinia facie evidence of

aggression,resulting from application of the first principle of Article 2 of the definition,
is not of sufficient gravity, and thus doesnot constitute an act of aggressionbut either a
breach of the peaceor a threat to the peace.472In this connection the Security Council
should take into accountArticle 3 of the definition where a number of clear-cut casesof
aggressionwere listed. From the foregoing, it may be said that Article 2 as it was
formulated reflected the way in which the Security Council was supposedto carry out its
responsibilities in detennining the aggressorin an international conflict. As a general
rule, as set forth in this article, the first use of force is the most important element in
determining the aggressor.However, while the first use of force constitutesan important
and essentialpiece of evidence, it is not the sole element of such a determination. It
would conclusively establish aggressionunless, in an exceptional case,more concrete
473
burden
latter
In
the
to
the
the
of proof lies in the
contrary were proved.
case,
evidence
hands of the state that first used force. In this connection, the evidenceproduced to the
contrary should be sufficient and convincing enough to negate the prima facie
474
presumption of aggression.

It should also be emphasisedthat in all casesin which force has been used, the Security
Council should detennine the aggressorparty.

475

The exceptional casesin which the

Security Council may not nominate an aggressor,when armed force was used, should be
kept very limited. This would prevent any misuse of the article and would affirm the
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United Nations and the present definition. Finally, it may be said that Article 2, which
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cautiously balanced between anteriority and aggressiveintent, was based on a very
delicate compromiseand should be read carefully in order to avoid any imperfection in
its interpretation. As a two-edgedsword, Article 2 might be interpretedas providing the
Security Council with flexibility in order to determinethe actual aggressor;it might also
be used as a loop-hole in the definition if it is to be interpreted asproviding the Security
Council with the ability to refrain from making any finding. The latter interpretation
should be excluded. Since the article refers to the authority of the Security Council, it
should not be usedby the latter as a meansof wavering in its powers, that is, refraining
from making a concretedecision on who was the aggressorparty, if the definition is to
have any legal and practical value.476
Article 3 of the definition, listing sevenspecific casesof the use of anned force, stated
that any of these acts, "regardless of a declaration of war, shall subject to, and in
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connected eachother, were
armed force of a stateagainstthe territory of anotherstate is an act of aggression.Since
such an invasion or attack may or may not result in the occupationof the territory which
has been subjectedto military operations,theseactsby themselvesconstitute aggression
as soon as they take place. On the other hand, any military occupation, even temporary,
or any annexationof the territory of one stateor part of it by the anned forces of another

475Stone,"Hopes and Loopholes in the Definition of Aggression," p. 229-230.
476Broms, p. 344-47. Seealso Ferencz,Vol. 2, p. 30-33.
477Article 3 (a). Seealso Broms, p. 34748.
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state, were also deemed as acts of aggression. The military

occupation of foreign

territory may take place as a result of an act of aggression in the form of invasion or

attack, or as a result of an act of counter-attackof legitimate defence. To be more
specific, the invasion or attack of the territory of one state by the armed forces of
another state followed by an immediate and complete withdrawal of these forces from
the territory of the victim state is an act of aggressionaccording to the provision of
Article 3 (a) of the definition.
If, however, the statewhich committed the act of aggressionby its invasion or attack of
another state's territory continued its presencein this territory by military occupation, its
latter act would constitute another and additional act of aggression.In this case, the
occupation of foreign territory resulting from an act of aggressionby the use of armed
force is, to adopt a new term, a twofold aggression.But if the occupation of foreign
territories was a result of an act of legitimate defence,the defendantstate by occupying
the territory of the aggressoror part of it, would becomean aggressoritself. Under such
circumstancesthe latter state would have committed an act of aggressionexceeding
defence.478In both the above-mentionedcasesof aggressionby occupation of foreign
territory, whether two-fold or by exceeding defence, temporary or permanent, the
aggressionis continuous until the circumstancesin question ceaseto exist. Continuous
aggressionwould ceaseto exist only by the withdrawal of the military forces of the
by
from
Such
take
the
territory.
one of the
a
might
place
aggressor
occupied
withdrawal
following arrangements:(a) the withdrawal from the occupied territory concurrent with
a resolution by a competentorgan of the United Nations; (b) the conclusion of a peace
treaty between the parties coneemedfor the withdrawal from the oecupied territories

478Seethe Opinion of the United Kingdom at the Twenty-Ninth Session,Supp.No. 19, A/9619, Report of
Special Committee,In Ferencz,Vol. 2, p. 31-32.
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and the termination of the state of hostilities among them; (c) the recapture of the
territory under occupationby the armedforces of the victim state.479
If the military occupation (the continuous aggression)took the status of annexation of
all or part of the occupied territory, it would become permanent aggression.Such an
aggressionwould ceaseto exist if any of the above-mentionedarrangementstook place,
or if the people belonging to these territories, according to the principle of selfdetennination, agreedand acceptedfreely and by their own will such a new status. In
sum, the invasion or attack by the armedforces of a state of the territory of another state
is an act of aggression.The military occupation of a foreign territory, however shortlived, is an act of aggression.If the aggressionby invasion or attack resulted in a
military occupation of the attacked or invaded territory, such military occupation
together with its initiatory act will constitute a twofold aggression.In the twofold
aggression,the military occupation of the victim state's territory, in whole or in part,
however temporary, is an aggravatingcircumstanceto the first act. If, as a result of a
successful counter-act of force of legitimate defence, the defendant state occupied, in
whole or in part, the territory of the other state, however temporarily, its legitimate
action would become one of aggression,exceeding defence. If such an aggression
ftirther exceeded the limits of its temporary presence without an immediate and
complete withdrawal from the occupied territory, it would become continuous
aggression.
The annexation of all or part of the occupied territory constitutes an act of pennanent
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signifies the continuing aggressive intent of the occupying power. In sub-paragraph (b)

of Article 3 of the definition, the "bombardmentby the armed forces of a State against
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its report to the GeneralAssembly an explanatorynote to the effect that " the expression
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In sub-paragraph(d), the "attack by the armed forces of a State on the land, sea or air
forces, or marine and air fleets of another State," was condemned as an act of
in
both
Special
discussion
the
The
this
sub-paragraphcaused
provision of
aggression.
Committee and the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly. In the Special
Committee the representativeof Ecuador assertedthat the expression"marine and air
6
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Ibid.
481Ibid) 34849. Seealso, A/9619 in Ferencz,Vol. 2, p, 9.
482SeeBroms, p. 350. Seealso Ferencz,Vol. 2, p. 35.
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fleets," included in Article 3 (d) "should be deleted since it was unprecedentedin all
previous instrumentsof international law could give rise to unnecessarydisputes in the
future."483He also maintained that "it was a legitimate exerciseof national sovereignty
for a country to detain and impose penaltiesupon any foreign vesselor aircraft engaged
in unlawful activities within its territorial waters or airspace.484 In the Sixth
Committee, many delegationswere concernedwith the wording of Article 3 (d) of the
definition. They felt that the way in which this provision was fon-nulateddid not observe
the right of the coastalstate to protect the resourcesand shield the marine environment
of a broad zone off its coasts. They also maintained that the protection of these
resources,which is recognisedby the current developmentof the law of the sea,may in
some casesprocure the use of force as preventive measuresagainstillegal acts; the use
of such measuresof force, however legally authorisedto preserveorder and apply law
over an areaunder the national jurisdiction of the state, might be considered,according
to the vague formula of Article 3 (d), an act of aggression.Consequently,in avoiding
any future controversyin regard to the meaning and effect of this sub-paragraph,it was
decidedby the Sixth Committee that its report to the GeneralAssembly should include a
statementpreserving that "nothing in the Definition of Aggression, and in particular
Article 3 (d), 5hall be construed as in any way prejudicing the authority of a State to
exercise its rights within its national jurisdiction, provided such exercise is not
, 485

inconsistentwith the Charterof the United Nations.

In sub-Paragraph(e) of Article 3, the military baseson foreign territory were dealt with.
In this connection it was stated that "the use of anned forces of one State which are
within the territory of another State with the agreement of the receiving State, in

483See A/9619, in Ferencz, Vol. 2,
p. 15.
484Ibid.

485SeeFerencz,Vol. 2, p. 36-7.
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it should also be noted that, in the first place, this article should not be construed as
depriving peoples of their right to fight for their self-determination, freedom and
independence,or the right of other Statesto give assistanceto those peoplesin order to
support their legitimate and just struggle. Hence, guerrilla warfare or resistance
movements or any other kind of recognisedactivities which might be resorted to by
people fighting for self-detennination or freedom and independencewould not be
consideredas constituting acts of aggression,nor would the action of the other States
supporting those peoplesby military equipmentor offering them any kind of territorial
facilities or advantages.Nevertheless,an important element - that the cause of those
peoplesis lawful andjust - should be observedwith regardedto the supporting State,in
order to keep itself out of this provision. It is the United Nations, and not the supporting
Stateindividually, which has the authority to decideupon the lawfulness andjustness of
that cause.In the secondplace, Article 3 (g) should in no way be interpreted as adding
new circumstancesin which the right of self-defenceas provided by the Charter may be
invoked. This means that Article 3 (g) should not be construedin a way which might
lead to the considerationof a minor incident as an act of aggression.Thus, it is to be
stressedthat if a Stateusesforce againstanotherStatein reply to an act of subversionor
terrorism committed in its territory by armedbandsacting from within the latter State's
territory, its act would be illegal and in contraventionof both the presentdefinition and
Article 51 of the Charter.This is to be understoodfrom the conditional phraseincluded
in the provision of sub-paragraph(g) that the act in question should be "of such gravity
as to amount to the actslisted above,or its substantialinvolvement therein."
Since acts of subversion or terrorism do not amount to any of the acts of aggression

included in Article 3 (a-f), their occurrenceis not a sufficient excusefor an act of armed

487Ibid, p. 38.
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force in self-defence.488An important point should be carefully regardedwhen applying
Article 3 (g), namely, that the participation of the State, from which the acts in question
were initiated, was fully establishedand its involvement in theseacts was beyond doubt.
Othenvise, the definition of aggression,instead of standing as an instrument for the
prohibition and condemnation of the use of force, would become a means of
legitimising

it. 489

Article 4 of the definition statedthat "the acts enumeratedabove are not exhaustive and
the Security Council may determine that other acts constitute aggression under the
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Charter.
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Article 5 of the definition consistedof three paragraphs,the first of which presenteda
safeguard against misuse of the definition by observing the inadmissibility of any
justification whatsoeverto an illicit use of anned force. Thus, in connectionwith Article
2 which maintained the possibility that the Security Council might exculpate the State
which first used force from the chargeof aggression,it was observedin Article 5 that
"no consideration of whatever nature, whether political, economic, military or
"491According to this provision, it
otherwise, may serveas a justification for aggression.
is inadmissible for the State which first used force justify its act by any internal or
external policy of the victim State. In the report of the Special Committee on the
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Friendly Relationsand Co-operationamong Statesin accordancewith the Charter of the
United Nations according to which 'No State or group of States has the right to
intervene directly or indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the internal or external
492
State.
,
The secondparagraphof Article 5, dealing with the legal
affairs of any other
consequencesof aggression,followed the principles of the Nuremberg Tribunals after
World War 11.In this regard it was stated that "a war of aggressionis a crime against
international peace," and that "aggressiongives rise to international responsibility.,-A93
In this provision, a distinction was made between a war of aggressionand an act of
aggressionfrom the point of view of international responsibility. Accordingly, a war of
aggression,which is an act of aggressionin its utmost gravity, is a crime against peace
that gives rise to international criminal responsibility; while an act of aggression,which
was not part of an aggressivewar or which did not result in a -warof aggression,might
not be defined as a crime but gives rise to international responsibility.
In the third paragraphof Article 5, it was statedthat "no territorial acquisition or special
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491lbid, p. 355-56. Seealso Ferencz,Vol. 2, p. 42-3.
492SeeA/9619, in Ferencz,Vol. 2, p. 9.
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Articles 6 and 7 of the definition did not create rights or duties but they provided
affirmation to certain rules and principles of international law not being specifically
dealt with in the definition but were set forth and establishedby other instruments of
legal significance. Article 6 insisted that the Charter of the United Nations was the only
legal basis for the draft definition of aggression,and stressedthe fact that the purpose of
the definition was to focus on certain types of State conduct which might constitute
aggression,rather than to deal with circumstancesin which resort to armed force might
be lawful. Along with this meaning, it was stated in Article 6 that "nothing in this
definition shall be construed as in any way enlarging or diminishing the scope of the
Charter, including its provisions concerningcasesin which the use of force is lawful. "
In accordancewith this article, the only casesin which force might be lawfully resorted
to are in action of legitimate defenceas provided by in Article 51 of the Charter or by
explicit authorisation of the competent organs of the United Nations as provided in
Article 53 of the Charter.496
In Article 7 of the definition, an explicit reference was made to the right of selfdetermination. In this connection the article indicated that "nothing in this Definition,
and in particular Article 3, could in any way prejudice the right to self-detennination,
freedom and independence,as derived from the Charter, of peoplesforcibly deprived of
that right and referred to in the Declaration on Principles of International Law
in
States
Relations
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concerning
and
Charter of the United Nations, particularly peoplesunder colonial and racist regimes or
other forms of alien domination; nor the right of these peoples to struggle to that end
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conformity with the above-mentioned

A97
,
Declaration.

Many States at the Special

Committee maintained that peoplesunder colonial and racist regimes or other forms of
alien domination had the right to struggle for their self-determination, freedom and
independenceby all meansat their disposal. Consequently,they consideredthat Article
7 recognisedthat the anned struggle of such people was an instanceof the legal use of
force. They maintainedas a result that the action of a Statein aiding and providing those
498
kind
legal.
just
people with any
of support was
as
Article 8 of the definition observed that "in their interpretation and application, the
above provisions are interrelated and eachprovision should be construedin the context
of the other provision. "499 Moreover, the definition should be read together with the

relevant articles of the United Nations Charter and the "Declaration on Principles of
International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in
accordancewith the Charterof the United Nations."

The Role of the Security Council

According to Article 51 of the Charter, the Security Council is the final arbiter of
whether there has been an anned attack and whether the use of force by a state could be
justified on the basis of self-defence. The Security Council has frequently been
preventedby the Veto from reaching a formal decision on the validity of claims of selfdefence. The fact that a Security Council vote has not determined the existence of an
armed attack and the legitimacy of a claim of self-defence,doesnot, however, mean that
an an-nedattack does not exist. Actions basedin self-defence,therefore, do not have to

497Article 7 of the definition. Seealso Ferencz,p. 47-9.
498Ibid, A/9619, p. 15-26; 3240. See also, Stone, "Hopes and Loopholes in the 1974 Definition of
Aggression,"p. 233-37; Broms, p. 358-360.
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be abandoned,until the Security Council adoptsa resolution demandingthe cessation
of
the defensive action.500Article 51 contains the legal obligation to report immediately
any forcible measures taken in self-defence to the Security Council,501 but that
502
has
been
requirement
not always
observed. Also, the failure to report will not prevent
the Security Council from considering and passingjudgements on the substantiveissues
503
of claims of self-defence. Reporting to the Security Council is only one of several
elementsto be consideredin relation to the legitimacy of a state's claim to self-defence
and a failure by the state resorting to force to invoke self-defence should not be fatal,
504
for
that
the
the
this
provided
substantiveconditions
exerciseof
right are met. Dinstein
expressedthat it "would be a gross misinterpretation of Article 51 for the Council to
repudiate self-defence,thus condoning an armedattack, only becauseno report has been
put on record."505
During the Cold War, many claimed that the Security Council could not fulfil its first
and primary responsibility of ensuring international Security. The end of the Cold War
and the reversal of Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in 1991 were viewed as reviving the
Council's role in collective security. The early 1990sbrought fears from some quarters
that the United Nations was acquiescing too readily in US uses of force, at times,
unwisely, or merely constituting a multilateral veneer for unilateral action. At other
times, critics claimed that forceful action was being taken in the name of the United
Nations that had not really been authorisedby the Security Council. It was clear that the

499Ibid, p. 360-61. Seealso, Ferencz, 49-50.
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500Kelsen, YheLaw ofthe United Nations, 8034.
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1989), p. 263.
503Jean Combacau, "The Exception of Self-Defence In UN Practice," In: Antonio Cassese,
ed., The
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use of force from the NATO's side during the Kosovo Crisis, have been bypassing of
the Security Council authority, in the grounds that "the absenceof such authorisation,
506
breach
(4)
Article
2
Charter.
,
The world
military coercion ... constitutes a
of
of the
needsa Security Council which is powerful enoughand sufficiently unified to authorise
strong countermeasures against aggressors or genocidal regimes; not a mere multilateral

rubber stamp for unilateral decision making.
Whilst, overall, the UN Charter aimed to prevent recourse to force, except that
undertakenby the UN and its agentsto protect global interestsand values, it recognised
the possibility of a failure of multilateralism and reservedto statesan unequivocal right
of self-defence.What is important, and what I wish to emphasise,is that Article I of the
Definition of Aggression, has declaredclearly and in obvious way, that aggressioncan
only exist when real armed force is used; since political, economic, cultural or
ideological kinds of pressureor interferencedo not involve the use of force, they do not
because
it
in
is
important
This
view,
gives the world the
my
constitute aggression.
chanceto avoid unnecessarywars or use of force.

506See Bruno Sinima, "NATO, the UN and the Use of Force: Legal Aspects," (European Jounial of
international Law 10,1999), p. 5.
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CHAPTER FIVE

COLD WAR AND SELF-DEFENCE

This Chapterwill deal with the main eventsin the Cold War, in an attempt to examine
the development of the right of self-defenceduring the Cold War. During that period
there was a struggle between conflicting universal values. The Western statesbelieved
in the ideas of free market economy and a multi-party political system.In the East, the
political life was completely controlled by a single party system and a command
administrative economy. For nearly 40 years the world was under permanentthreat of
by
The
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USSR.
West
the
the
many
crowded
was
and
nuclear war
507

crises.

The main landmarksin the period of the Cold War were the Berlin blockade in

June of 1948, regional security arrangements,such as NATO, the Korean War, the
Cubanmissile crisis and finally the VietnameseWar.

The Berlin Blockade of 1948

This crisis is regardedby many as the first strugglebetween the USSR and the Western
Powers after the defeat of Nazism in Germany.This conflict, or power struggle, brought
into view matters relating to collective action in self-defence, even before the
forces,
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507See Thomas S. Arms, Encyclopaedia of the Cold Mar (New York: Facts On File, 1994), p. 1-4. See
also StephenAshton, 7he Cold Mar (London: Batsford, 1990),p. 34.
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508
USSR.
But by March 30,1948, the Sovietshad decided
special arrangementswith the
to changethe arrangementsconcerningWest Berlin, and also they changedtheir policy
and imposed many restrictions on the traffic between the Western Zones and Berlin. 509
In June 24,1948, all land and water traffic to and from the Western part of Berlin was
closed by the Soviet forces. Only air traffic, which the Soviets could not prevent,
510
West
Berlin
West.
When the negotiations over the Soviet
the
connected
with
blockade of Berlin proved fruitless, the blockadewas referred to the Security Council as
a threat to international peaceand security under chapterVII of the Charter. The United
States,Britain and France consideredthe Russianrestrictions as a real threat of force in
violation of Article 2(4) of the Charter which was intended to prevent them from
exercising their legitimate rights and responsibilities. However, the adoption of a
511

resolution by the UN was thwarted by the Russianveto.

As a result of the threat of force from the Soviets, the Western Powers regarded
themselvesas in confrontation with an actual use of force from the Soviet side. This
gave them the option of respondingwith the use of force. Therefore, the use of force by
anned convoys was deliberately investigated, but in the end found not to be a good
5
12
because
be
blocked.
The use of force in
the anned conveys could easily
option,
responseto the blockade was questionable,basedon the considerationthat neither the
territorial integrity nor the political independence of the Western powers were
threatenedin the blockade, but rather, rights basedonly on agreementswhich had been
severely infringed. Becauseof this, it would be hard to claim the legitimacy of self-

508 Lawrence Scheinman, "The Berlin Blockade, " In: Lawrence Scheim-nan
and David Wilkinson,
International Law and Political Crisis: An Analytical Casebook-,(Boston: Massachusetts 1968), p. I, 4.
509 See
generally United States Department of State, The Berlin Crisis: A report on the Moscow
Discussions (1948), p. 1-5. The USSR at that time, claimed that its restrictions and limitations on the
traffic to and from Berlin, were as a result of problems in border and customs control measures.
510Scheinman,
p. 8-9.
511See Repertoire
ofthe Practice ofthe Security Council (1946-195 1), p. 354; 44142.
512Scheinman,
p. 15-17.
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defence. The Western Powers reserved their right of self-defence and noted that
although they could have used force againstthe unlawftil blockade, they were abstaining
from doing so. Consequently,they respondedto the blockade by flying over it, which
S13
force.
The use by the Western Powers of airlift to access
was not regardedas a use of
West Berlin, broke the blockade peacefully.This left Moscow wondering whether to use
force to stop the airlift, but it did not do so. By the April of 1949,the Soviets understood
that the West would never leave or abandonWest Berlin, and as a result of the Western
embargo againstEast Germany, imposed by the West in retaliation, which had a more
serious impact on East Germany than the Soviet embargo on West Gen-nany,the Four
514

Powers agreedon May 4,1949, to move all restrictions imposed since March 1,1948.

RegionalArrangenzents (NA TO)

It is useful to consider regional arrangements,since Article 51 was introduced into the
Charter as a result of direct pressurefrom the Latin American states,which to some
'degreepreferred to have their own security system.Article 51 was not a part of Chapter
VIII, which put all regional arrangementsunder Security Council authority, which
15
it
force
its
However,
the
allowed
use
of
prohibited any use of
pennission
without
.5
force in self-defence to be exercised individually, separate from any regional
agreements,and it did not need any authorisation from the Security Council. On this
point, Waldock statedthat:

513lbid, p. 16,27 and 38.
514Ibid,
p. 35-37.

515United Nations Charter,Article 53 (1).
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"Article 51 was deliberately transferred at the San Francisco Conference from Chapter VIII to
Chapter VII with the result that the right of collective self-defenceis entirely independentof the
existenceof a regional arrangement"516
.

Certainly, states' right to prepare in advancethrough multi-agreements(collective selfdefence treaties), is clear in Article 51, from their right to use force in a collective
517
way. Therefore, many states, for the purpose of having the right of collective selfdefence, have resorted to bilateral and multilateral treaties.518Mrazek considered that
thesetreaties "supplementthe right of collective self-defencewith the duty of collective
self-defence;every aggressionbecomesa matter for the whole international community
and its prevention is a "common interest", a "common defence" or "self-defence"
519
againstthe aggressor". This makes the use of force a matter of concern for all States
membersin the treaty, becausethe procedureof responding against aggressionis also a
matter of their concern. Such arrangementscan be considered as both regional
520
The North Atlantic Treaty (NATO)
treaties.
arrangementsand collective self-defence

516Waldock. "The Regulation of the Use of Force by Individual Statesin International Law",
p. 509. For
more information about regional arrangementsand collective self-defencesee Kelsen. Recent Trends in
the Law ofthe United Nations, p. 918-20.
517Kelsen, p. 913-16. See also, Hersch Lauterpacht and Oppenheim,International Laiv: 4 Treatise, p.
157; Brownlie, p. 328-31.
518Among the main such treatieswere the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistanceof September
2,1947; the Brussels Treaty of March 17,1948 (Belgium, France, Luxembourg; the Netherlands; the
United Kingdom), modified by the protocol signed at Paris, October 23,1954, by which Germany and
Italy becamemembers;the North Atlantic Treaty of April 4,1949; the Mutual Defence Treaty between
the United Statesand the Philippines of August 30,1951; the Security Treaty between Australia, New
Zealand, and the United Statesof September1,195 1; the Security Treaty betweenthe United Statesand
Japan of September8,1951, later modified by a treaty of January 20,1960; the Mutual Defence treaty
betweenthe United Statesand Korea of October 1,1953; the Mutual DefenceTreaty betweenthe United
Statesand the Republic of China of December2,1954; the South East Asia Collective Defence Treaty of
September 8,1954 (United States, United Kingdom, France, Australia, New Zealand, the Philippines,
Thailand and Pakistan);the BaghdadPact of February24,1955 (Turkey, Iraq, the United Kingdom, Iran
and Pakistan); the Pact of the Arab League Statesof March 22,1945, and Treaty of Joint Defence and
Economic Co-operationbetweenthe Statesof the Arab Leagueof June 17,1950; the Treaty of Friendship,
Co-operation and Mutual Assistance(Warsaw Treaty), signed May 14,1955, which entered into force
June 5,1955. Seegenerally Goodrich, Hambro and Simons, Charter of the United Nations: Coninientary
and Documents, p. 349-50. See also W. Kulski. "The Soviet System of Collective Security Compared
with the Western System". (AtnericanJournal ofInternational Law 44,1950), p 453-76.
519Josef Mrazek, "Prohibition of the Use of Force and Threat of Force: Self-Defence and Self-Help in
International Law", p. 93.
520Goodrich, Hambro and Simons,p. 350.
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44clearlycreatesa collective systemfor exercisingthe right of self-defence"521and at the
,
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Treaty
time,
the
same
can
regarded as a regional arrangement. But in
reality, it makes no difference whether Article 51 or Chapter VIII is implemented,
becausewhat is important is not which treaty has been practised,but the nature of the
action taken on the basis of the treaty: regional enforcementunder Chapter VIII (after
the Security Council has given its permission), or action on the basis of collective selfdefencein caseof armed attack. This matter was considereddeeply by the United States
SenateCoMmittee on Foreign Relations,in its report on the North Atlantic Treatywhich
confinned that the North Atlantic Treaty should not be read restrictively either as a
regional arrangementor as a collective self-defencetreaty, since the treaty is "intended
primarily to establish a collective defence arrangementunder article 51" while on the
V11,95523

other hand being "utilised as a regional arrangementunder chapter
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agreementsfor collective self-defenceusually try to limit the scopeof military action to
the geographicalareasof statesmembersin that collection, while admitting the Security
Council's right to protect international peace and security.525Article 5 of the North
Atlantic Treaty (NATO), recommended that:

"The Parties agreethat an armed attack againstone or more of them in Europe or North America
shall be consideredan attack against them all; and consequentlythey agree that, if such an armed
attack occurs, each of them, in exercise of the right of individual or collective self-defence
recognisedby Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, Nvill assist the party or Parties so

521

Waldock, p. 504.
522
Kelsen, p. 920-25.
523United States Senate,83 Congress,2d Session,Doc. No. 87, Subcommitteeon the United States
Charter.Review ofthe United Nations Charter: A Colleclion ofDocitnients, (Washington, 1954), p. 159.
524Bowett, p. 222. Seealso Dinstein, p. 235-36.
525Goodrich, Hambro and Simons,p. 350.
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attacked by taking forthwith, individually and in concert Nviththe other Parties, such action as it
deemsnecessary,including the use of armedforce, to restoreand maintain the security of the North
Atlantic area.
Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof shall immediately be reported to
the Security Council. Such measures shall be terminated when the Security Council has taken the
measures necessary to restore and maintain international peace and securiV, 526.

Article 7 of the North Atlantic Treaty reads:
This Treaty does not affect, and shall not be interpreted as affecting, in any way the rights and
obligations under the Charter of the Parties which are members of the United Nations, or the
primary responsibility of the Security Council for the maintenance of international peace and
527,,
securi ty.

Consequently,Article 5 would be exercisedonly if a state member has been the object
of an armed attack, and every state's help or assistancewill depend on the location,
nature and importance of the attack, and will also depend on the situation on the
528
ground. The NATO treaty doesnot require immediate action from statesmembers,or
that they take military measuresin collective self-defence. Other treaties depended
directly on the armed attack for the right of collective self-defenceto be exercised,and
all such arrangementsor treaties confirmed that the Security Council has the main role
to protect international peaceand security, and any measuresof collective self-defence
should stop when the Security Council has taken action to protect international peace.
529
and security. The same applies to the Warsaw Pact, which designatesits area of
application by the geographicallocation of statesmembers,and recognisesthe Security
Council's role in protecting international peace and security.530It is worth noting,

526North Atlantic Treaty Organisation,Article 5. The report of the SenateCommittee on foreign Relations
noted that "from a legal point of view article 5 of the treaty is solidly basedon the inherent right of selfdefencerecognisedin article 51 of the United Nations Charter", Review of the United Nations Charter, p.
150.
527North Atlantic Treaty Organisation,Article 7.
528Review of the United Nations Charter,p. 150-51.
529See Security Treaty betweenAustralia, New Zealand, and the United States,Articles 4 and 5; InterAmerican Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance,Article 3; Brussels Treaty, Articles 4 and 5. See generally,
Bowett, p. 141-50; Bowett, p. 220-48. See Hans Kelsen, Vie Law of the United Nations: A Critical
Analysis ofIls Fundaniental Problems, p. 791-800.
530SeeWarsaw Treaty, Article 4.
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however, that many consider collective self-defencetreaties to have been misused for
political reasons.Combacaudescribedthat:
"Regional military alliances no doubt pay lip service to the universal organisationand the system
of collective security they Nverecreatedto enforce, but the "collective self-defence" they claim to
guaranteeis in fact a cloak to operations of partial collective security, which are a far cry from
logic of universal collective security as intendedby the Charter,531

The CubanMissile Crisis of 1962

During that crisis, the main argumentwas whether the use of force is acceptable,when
there is a threat of anned attack, especially if that attack will be by developed
technological weapons,such as nuclear missiles. In general, the United States at that
time did not focus on the right of self-defence.In the end of 1962, the Americans
declaredthat the Sovietshad establishednuclear missiles in Cuba and that such missiles
had been shippedto Cuba by Soviet ships. Therefore, the United Statesannouncedthat
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531Jean Combacau, "The Exception of Self-Defence In UN Practice," In: Antonio Cassese,ed., Ille
Current Legal Regulation ofthe UseofForce, p. 3 1.
532See United StatesLetter to the Security Council of October 22,1962, UN Doe. S/5181,17 Security
Council Official Records, Supplementfor October - December, 1962, p. 14648. See also Resolution of
the Council of the Organisationof American Statesof October 23,1962,47 Departmentof StateBulletin,
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or grounds, in Higgins' view, raised argumentsabout the "complex legal question of
whether blockade without a declaration of war is permissible"

and also whether the

American action was acceptableunder Article 51.533Cuba declared that it regarded the
534
American action as an act of war and aggression.
The Soviets, for their part, justified their missiles supplies to Cuba on the grounds that it
was constantly under threat and pressure from the

United

535

States.

In those

circumstances,an important question arose,whether the presence of Soviet missiles in
Cuba could be justified by a lawful claim of self-defence on the part of Cuba, since
Cuba had recently been victim of invasion from the United States.536Also, there was
debate about whether these missiles should be considered as defensive or offensive
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an Interdiction of the Delivery of offensive Weaponsto Cuba, October 23,1962, (Anierican Journal of
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Upon the Iraqi Nuclear Reactor". (Anierican Journal ofInternational Law 77,1983), p. 588.
534See for more information the letter of Cuba to the Security Council of October 22,1962, UN Doc.
S/5183,17 Security Council Official Records,Supplementsfor October - December, 1962, p. 148.
535Seethe Statementof the Soviet Government,23 October 1962, UN Doc. S/5186, October 23,1962,17
Security Council Official Records,Supplementfor October- December, 1962, p. 149-54.
536Higgins, p. 203. Many who supportedthe quarantineagainst Cuba, admitted that Cuba had a complete
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that
the
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of
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in defending itself against possible attacle'. See Eugene V. Rostow, "Agora: The Gulf Crisis in
International and Foreign Relations Law, Continued: Until What? Enforcement Action or Collective Selfdefence?" (Ainerican Journal ofInternational Law 85,199 1), p. 515.
537See Anthony Arend and Robert J. Beck, International Law and the Use of Force: Beyond the UN
Charter Paradigni, (London: Routledge, 1993),p. 75-76.
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Article 51" was to some point acceptablebecausethere was "coercive pressureon the
American system of security"

539

the idea of imminent attack go beyond the
which
made
,

540

dimensionsof Article 51.

Osgood and Tucker agreedthat the USSR had provided weaponsin full agreementand
co-operation,and that any state under international law has the right to receive military
weapons from another state nor is there any rule under international law to prohibit a
state from giving weapons to another state or from establishing military bases in the
other state's territory with that other state's consent.They statedthat the United States'
action "affords a striking example of the claim to take measuresof self-defenceagainst
541
least
that
acts
are not at
prinzafacie unlawful', . Also, it is possible to read the United
States' action as "defensive measuresnot involving military action", which would make
it acceptableagainst an action "less than 'armed attack',,542The United Statesclaimed
.
that the nuclear weapons in Cuba had significantly changed the situation on the
543
groun . This action, in the American view, had changedthe balanceof power, since
those missiles could reach the United States in a few minutes, in contrast to Soviet
launched missiles which would have to cross the North Pole.544Consequently, the

538SeeGoodrich, Hambro and Simons,p. 345.
539EugeneV. Rostow, "Disputes Involving the InherentRight of Self-defence," In: Lori F. Damrosch, 77ze
International Court ofAstice at a Crossroad, (Dobbs Ferry, New York: TransnationalPublishers, 1987),
p. 275.
540President Kennedy indicated that the quarantine was specifically designed "to ensure that the
Governmentof Cuba cannot continue to receive from the Sino-Sovietpowers military and related supplies
which may threaten the peace and security of the Continent." Cited in Romana Sadurska,"Threats of
Force," p. 260.
541SeeRobert Osgood and Robert Tucker, Force, Order and Justice, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1967),
p. 298.
542Quincy Wright, "The CubanQuarantine," (AniericanJournal ofInternational Law 57,1963), p. 563.
543SeeRepertoire ofthe Practice ofthe Security Council (1966-1968),p. 218.
544Hanson W. Baldwin, "A Military Perspective," In: John Plank, Cuba and the United States: Long
RangePerspectives,(Washington:Brookings Institution, 1967),p. 200,213-14.
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deployment of the missiles in Cuba was consideredtoo risky. Quarantinealone was not
545
enough; an attack on thosemissiles to destroythem was acceptableand necessary.
It is important to note here, that the enlargementof the range of self-defencehas a clear
danger,since the use of threat to the balanceof power as an excusefor legitimate use of
force may have inconsiderableand unknown results.At that time there was considerable
debate about the legitimacy of the American missiles in Europe, and especially in
Turkey. Clearly the enlargementof the basis on which the right of self-defencecould be
acceptable, was very dangerous and would increase the danger of a nuclear clash
between the East and the WeSt.546Many viewed the claim of a shift in the balance of
power to the Soviet benefit as exaggerated,since the USSR could easily have achieved
that aim by miss - firing submarines,and also by launching sites for solid - fuelled
ICBM's in the Soviet Union. 547And many who supported the American claim of self-

defence in that crisis, agreedthat there had been no armed attack or even a threat of
anned attack directed againstthe United States,since the US nuclear capability was in
advanceof that of the Soviets; therefore, any ideas of a Russian nuclear attack against
548
be
United
States
the
would
unconvincing. As a conclusion, the deployment of
Russiannuclear missiles in Cuba was a real threat to the national security for the United
States and the Latin American states, but it is difficult to say that these missiles
constituted grounds for military responsein self-defence. The real argument, is not
whether a state should wait until it becomesthe victim of a nuclear attack and later use
military force in self-defenceto stop that attack or aggression.The real argumentshould

545On October 22,1962, the United Statesput it military force at the basis of ready to fight. The Soviet in
the next day put their force in the basis of ready to fight. And at that time the world was under pressureof
nuclear war. See David L. Larson, The Cuban Crisis of 1962: Selected Documents, Chronology and
Bibliography, (London: University of America, 1986),p. 343.
546
Brownlie, p. 276.
547
Baldwin, p. 214.
548Rostow, "Agora: The Gulf Crisis in International and Foreign Relations Law, Continued: Until What?
EnforcementAction or Collective Self-Defence?" p. 515.
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be when, or at what point, the state which is under a threat of nuclear attack can use
force to defend itself against that threat. In this regard, Gardner noted that it is
dangerous to accept "unilateral uses of force simply because there were some
deploymentof weaponsor modernisationof weapons"549
.

Vietnam War

Generally, the US involvement in Vietnam was a clearly arguedclaim of collective selfdefence.The military actionsbetweenFranceand Vietnam were endedon July 20,1954
550

by the three Geneva Agreements,in relation to Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.

The

agreementwhich concernedVietnam was explicitly clear, that the Vietnamesemilitary
forces should withdraw to the north and the French troops to the South. Each part would
have its own civil administration, and generalelections would be held to determine the
future and the unification of the two zonesof Vietnam.551Also, the GenevaAgreements
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549Richard N Gardner, "Commentary on the Law of Self-Defence," In: Lori F. Damrosch and David J.
Scheffer,Law and Force in the New International Order, (Boulder: Westview Press, 1991).
550For more information see Agreement on the end of military activities in Vietnam, July 20,1954, in
United StatesDepartmentof State, 4merican Foreign Policy (1950-1955), (Washington, 1957), p. 75067; Agreement on the end of military activities in Cambodia,July 20,1954, p. 767-75; Agreementon the
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Settlementofthe Indo-Chinese Mar, (Princeton: PrincetonUniversity Press,1969),p. 389408.
551American Foreign Policy, 1950-1955, p. 750-67.
552Randle, p. 413.

553American Foreign Policy (1950-1955),p. 787-88.
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eachparty would consider the "armed attack in the treaty areaagainstany of the Parties
or against any state or territory which the Parties by unanimous agreementmay here
after designate,would endangerits own peaceand safety" and would act "to meet the
554
danger',
Later, the parties of the treaty agreedby a protocol attachedto the
common
.
treaty to include for the purposesof Article VI the territories of Cambodiaand Laos and
the "free territory under the jurisdiction of the state of Vietnam"555

As a result of the incident in the Gulf of Tonkin, the United StatesCongressdeclaredin
a resolution that "in accordancewith its obligations under the SoutheastAsia Collective
Defence Treaty, the United Statesis

including
to
take
steps,
all
necessary
prepared
...
...

the use of armed force, to assist any member of the treaty requesting assistancein
556

defence of its freedom"
When the US began military activities against North
.
Vietnam, its main claim to justify that action was that it was exercising the right of
forces
for
the
the
of North
military
purpose of weakening
collective self-defence,
Vietnam.557The United States employed many claims to support its intervention in
Vietnam. The first was to accusethe North of using new methods of warfare, such as
infiltration of thousandsof armed rebels, munitions and other military supplies. The
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554SoutheastAsia Collective DefenceTreaty it is includes:Australia, France,New Zealand,Pakistan,The
Philippines, Thailand, the United Kingdom, and the United States,itkvas signed at Manila on September
8,1954, and entered into force on February 19,1955. See generally Collective Defence In South East
Asia: The Manila Treaty and Its Implications: A Report By a ChathamHouse Study Group, (The Royal
Institute of International Affairs, London; New York, 1956), 1-14.
555Protocol to the SoutheastAsia Collective Defence Treaty, signed at Manila on September8,1954,
which enteredinto force on February 19,1955.
556See United States, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. Background Information Relating to
SoutheastAsia and Vietnam,(Washington:DC: US GovernmentPrinting Office, 1970),p. 235.
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legitimate Government of South Vietnam had requestedhelp and assistancefrom the
United States. The fourth, was that the United States was exercising its right of
collective self-defenceunder Article 51 of the United Nations Charter. Also, the United
States could exercise the right of collective self-defence under the Southeast Asia
Collective DefenceTreaty. Just as the United Stateshad consideredits participation in
the Korean war as a legitimate model to protect divided states,it claimed its purpose
was to defend South Vietnam against the Communist North.

558

The real argumentsin

that conflict were whether the conflict was between two different entities or -whetherit
infiltration
in
the
traditional
one
whether
acrossthe
was a
civil war
community, and also
borders of weapons and rebels from the North to the South would give an excuse to
exercisethe right of collective self-defenceunder the SoutheastAsia Collective Defence
559

Treaty.

The general evaluation about the war in Vietnam was to consider it as a civil war
between one nation and in one entity or community,560since the separationof Vietnam
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557Ruth B. Russell, 77ie United Nations and United States Security Policy, (Washington: Brookings
Institution, 1968),p. 325.
558SeeJohn N. Moore, The Lawfulness of Military Assistanceto the Republic of Vietnam, in Richard A.
Falk, Ae Vietnam Mar and International Law, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968), p. 237,
358478. See also Eliot Hawkins, An Approach to Issuesof International Law Raised by United States
Actions in Vietnam, in Richard A. Falk, Vie Vietnain Mar and International Law, (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1968), p. 136. See also as a comparison point, Pravda Article Justifying the USSR
Intervention in Czechoslovakia,September25,1968, translation in (International Legal Materials 7,
1968),p. 1323-25.
559The US Government had faced a real problem, when it was want to exercise the SoutheastAsia
Collective Defence Treaty, because both France and Pakistan were against the US intervention in
Vietnam. For more information see Wolfgang Freidman, "Law and Politics in the Vietnamese War: A
Comment," In: Richard A. Falk, Yhe Hein= Mar and International Law, (Princeton: Princeton
University Press,1968),p. 292,300.
560Quincy Wright, "Legal Aspectsof the Vietnam Situation," In: Richard A. Falk, Yhe Vietnam Mar and
International Law, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968), p. 271,277-80. See also Quincy
Wright, "Legal Aspects of the Vietnam Situation," (Anierican Journal ofInternational Law 60,1966), p.
752-53 and 756-59.
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of Vietnam
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Comparing the Vietnam war with the Korean war, it appears that the two
.

situations were completely different, as Falk indicated that the Korean war was a "direct

and massive use of military force by one entity across a frontier of another", and also
whether or not the United Statesestablishedits intervention in a struggle to end a civil
war, at the sametime the use of force from the North did not come to the point of armed
attack, which means that the US claim of collective self-defencehad weak grounds or
563
basis.
It is clear there was no legitimacy for the American action to extend the
no
bombing to North Vietnameseterritory, which at the sametime gaveNorth Vietnam the
legal basis and claim to respondto the US bombing.564
The use of force during the Cold War was connectedwith the power struggle between
the United Statesand the USSR, becauseboth sidesbad the desireto demonstratepower
and to gain influence places.One of the aims of the Berlin blockadeby the Soviet Union
was to demonstratethe Soviet's new power, which the Red An-ny had gained after the
defeat of the Nazi Germany; also the Soviet wished at that time to disturb the West,
especially at the time when the US sought through the Marshall Plan to avoid Europe
falling into the hands of communism. Neither side of the crisis, wished to enter a war,
and if the Western Powers used force, this practice of force would come under deep
questioning, on the basis that, the territorial integrity and political independenceof the

561Ralph K, White, "Misperception of Aggression In Vietnam," In: Richard A. Falk, The Vietnam Mar
and International Law, (Princeton: PrincetonUniversity Press,1968), p. 523,529-3 1.

562Wright,
p. 287.

563Richard A. Falk, International Law
and the United StatesRole in the Vietnam War, in Richard A. Falk,
Yhe Vietnam Mar andInternational Law, (Princeton:PrincetonUniversity Press,1968),p. 362; 366; 377.
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Western Power was not harmed,but only someagreementshad beenviolated; therefore,
the use of force under the right of self-defencewould be unlawful. Moreover, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation(NATO), is a defensiveorganisation,whose main aim is to
protect its member states from any aggression,which means that the use of force is
restricted to the geographical areas of states members. Therefore, the use of force
outside that limited area by NATO in the Kosovo Crisis is completely inappropriate.
From anotherperspective,the use of force by NATO in that crisis was a clear bypassing
the authority of the Security Council, which has the fundamental responsibility to
protect international peaceand security.
In the Cuban missile Crisis of 1962,there was a real threat to the national security of the
United States;consequentlythe US conduct could be to some extentjustified, especially
with the threat of the nuclear attack. In the Vietnam War, whether the US intervention,
was based on the concept of collective self-defencewas unclear, in the sensethat the
conflict was a conflict between the United Statesand the USSR, both of which were at
that time at the peak of their rivalry in the Cold War. In my view, that war was simply a
civil war between the North and the South, but the intervention of the great powers
escalatedthis conflict into a big war and made it become one of the main landmarks of
the Cold War.

564

Ibid, p. 398.
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CHAPTER SIX
SELF-DEFENCE BEFORE THE BLOW

The first and obvious questions which arise when a conflict breaks out between two
states, are in Michael Walzer's words, "Who started the shooting? Who sent troops
Many observersof conflict, like Dinstein, consider that the first
acrossthe border?95565
action or blow is the crucial factor in assigningresponsibility for the aggressionand that
for this purpose'it is necessaryto "pinpoint the exact moment at which armed attack
begins," this being the qualifying moment "when forcible counter-measuresbecome
legitimate as self-defence.',566The UN Charter identifies a right to individual and
collective self-defence"if an armed attack occurs," and many thus consider that self567

defence is admissible only after the actual eventuality of an armed attack.

In the

Nicaragua case,the International Court of Justice affirmed this view with its majority
568
is
forerunner
justifiable
that
to
opinion
anned attack a necessary
self-defence. The
point of first military attack has the advantageof being a clearly discernible Rubicon,
which can provide evidence of assault and is an indicator of intent. In this respect,
Aristide Briand said : "A cannon shot is a cannon shot; you can hear it and it often
,, 569

leaves traces.

Walzer commentson "the importance of the shift from diplomacy to

565Walzer Michael, Just and Unjust Mars: A Moral Argunient with Historical Illustrations, (New York:
Basic Books, 1997),p. 74.
566Dinstein, Mar, Aggressionand Self-defence,p. 176.
567This was the view of Schachter,Kelsen, Kunz, Brownlie and Henkin, who interpret the UN Charter in
a restrictive manner.
568The International Court of Justice resolution -wasthat collective self-defence would only apply if
Nicaragua had attackedEl Salvador,which in reality it had not. The US, when it mined Nicaragua's ports,
had invoked the notion of collective self-defencein the face of the Nicaraguangovernment'sassistanceto
Salvadoranrebels. See Hilaire McCoubrey and Nigel D White, International Law and Armed Conflict,
(Brookield: Dartmouth Publishing Company, 1992),p. 94.
569Briand cited in Norman Menachem Feder, "Reading the United Nations Charter Connotatively:
Toward a New Definition of Armed Attack," (New York University Journal of International Law and
Politics 19,1987), p. 412. In this connection,the first attack had an important legal and historical setting.
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force" and "the problem that killing and being killed poses 570This importance the
of
.,,
first attack motivated Combacauto say, "nothing now appearsless admissiblethan to be
the first to use force. 071This feeling was highlighted just before the Six Day War, when
both the US and the Soviet Union warned their respectiveprotegeesagainst being the
first to act.572This way of dealing with the right of self-defenceplaces a considerable
responsibility upon the shoulders of the victim state. A stipulation that it is the
beginning of the aggressionthat opensthe door to the right of self-defencecould work
to the advantageof the aggressor,especiallyin the light of the hugely and immediately
destructivepotential of nuclear weaponsand other weaponsof massdestruction. A first
strike using such weapons could so effectively cripple its target, that the right to selfdefenceis effectively renderedirrelevant. Therefore, this chapterexaminesthe concepts
of pre-emptive and protective self-defence,with illustrative examples from the ArabIsraeli conflicts.

Pre-emptive Defence

The issue of pre-emptive defencehas usually dependedupon the interpretation of such
criteria as "imminence" and "necessity" along with a need for "proportionality" which
means that defensive action should be at a level consistent with the dimensions of the

Britain for a long time rejected the "principle of priority" or the "principle of the initial act". This view
was supported by the USSR, but Britainwished the matter to depend basically upon the "circumstances. "
Cited in McDougal, Myres S. and Florentino P. Feliciano, "Resort to Coercion: Aggression and Selfdefence in Policy Perspective, " In: Law and Minimum World Public Order: Yhe Legal Regulation of
International Coercion, p. 168.
570Michael, Just
and Unjust Mars, p. 79.
571 Jean. Combacau, The Exception of Self-Defence in UN Practice, In 77ie Current Legal Regulation
of
the Use offorce, p. 20.
572See Lyndon Baines Johnson, The Six Day War, In: 77ie Vantage
point: Perspective of the Presidency
1963-1969, (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1971), p. 293-94. Also, see Walter Laqueur, Yhe Road to
Mar. - 77ie Origins and, 4fterniath of the, 4rab-Israeli Conflict 1967-68, (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1970),
p. 124.
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aggression. The first condition will easily weaken any primary right to pre-emptive
defence. The second one raises the problem of how to decide necessity, because it is in.
reality an extensive field, which can easily be deceptive. As for "proportionality",

this

raises the dilemma of limitation as against instrumentality.
,, 573

Walzer added another criterion, which is that of "sufficient threat
.

He considered

anticipatory military action to be legitimate under three conditions: first, an "intent to
injure" which is obvious but neednot amountto a plan for a specific assault;second,the
military meansto make that injury "tangible"; and third, a time period in which waiting
574
impose
burden.
Walzer's formulation, however, suffers
would
an unreasonablycostly
from a clear defect, becauseit allows a pre-emptive blow in the presenceof hostile
intent alone, without any plans to do specific injury. 575This will erode the significant
distinction between pre-emption and prevention. Pre-emptive defence should not have
to depend for legitimacy on time only, because waiting to practise pre-emptive defence

while the dangerescalatescould lead to disaster.Moreover, pre-emptive defenceshould
be connected with inevitability, which easesthe relinquishment of responsibility for
military action by the aggressorand the victim. But, this doesnot imply that the military
action should be taken as soon as possible. It only suggeststhat defensible actions
becomeadmissible.There is a possibility of modifying Walzer's formulation concerning
"sufficient threat" by combining the first and secondcategoriesand annulling the third
one. In this case,pre-emptive defence will be legitimate on the basis of presenceof
intent to do specific injury, and effective readinessto attack. Here, it is important to
distinguish between intent and "motive. " Intention personifies external relationships

573Walzer, Just
and Unjust Mars, p. 8 1.
574Ibid., 75.

575This "means that aggressioncan be made out not only in the absenceof a military attack or invasion
but in the (probable)absenceof any immediate intention to launch such an attack or invasion" (Walzer,
Just and Unjust wars, p. 85).
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with the world. Intent can easily invite a dangeroussubjective interpretation which all
too readily cases the narrow bounders between pre-emptive defence and central
aggression.Intention, thesedays, is connectedwith technologiesand better infonnation
576
in
hostile
before
its
initiation.
systems,which can many caseseasily recognisea
plan
One may, however, note the seriousBritish misinterpretation of Argentine intentions in
the period leading up to the 1982 Falklands conflict. This points up the importance of
intention
intelligence
Ceadel
therewith.
the
regarded
as
and
problems associated
military
a substantialelement.His view was:
"Pre-emptive defence occurs when a defender surprises with a first strike an aggressor who has
already formed an intention to attack but has simply not got round to carrying it out. It is
legitimately defensive because, although it involves the first use of force, it does not involve the
first intention to use it.,, 577

Grotius, too, had dependedon intention Nvhendefining the criterion of imminence. He
believed that "danger

but
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be
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point
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if
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legitimisation
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to
sure,
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response,
said:
admit,
regarding
assailant seizesweaponsin such a way that his intent to kill is manifest, the crime can
be forestalled; for in morals as in material things a point is not to be found which does
both
breadth.
have
ý9578
Moreover,
physical power and
readiness
needs
a certain
not
estimations of it. Readinessresides especially in the field of "material things" rather
than "morals". Readiness includes a number of characteristics, because in some
instancesthere are attacks in the absenceof any readinessfor an effective fight. The
imminent.
Lack
becomes
before
its
both
of
assault
conditions
aggressormust meet
imminence will weaken the pre-emptor's credibility, becausehe needs to justify his
defensive action. The element of imminence will to some extent prove both the intent

576This was the view of Bunn. SeeGeorgeBunn, "International Law and the Use of Force in Peacetime:
Do US Ships Have to Take the First Hit?," (Alaial Mar CollegeReview, 1986):p. 74.
577Martin Ceadel,77iink-ingAbout Peaceand War, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,1987), p. 82.
578Grotius cited in Walzer, Just and Utyust Wars,p. 340-41.
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and the extent of readiness.Therefore,imminencewill clarify whether the conditions for
legitimate pre-emptive defence are available. But it is important to understand that
imminence is not the sole prerequisite for an act of pre-emptive defence. Imminence
should be consideredin relation to intent and capacity, but the concept is nonetheless
integral to considerationof any claims to legitimate pre-emptive self-defence.579
The connection betweenpre-emptive defenceand the idea of imminence can be traced
back to the days of Daniel Webster in 1841. He understood that the relationship was
clear in contemporarylegal opinion. More recently, Schachterrejected the idea of preemptive defence, but at the same time he left the door open by accepting that some
situations may exist where the threat of assaultwas "so immediate and massive" that it
McCoubrey
would be "absurd to demandthat the target stateawait the actual attack.95580
and White distinguish between the beginning of the attack and the occurrence of that
581
in
in
between,
become
lawful.
that
the
attack, suggesting
period
pre-emption actions
This view is similar to Dinstein's "miraculously early defence", in which pre-emptive
defence became legitimate.582Bunn regards imminence as an unfair requirement,
becauseit will give the defending state more time to "take the first hit. " He quotes
Webster's idea of legitimate pre-emption: "a truck bomber driving at full speedtowards
,, 583

a Marine barracks, or a kamikaze aircraft diving on a ship.

According to Webster,

there must be a "necessity of self-defence,instant, ovenvhelming, leaving no choice of
584
deliberation.
',
But the problem is that this concept is too
means and no moment of

579Ceadel's stresson intent was obvious.

580Oscar Schachter, "In Defence
of International Rules on the Use of Force, " (University of Chicago Laiv
Review 53,1986): p. 136-37.
581McCoubrey
and White, International Laiv and Armed Conflict. p. 94.
582Dinstein, WarAggression
and Se6r-defence,p. 180.
583Bunn,
p. 74.

584Kenneth R. Stevens, Border Diploniacy: 7be Caroline
and AfcLeod Affairs in Anglo-AmericanCanadian Relations, 1837-1842, (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1989), p. 35. The American
Minister to the Court of St. James, Andrew Stevenson, insisted that the danger of a defensive situation
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limited. Moreover, there is a theoretical link betweenthis concept and the legacy of the
Cai-oline case.The Caroline was an American ship that was being used to supply anus
and food to rebels against the British government in Canada.The British attacked the
ship and burned it, claiming that they were acting in self-defence(pre-emptive defence).
The revolution's supply lines and stronghold were inside the American border;585and
the British held that they were "fully justified in attacking the vessel as they did" as a
586
"a
'
result of
necessity of self-defence and self-preservation. Lord Ashburton raised
the question, "How long could a Government,having the paramount duty of protecting
its own people, be reasonably expected to wait for what they had then no reason to
The result of that problem was that the US prohibited any ships from using
expect?3587
its waters to give help to the rebellion in Canada.At the sametime the US government
claimed that the ship in reality was a "piratical" one, and this would to some extent case
588

the accountability of the United States. Webster criticised the British actions, without
imposing harsh limits on the beginning of self-defence.The Caroline incident did not,
he said, pose an "immediate" threat, but this did not prohibit the British response,since
they were acting in anticipatory self-defence,as a result of the fact that the ship and its
crew were planning to pass weaponsto the benefit of the rebellion. The problem with
Webster's argumentis that it is unclear whether immediate and overwhelming threat is a
condition for self-defencein generalor only in the caseof pre-emptive defence."It must
be shown," he said in his paragaph,

must be distinguished by the criteria of immediacy and imminence, and this will not happen until the
enemyhas both the intent and the ability to attack.
5'5 The situation of Britain was similar to South Africa's when it attacked ANC bases in Lesotho and
Zambia in 1982and 1986,and Israel's when it invadedLebanonin 1982.
586Henry S. Fox, the British Ambassadorto Washington,cited in Stevens,p. 24-25.
587Ashburton cited in Robert Y. Jennings,"The Caroline and McLeod Cases," (American Journal of
International Law 32,193 8), p. 90.
588Jennings,p. 87,85.
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"that admonition or remonstrance to the persons on board the Caroline was impracticable, or would
have been unavailing; it must be shown that day-light could not be waited for; that there could be no
attempt at discrimination between the innocent and the guilty; that it would not have been enough to
seize and detain the vessel; but that there was a necessity, present and inevitable, for attacking her in
the darkness of the night, while moored to the shore, and while unarmed men were asleep on board,
killing some and wounding others and then drawing her into the current, above the cataract, setting her
on fire, and, careless to know whether there might not be in her the innocent with the guilty, or the
living with the dead, committing her to a fate which fills the imagination with horror. A necessity for
589
,,
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believe
have
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States
to
all this, the
of the
cannot
existed.

Here, Webster is dealing with complicatedissues,which go far beyond self-defence,for
instance, the difference between combatantsand non-combatants,without considering
how this is related to the right of self-defence.The weaknessof Webster's analysis can
be arguedto arise from a misrepresentationof the real context(s) in which international
590

conflicts occur.

Walzer indicated that "there is often plenty of time for deliberation,

agonizing hours, days, even weeks of deliberation, when one doubts that war can be
avoided and wonders whether or not to strike first." On this basis, Walzer supposesthat
it is hard to ask a nation to do " little more than respondto an attack once we had seenit
coming but before we had felt its impact." This inflexibility will to some degree
diminish pre-emptive defence to a "reflex action, a throwing up of one's arms at the
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the events.In this respect,Bunn identifies "hostile intent" as existing only when one has

589Webster's Paragraphof 24 April 1841,cited in Jennings,p. 89.
590The paragraphof Webster's in generalmarking the transformationof the conceptof self-defencefrom
"political" principle to "legal" principle (Jenningsp.82). This was clear Nvhenthe International Military
Tribunal at Nuremberg, refused the Germany's claims, that its aggressionagainst Nonvay was in preemption defence(McCoubrey & White p. 92).
591Walzer, Just and Unjust Mars, p. 74-5.
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hit the point of "imminent threat of armed attack."592But, looking at the issue of intent
from a military perspective,intent to attack will precede the start of the programmed
assault,becausetime is neededfor planning and preparation.The victim should have the
right to act Nvhcnthe prospectof attack becomesimmediate. Thus, the problem of intent
will lead us to evaluatethe right of self-defenceon the basis of judgement, rather than
on simple observation.The practical moves were well demonstratedby the experience
of the Six Day War.

"Israeli-Egyptian Battle Erupts "
Each Side Accuses Other ofMaking First Assault ,593
594

The "third Arab-Israeli War" beganon June 5, and endedon June 12,1967.

This war

was marked by an escalationof aggressionand tension between the two sides, months
before the start of the military actions.Walzer views the Six Day War as an example of
"legitimate anticipation" on the part of Israel, which beganthe attack, but did not initiate
595
hostility.
Israel made during that period many excusesand claims for the purpose
the
of strengtheningits international position. However, the concept of self-defencein that
war was surrounded by ambiguity. The borders were not stable, there was constant
struggle and there was no stable status quo, indeed no "peace" had been established,
beyond a fragile "ceasefire" from the secondArab-Israeli war.
Israel emphasisedthat it was surroundedby unfriendly states.The important element
which pushed the Israelis to feel unsafe was that the Egyptians carried out many
provocative acts before the military activities started. Firstly PresidentNasser on May

592Bunn,
p. 74.

593Headline, (New York Times,5 June 1967),p. 1.
594Draper's phrasecited in Amos Shapira,"The Six Day War and the Right of Self-defence," (Israel Law
Review 6,197 1), p. 68.
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16 asked UN forces to withdraw from the Suez Canal zone and the Gaza Strip, where
they had been placed since the Suez Crisis in 1956. Secondly, on May 22 he closed the
Canal to all Israeli ships. From the Israeli viewpoint, this was a clearly provocative
action, becauseIsrael had many times declaredthat any intervention or ban against its
shipping in the Gulf of Aqaba would be regarded as a declaration of war. The whole
Israeli governmentwas united in their reaction to this action, which they viewed as "an
act of warfare' that would leave to Israel the right to choose when and how to
After the beginning of the maritime blockade, the Israeli goverm-nent
respond.5)596
launched an international diplomatic campaignunder the supervision of Mr. Eban, for
the purpose of gaining international support for the Israeli situation and recognition for
any (defensive) action might Israel take. The Israeli point was that the UAR had already
undertaken the first aggressive act, when the Egyptian government declared the
blockade, and that this gave the Israeli reaction the legitimacy of self-defence. The
Israeli Prime Minister infon-nedthe Knesseton 28 May:

"The Government of Israel expressesthe opinion that the closing of the Tiran Straits to Israeli
shipping is tantamountto an act of aggressionagainstIsrael. We shall defend ourselvesagainstthis
in the hour of need,in virtue of the right of self-defenceto which every stateis entitled."597

Eban, meanwhile, invoked an old Soviet draft on the definition of aggressionwhich
included "naval blockade", and declaredhis view that Israeli was entitled to view any
"interference, by armed force, with the ships of the Israel flag exercising free and innocent passage
in the Gulf of Aqaba and through the Straits of Tiran as an attack entitling it to exercise its
....
inherent right of self-defenceunder Article 51 of the United Nations Charter and to take all such
measuresas are necessaryto ensurethe free and innocentpassageof its ships".

595NValzer, Just
and Ui! just Wars, p. 81. To some degree, that war motivated his ideas of pre-emptive
defence.
596Abba Eban, My Country: Yhe Story
of Modern Israel, (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1972), p.
208.
597Speech May 28,1967, in Laqueur,
of
p. 83.
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He later said of PresidentNasser that he "did not recoil from an active state of war."
That blockade "would take Israel to a point of no return." He continuedthat
"there is no difference in civil law betweenmurdering a man by slow strangulationor killing him
by a shot in the head. From the moment at which the blockade was imposed, active hostilities had
commencedand Israel owed Egypt nothing of her Charter rights.598If a foreign power sought to
close Odessa,or Copenhagen,or Marseilles, or New York Harbour by the use of force, what would
happen? Would there be any discussion about who had fired the first shot? Would anyone ask
whether aggressionhad begun?"599

But this strategy did not bring Israel the support that its leaders expected. Eban
expressedhis anger about this when he said that the international community would do
nothing if they saw "Arab annies in Tel Aviv. "600Thus, there was a change in Israeli
policy, especiallyin the international arena.The Foreign Minister began to adopt a new
approachto Israel's problem, claiming that aggressionagainst it had been planned and
601
imminent.
The evidencefor imminent attack was at best ambiguousat that time.
was
Both Israeli and US intelligence assessedthat no Arab state was in a position to attack
soon. On the other hand, Israel could still claim that the Arab states had decided to
attack, at somepoint. When war beganon 5 June,Israel askedits UN representativesto
discuss its case before the Security Council and "unfold the design of Egyptian
602
aggressionand report on Israel's resistance.,
Eban told the Israeli Knessetthat "beyond all honest doubt, between4 and 5 June, Arab
governmentsled and directed by PresidentNasser,methodically preparedand mounted
bring
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to
and total
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aggressive
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an
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destruction.

In 1972, looking back on that period, he said that "everything in Arab

impression
that our physical survival was at
confirmed
our
utterance and posture

598This
raises a significant inquiry concerning whether the defender, in exercising self-defence, should
adopt peacetime or wartime rules.
599Eban, My Country, p. 215.
600Ibid.,
p. 216. .
601 Lenczowski, George, "The Johnson Presidency, " In: American Presidents
and the Middle East,
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1990), p. 108.
602Eban, My Country, p. 220.
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Arab political speechesat that time prompted the Israeli fear that Egypt
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an
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of encirclement and
example,told his soldiers at an air basein Sinai that:
"We are in confrontation with Israel. We are face to face with Israel. Our armed forces have
...
occupied SharmAt-Sheikh. We shall on no accountallow the Israeli flag to pass through the Gulf
of Aqaba. The Jews threatenedto make war. I reply 'Ahlan Wasahlan:welcome, we are ready for
war, thewater is ours."606

Egyptian Radio, meanwhile, reported a "definite plan." It was claimed that Egyptian
forces are "ready for war," and this would give Israel "no alternative" so that it "must
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and Israel confirmed that it would not act first. This was made clear when the Israeli
Prime Minister pledged that Israel "will not attack any country which does not first
launch an attack againstus." On the sameday, Eshkol announcedto the Knesset, "we
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In the meantime,the situation in Israel was building to a senseof imminent catastrophe.
As Walzer describesit,
"rumours of coming disasterswere endlessly repeated; frightened men and women raided food
shops, buying up their entire stock, despite government announcementsthat there were ample

603Eban quoted in Laqueur,p. 418-9.

604Abba Eban, An Autobiography, (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1977), p. 395.
605Ibid., p. 399.

606Cited in Eban,Aly Country, p. 205.
607Cited in Eban,My Country, p. 24 1.
608Eban,An Autobiography, p. 385,421-22.
609Ibid., p. 406,409.
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reserves; thousandsof graves Nveredug in the military cemeteries;Israel's political and military
leaderslived on the edgeof nervousexhaustion.',610

Eban expressedhis fear that Israel faced "drastic-slow strangulation or rapid solitary
death 39611
It seems,then, that Israel's position here to some extent meets our criteria for
.
pre-emption, becausethe Arab states had indicated their hostile intent. On the other
hand, it was clear to Israel that the Arab stateswere far from ready for immediately
effective attack. Israeli intelligence had information that Egyptian troops, in particular in
Sinai, were in complete "disorder. ,612There was reason to believe that the Egyptian
provocation was'only a political manoeuvrefor domestic consumptionwith the purpose
of increasingNasser'spopularity in Egypt and also in the wider Arab World. The use of
the "Israel" card to manipulate inter-Arab relations is by no means a past phenomenon
and was seen, for example, in some aspectsof Iraqi policy statementsin the 1990-91
Gulf Conflict.
In 1967, the Arab states were unorganisedand divided, which reduced any threat of
planned attack on their part. The Israeli aim of self-defence was connected with the
strategy that Israel should attack when it was the strongest and the Arab armies were
613
began
Israel
Later, Eban in his
the war.
weakest, and as a result of that policy,
autobiographysaid that the reason"was not Egypt's immediate movement alone, but the
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inherent
design
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',
Eban
aggressive
of encirclement and
outrage
decided that Israel had to "make a total responseto the next encroachment,
" since this
encroachment was thought to threaten substantial interests for Israel, which would
damageits preventive ability. He continuedthat, "there was no issuein which Israel had

610Walzer, Just
and Unjust Wars, p. 84.
611 Eban, My Country,
p. 205.
612Eban, An A
utobiography, p. 37 1.
613This was to some point stimulated Walzer to create the third requirement of a "time period in which the
risks of waiting are too high. "
614Eban, An Autobiography, p. 399.
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pledged its honour in more irrevocable terms." If the blockade had succeededit would
have meant the "collapse of Israel's deterrentpower.',615When Israel declaredits power,
this would give its enemies an open messagethat Jerusalem would not tolerate any
threat to its security, or any possible aggression.That was the view of Eban when he

wrote:
"A nation which could not protect its basic and vital maritime interests would presumably find
reasonsfor not repelling other assaultson its rights. Unless a standwere madehere, nobody in the
Arab World, and few people beyond it, would ever again believe in Israel's power to resist, and
616
'
to
therefore survive.

These commentsof Eban's about the circumstancesof the Six Day War make it clear
that Israel's aims from that war exceededthe limits of pre-emptive defence.Her main
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618
dimension.
For instance, when the US forces landed in Grenada in 1983,
political
Dominica considered that action as "a matter of preventing Marxist revolution from
spreadingto all the islands" and describedthe operation as "a pre-emptive strike to
...
remove a dangerous threat to peace and security'619 Some scholars oppose any
distinction between the two. Indeed, Hare and Joynt came to the point of refusing any
620
defence
This, unfortunately, leads to a gap in analysis of many
anticipatory
.
controversial events and episodes,such as the German war against Russia, and that of
Israel against the Arab states in 1956 and 1967. Generally, pre-emptive defence is
similar to preventive action, though with an increasedgap betweenthe defensive action
62
1
and the attack. This range can only be measuredin terms of certainty or reasonable
expectation that the assault will happen. But, if we broaden the range more, we will
exceedthe limit of preventive defenceand enter the rangeof prevention actions.

Prevention

If any state takes part in a military action to prevent a possible aggression,this means
that the action is a prevention action, whether against an attack or "conditions which, if
622
develop,
become
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danger.
,
The idea of prevention
to
time
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might
a sourceof

617This was the view of Walzer from a moral
philosophical point, as it was from a legal one for Beres.
SeeLouis ReneBeres, "Israel, Force, and International Law: AssessingAnticipatory Self-Defence," (77ie
Jentsalem Journal ofInternational Relations 13,199 1), p. 3-5.
618 This was the position of Ceadel, Nvhonotes the ambiguity between these terms in general. Ceadel,
Thinking About Peaceand Mar, p. 83.
619Wil D. Venvey, "Humanitarian Intervention''In: 77ieCurrent Legal Regulation of the Use Force,
of
ed. A. Cassese,(Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers,1986),p. 70.
620Both Hare and Joynt protest, that thesecasesare connectedwith the conceptof "inevitability",
which is
never perfect, especially at this risky time of the nuclearage.For more information seeJ. Hare, and Carey
Joynt, Ethics and International Affairs, (London: Macmillan Press,1982), p. 79.
621During the Six Day War, that distanceexisted,but was
small.
622Charles Ghequiere Fenwick, "The Right of National Existence: Self-defence and Co-operative
Defence," In: International Law, (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1948), p. 231. McDougal and
Feliciano dependon Fenwick in their discussionof prevention. They seeprevention as consisting mainly
of non-military activities.
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is related to the concept of the "balance of power," on the basis of which many
prevention wars take place. Preventionhappensusually before the aggressorstate shapes
its aggressive intent and even before it gains the means to practise the aggression.
Walzer, in connection with prevention, commentedthat states"stare into temporal as
623
distance
,
well as geographic
as they watch the growth of their neighbour's power.
The logic behind prevention is that, if the defender state ignores the increasesin the
power of. aggression state, that will leave scope for it to exercise that power
aggressively. Generally, early prevention is better than late prevention, because the
624
elementof time will make the task tougherand the aggressormore powerful.
Walzer cites both Bacon and Vattel as supporters of prevention. Bacon sounded the
alarm bell, when he askedstatesmento watch out for neighbour stateswho "overgrow"
by any means,such as increasingterritory, or controlling trade or by any other meansso
that they "become more able to annoy them, than they were."625He "shall make it
plaine," Bacon said, "that Warres Preventive upon Just Feares,are true Defensives, as
,, 626

well as upon Actual Invasions.

Vattel, later, mentioned the "juncture" at which an

adversarystate "is on the point of receiving a fon-nidableaugmentationof power." At
this stage, "securities may be asked, and on its making any difficulty to give them, its
,, 627

designsmay be preventedby force of arms.

Walzer, however, deniesthe assumption

that preventive war can be legitimate, since in his opinion, gain of power need not
indicate any aggressiveintent.628Walzer said that,

623Walzer, Just and Unjust Mars, p. 77.
624Walzer makesthe samepoint, Ibid, p. 77.
625Cited in Walzer, lbid, p. 78.
626Cited in JamesTurner Johnson,Ideology, Reason,and the Limitation of Mar.- Religious and Secular
Concepts 1200-1740, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975), p. 90. Johnsonsaid that the Bacon
plan, aimed at "changing the acceptanceof defensive war in the just war tradition by broadening the
justly be defendedagainst."
category
of
what
might
627
Cited in Walzer, p. 78.
628There is a complication, in Walzer's dealing with intent, becausehe explores adverseintention from
such a liberal rangeof circumstances,so that he sometimesincludes many preventive activities.
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" there is a great difference between killing and being killed by soldiers who can plausibly be
described as the present instruments of an aggressiveintention, and killing and being killed by
soldiers who may or may not represent a distant danger to our country. In the first case, we
confront an army recognisablyhostile, ready for war, fixed in a posture of attack. In the second,the
hostility is prospective and imaginary, and it will always be a chargeagainstus that we have made
war upon soldiers who were themselvesengagedin entirely legitimate (non-threatening)activities.
Hence the moral necessityof rejecting any attack that is merely preventive in character,that does
629
',
not wait upon and respondto the wilful acts of an adversary.

On the other hand, Walzer again decides that the logic of prevention relies on the
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Our "uneasiness"over preventive war is a result of the fact that "we don't
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considered
fear only,632becausethis may grow and becomean imaginary fear, which will increase
633

the feeling of danger.

629Walzer, Just and Unjust Wars, p. 80.
630He supposesthat preventive defence"has nothing to do with the immediatesecurity of boundaries."
631Walzer, Just Unjust Mars, p. 79.
632Bacon refers to the phrase"just fear," which it is only important capability for fear. Walzer, Just and
Uiýust Mars, p. 78.
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Ibid.,
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Prevention in theAttendance of Threat

The distinction between preventive defence and prevention in general is quite
important.634For some people, the difference betweenthem is limited and slight. Some
may claim that there is no difference, and even if there is, it is unimportant.
In the case of preventive defence, a threat must be offered immediately to the
threatened;which cannot begin aggression.The threat must be tangible and "wilful" as
Walzer said. The potential aggressorshould be given the chanceto illustrate, by words
635
it
han-n.
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and actions, that meansno
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intention
Sufficient
the taking
the
to
threat
near
may
sometimes
come
stageof
attack.
of unconsideredaction. The aggressiveintention in preventive defence is a primitive
one, unlike pre-emptive defence,in which the aggressiveintention has cohered into an
organisedplan for attack. Commonly, preventive defencetakesplace before aggression
reachesthe stageof readiness,or even, sometimes,before it comesinto view. The result
here, is that readinessis potential, in contrast to pre-emption, where the readinessis
636

real.

In fact, the possessionof potential military power will strengthenand support preventive
defence,when threateningconduct occurs,but at the sametime no specific intention to
attack exists. That power is usually gained by obtaining the necessary military
equipment and modem military technology. It may, sometimes, include strategic
be
buffers.
Goldmann
that
territorial
only
can
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recommended
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634"A
preventive strike is launched to destroy the potential threat of the enemy," Wrote Efraim Inbar in
1989, whereas "a pre-emptive strike is a launch in anticipation of immediate enemy aggression. " See
Beres, p. 10.

635This connectswith Vattel's statementthat "securities may be asked"but that armed force activities will
be authorisedupon an enemy's"making any difficulty to give them."
636The longer time-period in the case of preventive defencecomes from the dissimilarity in both intent
and readiness.
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consideredsufficiently defensivewhen the criterion of geographicalproximity is met.137
However, that proposal is impractical, because it does not mention anything about
638
is
limited
by
neighbouring countrieswhose relationship not
geography. The criterion
of geographicalproximity is not consistentwith preventive defence, especially in areas
of intensive conflicts, such as the Middle East, the Korean Peninsulaor the Balkans, in
which the balance of emerging powers is in the process of formation. The right to
preventive defence is usually supported by researcherswho reject what Webster
recommendedabout imminent or overwhelming threat, while looking to Article 51 from
a liberal view of point. McDougal, Waldock and Stoneread and understandthe sentence
"If an anned attack occurs" as an open right instead of a restriction of the right of self639

defence.

They inferred from the word "inherent" that Artiele 51 was designedto recognise the
right of self-defencewhich existed in customarylaw before the UN Charter, rather than
to present a new, and restricted right.640McDougal consideredthe new technology in
modem weapons to be an extra reason to permit defensive action ahead of assault,
becauseto ask a state in the nuclear ageto be calm and wait until it is under attack will
force this state to receive with open arms a potentially all-destructive first blow, which
is not in the interest of its people. As a result of that, he considereddefensive first hits to
be permissible when a statein a situation "regardsitself as intolerably threatenedby the

637Kjell Goldmann, International Nonns
and Mar Between States, (Stockholm: Laromedelsforlagen,
1971), p. 112.
638Goldmann used proximity as the criterion to distinguish the US motivations in the Vietnam war from
those of South Korea against North Korea. Both of them exercisedpower with the aim of preventing
Communismbecoming more dynamic and acquiring strong roots, which could to some extent, encourage
it to more aggressiveactivities. He consideredthat the fear of South Korea was greater than of that the
US, becauseSeoul is near Pyongyang.
639Concerning Stone's understanding of Articles 2(4) and 51, Walzler notes that it "significantly
influenced" his thinking (Just and Unjust Wars, p. 340).
640McCormack examinedin an article, the groundwork of the United Nations Charter, which appearedin
1945, and argued that the Charter framers in reality designed a wider interpretation for the Charter
articles. But, as a fact of history, the framers' intention was to strengthenrestrict interpretations.For more
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441
McDougal and many writers found support in Vattel's ideas.
activities of another.
He indicated that any state has not only a right but a duty to protect itself. In
consequenceof that fact, a statehas "a right to everything that can secureit from such a
threateningdanger,and to keep at a distancewhatever is capableof causing its ruin. ,642
For states,"the safestplan is to prevent evil, where that is possible. A Nation has the
right to resist the injury anotherseeksto inflict upon it, and to use force and every other
just meansof resistanceagainstthe aggressor.It may even anticipate the other's design."
This right, in Vattel's opinion, places on the state's shoulders an important
responsibility of care; a duty "not to act upon vague and doubtful suspicions lest it run
the risk of becoming itself the aggressor.
',643In addition to what has been said,
concerning proportionality, it is difficult to determine, before any action or event, if
there is harmony, becausethe matter of when and how to begin a preventive action
dependsmore upon the considerationof the preventerthan on the aggressor'sactions.
Therefore, the idea of the balanceof power and its contrivancesbecomesrelevant It may
again be remarked that through the Cold War years, the UN was in effect a mixed
"collective security" and "balance of power" system, with the latter in effect the
predominant elementasbetweenUS and the Soviet Union. It is easyto supposethat the
general domain of the concept of power-balancing can be "defensive." The main
impulse behind the balance of power is the maintenance of an existing stability of
644
This
be
Ceadel's
defence.
Sometimes,
to
powers.
appears
understandingof preventive

information seeTimothy L. H. McCormack, "Anticipatory Self-Defencein the Legislative History of the
United Nations Charter," (Israel Law Review25,199 1), p. 142.
641McDougal cited in Thomas M. Frank, "Who Killed Article 2(4) ? Changing Governing the Use of
Force by States," p. 821. McDougal's debatehere is the contrary of Hare and Joynt's.
642Vattel cited in Stevens,p. 25.
643Vattel cited in Beres, p. 3.
644In Ceadel's view, "preventive defence" happens Aen
an "enemy state has yet to form even an
intention to attack," but "unless prevented by war the potential adversary will find itself in so
preponderanta position that, according to basic defencistassumptions,it will soon be tempted to form an
aggressiveintention." Ceadel goes further to put two strategies.First a state goes for a small war now to
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there are some actions considered in the field of "preventive defence," though the
motivation is still unclear, so that they could equally be consideredto fall within the
sphereof prevention. It is important to note that preventive defenceis not identical with
the concept of prevention, which Walzer consideredto concern the balance of power.
The balanceof power is usually shapedby somewhatopaqueinteractions which do not
law
doctrines
international
to
technical
or international
necessityconform any
of either
relations.. Along the sameline, preventive defenceshould not melt into the idea of prehis
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line
in
Walzer's
type
that
of
emptive
with
supposition
anticipatory defenceis a kind of pre-emptiveand preventive defence.Finally, preventive
defence may be considered as a reaction to a possible aggression, preceding the
formation of the aggressor'sintent and military readiness.The point may be made by
referenceto the Israeli assaultupon Iraqi nuclearplants in 1981.

"Israeli Jets Destroy Iraqi A tomic Reactor "
"Attack Condemned by US and Arab Nations -645

On Sunday,June 7,1981, Israel launchedan aerial attack on the Iraqi nuclear reactor at
Osirak outside Baghdad.The attack ruined the reactor, and killed three Iraqis and one
French technician. The next day, Israel releaseda statementthat its action against Iraq
646
Charter.
UN
was one of legitimate anticipatory self-defenceunder Article 51 of the
The international community, including Israel's long-time fhends, generally condemned

avoid a bigger war in the future, whose results uncertain his example for that were the Six Day War, and
the Cuban Missile Crisis. Second, a state invades or annexesa buffer state, for defensive reasons.His
83.
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645Headline, (New York Times,9 June 1981),p. L
646W. Thomas Mallison and Sally V. Mallison, "The Israeli Aerial Attack of June 7,1981, Upon The
Iraqi Nuclear Reactor: Aggression or Self-Defence?" (Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law 15,
1982): p. 418.
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647
Israeli
the
raid. Israel consideredits action as an act of anticipatory self-defence."In
destroying the Osirak reactor, Israel performed an
elementary act of self-preservation,
both morally and legally, " explained Yehuda Blum, the Israeli Ambassador to the UN
"In so doing, Israel was exercising its inherent right of self-defence as
understood in
general international law and as preserved in Article 51 of the Charter of the United
648
,,
Nations.
In support of his stance,Blum mentioned many legal sources,among them

Waldock, the Presidentof the International Court of Justice. "It would be a travesty of
the purposesof the Charter, to compel a defending state to allow its assailantto deliver
the first and perhaps fatal blow

To read Article 51 otherwise is to protect the

aggressor'sright to the first strike," Blum read from Waldock.
At that time, Israel still regardedIraq as an enemy state, becausethe Iraqi Government
had declared itself "in a state of war with Israel since 1948," and refused to sign the
649
between
Arab
Israel
the
"A threat of nuclear
armistice agreement
states and
.
obliteration was being developed against Israel by Iraq," and the "simple, basic fact"
was that "Iraq's nuclear programme has, beyond a shadow of doubt, just one aim - to
650
delivery
for
,
Israeli intelligence had evidencethat
them.
acquire nuclear weaponsand
the Iraqi reactor would be ready some time between I July and I September.651
However, the Israeli government did not openly accuse Iraq of obtaining nuclear
weapons,at the time, nor did it accuseIraq of having any plans to attack it. This period
of two months left Israel "with an agonizing dilemma," and when the Iraqi reactor

647On 19 June the UN Security Council
unanimously approved Res. 487 which recognised the
"inalienable sovereignright of Iraq" and askedIsrael to put its nuclear activities under IAEA supervision.
However, the Security Council did not punish Israel under Ch. VII, and did not ask other countries to stop
supplying Israel with military technology.
648UN SCOR, 36th Year, 2280th mtg. (12 June 1981),
paragraph,58.
649Ibid, paragraphs,63-67.
650Ibid, paragraphs,59,85.
651Uri Shoham,"The Israeli Aerial Raid Upon the Iraqi Nuclear Reactor
and the Right of Self-Defence,"
(Military Law Rei,ieiv 109,1985), p. 219.
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became "hot", any Israeli hit on the reactor would result in widespread radioactive
652

fallout in Iraq.

"In plain terms, Iraq was creating a mortal danger to the people and the State of Israel. It had
embarked on ramified programmes to acquire nuclear weapons. It had acquired the necessary
facilities and fuel. Osirak was about to go critical, in a matter of weeks."653

The "precious time" during which the Israeli governmentmade every effort to terminate
the problem diplomatically passedin vain.654If Jerusalemwaited "until the eleventh
,, 655

hour after the diplomatic clock had run out," Israel faced a "stark prospect.

If the

Iraqi project succeededand they gained nuclear capability, this would mean that Israel
would lose its right of pre-emptive defence. Israel found itself facing two important
dilemmas: whether or not the event or the operation reachedthe standardof the right of
self-defence,as Israel alleged, and how widely this right should be interpreted to begin
with. In reality, Israel's case was critical. Nevertheless,at issue here is an argument
about strategy.From the legal point of view, a right to anticipatory defenceis approved,
but limited to pre-emption. The Iraqi Government Ambassadorto the UN referred to
Waldock's remarks from which Israel had taken its excuse(the words quoted by Blum
are italicised):
"if the action of the United Nations is obstructed, delayed or inadequate and the armed attack
becomes manifestly imminent, then it would be a travesty ofthepurposes of the Charter to compel
a defending State to allow its assailant to deliver the first and perhaps fatal blow. If an armed
attack is imminent within the strict doctrine of the Caroline, then it would seem to bring the case
within Article 5 1. To read Article 51 o1henvise is to protect the aggressor's right to the first
656
,
Stroke.

The situation clearly, even in Israeli's own estimation, did not meet these important
requirements,becauseno Iraqi assaultwas immediately imminent. Israel, for its part,
reiterated its claims that it was acting in self-defence.Blum rejected the idea of any

652UN SCOR, 2280th
mtg., paragraph, 95.
653Ibid,
paragraph, 92.
654

Ibid. paragraph,95.
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parallel between that incident and the Caroline case,especiallyin the nuclear age. The
Caroline case happened,he said, "precisely 108 years before Hiroshima." Even, "to
assertthe applicability of the Caroline principles to a Stateconfrontedwith the threat of
nuclear destruction would be an emasculationof that State's inherent and natural right
657
'
Moreover "the concept of a State's right to self-defence has not
of self-defence.
changedthroughout recordedhistory," he argued.If anything,"the concepttook on new
658
far
Israel's aim from its hit
',
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wider application with the adventof the nuclear era.
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"to
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to Israel and to
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There was little further concern expressedabout the Israeli action, perhaps becauseof
660

the political sensitivity involved in any discussof Israel.

D'Amato, on the other hand, rejected the Israeli claim to have exercised that
in
Article 51 pennits the
He
UN
Charter
that
the
anticipatory self-defence.
considered
66
1
right of self-defenceonly in the event of an anned attack. However, D'Amato gave
Israel another choice, The UN Charter is against any threat or use of force against the
"territorial integrity and political independence"of statesmembers.The Israeli action,
consideredfrom his view, did not target Iraq's territorial integrity. Moreover, Israel did
its best not to causeexcessiveof loss in property and in humanlife. As D'Amato argues,
"it is open to serious question whether Israel's strike was a use of force against either Iraq's
territorial integrity or its political independence. A use of the territory-namely, to construct a
...
662
,,
nuclear reactor-wasinterfered vvith,but the territory itself remainedintegral.

655Ibid, paragraphs,102,95.
656UN SCOR, 2288th mtg. (19 June 1981),paragraph,200.
657Ibid., paragraph,80.
658Ibid.,
paragraph, 85.
659Shoham, p. 219.

660This is exactly what Anthony D'Amato observedin 1983 in "Israel's Air Strike Upon the Iraqi Nuclear
Reactor," (AmericanJournal ofIntenwtional Law 77,1983), p. 584-88.
661D'Amato also criticism the US enlarging of Article 51, when the Americansimposed the quarantine of
Cuba.
662D'Amato,
p. 585.
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Such a state has the power to develop civil nuclear energy if it so desires. Finally,
D'Amato

suggested that the Israeli action could be viewed as "profoundly

conservative," because Israel's first aim was to protect its population and existing
borders.663There was an important developmentin that case,becauseit highlighted the
problem that will face the international community, if an irresponsiblegovernmentgains
664
nuclear technology. D'Amato concludedthat "if Israel's unilateral, military, and selfinterestedaerial attack on the Iraqi reactor is hardly a peaceftil or desirableprecedentfor
the purposesof non-proliferation, it is possibleto surmisethat the community of nations
breatheda little easierafter the deedwas done.' 665
In my view, Israel at that time was encircledby many hostile states,still in a stateof war
with Israel, which would give Israel, to some extent, the right of military defensive
activities as a fundamental right. As Walzer describes it: "self-defence seems the
primary and indisputableright of any political community, merely becauseit is there and
,, 666

whatever the circumstancesunder which it achievedstatehood.

Nevertheless,the Israeli operation in Iraq in 1981, on the nuclear reactor, had increased
the fears and at the sametime raised the alarm about the real desire not to transfer the
right of self-defenceto a meansor instrument of aggression.The essenceand intention
of Article 51 of the Charter must be upheld. It is important that when the right in
question is exercised,there exists a real necessityfor defence,and not only claims. At
the same time, there must be harmony between the dimensions of the defence and the
aggression.It is useful to rememberthe statementof the US Secretaryof State, Daniel
Webster, regardingthe conditions which should be considered,in the caseof exerciseof
the right of self-defence:Firstly, the requirementof necessitywhich should be "instant,

663

Ibid., p. 586.
664
Shoham,p. 219.
665
D'Amato, p. 586-87.
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ovenvhelming and leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberations."
Secondly, the requirement of proportionality, which was expressedby the formula,
"nothing unreasonableor excessive, since the acts justified by a necessity of selfdefencemust be limited to that necessityand kept within

it.,, 667

The main point which needs attention, is that we should be more careful in giving
legitimacy to the use of force under the umbrella of anticipatory self-defence on the
force,
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by McCoubrey and White, that there is a distinction to be made between the outset of
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666Walzer, Just and Unjust JVars,p. 82.

667DavidJohnHarris,CasesandMaterialson InternationalLaw,p. 656.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

DEFENCE AFTER THE BLOW

The issue of pre-emptive and preventive defenceusually raises much controversy and
disagreement,but there is a generalunderstandingthat at a minimum, aggressiongives
the victim the right to protect itself, by practising the right of self-defence.This concept
is
the
of
self-defence
common among states and scholars,
or understanding of
right
whether they recognise the right of self-defenceas a restrictive right, or whether they
defence
from
liberal
it
But
that
the
should always
notion
a more
perspective.
consider
come after the act of aggressionis only the simplest form of this right. When Nazi
Germany invaded Poland, in 1939, the right of Poland to act in self-defence was
help
Western
to
their
that
the
and assistance.
states give
of
obvious, aswas
Therefore, this chapter deal with the matter of the use of force on the basis of
punishment. In many situations, the right of self-defenceoverlaps with reprisal use of
force; many reprisal actions have been claimed to be acts of self-defenceon the basis of
Article 51 of the UN Charter. In this connection, it is relevant to review the US air
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Libyan
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terrorist attacks occurred in Europe; the US missile strikes against Iraq on the grounds
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this chapter will be consideredto the idea, which many have claimed, that the right of
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self defenceis a continuing right do not changeby time or conditions. The Iraqi invasion
of Kuwait in 1990was claimed to be an exampleof that kind of defence.

"Punishment" Defence

Reprisals, as forcible actions, are taken by a state in order to secureredress of illegal
668
by
intent.
The question has been
belligerent
acts committed
another state, without
raised as to the legality of such measuresunder International law. Becauseof this it is
useful to consider the status of the reprisal in the period before the creation of the UN
Charter, and also to study reprisalsunder the Charter.
Before the creation of the League of Nations, the Great Powers frequently resorted to
certain measuresdefined as measures"short of war" against weaker states. These
indicate
taken
to
that the stateswere not resorting to an act of war, and
measureswere
their actions were justified as being legitimate reprisals for international defects
committed by other states,in order to securethe enforcementof alleged international
legal rights, that is to say, a self-help remedy through armed force. The traditional
international law, in general, did not include a method for controlling such a resort to
coercion, nor any standard by which it could be said that a certain coercion was
admissible or not. Traditional international law, in a case where violence arose, was
669
only interested in the regulation and humanisation of such violence. A point of
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is
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war
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presentsignificance
period,
if the other party choseto regardthem so. In fact, Oppenheimconsideredthe acts as:

668SeeBriggs, TheLaw ofNations: Cases,Documentsand Notes, p. 958.
669See Myres S. McDougal and Florentine P. Feliciano, "Resort to Coercion: Aggression and SelfDefence in Policy Perspective," p. 135.
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44unilateral acts of war, they are not Nvarsin themselves as long as they are not answered by similar
hostile acts by the other side, or at least by a declaration of the other side that it considers them to
be acts of war. ' 670

Westlake considersreprisals as "acts of war in fact, though not in intention" becauseit
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up
thrown back by the expressionof its choice to the moment at which the reprisals were
671
made.',
A conditional prohibition of major coercion was establishedby the covenant of the
League of Nations. Thus, according to the provisions of Articles 12,13 and 15, a state
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the requirementof the prior recourseto non-violent procedures.
As far as reprisals were concerned,there was no mention of them in any article, and
there has been confusion as to the meaning of the phrase "resort to war", where the
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674
coercion. Also the Pact of Paris (Kellogg-Briand Pact) retained the term "war". As a
matter of fact, this Pact did not answerthe question of the permissibility of the measures
taken as measures "short of war". Since the problem was not expressly solved, a
solution can only be found in the practice of states, especially in the Council of the
League. This practice was clearly expressedin the Corfu Incident in 1923. It was
occasionedby the occupationof the Greek Island of Corfu by an Italian cruiser, after the
refusal of the Greek Government to agree to Italian demands, following the
assassination of an Italian General by Greek citizens on Greek soil. After the
occupation, the Italian Government sent the Greek Govenunent a note stating that the
675
intention
temporary
occupation was of a
characterand there was no
of an act of war.
After the subject was referred to the Council of the League, it in turn, requested an
advisory opinion from the PermanentCourt of International Justice. The question was,
"are measuresof coercion which are not meant to constitute acts of war consistentwith
the terms of Articles 12 to 15 of the Covenantwhen they are taken by one member of
the Leagueof Nations against anothermember of the Leaguewithout prior recourseto
676
laid
down
in
,
The Court replied that the consistencyof
the procedure
those articles?
677
depend
Covenant
"all
',
the
such measureswith
would
on
circumstancesof the case.
The point of present emphasisis that neither the Council nor the jurists consideredthat
the taking of anned.reprisals was necessarilyoutside the scope of the articles of the
Covenant, even if they were not regardedas a recourseto war; instead,the standardof
the prior recourseto non-violent procedureswas still the test. For example, it can be
considered that certain measures "short of war" could be inconsistent with the

674Madorie Millace Whiteman, "Legal Regulation of Use of Force; Measuresof Redress;Peacekeeping
Machinery; and PeacefulSettlementof Disputes," (Digest ofInternational Law 12,197 1), p. 5-6.

675F. X. De Lima, Intenention in International Law
with Reference to the Organisation of American
States, (Den Haag: Uitgeverij Pax Nederland, 197 1), p. 3 1.

676H. Briggs, p. 961.
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678
Covenant.
Further discussionsfollowed wherein the representative
provisions of the
of Uruguay in the Council consideredthat forcible reprisal by one state "should be
excluded without taking accountof the description of thesemeasuresgiven by the states
679
',
Ultimately the Italian occupation was ended through international
applying them.
pressure, an interesting contrast with the later failure of the League effectively to
respondto Italy's invasion of Ethiopia.
The important point is that the League of Nations brought into existence the prior
recourse to non-violent proceduresas a standardbefore the recourse to war, and that
reprisals, as measuresof short war, were included in this standard,which was developed
by the practice of the Council and the PCIJ.
The reprisal issue was re-examined in the award given in the Naidilaa Arbitration in
1928. This arbitration is generally consideredto be the most authoritative statement
reflecting customary international law upon reprisals. This arbitration arose after the
killing of three Genuansat a Portuguesecolonial frontier post when they were entering
Portugueseterritory. This provoked the Gennansto take reprisals, and they invaded the
Portuguese territory. The Gennan-PortugueseArbitration Tribunal laid down the
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practice, and the opinions ofjurists and tribunals. A point of present emphasis is that the

United Nations Charter was drafted with the intention of improving upon the League
Covenant and practice with particular reference to the failures of the 1930s.
Accordingly, the wording of its articles is important in this respect and should be
examined with care, to verify whether reprisals were prohibited within the meaning of
the generalprohibition upon aggressiveresort to force in Article 2(4) of the Charter.The
first point observedis that the Charter discardedthe phrase"resort to war" as used in the
League Covenantand employed insteadthe phrase"the threat or use of force." In other
articles it has used the phrases "threat to peace... ..breach of the peace" and "act of
aggression." Consequently,the Charterdid not only mean "war" as the highest degreeof
hostility, but also measures"short of war", thus including measuresof self-help.681
The secondpoint to be consideredis that the coercion should not be directed against
"the territorial integrity or political independenceof any state or in any other manner
inconsistent with the purposesof the United Nations." The phrase territorial integrity
means the effective control of state officials over certain geographic bases, and the
682
located.
Other states are required not to curtail such sovereignty. The
people there
683
independence"
"political
freedom
decision-making.
So, other
phrase
means the
of
statesare required not to impair the decision-making capacity of the state. That is, the
state must not be coercedthrough the threat or use of force to take any action which it
would not otherwise take. Regardingthe phrase,"or in any manner inconsistentwith the
purposesof the United Nations", theseare statedin Article I (I) of the Charter as being

680jUjiUSStone,Legal Controls ofInternational Conflict, (New York: Garland, 1973), p. 290.
681M. McDougal and F. Feliciano, p. 143. Seealso Goodrich, Hambro and Simons, Charter of the United
Nations, p. 104. In the post SecondWorld War era the term "war" has severelybeen abandonedin favour
of "armed conflict". See also McCoubrey and White, International Laiv and Armed Conflict, p. 190-95.
Seealso ChristopherGreenwood,"The Conceptof War in Modem International Law," (International and
ComparativeLaw Quarterly 36,1987), p. 285.

682Ibid.,
p. 177.
683Ibid.
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"to maintain international peace and security; to take collective measures for the
prevention and the removal of threat of peace, and for the suppression of acts of
684
breaches
',
aggressionor other
of peace. It might be arguedthat the use of force which
is not directed againstthe territorial integrity or political independenceof a state is not
contrary to the obligation of Article 2(4) by adopting a strictly literal interpretation.
Following the discussionat SanFrancisco,however, it would be clear that thesephrases
were introduced at the insistenceof the smaller statesas a specific guaranteethat force
should not be used by the strong states in violation of the "territorial integrity and
685
independence"
of the weaker states. The UN Charter has created a
political
centralised system by giving the Security Council the authority to determine the
existenceof a threat to the peace,breachof the peace,or act of aggression(Art. 39), on
the one hand. It is also authorisedto decidethe measuresthat should be taken to prevent
an "aggravation of the situation" (Art. 40,41 and 42). These enforcementactions have
the character of sanctions. In this way, it must seem that the power of sanctions no
longer belongs to the state.It is only for the Security Council to deten-nineand to take or
authorise the appropriate measures.Becauseof this, many writers have acceptedthe
illegality of reprisals in international law.686
The important question which now comes to mind is, does the right of self-defence
include reprisal actions? The classic reply is that self-defence does not include
believe
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fulfil certain conditions. There is, in the classic view, a great difference between selfdefence and retaliation, but under the liberal interpretation, there is in fact little or no

684Ian. Brownlie, Basic Documentsin International Law, (Oxford: ClarendonPress,1983), p. 3.
685Goodrich and E. Hambro, Charter ofthe United Nations. p. 103.
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difference. If we limit the right of self-defenceas a responseto attack, this gives us two
options; reprisal or defensive war. Again, if we reject reprisals, and we set limits and
conditions such as proportionality, on the right of self-defence, this may be argued
dangerously to weaken legitimate responsesto aggression.The problem here, is that
reprisal is ultimately difficult to separatefrom the right of self-defence,on the basis that
reprisal is at least closely linked with it. It is recognisedthat reprisals include acts of
retaliation on the part of the state as a responseto prior unlawful action from another
state. Becauseof this, it includes some limited answeron the basis of an aggressionor
fault which has already happened.This, to some degree, reflects the traditional lex
talionis principle - "an eye for an eye." In the area of peaceful dispute resolution this
retains real point, for example,in "tit for tat" trade sanctions.Reprisalsare not intended
here to fix or repair that which has already been attacked or faced aggression,because
such endeavoursfall manifestly within the remit of Security Council action under
Chapter VII of the Charter. In the legal meaning,reprisal is an illegal act, carried out to
punish the aggressorwhobeganthis aggression.The International Law Commission has
drawn a line between anned reprisals and self-defenceon the basis of the concept that
687
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Generally, reprisal should be an extraordinary and isolated action. Moreover, reprisal
does not give the victim state the right to launch a full scale military attack - which
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687Report of the International Law Commission, 32nd Session, (Yearbook of the Intenlational Law
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"Soldiers engagedin a reprisal raid Nvillcrossan internationalboundary,but they Nvillquickly cross
back; they will act destructively, but only up to a point; they Nvillviolate sovereignty,but they will
also respectit. "689

Reprisals occur in both peacetimeand wartime. Reprisals, armed conflict, which can be
690
"first
laws
',
characterisedas
of all an act violating one or anotherof the
of war,
may
be legitimated, as a result of unlawful action by the other side, although not to the point
69
1
basic
humanitarian
of violating
norms. Thus, the right of reprisal may be abused,for
example by targeting civilians by bombardmentand mistreatmentof war prisoners.As a
result of this, the use of reprisal in wartime is in reality a use of force as a punishment
for the violation of wartime rules.692Of more concern for the present purpose is
peacetimereprisal. Reprisal in peacetimemay sometimesinclude military attack, short
term occupation of territory, economic embargo, blockade, seizure of property and
harassmentor expulsion of foreign nationals.693
Reprisal usually comes after prior conduct which is consideredas an act of aggression
by acceptedrules. The main aim of the statewhich puts reprisal into practice should be
punishmentto deter any future aggression.The responseto the aggressionis intended to
give a long-life lesson.It is clear that reprisal has a warning role "to induce a delinquent

688Derek W Bowett, "Reprisals Involving Recourseto Armed Force," (American Journal ofInternational
Law 66,1972), p. 3.

689Walzer, Just
and Unjust Mars, p. 22 1.
690Frits Kalshoven, Belligerent Reprisals, (Leyden: A. W. Sijthoff, 197 1), p. 367.
691 See Jean Pictet, Development and Principles of International Humanitarian Law, (The Hague:
Martinus Nijhoff, 1985), p. 13-14.
692Kalshoven took a more extreme approach, Nvhenhe considered that belligerent reprisals ought to be
seen as mechanisms of law-enforcement. His view was that the reprisal state can change the laws of war.
See Kalshoven p. 367-8.
693Robert A. Friedlander, "Retaliation as an Anti-Terrorist Weapon : The Israeli Lebanon Incursion and
International Law, " (Israeli Yearbook on Hunian Rights 81,1978), p. 71. From his side Onuf considered
that reprisals do not need the use of force, but in reality they usually use force in international conflicts.
See Nicholas Greenwood Onuf, "Reprisals: Ritual, Rules, Rationales, " (Research Monograph No. 41,
Princeton, NJ: Centre for International Studies, Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International
Affairs, July 1974), p. 6.
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Becauseof this, there is a connection with the
the
state abide the
aggressorthrough its punishment and, at the same time, it is an open messageto any
future aggressor,as to what the result of its actions will be. The role which reprisal has
as an element of deterrenceor prevention, makes it a legitimate weapon, as Walzer
argued, though at the same time he refused to accept that the main aim of reprisal is
695
Many other writers consider that the punishment element in reprisal
punishment.

action is not limited to the purpose of deterrenceonly. Ceadelrecognisesreprisal action
as a controversial and disputed area,becausethe retaliatory action appears"to place the
punishment of an aggressor before the ostensible first priority of a defensive
operation."696During wartime, sometimes,the role of reprisal does not appear,because
it is difficult to separateit from the general war effort. From a historical point of view,
reprisal can be consideredas a legitimate instrument in state hands, as a kind of selfhelp in responseto any kind of aggressionshort of declaring war.697The right of reprisal
is usually "granted on the groundsof necessity,to take the law into one's own hand."698
Reprisal is used to recover seizedgoods, to obtain compensationfor damageto people,
property and reputation. The result is that reprisal has becomea legitimate instrument to
achieve requests and demands through "law enforcement" in a decentralised
international system.699Tucker considered capability to enforce the law, as the basis on

which the legality of reprisal action should be evaluated. He commented that, "more
often than not the independentuse of force by stateshas served the purposesof law

694Robert W Tucker, "Reprisals and Self-Defence: The Customary Law," (American Journal
of
International Law 66,1972), p. 59 1.
695Walzer's conception that
reprisal action is not punishmentgives to the view that it is legitimate. But it
is unclear that they only experiential or none-punishment.
696That priority in Ceadel's view is: "the restoration of the status quo and the discouragementof future
aggression7'Ceadelp. 8 1.
697Goodrich, Simonsand Patricia. Charter of the United Nations: Commentaryand Documents,p. 348.
698Johannesde Legnano, Tractatus de Bello, de Represaliis et de Duello, 1360,
cited in Joachim Von
Elbe, "The Evolution of the Concept of the Just War in International Law," (American Journal of
International Laiv 33,193 9), p. 673.
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ý)700
During the Arab-Israeli conflict, there were many reprisal actions, especially as the
.
nature of that dispute led to retaliation actions. The Middle East had already suffered
many events from wars to civil wars, but reprisal prevented the area from achieving
peace or at least security settlement or measures. The situation in the Middle East is not

a continuing military operation, but an intermediate position between peace and war,
which Walzer called a "demi-monde" between peace and war, and what later became
known as a "status mixtus". 701Exactly the same thing applies to the Korean problem,
becausethe situation there, from 1950 to the present,has been betweenpeaceand war.
The main difference, is that North Korea uses long-range missile technologies to gain
political and economic assistance,mainly from Japan and South Korea. In this case,
reprisal is used for political blackmail.
However, it is important to note that there is an overlap betweenreprisal and the right of
self-defence.Both of them have the same construction. Both must be a responseto an
prior attack, and in both cases,attempts should be made to mend the damage before
702
force.
Moreover, both, traditionally are controlled by the same
resorting to the use of
standardsof necessity and proportionality. In the case of connecting the standard of
necessity with a proposed right of self-defence,it is usually connectedwith the tenns
imminence or immediacy, becauseit is here more a expressivestandardthan a real one.
On the other hand, in the caseof linking the standardof necessitywith reprisal, firstly
this requires the repriser to try to remedythe damage,and to set a limited time for such
703
before
force.
The standard of proportionality is not very helpful,
efforts
resorting to

699This
was the view of Kelsen.
70()Tucker cited in Walzer, Just and Unjust Mars, p. 22 1.
701The traditional view considers that there is no inten-nediary position between peace and war. In the
middle of the twentieth century, many states reconsidered this division. For more information see Philip C.
Jessup, "Should International Law Recognise As Intermediate status between Peace and War?, "
(Anzerican Join-nal ofInternational Law 48,1954), p. 98-102.
702Bowett, "Reprisals", p. 3.

703Dinstein, Mar, Aggressionand Sej(-Defence,p. 207.
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becauseboth the right of self-defenceand reprisal are susceptibleto ambiguities in this
regard, and it is important to mention that some terms such as "reprisal self-defence"
and "defensive retaliation." increase that ambigUitYI04Many authorities focus on the
time at which the action happened,to decide whether it was a defensive act or reprisal.
From a traditional view, reprisal is not the sameas defence,becauseit comes after prior
damage,which meansthat "harm has alreadybeeninflicted. 705
After World War II the main tendency was to consider reprisal or retaliation actions
illegal 706It iS important to remember again that the UN Charter did not in any way
.
mention reprisal. The mainstream view concerning reprisal considers it from the
707
Article
2(4).
Holders of this view regard
perspective of the general prohibition of
enforcementactions authorisedunder article 42 and exerciseof the right of self-defence
in Article 51 as the only exceptions to Article 2(4). They argue that if the right to
reprisal is permitted, this right should be explicit in the Charter. From this viewpoint,
self-defenceis legitimate but reprisal is not. Indeed, many Security Council resolutions
frankly denounced some reprisal actions which the Council examined. The General
Assembly's 1970 Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Co-operation among Statesmaintained that "states have a duty to refrain
from acts of reprisal involving the use of force. ', 708

Moreover, the International Law Commission in 1980 made a distinction between
reprisal and the right of self-defenceon the basis that reprisals are disciplinary and not
defensive.709In the Beirut raid in 1968,Israel claimed that its action was a retaliation for

704In discussingthe legality of reprisals, Schachterrelinquishesthe first term for the second; See Oscar
41
Schachter,"The Right of Statesto Use Armed Force," (Michigan Law Review 82,1984) p. 1638.
705Bowett, "Reprisals," p. 3.

706Ibid,
p. 2.
707Ibid, p. 2.

708Res. 2625, adopted 24 October 1970. Reprinted in United Nations Resolutions, ed. by Dusan J.
Donovich, (SeriesI, GeneralAssembly, Vol. XIII, 1970-72),p. 338.
709Dinstein, War, Aggressionand Sel(-Defence,p. 207.
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an attack by two Arabs, two days earlier, on December 26, upon an El Al passenger

710
Athens
Airport.
Israel regarded its reprisal action as legitimate, becauseit
plane at
saw Lebanon as having given freedom of movement in Lebanon to the Palestinian
Popular Front, of which the aggressorsat Athens Airport were members,and they came
from Lebanon. Therefore Israel held Lebanon culpable of participation in that terrorist
aet.

711

Theoretically, the right of self-defencecomesas a response,and after a prior aggression.
Because of this, the restricted interpretation of Article 51 allows military action and
recognisesit as legal and legitimate only if it comesas a responseto a prior attack. This
associationbetween the right of self-defenceor reprisal and time, however, is complex
because as Ceadel argues, it is difficult to find a defensive weapon to act in "pure
interception", especially in these days, with the spread of mass-destructionweapons.
Ceadel also recognisesas defensive actions "counter-attacksor retaliations carried out
,, 712

as soon as possible aftenvards.

For examplein 1964 the British Governmentclaimed

that its attack on barracks in Yemen, "was not a retaliation or reprisal" becausethere
was:
4$aclear distinction to be drawn betweentwo forms of self-help. One, which is of a retributive or
punitive nature, is termed 'retaliation' or 'reprisals'; the other, which is expressedlycontemplated
and authorisedby the Charter, is self-defenceagainst armed attack. The term 'counter-attack' has
perhapsled to somemisunderstanding.But it is clear that the use of armed force to repel or prevent
an attack-i.e. legitimate action of a defensive nature-may sometimeshave to take the form of a
M3
'
counter-attack.

But, unfortunately most of the attemptsto distinguish betweenthe right of self-defence
and reprisal are basedon misapprehension.Generally,the right of self-defencein law, in
literature or common life, is recognised as an essential right, to achieve aims and

710Richard A Falk, "The Beirut Raid And The International Law of Retaliation," (American Journal
of
International Lcnv63,1969), p. 416.
711Ibid.,
p. 420-21.
712Ceadel,
p. 8 1.
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interests on behalf of which one is always allowed to fight. Reprisal, on the other hand,
is a private type of fight, and the aim here is different from the aim which self-defence
tries to achieve.It is relevant here to considerthe pragmatisttheory. Pragmatistsdemand
that reprisal should viewed from the perspectivethat, in many cases,reprisal actions
have been overlooked or, at least, subject to minimal criticism. In their view, this
indicates that reprisals have somejustification or even legality. Reprisal, from this point
of view, should be consideredas a significant instrument to protect interests,to which
the international security arrangementsdid not give enoughsecurity. From this point of
view, these pragmatics propose abandoning the unproductive effort to distinguish
between self-defence and reprisal, and instead emphasising the distinction between
714
defensive
legitimate,
that
those
that are not.
reprisal actions
are
and therefore
and
This, however, needs a flexible concept of the right of self-defence,which includes
715
it.
This interface between the right of self-defenceand reprisal does
reprisal within
not necessarilylead to approval of reprisal, becauseit will lead to increasedsuspicion
about the right of self-defence. The main way to distinguish defensive action from
reprisal, relies on the objective. Punitive reprisal aims to prohibit any future attacks,
716
illegal
is
infringements.
The main element
while
reprisal's purpose to punish past
which unites both thosewho support and thoseto criticise reprisal action, is their refusal
to consider revenge as a lawful goal. Ceadelmentions the punishment characterwhich
have,
here
it
is
disagreement,
he
the
the
that
on
and
means
reprisals
grounds
a sourceof
surplus injury or harm which exceedsthe limit of what is necessaryto deter future
deterrence
Bowett,
Tucker
Falk
also
as
and
prevention
and
aggression.
considered

713Statementsof the UK Representative,UN, SCOR, 19thYear, 1109thmtg. 7 April 1964,para 26.
714Bowett, Falk, Schachterand Tucker all of them had begunwith this approach.
715Bowett has a different view from Tucker and Schachter.He favours considering the right of selfdefenceand reprisal as independentlyseparate,and he arguesthat self-defenceshould not become overflexible.
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legitimate means of reprisal and different from pure punishment. Walzer keenly
supported the use of reprisal in international relations, because he considered that
717
"deterrence
',
reprisal eventuallywould achieve
without retribution.
It is clear that these writers deal with the positive side of reprisal, and view the
employment of a military action as a quantifiable one. However, the intention of reprisal
is difficult to confirm, and to separate from military actions. The success of defensive
action does not prevent achieving revenge, and the existence of a reprisal intention only
does not mean that the action is non-defensive. Reprisal for punishment has been

criticised by many, and military action cannot fix or restore damagewhich has already
occurred, such as lives or property that have already been destroyed. Moreover, its
objective is not to prevent or deter future aggression.As a result of this, punishment
reprisal is consideredas an inexcusableand extremeuse of force. The problem is how to
separatethe necessityfrom the use of force. During the Cold War in nearly all reprisal
incidents, the main claim made in justification of these actions was that they were
undertakento prevent future aggression.If legitimacy is given to reprisal action on the
basis of defensivereasons,the question then arises,how much and what type of force is
necessaryto prevent or deter future aggression.The amount of power which should be
applied usually dependson the idea of proportionality. The general view is that the
action should be limited to what is necessaryfor accomplishmentof the basic security
aims or objectives,without any gratuitoushan-n.Defensive reprisal is different, because
no future threat exists; in consequence, its only aim is revenge. Defensive action applies

to a threat which is present,but not manifest in attack. However, many reprisal actions
after World War 11exceededthe limits of proportionality with the prior attack, to the

716BoNvett,"Reprisals," p. 3. Also see Robert W Tucker, "Reprisals
and Self-Defence: The Customary
Law," (AmericanJournal ofInternational Law 66,1972), p. 589.
717Walzer, Just and Unjust Mars, p. 209.
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stage of inflicting gratuitous hann. The important question which needs to be answered
here, is whether it is possible, through the proportionality measure, to determine the
relationship between reprisal and the threat posed by the attacker. This difficulty

arises,

in both peacetimeand wartime reprisal.718The attempt to connectreprisal with the prior
attack through harmony or proportionality, may limit the effectiveness of reprisal to
deter future aggression.On the other hand, the link betweenreprisal and future threat, is
likely to result in toleration of reprisal in excessof the prior attack.719
Generally, many things about reprisal are unclear; for example, the possibility and the
nature of future threat, the efficacy of deterrenceand also the expectedbehaviour of a
particular enemyin responseto modestor dramatic displays of force, and the reaction of
allies and so on.

"US bombers 'kill 100'in Libya raids "720

In April 1986, two terrorist attacks occurred in Europe, which further damaged the
relationship betweenthe US and Libya. The first attack, on 2 April, was against a TWA
acroplane, and resulted in four deaths.The second attack was against a night club in
West Berlin, in which two American soldiers were killed, amongmany other casualties.
In both attacks, allegations were made that Libya was responsible.721It is important to

718Both Adam Roberts and Richard Guelff understandproportionality to have two identities. First, they
regard proportionality as a state's standardresponseto an aggressionoutside wartime. Second,it connects
the actions of repriser (the victim) actions whether to its enemy's actions or to the anticipated value of its
own action. See Adam Roberts and Richard Guelff, Introduction by the Editors: In Documents oil the
Laws of Mars, (Oxford: ClarendonPress,1989),p. 5.
719This logic hasa backgroundin the Christian theoriesof Just War. For more infon-nationseeJudith Gail
Gardam, "Proportionality and force in International Law," (American Journal of International Law 87,
1993),p. 391413.
720Headline, (Yhe Times, 16 April 1986),p. 1
721 Anthony D'Amato, "Editorial Comment: The Imposition of Attorney Sanctions for Claims Arising
from The US Air Raid On Libya," (American Journal of International Law 84,1990), p. 705. See also,
for more discussionStanmir A. Alexandrov, Sel(-DefenceAgainst the Use of Force in International Law
(The Hague:Kluwer Law International, 1996), 184-86.
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mention here, that the US Administration under the leadership of President Ronald
Reagan, from the first moment he assumedoffice, in 1981, looked forward to a new
developmentin American foreign policy, with regard to use of force, becauseuntil that
time the US had been suffering from "Vietnam trauma." This doesnot mean that the US
Administration wanted to enter new wars or conflicts, but it believed in the utility of
limited military force as an integral part of a coercive diplomatic strategy for bringing
722
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that
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to
achieved
of
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through robust action its willingness forcefully to protect its interests. The Libyan
Governmentthreatenedan outbreak of a retaliatory actions in Europe and in the United
States. At the same time, the Libyan authorities placed foreign employees into the
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going
that the US considered its policy against Libya as an "exercise of its right of selfdefence.',725In respectof the US right of self-defence,PresidentReaganasserted,"Selfdefence is not only our right, it is our duty. It is the purpose behind the mission
726
Charter.
,
undertaken tonight -a mission fully consistentwith Article 51 of the UN
Reagan recalled his promise to fight terrorism when he presentedeach US hit as "a

722JentlesonW. Bruce, "The ReaganAdministration and Coercive Diplomacy: Restraining More Than
Remarking Governments," (Political ScienceQuarterly 106,199 1), p. 57.
723Edward Schumacher,"Libya to Put Foreignersin Army Bases," (New York Tinies, 13 April 1986),
"human
have
to
18.
In
this
shield" policy,
the
an
unlawful
amounted
conflict
Nvould
event of armed
p.
equivalent to that of Iraq in 1990-91.
724SeePresidentReaganNews Conference,(New York Tinies, 10 April 1986), p. 22.
725"American BombersTargets in Libya," (AlewYork Tinies, 15 April 1986),p. 10.
726See"Transcript of Addressby Reaganon Libya," (New York Times, 15 April 1986), p. 10. Seealso, D.
J. Harris, Casesand Materials on International Law, p. 913.
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727
in
long
battle
',
Later Reagan said on T. V. "Our
terrorism.
single engagement a
against

728
is
direct,
it
is
it
is
irrefutable.
,
evidence
precise,
The US claimed that its aim in its clash with Libya was to paralyse or stunt the Libyan
Government's activity in supporting and financing terrorist movements. Because of this,

the US Government consideredits action as necessaryand proportional to the Libyan
aggression. The Americans knew that their options against Libya were limited. US
aeroplanes could not damage Libyan oil fields or the oil refineries, since South
Europeancountriesneededoil from Libya, and also, US Arab allies in the Middle East,
729
US
invasion
the
Libyan
tenitory.
and even
public opinion, would not accept an
of
Some preferred to view the US raids against Libya as having a deterrent influence on
any future terrorist attacks; othenvise, the raids would be pure reprisal. But Walzer

disagreedwith this, becausehe consideredthat a clear oppressionof the victim was part
of a prior attack.
"The ground of reprisal is not its overall effectiveness, it is the right, in the difficult conditions of
the demi-monde, to seek certain effects. So long as the conditions exist, the right must also exist,
even if those same conditions ... make it unlikely that rightfiil action will have entirely satisfactory
consequences ... whenever there is some substantial chance of success, it is the legitimate resort of
730
,,
a victim state;for no statecan be required passivelyto endureattacksupon its citizens.

Also he argued that the Arab-Israeli conflict did not "suggest that peacetimereprisals
make for peace, it also doesn't point to any alternative response to illegitimate
attacks.)731It is clear that Walzer preferredthat the criterion of deterrenceeffect should
be removed from any legal or moral judgement of reprisal action.732Therefore, Walzer
defined the casesin which reprisal can be taken,when he said,

727SeeBernard Weinraub, "Qaddafi is Warned," (New York-Times, 16 April 1986),p. 1
728The 'Irrefutable Evidence,(7he Times,16 April, 1986),p. 7.

729See (77ie Times, 16 April 1986), transcript
of President Reagan's broadcast, p. 6.
730Walzer, Just and Utýusl Mars,
p. 22 1.
731Ibid.,
p. 217.

732It is clear that Walzer attemptedtry to pleasecritics when he used the expression,"chance of success"
rather than a real judgement. Ibid, p. 207-22.
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Reprisals are limited xvith reference to previous crime, not xvith reference to the crimes they are
designed to deter (not Nvithreference to their effects or their hoped for effectS).,,733
-

In the caseof focusing on past crimes only, the deterrenceelement in this casewill be
weak but when the element of prevention or deterrenceis powerful, the defensive spirit
will be high. After the US raids, doubts were raised about the legitimacy of those air
raids, whether they were consistentwith international law or even met the requirements
of Article 51 of the UN Charter.This was clear, when Owen commentedthat,
"there is considerable doubt whether the US was acting within both the spirit and the letter of
international la%v.There has been far too much talk from President Reagan and others of retaliation,
reprisal and revenge for this action to be convincingly described as one of self-defence under
Article 5 1.034

The point which needshighlighting, although we dealt with it at the end of Chapter Six,
is the point of proportionality or harmonybetweenthe reaction (self-defenceor reprisal),
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Basically, there are two ways of considering proportionality. The first one is the
is,
It
judges
the
prior
aggression.
as
reprisal
action
only
against
concept
which
restricted
Walzer called it, "backward-looking." The essenceof this trend is that the reaction does
not go beyond the prior attack, and doesnot createexcessivecasualties.Falk supported
this trend. He mentioned, as an example, the Arab-Israeli conflict, when Israeli forces

733Ibid., p. 211. BoNvetthad the same understanding.Because sometimesreprisal actions enlarge the
conflict, this Nvillnot affect the legitimacy of the retaliation action.
734SeeDavid ONven,"Bombing is not the answer," (77ieTimes,16 April 1986),p. 12.
735The "Irreftitable Evidence," emphasisadded.
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destroyed 13 Arab aeroplanes:in Beirut Airport as a reprisal for the attackon its plane in
Athens airport. Falk consideredthat attack to have badly damagedthe Israelicase and
737
Palestinian
fighting
the
the
supported
grounds of
groups. The secondtendencyis the
flexible concept, which seeks harmony between reprisal and the overallthreat. This
concept or line strengthensthe position of open reprisal which neednot berestrictedby
the scope of the prior attack. That meansreprisal is transferred, in contrastto the lex
talionis, from the eye to the rest of the body. Many support the view thattheright of self
intensity
that
mayjustify
of response.
-defence
For example, if the Israeli raid is considered retaliation to the indirect Lebanese
participation in the Athens attack, it was definitely disproportionate.But theIsraeli raid
could be consideredas a responseto Lebanon's permitting the forces of the Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestineto use its territory and headquarters.
ThePFLP had,
after the Athens incident, claimed the responsibility for that attack. It wasalsoclear for
a long time that this Palestiniangroup's first and last objective was to destroythe state
738
instead.
Israel,
Palestinian
Moreover, history showsthat the
of
and establish a
state
Israeli responsedid not hann civilians, and was carried out on empty planes;becauseof
this, it is possible to argue that this responsewas both understandableandlimited.

739

Some support for this flexible tendencymay be found in academicwriting.For example,
Ago calls for respectand understandingof military necessities,which sometimes
require
that the response go beyond the limit of the prior attack. This was clear from his
comment that
"it would be mistaken
to think that there must be proportionality betweenthe conduct
...
constituting the anned attack and the opposingconduct. The action neededto halt andrepulsethe

736See Onuf considered
proportionality as the main element of reprisal construction.
737See Falk, "The Beirut Raid And The International Law of Retaliation", p. 438-39.
738Ibid,. p. 433-34.
739After the Independence
of State of Israel in 1948, the clashes between Arabs and Israeliswere nearly
daily, which contain or include small attacks, and the Israeli reprisal from the same seize,unless in some
cases, such as the Qibya Raid of October 1953, and the Gaza Raid of February 1955.
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attack may well have to assumedimensionsdisproportionateto those of the attack suffered. Its
...
lawfulnesscannotbe measuredexceptby its capacity for achieving the desiredresult."740

Dinstein considered that the defensive response,by nature, need not be in precise
harmony with the prior attack. The victim state should not be inhibited from using
additional force, when or if the aggression was serious, or posed an exceptional
danger.741 But in reality, the issue of proportionality is still a matter of disagreement.
Barboza, for instance, suggests that the concept of proportionality "means that the
defensive action must not go beyond what is necessary in order to defeat the purpose of
attack. "742"An aggressor State may lose its appetite for continuing with the hostilities,
but the defending State need not be so accommodating. "743 For example, Israel for a
long time depended on the right of self-defence to justify use of force, which was in
many cases refused by the Security Council of the UN and her actions were
744
condemned. Israel's defensive philosophy considered that the equilibrium of power in
the Middle East depended basically on its continuing to justify its military actions on the
basis of self-defence, because its existence as a state and nation were in serious danger.
"Therefore

745
its
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',
the
all
military
actions
essentially
nature
are
of
self-defence.
...

Others developed an argument which mainly depends on the accumulation of the
numbers of attacks; what is known as the explosion concept or the "accumulation of
746
events" theory.

740Roberto Ago, "Addendum to Eighth Report on State Responsibility," (Yearbook of the International
Law Commission,Vol. 2,1980), p. 69. He continuesthat: "In fact, the requirementof the "necessity" and
"proportionality" of the action taken in self-defencecan simply be describedas txvo sides of the same
coin."
741Dinstein War, Aggressionand Set(ldefence,p. 217,219.
742Julio Barboza, "Necessity in International Law," In: Essaysin International Law in Honour ofJudge
Manfred Lachs, ed. by J Makarczyk. (The Hague:Martinus Nijhaff Publishers,1984), p. 34.
743
Ibid.
744But other small reprisal actionsby Israel Nverenot condemnedby the SecurityCouncil.
745Bowett, "Reprisal," p. 7.
746
Ibid, p. 10.
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This conceptis built on the basis of occurrenceof a seriesof small assaults,individually
not dangerousenoughto warrant anned response.but reaching the stageof a "final and
unforgivable needle prick," which ultimately impels the victim to make a defensive
reprisal' response.In this case,the hannony between the reprisal action and the prior
747
be
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infTactionS.,,
"individual
the
these
aggressionshould
on
overall, of
minor
The same idea was used in an attempt to support the American blockade against
Nicaragua.
Judge Schwebel.claimed that the Nicaraguan Government had supported small and
individual activities by the El Salvador rebels and as a result, these actions in its total
748
"cumulatively
El
',
Salvador.
In general, the
tantamount
to
were
armed attack upon
concept of the "accumulation of events" theory could accomplish many aims. The first
one is that it allows the repriser the right of disproportionality in response to the
particular acts which pose a risk to its national security. The secondis that the repriser
statearguablygains a claim to act in exerciseof the right of self-defence.Indeed, Ceadel
statesthat many self-defenceactivities are in reality reprisal actions. Also, we can add
Miller's comment, that "in reality, all exercisesof self-defenceconsist in a pre-emptive
749
',
Because of this, Bowett wonders "is the legality of the action to be
strike.
detennined solely by reference to the prior illegal act which brought it about, or by
750
between
to
the whole context of the relationship
the two states? The
reference
Security Council has usually favoured retaliation actions being in small and individual
in scale.751The Security Council, when it has condemnedreprisal actions, has basedits

747Norman Menachem.Feder, "Reading the United Nations Charter Connotatively: Toward a new
Definition of Armed Attack," p. 415,416.
748
Ibid., p. 415.
749Edward Miller, "Self-Defence, International Law, and the Six Day War," (Israel Lcnv Revieiv 20,
1985), p. 13.
750Bowett, "Reprisal," p. 4.
751 Here there is a weaknessin the Security Council approach, becausesmall conflicts could easily
escalate into major conflicts. Keeping international peace and security should be the first aim for the
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disapproval upon their being disproportionate and undertaken as pure revenge.752

Bowett concludesthat "the Council will not look to the whole context of the action so as
to

the plea of self-defencein the face of continuing and repeatedthreatswhich,
accept
...

753
,
The fears of the Security Council and its wish that
unless countered, will recur.
reprisal actions remain small in size may be understandable,but it is hard to acceptthat
the Security Council does not consider events in depth and does not study the reasons
for long conflicts, such as the Arab-Israeli conflict, and the Indo-Pakistani conflict. The
Council usually resorts to taking decisions, rather than action. This gives a wrong
message,that exerciseof force on a small scale in a conflict, may be acceptable.Many
times, the Security Council has condemnedIsrael's policy of military reprisal, as in the
Qana incident in South Lebanon in 1996, but all the Council's decisions are still
decisions and nothing has been done. This will reduce the power and prestige of the
Council

754

.

Also, it is worth mentioning, that in 1982 when the Lebanese Forces

[PhalangistUnit] committed the massacreof Shatilla and Sabra Camps,the Israeli help
to the LebaneseForces and indirect responsibility were clear, but the Security Council
did not take any actions against Israel or even establish an international Committee to
755
investigatethat massacre.

Security Council, whether the conflict is small or huge. It is to some degreethe same as the situation in
Chechnya,where the international legitimacy is absentwith thousandsof innocent people dying there, and
that legitimacy was available few months before when NATO used power in Kosovo for humanitarian
purposes.
752In Bowett's understanding,the legitimate response(defence), should take enough time before acting
againstthe aggression."Were this not so, the whole basisof military planning, such as one finds in NATO
and other military pacts would be suspect." Bowett, "Reprisal," p. 7. The same applies the British air
attackson Yemeni position in 1964,and the Gulf of Tonkin Incident in 1964,both of theseincidents were
legitimacy.
to
their
questionable
as
753
Ibid., p. 7.
754On TuesdayApril 18,1996 Israel shelled UIFIL's Fiji BATT compound in the village of Qana, a few
kilometres south eastof Tyre. Around 800 civilians had taken refuge at the base.Israelis targetedthe base
in retaliation for the Hizballah attack on one of their special forces groups. The result was that over 100
civilians were killed.
755For more information see G.I. A. D Draper, Reflections on Law and Arnied Conflicts: 7he Selected
Morks on the Laws of Mar by the Late Professor Colonel G.L,4.D. Draper, OBE, eds. by Michael A.
Meyer and Hilaire McCoubrey (London: Kluwer International Law, 1998),p. 269-82.
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"US Strikes Iraqfor Plot to Kill Bush ,756
"Revenge raids by cruise missiles on targets in Sudan andAfghanistan

,757

The Gulf War (1990-91) left unresolveda number of important differencesbetweenthe
United Statesand Iraq. Iraq viewed the United Statesas responsible for the death and
destruction inflicted by the coalition in 1991. SaddamHussein,who remainedin power,
nurseda great personalhatred for the country that led the coalition that had just defeated
him in battle.758In turn, the United Statesviewed Hussein as an irrational desPotwho
threatenedthe security of the entire Gulf region, and it arguedin the United Nations for
the maintenance of economic sanctions, a no-fly zone, and a rigorous weapons
inspection team. All these were viewed by Iraq as primarily US initiatives, which
resulted in ftirther deteriorationin relationsbetweenthe two nations. Within this context
the United Statesand its (at that time) newly electedpresident,Bill Clinton, were again
faced with the question how to respond to Iraqi aggression.In May 1993, just months
after Clinton had assumedoffice, reports began to surface that Iraqi agentshad plotted
to assassinateformer president George Bush. The Kuwait government arrested sixteen
individuals, including eleven Iraqi nationals,759on chargesthat they had conspired to
1993.760
bomb
during
his
Kuwait
14
April
Bush
to
on
visit
with
a
car
assassinate
The Kuwaitis also seized two cars with remote-control devices and several hundred
pounds of explosives. The Kuwaiti government announcedthat the group of terrorists
761
for
intelligence
had been made confessedthat they worked
the Iraqi
service. Also, at

756Headline, (TVashingtonPost, June27 June 1993),p. 1
757Headline, (17zeTimes,August 21 1998),p. 1
758See Christine Gray, "After the Cease-fire:Iraq, The Security Council And The Use of Force," (The
British YearBook ofInternational Law 65,1994).
759See(Keesing's Record of WorldEvents 39), 1993,p. 39487.
760See Douglas Jehl, "US Convinced Iraqi SaboteursPlotted to Kill Bush," (New York Times, 8 May
1993), p. 1.
761See(Keesing's 1993),p. 39487.
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this point it was claimed that there was evidencethat the bomb to have been used was of
Iraqi design and origin.762 Here, facing domestic pressure to take strong action, '
President Clinton's options were limited: SaddamHussein was already isolated, there
were no diplomatic measuresthat would punish him meaningfully, and severeeconomic
sanctionswere already in place. Although the agentswho were actually to have carried
out the plot would be tried by the Kuwaiti courts, there was no legal recourse with
respect to the Iraqi leadership.Faced with the choice between doing nothing and using
force, President Clinton approved a retaliatory cruise missile attack against the Iraqi
763
intelligence serviceheadquarters.
On June 27 1993 the destroyerUSS Peterson (DD969) in the Red Sea and the cruiser
USS Chancellorsville (CG 62) in the Gulf fired a total of twenty-threeTomahawk cruise
missiles at the headquarters,in downtown Baghdad. Twenty of the missiles hit and
heavily damagedthe headquarterscomplex; the other three missed the target and struck
in the neighbourhoodsaroundit, damaginghomesand killing many innocent people.764
The United Statesjustified the missile attacks on Baghdad as an act of self-defence
765
Article
51
United
PresidentClinton told the American
Charter.
permitted under
of the
people on the evening of the raid that:
"[T]he Iraqi attack against President Bush was an attack against our country and against all
Americans. We could not and have not let such action againstour nation go unanswered. A fmn
...
and commensurateresponsewas essentialto protect our sovereignty, to send a messageto those
engagein state-sponsoredterrorism, to deter further violence againstour people, and to affirm the
766
behaviour
',
expectationof civilised
amongnation.

762Douglas Jehl, "US Cites Evidence in a Plot on Bush," (New York Times,9 May 1993),p. I763StephenLabaton, "CongressmenUrge Action If Iraq Hatched Plot to AssassinateBush," (New York
Times, 10 May 1993), p. 1. See also Douglas Jehl, "Iraqi Tells FBI He Led Attempt to Kill Bush, US
officials Say," (New York Times,May 20 1993),p. 1.
764SeeGwen Ifill, "US Fires Missiles at Baghdad,Citing April Plot to Kill Bush," New York Times,June
27 1993), p. 1.
765SeeD. J. Harris, Casesand Materials on International Law, p. 913-14.
766See (7he Times,28 June 1993), p. 2. Seealso Louis Henkin, "Notes from The President:The Missile
Attack on BaghdadAnd Its Justification," (7be American SocietyofInternational Law Newsletter 3, JuneAugust, 1993),p. 12-13.
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Also, in a gesture aimed at winning international support, the American delegate to the
United Nations, Madeleine Albright, presented to a special session of the UN Security
Council the evidence that the United States had been legally justified in
conducting the
767Albright

strike.

arguedthat the US action had been an act of self-defence,permissible

under Article 51 of the UN Charter.The decision by the Clinton White House to present
its casebefore the UN was a clear attemptto seizethe political high ground and to avoid
international criticism.768GeneralColin Powell, then the Chairman of the Joint Chief of
Staff, claimed that the action was appropriate,proportional, and consistentwith Article
51 of the Charter.769Moreover, Powell emphasisedthe readinessof Pentagon for any
reaction by President SaddamHussein. He said, "We have lots [of missiles] and they
have lots of targets."770There was support from America's European allies for the
missile strike. There was some criticism from Arab governments,but opposition quickly
771
The
US
little
for
Saddam
Hussein.
It did not
evaporated.
strike generated
sympathy
enhancehis standing in the Arab world, nor did it alienatethe United Statesfrom either
its Europeanallies or the Arabs.772
From his side, the Iraqi foreign minister in a letter to the Security Council
immediate

condemnation

of the American

demanded an

action. He asserted that the US action was a:

"totally unjustified act of aggression[that] has left a large number of deadand wounded among the
Iraqi civilian population, including women and children. This was a deliberate terrorist act
perpetratedby the Governmentof the United Statesof America on grounds -whichwere spurious

767SeeRichard Bernstein,"US PresentsEvidenceto UN Justifying Its Missile
on Iraq," (New York Times,
June 28 1993),p. 1
768Madeleine Albright indicated that "a direct attack the United States,
on
an attack that required a direct
United Statesresponse[and to which we] respondeddirectly, as we are entitled to do, under Article 51 of
the United Nations Charter, which provides for the exerciseof self-defencein such cases," cited in Dino
Kritsiotis, "The Legality of The 1993 US Missile Strike on Iraq And The Right of Self-Defence in
International Law,"(International and ComparativeLaiv Quarterly, vol. 45,1996), p. 163.
769SeeMichael Reisman,"The Raid on Baghdad:SomeReflections on its Lawfulness
and Implications,"
(European Jounial ofInternational Law 5,1994), p. 121.
770SeeThe Times(June28,1993), p. 1.
771See(Keesing's, 1993), p. 39531.
772For more infon-nationconcerningthe international reaction on the missile strike see Kritsiotis,
p. 16465.
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and unjustified,
KuNvait.' 773

concocted by the American authorities Nvith the complicity

of the leaders of

The prohibition of the use of force by statesbecamea major principle after 1945, which
enshrined in the UN Charter, has survived manifest violations during the Cold War
years. In the Gulf War the UN and coalition powers dedicated themselves to a
reaffirmation of the Charter and defeatedthe invasion of Kuwait. The US attack on Iraq
places this successin jeopardy. Obviously, in this case,there was no UN authorisation
774

and the Iraqi population was placed in danger,rather than being protected.

The right

of self-defencewhich was invoked by the Clinton administration, offers no justification.
The Charter saysthe right to self-defencecan only be invoked by an anned attack. Even
if it is admitted that self-defencemay be invoked to protect nationals abroad,as was the
case when Israel rescuedmostly Israeli hostagesheld in Entebbe in 1976, in this case
there was no actual or imminent threat and remedies other than the use of force are
available. The plot against PresidentBush had failed, the alleged conspiratorswere in
custody in Kuwait, and it has not been claimed that Iraq was about to launch another
terrorist attack against America. If self-defenceis not applicable, then the only other
possiblejustifications might be reprisal and retaliation. Retaliation is merely punitive in
775
character. As a result, as long as international law remains in its presentstate, States
which perceive themselves as aggrieved will consider armed force the only realistic
responseto Stateswhich engagein terrorist activities against them, and will invariably
rely on their inherent right of self-defenceto win the argumentin international law. The
United Statesdid so to general acclaim in June 1993, in what can only be describedas

773Cited in Kritsiots,
p. 163.
774See Jill Sherman, "Labour Questions Legality
of US Attack, " (77ie Times, 28 June 1993), p. 1. John
Smith, the Labour leader said the US action it should have been sanctioned by the United Nations Security
Council.
775For
more debate see Alexandrov, Setr-Defence Against the Use ofForce in International Lmv, p. 18688. See also, Christopher Walker, "Bitter Iraq Sought Vengeance, " (77ie Tinies, 28 June 1993), p. 2.
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development
for
international law generally,becausethe enterpriseof selfunhealthy
an
help representedas an action in self-defence,rearedits ugly head once again. Unless and
international
the
community improves the mechanismsfor settling such disputes
until
satisfactorily, and there is an urgent needto do so, the right of self-defencewill continue
to be a regular point of refuge in the practice of States.
In the 1990sa new terrorist threat to United Statesinterestsemerged,actions sponsored
by an Islamic extremist, Osamabin Laden.The son of a Saudibillionaire, bin Laden had
gone to Afghanistan in the 1980sto fight the Soviets alongside the nnýaheddin. Over
time, bin Laden had built up a quasi-military organisationthat had becomemilitant and
dedicated to driving Western influences out of the Arab world. The group, which
became known as "Al Qaida," the Base776 remained in the shadows, but its cells
,
operated throughout the Middle East. Although Osama bin Laden returned to Saudi
Arabia following the war in Afghanistan, he was exiled in 1991 after he began his
777
United
States.
With his group of guerrilla fighters and
the
radical campaign against
his considerablewealth, estimated by some at over $300 million, bin Laden quietly
began a war of terrorism againstthe West and the United Statesin particular. Operating
funding,
he
Afghanistan
Sudan,
the
and
provided
primarily out of
rural regions of
support, and training for groups willing to strike out against the United States. He
he
in
buying
terrorist
computers,
and
equipment
and
weapons,
allegedly assisted
groups
financed terrorist training camps in Sudan. He was also suspectedof having provided
support to the terrorists arrested in the 1993 bombing of New York's World Trade
Centre and funding the warlords in Somaliathat battled US military troops in 1993.
Bin Laden was different from other state-sponsored terrorists. He was personally

dependent
his
terrorist
on, or
not
organisation
was
secretive and seldom seen and

776http://ivxv%v.
ict.oriý.i
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concerned with achieving the aims of, any single state; instead, it was driven by
fundamentalist religious objectives. A former CIA official wrote that Osama bin
Laden's group,
"such as it is, is unlike any other. It has no real headquarters and no fixed address to target. It is a
coalition of like-minded warriors living in exile from their homes in Egypt, the Sudan, Pakistan and
other Islamic nations riven by religious and political battles. The bin Laden organisation is global
and stateless, according to the United States intelligence analyses, more theological than political,
driven by a millennial vision of destroying the United States, driving all Western influences from
the Arab Nvorld, abolishing the boundaries of the Islamic nations and making them one, without
borders. 99778

In 1996, frustrated by the continued presenceof US forces in Saudi Arabia, bin Laden
having
1995
is
for
holy
He
the
them.
supported
suspected
of
a
war
against
called
bombing of a building in Riyadh used by the American military, killing seven people,
killed
American
in
bombing
Dhahran,
1996
Khobar
Tower
the
which
nineteen
and
ainnen. In February 1998, bin Laden issued a fativa, a religious edict, calling on
779
,
During an
kill
"to
Americans
Muslims
and their allies - civilians and military.
interview with a London-basedArabic newspaper(Al-Hayat), bin Laden was quoted as
saying, "We had thought that the Riyadh and [Dhahran] blasts were a sufficient signal to
US
between
battle
Islamic
decision-makers
US
the
to
nation
and
avert a real
sensible
He told ABC News in
forces, but it seemsthat they did not understandthe signal 9780
.,
June 1998, "We do not differentiate between those dressedin military unifon-ns and
781
,
civilians; they are all targets.
Despite thesethreats,Americans were unpreparedfor the simultaneousbombings of the
US embassiesin Nairobi (Kenya) and Dar Al-Salaam (Tanzania)on 7 August 1998.The

777httl2:,.v%v%v.
heritaize.org/issues/98/chapl9. html#
.

778Milt Beardon, formerly of the Central Intelligence Agency, quoted in Tim Weiner, "After the Attacks:
The Outlooks," (New York-Times,23 August 1998),p. 3.
779For more information about the Fatwa see, http://NvývNv.
or.i!.il
780See Raja Mishra, "Osama bin Laden: Terrorists, Rich Backer," (Philadelphia Inquirer, 21 August
1998), P.I.
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damage was horrific. In Nairobi, the bomb "brought down half the embassy" and left
782
blocks
downtown
in
Nairobi
severalsquare
of
a shambles ; in Dar Al-Salaam, most of
the embassybuilding and some adjacentbuildings were destroyed.783The loss of life
was substantial; 224 people were killed in the two bombing, including twelve
Americans. More than 4,800 persons were injured.784 The Clinton administration
785
found
bin
Laden
quickly
evidencethat
was responsible. The details of this evidence
remain closely held. At the time, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs, General Hugh
Shelton, would announceonly, "as many of you are aware, our intelligence community
has provided us with convincing information basedon a variety of intelligence sources,
that Osamabin Laden's network of terrorists was involved in the planning, the financing
786
in
Tanzania.
',
The
US
Kenya
and
and the execution of the attacks on
embassies
Secretaryof Defence,William Cohen,would say only, "There's been a seriesof reports
that we have analysed, statementsby Osama bin Laden himself, other information
coming in as recently as yesterdayabout future attacksbeing planned againstthe United
States.We are satisfied there has been a convincing body of evidence that leads us to
,, 787

this conclusion.

The US Presidentwas soon convinced that Osamabin Laden was
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that
terrorist
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Because
Again,
Clinton
was not a
alternatives.
organisation.
788
headof state,there were no political, diplomatic, or economicresourcesavailable.
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Ibid.
782SeeMadorie Miller and Dean Murphy, "The US EmbassyBombing," (Los Angeles Pines, 9 August
1998),p I.
783Ibid. Seealso, (Keesing'sRecord of World Events44,1998), p. 42434.
784See(New York Tinies,8 October 1998),p. 1.
785http://usinfo.state.izov/topical/pol/terror/99 129502.htm
.
786See the text of Cohen, Shelton briefing on the strikes in http://pbs.orOnewshour/bb/milita Julydec98/cohen 8-20.html, p. 14.
787
Ibid.
788See(77ieTinies,22 August 1998),p. 5.
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Attempts were made to find and arrestbin Laden and membersof his organisation,but
the problem was that those efforts would take time. Finally, the bombings of the
embassieswere seen as direct assaults on US sovereign territory and as therefore
789
requiring a strong unilateral response. Ultimately, Clinton decided bin Laden's
terrorism was a clear threat to US national interests and for the second time in his
790
he
decided
force
to
to
presidency,
use military
counter a terrorist threat. The US
President claimed that "convincing information from our intelligence community
[which provided him with] high confidence" that the bin Laden terrorist network" had
been responsiblefor the Kenyan and Tanzanianbombings.791On 20 August 1998, less
than three weeks after the embassybombings, OperationInfinite Reach was carried out.
US Navy surface ships and a submarine in the Persian Gulf and Red Sea fired
approximately seventy Tomahawk cruise missiles against terrorist targets in Khartoum

(Sudan) and Khost (Afghanistan). The missiles arrived over targets in both countries
792
nearly simultaneously. In Afghanistan, they damaged a series of buildings in four
different complexes that constituted a terrorist training camp and bin Laden's main
operational base. Reports in the Pakistani press claimed that the camp "had been
levelled," and the Taliban regime in Afghanistan reported that twenty-one people had
beenkilled and an additional thirty injured.793
In Sudan,the missiles struck a pharmaceuticalfactory, known asEl Shifa, in downtown
Khartoum.794Sudan's state-run television broadcastimagcs immediately after the raid
indicating that the plant had been levelled; it reported that ten people had been injured

789See(The Financial Times,21 August 1998),p. 1.
790The US administration,by the use of force, crossedthe threshold of threat of use of force, which Nvas
regardedby Sadurskas a clear message,composedby a decision maker and directed to the target, arguing
that force Nvill be used if a request or demand is not complied with. SeeRomana Sadurska,"Threats of
Force," p. 242.
791
See(Keesing's, 1998), p. 42435.
792
Ibid.
793http://,.vxviv.pbs.org/newshouribb/militaý/july-dec98/cohen 8-20.html p. 4-8.
,
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but that there had been no deaths. One missile had apparently struck a nearby sweet
factory, causing light damage.795In the aftermath of the raid, White House officials

justified the attack on the factory in Khartoum by claiming that it had been a secret
796
factory
financed
by
bin
Laden.
In support they cited soil samples
chemical - weapons
taken ftom the plant indicating the presenceof Empta, a "precursor" substanceused in
the production of the nerve gas VX. 797However, in the weeks after the strike, many
began to question the adequacy of the administration's evidence.798Several critics
arguedthat the evidenceboth that bin Laden had been associatedwith the plant and that
it had been producing chemical weaponswas circumstantial at best.799The Sudanese
government asked the United Nations for an independent investigation to prove or
disprove the allegations that the factory had been involved in chemical weapons.Even
the former president Jimmy Carter would called f6r an independentinvestigation of the
800

evidence.

However, the US Govenunent continued to argue, without releasing details, that the
evidencehadjustified the raid, and they were able to convince the UN Security Council
801
discussion
investigation.
independent
The strikes generally received
to shelve
of an
support from the US people; a few Republican members of Congressquestioned the
timing of the strikes, suggestingthat they may have been used as a distraction from the
president's domestic troubles. Bin Laden's involvement in the embassybombing has
hardly been questioned. In November 1998, a grand jury in New York issued a 238count indictment againsthim for acts of terrorism. Soon after, the US State DePartment

794See(The Tinies,August 21 1998), p. 1.
795SeeRussellWatson and John Barry, "Our Target Was Terror," (Newsweek-,
31 August 1998),p. 3.
796SeeTim Weiner and JamesRisen, "Decision to Strike Factory in SudanBasedon Surmise," (New YorkTinies,21 September,1998), p. 1.
797See(Keesing's, 1998),p. 42435. Seealso, (77ieFinancial Tinies,21 August, 1998),p. 1.
793See(Keesing's, 1998), p. 42435.
799
Ibid.
800See(The Tinies,22 August 1998),p. 2.
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offered a reward of up to five million dollars for bin Laden's capture.802The missile
strikes received strong support from Europe. Most Western European countries,
including Great Britain, Germany, France, Spain and Austria, issued statements
803
United
States
defend
itself
the
the
to
upholding
right of
againstterrorism.
Russia, which had strongly criticised the use of US military force against terrorism in
the past, now sent confused and mixed signals. The former Russian President, Boris
Yeltsin, criticised the attacks publicly, but a spokesmanlater downplayed his remarks.
Prime Minister Sergei Kiriyenko called the attacks unacceptable but added that
"international acts of terrorism cannot go unpunished.55804
In Kabul, protesters
convergedon the US embassy,and large street demonstrationswere held in Khartoum.
Angry protests were voiced in Sudan,Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Libya.805In contrast,
most Arab governmentsremained "silent or equivocal about their views on the missile
806
strikes.,, The public condemnationthere was quickly faded. By October, less than two
months after the strike, the SudaneseGovernmenthad droppedcalls for an investigation
into the bombings and had initiated high-level talks with Washington in hopes of
improving relations. In February 1999, US representativesmet with the Taliban to
discussbin Laden's status in Afghanistan; the Taliban was not willing to extradite bin
Laden, but it restricted his accessto communications and banned him from making
807
in
Afghanistan.
public statementswhile

8(" See"Carter Urges Inquiry into US Raid on Sudan," (New York Tinies, September18 1998), p. 1.
802http://xv,.v%v.
btm.
usinfo.state.gov/topical/Tol/terror/99129502.
803SeeEdmund L. Andrews, "Baking in Europe," (Maiv York Times,August 22 1998), p. 2. Seealso, (The
Tinies,21 August 1998), p. 4.
804See Michael Wines, "After the Attacks: The Reaction US Raids Provoke Fury in Muslim World, "
(New York Times,22 August 1998),p. 3.
805See(Keesing's, 1998),p. 42435-36.
806SeeWines, "After the Attacks," 3.
p.
807From his side, Mullah Mohammed Rabani, who is considered to be the second in command of the
Taliban indicated that "We are a free country where Osamais living as a guest.This is reality. And it's up
to the world to acceptit or not," quoted in http://xvNv%v.
emerizency.
com/ennday.ht
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The use of force on the part of the US Government in this case is completely

unacceptable,on the ground that the use of force as an option to limit terrorism is that it
is counterproductive in a strategic sense, undermining US credibility. From this
perspective,the use of force gives of the United Statesthe image of a "cowboy," much
808
diplomacy
to
differences.
the
Moreover,
than
to resolve
more willing
employ
military

if the Americans had discoveredincriminating evidenceat the African embassies'bomb
sites, they would have made it public. But within the timeline offered by the government
between
decision
launch
the
the
to
the reprisal attacks - no
embassies
explosions
and
such evidence could have been discovered, let alone analysed.The US, in this case,
actedas the prosecutor,judge, jury and executioner,all in one. This is hardly compatible
with her status as the only superpower in the world, which bestows on her greater
responsibilities for the maintenanceof world peace and justice for all. This unilateral
action of the United States,of attacking a sovereignindependentstates,membersof the
United Nations, has created a bad precedentfor others to follow. The United Nations
was createdafter the World War 11to maintain international peaceand security. In the
presentcase,the UN Charterwas ignored and completely sidelined, and the US took the
law into its own hands.

808The allegation of Frederick Kirgis, that the target in Afghanistan
was recognised as "an extensive
terrorism training complex, " and therefore it was a valid target,, which give the US permission to invoked
the right of self-defence (Article 51 of the UN Charter), is completely mistakable, on the grounds that selfdefence, occurs between an attacker and his victim; in this case, the attack was unidentified. No evidence
was proven or shown; only speculation. See Frederick L. Kirgis, "Cruise Missile Strikes in Afghanistan
and Sudan," (.4nierican Society ofInternational Law 24,1998), p. 1-2.
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StatusMixtits

Since 1945, reprisals have generally been conductedby establishedstatesagainst nonstate guerrUla movements based in third states. Such situations raise a question as to
what extent a state can be held responsiblefor activities taking place within its borders,
or by guerrilla movements launching attacks outside its borders. Unwillingness or
inability to control such activities may constitute"permissive cause."
Another issue arising from the context of reprisals is the typically low-level, irregular
nature of guerrilla activity, leading to recognition of an intermediate statusbetweenwar
and peace, called statits inixtus, in which it may be questionablewhether the laws of
peaceor those of war are applicable.An obvious example of the status mixtus has been
the Middle East, with its ongoing pattern of hostility, insurgency and border disputes,
falling short of actual war whether technically so-called or as a factual condition of
international armed conflict even for the purposeof modem international humanitarian
law 809.This is the sort of situation in which reprisals typically occur. Such situations
createa problem in relation to self-defenceas, at almost any point in time, it is possible
to say that an attack has recently occurred, or that one may be anticipated. In such a
situation, can self-defence actions avoid being punitive while still maintaining
effectiveness?And what is gained by restoring the status quo before the attack, if the
situation from which the attack was launched was unstable or inequitable? A further
difficulty, if reprisals are only acceptedas defensivewhen their purposeis to prevent or
deter further attacks,is how they may be distinguishedfrom preventive defence.

809SeeGreenwood,p. 283.
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Regular Self-Defence and claims to Defence against HistoricAggression

The concept of regular self-defenceseesthe right of self-defenceas a continuing right,
which doesnot changewith the modification of time or circumstances(conditions). Any
community under attack, usually, has plenty of time to considerthe possible harm of the
first hit, and to preparea response.810It will take time to plan, prepare and organise its
defence. This is regarded as a fundamental part of response.The time needed for
responsemay increasewith the gravity of the first hit. A state under attack must have
time to prepare an effective defensiveplan, and even with the passageof time, defence
in this case is still legal and legitimate. But the victim state should not wait for ever,
becausethe result would be to weaken its right of defensive action, as the passing of
time brings many changes.For example,it is possible that when territory is taken, if it
continues to be under occupation, this will lead to changesin the political, social and
811
fonnation.
For this reason,some have arguedthat the right of self-defence
economic
should have "transitory" borders or limits. Even though unable to determine these
dimensions, Schachter812consideredthat passing of time should end the right of selfdefence. He considers the time factor as basic to defensive action, because undue
extension of the time factor will take the defensive notion "far beyond its basic
meaning." Also he recommendsthat the factor of time be evaluatedon the main basis of
"necessity." For him the main concern is that the right of self-defence should not be
used only as an excuseto settle old scores,especially as regardsborders. He especially
criticised the unionist movements, on the basis that they invoke old problems

810It is important to
note here, that appearances of the nuclear weapons has changed that picture, because
the first nuclear hit will have devastating effects. The discussion here refers to conflicts connected with
conventional weapons.
811 This
was Henry Sidgwick's anxiety about the French rights in Alsace-Lorraine, after the German
occupation, cited in Walzer, Just and Unjust Mars, p. 56.
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813
borders,
justify
force.
to
Ceadel
their
concerning
use of
also considered that the
passing of time will weaken the defensive justification. He commented by way of
illustration, that "while Francecould have claimed a defensivejustification had it started
a war to retrieve Alsace-Lorraine shortlY after losing it in 1870-1, it could not so
plausibly have done so forty years later." In 1961 when India took back Goa, its main
814
depended
idea
"continuing
the
claim
on
of
effects". India indicated that it had been
prevented from defending Goa when Portugal had seized it 450 years earlier, by the
intercessionof 425 yearsof British Colonialism.815
Generally, there are two kinds of regular defence,both of them Provoked by territorial
claims, but distinguished on the basis of the outcome of military action. Each of them
dealswith the right of self-defencefrom a different view.
Henry Sidgwick managed to distinguish between both kinds of regular defence. He
referred to the Germanoccupationof the FrenchAlsace-Lorraine areas,emphasisingthe
influence of the passageof time, and the stability of occupation, and its effects on the
political identity of the occupied area.Thus, he regardedthe German occupation of the
French areasas undermining any future French claims with the passingof time.
"We must recognise that by this temporary submission of the vanquished
order
a
new
political
...
...
is initiated, which, though originally without a moral basis, may in time acquire such a basis from a
change in the sentiments of the inhabitants of the territory transferred; since it is always possible
that through the effects of time and habit and mild government
the majority of the transferred
...
population may cease to desire reunion ... When this change has taken place, the moral effect of the
unjust transfer must be regard as obliterated; so that any attempt to recover the transferred territory
816
,,
becomesitself an aggression

...

812Oscar Schachter,"In Defenceof International Rules on the Use of Force," (University of Chicago Law
Review 53,1986), p. 132.
813Ceadel,
p. 84.

814Robert E. Gorelick, "Wars of National Liberation: Just Ad Belluin," (Case MesternResene Journal of
IntenzationalLaiv 11,1979), p. 77.
815For more information see the (Yearbook of the United Nations, 1961), p. 129-32. See also R. P. Rao,
PortugueseRule in Goa 1510-1961,(London: Asia Publishing House, 1963),p. 1-8.
816Walzer, Just and Unjust Mars, p. 56. This is exactly what the Western governments, especially
Washington,London and the legitimate governmentof Kuwait, fearedafter the Iraqi occupation to Kuwait
to changethe demographic,social and political formation there.
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The distinction betweenthe two types of regular self-defencedependson the
nature of
the political systemwhich prevails after the military conquest.If deep changesoccur in
the political, economic and social fields, the connection of the occupied part with the
occupier will be powerful, and this will lead to change in the reality of territorial
demarcation.817There are two types of regular self-defence.The first, is backward selfdefence. The idea of backward self-defence is built on the ground that the victim
continues to benefit from the right of self-defence in respect of a prior attack or
aggression,which happenedin the past,when the victim was weak or unable to respond;
and when the victim becomes able to respond, it will seek to remedy old losses and
damage and respond to the aggressor's aggression on the basis of legitimate selfdefence.818The seconddimension, called remedial self-defence,is the invocation of a
self-defenceright on the ground that an existing political order representedby territorial
boundariesis sufficiently violent or coercive as to be regardedas equivalent to an armed
attack.
In other words, while in the first case,the self-defenceright is invoked in respect of a
particular act of aggression, in the second, it is invoked in respect of the ensuing
political, social and economic conditions. When remedial action is taken by the victims
of tyranny, the situation may be classedas an internal or domestic rebellion, but when
such an action is assistedor carried out by a third party, the question of international
self-defenceis raised.
Both elements of regular self-defence existed in the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait on 2
August, 1990.

817To some degree,it is near to what happenedto the Palestiniansterritories in the West Bank
and Gaza
Strip, when they ivere occupied by Israel in 1967.The PalestiniansNational Authority endurancingmany
problems to reorganisationof Palestiniansareas,becausethey dependedon Israel, whose impact on these
territories is strong in all domains.
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"Iraqi invasion angers both East and Mest " 819

Up to the outbreak of World War I, the area now comprised within the state of Iraq
formed three provinces of the Ottoman Empire: the provinces of Mosul, Baghdad and
Basra.820Each of the three provinces was administered by an appointed governor or

pasha, responsibleto the Ottoman Sultan in Constantinople.
In general, Iraq, like many other parts of the empire, enjoyed relative administrative
economic and fiscal autonomyfor much of the period betweenthe original conquestand
821

the mid-nineteenth century.

Until 1821, Iraq was ruled by Mamluks, mostly deriving

from Georgia.822These Mamluk rulers were to a considerable degree in practice
independentof the Ottoman Sultan.823During this period, the three provinces become
824
Government
Great.
Sulaiman
In 1831, the Ottoman army
the
united under the
of
defeated the Mamluks, and the Turkish government strengthenedits control over the
tripartite territory.
"With their strengthenedposition in Iraq, the Ottomans felt able to assert their influence in the
Arab shaikdomsof the Gulf - thereby establishingan interest and someterritorial claims which the
independentstateof Iraq Nvasto pursue.',825

Kuwait was founded in the early eighteenthcentury by tribes, which migrated in the late
17th century from the Arabian peninsula to the Gulf shores. The AI-Sabah family

818It was claimed by the Iraqi Governmentwhen it invaded Kuwait in 1990, that Kuwait was a part of
Iraq, and that British imperialism had separatedthem from each other, when Iraq wasweak and unable to
respond.
819Headline, (The Tinies,3 August 1990),p. 1.
820Niblock T, Iraq: 71e ContemporaryStale, (London: Croom Helm, 1982),p. 2.
821Farouk-SluglettMarion, Iraq since 1958: Froin Revolittion to Dictatorship, (London: Tauris, 1990), p.
2.
822Peter Malcolm Holt, Egypt and the Fertile Crescent 1516-1922: A Political History, (London:
Longman, 1966),p. 146.
823Peter Mansfield, Kmtait: Vanguard
ofthe GuIC,(London: Hutchinson, 1990), p. 18.
824Ibid.
825Niblock,
p. 2.
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controlled the political power. Kuwait's strategic position on the route to India would
lead
to the establishmentof British dominance in the region. In the late
ultimately
nineteenth century, the Ottoman government gave Shaikh Abdullah the title of
Qaimmagam(governor of a sub-province),abolishedthe connection of Kuwait with the
Basra province and allowed it to run its own internal affairs. On January 23,1899,
Mubarak, the ruler of Kuwait, signed a secrettreaty with Great Britain, known as the
Exclusive Agreement, in which he agreed not to sell, lease, mortgage, or give for
occupation any territory to any other power without British consent. The treaty also
stated that Mubarak and his successorswere linked to Britain, and it would protect
them. The Ottomansprotestedagainstthe treaty and in 1901they tried to expel Mubarak
from power, but the arrival of a British naval force prevented them from doing so. In
1913, Britain and the Ottoman Empire signed the "Convention RespectingThe Persian
Gulf Area." This agreementresolved their disagreementsabout Kuwait. There were
agreementson the borders of Kuwait with Najd (Saudi Arabia) and Iraq.
During the first World War, the British and the French governments made a secret
agreementon a post-war settlement for the Middle-East, the Sykes-Picot Agreement,
which divided the Middle-East into two areas:
"In one of which British, and in the other French, influence would be predominant, and
in each of which a part would be reservedfor direct British or French administration,
while the other would be left free for direct Arab administration."826The border between
Iraq and Kuwait was defined in a fhendly agreement in 1923. According to this
agreement,eight islands including Warba, Bubiyan and Falaka belonged to Kuwait.
Reaffirmation of this agreementwas made after Iraq became independent from the

826Iraq later argued that Kuwait had been separatedfrom the
motherland by British imperialism. The
Iraqis were in that period weak, divided and could not respond,and to practise the right of self-defence at
that time was impossible.
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British Mandate in 1932. In an exchangeof letters between the Prime Minister of Iraq
and the ruler of Kuwait, both agreedon the description of the existing frontiers. This
was along the lines of the frontiers as defined in the 1913 Anglo-Turkish Convention.
The first attempt of Iraq to exerciseremedial self-defencewas when King Faisal died in
1933, and his son, Prince Ghazi, took power after him. The new king was a unionist,
and it was he who raised the issue of Kuwait's belonging to Iraq. In 1935, King Ghazi
links
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Qaser AI-Zuhoor radio station. Through his private broadcastingstation in the palace,
King Ghazi demandedKuwait's annexation, and tried to arouse the Kuwaitis against
their ruler. The line taken by the broadcastwas that the Shaikh (ruler of Kuwait) was an
out-of-date feudal despot,whose backward rule contrastedwith the enlightenedregime
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"The claim stemmed from both a general growing senseof Arab 827
nationalism and from specific
,,
disputeswith Iran over the ShattAl-Arab, Iraq's channelto the sea.

It can be concludedthat King Ghazi consideredthat the continuing separationof Kuwait
from Iraq would allow political, economic and social conditions to prevail in Kuwait,
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plans to annex Kuwait came to end when King Ghazi was suddenly killed in a car
accidentin 1939.
A further attemptto annexKuwait to Iraq occurredat the end of the monarchy in Iraq, in
1958, when Jordan and Iraq announcedthe Arab Federation. Iraq, whose economy was
very weak, madeno secretof seeingKuwaiti oil revenuesas the solution to its economic
problems. In return for Kuwait's adhesion,the Iraqi government offered the Kuwaiti
ruler a tripartite compensation.Firstly, Baghdad would be willing to demarcate the
Iraqi-Kuwaiti border, in accordancewith the 1913Anglo-Turkish agreement.Secondly,
Iraq would supply its neighbour with piped water from the Shatt Al-Arab; thirdly, the
by
degree
the sbaikh was guaranteedby Baghdad to
enjoyed
of autonomy
existing
continue. But Kuwait refused to join the Hashemite Union in 1958, apparently on
British advice.
All ideas of Federation with Iraq disappearedafter the overthrow of Iraq's Hashemite
dynasty in July 1958. In June 1961, the Anglo-Kuwaiti Treaty of 1899 was terminated,
between
both
friendship
by
one
of
countries. The new agreement
and replaced
acknowledgedthe full independenceand sovereigntyof Kuwait, and statedthe readiness
of Britain to help Kuwait if the latter requestedsuch assistance.Immediately, the Iraqi
for
Kuwait
Qassim,
General
reunion with Iraq. The ruler of Kuwait later
asked
premier,
1961
Kuwait
On
20
July,
for
British
military assistance.
asked
was given membershipof
the Arab League, despite Iraqi protests. The League acceptedthe Kuwaiti proposal to
for
British
the
Arab
troops. The Arab troops would
as
replacement
contingents
send
remain in Kuwait until the overthrow of Qassim's regime in 1963. From 1980 and until

827Jill Crystal, Oil and Politics In the Gztl(-Rulers and Merchants in Kuwait
and Qatar, (Cambridge:
CambridgeUniversity Press,1990),p. 52.
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1988, Iraq was engagedin war with Iran. This war had a catastrophicimpact on Iraq.828
Eight yearsof war and the fall in world oil prices causedIraq to face an economic crisis.
In mid-March 1990, different opinions in oil pricing policy within OPEC becameclear.
While Kuwait and the UAE who had a higher production capacity than their export
,
quotas,wished to maintain the existing oil pricing, Iraq wanted a price increase.For this
reason,Iraq lobbied the Gulf rulers to lower their production and to push the price from
18 $ to 20 $ per barrel. But Kuwait refusedto acceptthe Iraqi proposal, and this led to
an escalationof the tension betweenIraq and Kuwait. On top of its border dispute with
Kuwait, Baghdadraised four new demands:that its debt to Kuwait, incurred in the war
with Iran would be eancelled;the related demandthat Kuwait would pay eompensation
for Iraq's defenceof Arab interestsin that war; the chargethat Kuwait, along with the
UAE, had deprived Iraq of oil revenuesby producing more than its OPEC quota and
pushing down the price of oil; and the chargethat Kuwait had taken oil unfairly from
the Rumaila field, which straddlesboth frontiers. Negotiations between both countries
took place, but failed to bring progress.
But during the negotiations between both countries on the Iraqi claims, Iraq invaded
Kuwait on 2 August and annexedit a week later. Iraq, after the war with Iran, felt that it
had become the major power in the region and could easily achieves territorial
ambitions and regain its historical claims. The end of the Iran-Iraq war on 8 August
1988, marked "the beginning of the Gulf crisis of 1990-91".829Iraq's main claim in
invading Kuwait was that it was protecting its rights by practising self-defence,because
Iraq was now more powerful and could regain Kuwait which had been taken from it in

828From this point the Iraqi claims against Kuwait, based the idea that Kuwait is
on
part of Iraq, were
invoked not necessarilyas a matter of conviction, but as a rationalisation for Iraqi desiresto use Kuwait's
wealth to solve Iraq's economicproblems.
829Pierre Salinger and Eric Laurent, SecretDossier: The Hidden Agenda behind the Gut( Mar, (London:
PenguinBooks, 1991), p. 1-2
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the past, when it was weak. Iraq's main concernwas the Kuwaiti islands of Warba and
Bubiyan which would give accessto the Gulf, but Iraq discoveredthat during 1980-88,
Kuwait had not only establisheda permanentmilitary presenceon Warba and Bubiyan
but begun to implement plans physically to assertsovereignty over the islands and the
northern frontier zone. Agricultural settlementsset up at Abdaly on the north border
were of greater value strategically than economically. A bridge was constructed across
830
Iraq considered this as a change in the
the Khor Sabiya to Bubiyan Island.
demographic,social and political formation of the frontiers areas,over which Iraq had
long claims. In reality, the Iraqi President'smain concern was to keep his one-million
army fully occupied to prevent the possibility of it turning against him. He intended to
firstly,
fulfil
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it
to realise Iraq's long-standingclaim to Kuwait;
to
the
aims:
use
secondly, to gain direct access to the Gulf through the acquisition of Warba and
Bubiyan; thirdly, to occupy the land oppositethe high-yielding Rumaila oil field situated
in the disputed frontier zone; fourthly, to createa situation in which he could not have to
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The Iraqi claim to Kuwait on the basis that they were united and had been separatedby
the British appearsto be weak for many reasons:first, the shift of the Iraqi claim from a
dispute over frontiers to a bid for sovereigntyon the groundsthat Kuwait was part of the
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legal
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historical claim. History, however, has never been regardedunder international IaNvas
valid evidence for legal rights. For this reason, the Iraqi action was considered a
independence,
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sovereignty
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830Richard Neill Schofield, Kitivait and Iraq: Historical claims and Territorial Disputes, (London: The
Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1994),p. 126.
831Salinger and Laurent, p. 11.
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of international law and the United Nations charter as Iraq and Kuwait are membersof
the United Nations, which prohibits resort to force for the settlement of disputes.
Second,Iraq's claims to the islands of Warba and Bubiyan are today important to Iraq
for security and geopolitical reasons.Iraq wanted Warba island in particular, because
Saddarnregardedit as essentialfor the security of Umm Qaserport, as Iraq possessesa
narrow Gulf coast.Third, Iraq has also raised economic issuesconcerningOPEC quotas
for production, and the drilling of oil in the south Rumaila field without any agreement.
These matters could be resolved peaceftilly via the apparatusof OPEC, through the
Judicial Committee of OPEC. As a result, the Iraqi invocation of the right of selfdefence to correct old and past situations in its conflict with Kuwait in 1990-91, was
subject to considerabledoubts and fogginess.
In general,the practice of the use of force under the umbrella of the right of self-defence
should always connectwith the fundamentalconceptof Article 51, which indicates that
this right should come as a reaction to an armed attack. In all reprisal actions which the
US undertook against Libya, Iraq, Sudan and Afghanistan, the main claim of the US
administration was that they actedunder the right of self-defence,and the Americans in
all these military activities they insisted that they had top quality information, which
proved that the states which the Americans attacked, were guilty of international
terrorism. However, the US Governmentdid not reveal enough information to support
their claims. What is important, in my view, is that Article 51 should not be transformed
to an instrument to use force - becausethe purposeof the drafters of the UN Charter in
that article was to make the world more securefor small nations after the destruction of
World Wars 1, and II. This leads us to reject the new tendency from powerful states,
such as the United States,to bypassthe authority of the Security Council, becausethe
Security Council is the main body responsible for protecting international peace and
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security. On nearly all the occasionsthat the US administration used force, the Security
Council was powerless- unable to take any decision, in the basis that the US would veto
any decision that condemnedits actions.
From the other side, the idea of the right of self-defenceas a continuing right, which
does not change with the modification of times or circumstances, and also the
connecting of this right with historic aggression,are also completely rejected. As I
mentioned before, the right of self-defence should come as a reaction to an armed
aggression;any other interpretation of this right goesbeyond this domain, which Article
51 regulated, and will turn this right into an instrument of aggression. The Iraqi
president, SaddarnHussein claimed that Kuwait was part of Iraq, and his country, when
it invaded Kuwait, was only correcting an old historic aggression,which had been
imposedby the British imperialism; but this claim is not in the spirit of the right of selfdefence.
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Chapter Eight
The Objects and Limitations

of Self-Defence

This chapter explores the basic objects that states claim to be protecting Nvhenthey
resort to force in self-defence.The first part discussesthe defence of population; The
second part, the defence of territory; and the final part, the defence of the state; each
illustrated with referenceto particular conflicts. In the process,these sections examine
the logic that indicates these values or interests as defensible. Section one will look at
how to apply the right of self-defence in population. Therefore, it is useful here to
discuss rescue operationsand their legitimacy in international law. Later this will take
us to deal with humanitarian intervention, which many attempt to put in practice as a
new exception to Article 2(4) of the UN Charter. In this connection, it is important to
review the Kosovo Crisis, and to seeif NATO's air campaignwas in harmony with the
international law, especially if the use of force occurred without Security Council
authorisation. Moreover, in this section I will deal with the relationship between selfdefenceand self-determination.
Section two is concernedwith terfitory as a subject to defence,since, in these days, the
notion of statehoodis unthinkable without a physical, territorial base.In connectionwith
territory it important to consider border defence;forward defenceand border problems.
The final section looks at the stateas an object of defence.It dealswith matters, such as
state and domain; separatedstate; dispute states;imperial states; and regimes' right in
collective self-defence.At the end of this section, the Nicaraguancasewill be reviewed
on the basis that the International Court of Justice expressedan important opinion
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concerning anned attack on the one hand, and the relation between anned attack and
collective self-defenceon the other.
Population

In this chapterit is important to considerpeople as an object of self-defence.To protect
people is one of the main objects of the right of self-defence.The protection of a state's
nationals is one of its a main responsibilities,and a sourceof its legitimacy. The right of
protection of a state's nationals inside its territorial borders, it is undisputed.The matter
of protection of people in general,however, is difficult for many reasons.First, human
beings move from one place to another.Nationals of a statemay move from their state
of origin to live temporally or permanently in another state. Here, in general, the state

inside whose territorial borders they live is responsiblefor their defence,but if the host
state is unable or unwilling to provide the necessaryprotection, the state of origin may
intervene to provide that protection.

Rescite Operations

There immediately comesto mind the question,can the right of self-defencebe enlarged
to a right to protect state's nationals when they are under danger in another state?For
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provoked

protests f5rom

832

other States that such use of force is illegal'
.

In general,

rescue operations have been criticised on grounds unlinked to their aim of defending
nationals. In reality, the condemnationusually comes from hidden motives. In 1956 in
the Suez Crisis, United Kingdom claimed that there was immediate danger to its
nationals in Egypt, but its claim was empty, becauseat that time, it was clear that the
British Government had another motive (political), in the absenceof any established
833
its
in
danger.
that
Also in 1965, when the United States
nationals were
proof
intervenedin Dominica, the legitimacy of its intervention to protect its nationals became
834
US
troops stayed there more than sixteen months. Nevertheless,
weak, when the
without denying that there are some motives in the rescue operations, which may
sometimesgo beyond the main sphereof humanitarian consideration,there is in some
sense "strong moral ground" which supports operations for the protection of
nationals.

835

The Restrictionist View

This school has been representedby Brownlie,, %vhorefuse completely the legitimacy of
rescue operation totally. His idea was that the United Nations has been establishedto
protect international peace and security and not to pursue a broader humanitarian
agenda.Becauseof this, the United Nations has kept a monopoly over the legitimate
recourseto international armed force. Broivnlie and the other "restrictionists" consider

832Michael Akehurst, "The Use of Force to Protect Nationals Abroad," (International Relations 5,1977),
p. 16.
833Robert R Bowie, Suez 1956.- International Crises and the Role of Lcnv Series, (London: Oxford
University Press,1975),p. 18-25.
834D.W. Bowett, "The Use of Force to Protect Nationals Abroad," In: 771eCurrent Legal Regulation
of
the Use ofForce, ed, A. Cassese,(Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1986), p. 45. Seealso Stanimir
A. Alexandrov, Set(-DefenceAgainst the Useofforce In International Law, p. 192-93.
835Hilaire McCoubrey and Nigel D. White, International Law and Armed Conflict, p. 121.
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that the only permissiblejustification for the unilateral use of force remains self-defence
as strictly mentioned by Article 51. On that basis, when a country is not a target for
military attack, and use of force outside its borders, this action can be considered a
836
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Generally, rescue operations, in which no anned attack has been occurred, has to be
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this clear, on the occasionof the 1989American intervention in Panama:
"Nothing in the United Nations Charter- the seminal textual source of the post-war paradigm of
international order- or in any interpretative declaration of the General Assembly, or in any widely
ratified international agreement recognised defence of nationals as a justification for armed
interventioif 837
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836John R. D'Angelo, "Resort to Force by Statesto Protect National: The US RescueMission to Iran and
its Legality under International Law," (Virginia Journal ofInternational Law 21,198 1), p. 488.
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839
in
Article
5
l".
The "ovenvhelming majority' of state members in the
referred to
United Nations preferred a restrict and limited interpretation of Article 51, which would
require a "military attack" to take place before any defensive action became
840
acceptable. Only "a very small number" of stateshave regardedintervention on behalf
841
lawful.
In some cases,the total rejection of rescueoperations can be
of nationals as
weakened.For example, in the US intervention in Panamain 1989, the main criticism
was not directed againstthe alleged aim of the action, but the disproportion with which
was carried out. Although Akehurst in general has the same attitude as Brownlie, he
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McCoubrey and White do not acceptthat rescueoperationsare legal, though they admit
that there are "strong moral grounds" in their favour; their compromisetries to balance
between full condemnationof such actions, and at the sametime not encouragingother
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aiding the effort.

"Hýjackedjet Flies with 70 Israeli to Uganda"844

At the end of June 1976, a group from Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine
(PFLP) hijacked an Air France plane on its way from Tel Aviv to Paris. The aeroplane

stopped at Libya for refuelling, and later it continued its way to Uganda and landed at
Entebbeairport. The Palestiniangroup demandedthat Israel should, in exchangefor the
hostages,releasefifty-three of their comradeswho were in Israeli jails by I July, later

838Akehurst, "The Use of Force to Protect Nationals Abroad", p. 18.
839UN, GAOR, Spec.Comm. on Aggression,25th Year (1970), paragraph,36.
840Ibid, paragraph,2 10.
Ibid, paragraphs,209,211,216.
'341
842In Akehurst view, that the Israeli rescueaction was an extraordinary, in the basis that the Air France
passengerswere brought to Ugandawithout their approval.
843McCoubrey and White, p. 121.
844Headline, The Times, June28,1976.
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extended to 4 July. Non-Israeli passengerswere permitted to leave the plane. The
Ugandan PresidentIdi Amin and his government wished to see the hostagesreleased,
but on condition that Israel first releasethe Palestinianprisoners.845In general,Israel has
a policy that it should not under any circumstances negotiate with terrorists, but
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The Realist Concept

This School, in contrastto the previous one, offers strong support for rescueoperation,
by considering them as a subset of self-defence,especially under conditions such as
Entebbe. This position is expressedby Bowett and many other scholars, who hold the
view that a country's nationalscan be seenas an extensionof the state,making an attack
on one equal to an attack on the other. "It is perfectly possible," said Bowett, "to treat an
attack on a State's nationals as an attack on the State, since population is an essential
ingredient of the State.,847Rescue effectively becomes an instance of self-defence.
Some critics admit the connection: acknowledgedFarer, "[T]he protection of nationals
can be assimilatedwithout great strain to the right of self-defenceexplicitly concededin
the text of the Charter," given "[p]eople being a necessarycondition for a state.M8 ne
Bowett School limits rescue operations to those on behalf of nationals only. Bowett
made a strong distinction betweenrescuingnationals,which is inherently defensive,and
humanitarian
operations of a
nature. He argues that the protection of nationals is not an

instance of humanitarian intervention. The main motive of rescue is self-defence:
"desire to protect a State's own security and essentialinterests," and not " the desire to
hand,
humanitarian
intervention
human
"
On
treats "the
the
other
protect
rights.
nationality of the person to be rescued.... as essentially irrelevant," which means that
"whatever the legal basis of such intervention might be, it is not self-defence.,849
For example, the United Statesclaimed the right of self-defenceunder Article 51 as a
justification for its 1975 air raid against Cambodia after the Mayaguez seizure; for its
support for the Israeli raid at Entebbe; and also to support its rescue action when

847Bowett in Cassese,p. 4 1.
848Farer, "Agora," p. 505.
849BoNvettin Cassese,p. 49.
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American

nationals held hostage in Tehran in 1980.850 It only increases the harmony of

rescue with self-defence that, historically the legal traits of one were seen to be
analogousto those of the other. Before the United Nations Charter, statesmaintained
intervene
to
exercised
a
right
abroadto protect their nationals and property, a right
and
which was considered to follow from the more general right to self-defence. Both
had
in
in common conditions of imminent existing threat, exhaustion
general,
actions,
851

of peaceablealternatives,and judicious use of military force.

In the 1970s,the clear

increase in hijackings and hostage actions, strengthenedthis idea that an attack on
nationals could be seen as an attack upon the state itself, and on that ground, rescue
be
could
seen as a variant of self-defence. In the Entebbe raid, the
operations
representativeof the United States,declaring his government's support for Israel, stated
that:
"... there is a Nvellestablishedright to use limited force for the protection of one's own nationals
from imminent threat of injury or deathwhere the state in whose territory they are located is either
unwilling or unable to protect them. The right, flowingfrom the right of sel6defence,is limited to
852
from
force
is
injury.
',
as necessaryand appropriateto protect threatenednationals
suchuse of

Definitely, if any incident fits Bowett's consideration,it is the Israeli raid at Entebbe,
and along the sameline the American attempt to rescueits hostagesin Tehran comes a
have
Bowett's
To
the weight of the literal behind
extent,
critics
some
close second.
them when they rebuke the conflation of nationals with states,but here, Bowett, can
in
favour
of conflation,
argument
reply with a strong

especially where Israel is

853
demography
had
been
depended
its
From
Israel
upon
side
as a source for
concerned.

850For example, Connaughtoconsidered"the rescue of own-nationals as a form of self-defence." See
Richard Connaughto,Military Interi-ention In 77ie 1990's: A New Logic of Mar, (London: Routledge,
1992) p. 67.
851D'Angelo, p. 501.
852UN Document, S/PV, 1941of July 12,1976, p. 31-32. Reprinted in (International Legal Materials 15,
1976), p. 1232-34.
853For example Akehurst refusesthis approach.He believes that "nationals cannot be identified Nviththe
Statefor all purposes"and Article 51 appliesas composed,only to Member States",seeAkehurst, p. 17.
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legitimacy and viability. Also, Israel have been facing adversaries,who claimed the
from
Israel
to
the map through wars of small-scale attacks on its
extinguish
wish
nationals. While the seizure of hostagesdoes not fit the mould of conventional acts of
inter-state war or anned attack, it did confonn perfectly to the experience of the
protracted Arab-Israeli conflict. The Israeli hostagesmay not have looked "state-like" to
many observers; but they are were indeed looked like that to Israel's adversaries.
Certainly, they only becametargetsbecausethey were treatedas such.
Equally, imposing was the US attempt to rescue Americans held hostage in Iran.
Whereasdemographydid not render thesehostagesstate-like, as at Entebbe,their work
did.
The Iranian students seized the hostagesbecausethey were US Embassy
roles
employees.It was as representativesof the United Statesthat they were targets; and it
was performanceof that role that made them the object of a rescue operation. In both
events also, the range of the mission was clearly limited to the removal of the hostages,
thereby encroaching minimally upon the sovereignty of the state in which they were
held. Moreover, the governments of both Uganda and Iran could be held partly
for
dilemma
hostages;
the
the
of
responsible
sufficiently so that their right against
intervention was arguably diminished, at the least to the degreerequired to liberate the
respective captives. The circumstancesof Entebbe, as well as Tehran, render both
incidents powerful evidencefor the subsumPtionof rescuebeneathself-defence.
To these kinds of particulars, Bowett adds several more general arguments.He stands
with liberal readersof the United Nations Charter. The use of the word "inherent" in
Article 51, for example,indicates to him that the Charter meant to recall a prior right of
self-defencewhich conventionally included a right of rescue.That this prior right was
highly flexible further proves to Bowett his supposition that "armed attack" merely
illustrates one among many possible grounds for self-defence,rather than excluding all
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others. Self-defence and aggression are not mirror images, in his view, meaning that

self-defence can be claimed against a range of lesser, or different, wrongs than
854
it
is
defined.
traditionally
If one rejects this diminishment of armed
aggressionas
attack, Bowett can still turn to his equation between nationals and the state, so that an
attack on foreign nationals becomes"armed attack", regardless.That the Charter avoids
all mention of rescue, while the combination of post-Charter law has singled out for
condemnation actions like reprisal yields further evidence to Bowett that a right of
national rescue is fully consonantwith the Charter and its framers' intent. Bowett's
argumentshowever, is vulnerable to substantialcriticism. Claims of a pre-1945 right of
self-defence,even should one accept Bowett's reading of Article 51 in theory, neglect
855
Charter.
the emptinessof self-defenceprior to the
His extensiveinterpretation of armedattack somehowmisseswhat Franck has called the
"across-the-border" implication that has always been linked with international
856
aggression. Many authors admit that both legal scholarship and state practice treat
self-defence as requiring some violation that takes place within the territory of the
defending stateitself In turn, neglect to rescuein Charter law, especially in comparison
to reprisal, may simply reflect the relative infrequency of one compared to the
promiscuity of the latter. Here, naturally, one returns to the central assertion: that
nationals can be construedas state-like when endangeredbehind the borders of another
because
Specially,
other elements of Bowett's position are so contentious, he
state.

ingredient"
his
basic
"essential
to
that
nationals
are
an
assertion
needs elaborate
of
viable statehood,whose"essential" quality they retain when they live in other countries.

854B owett in Cassese,p. 4 1.
855De Arechaga said that: "The so-called customary law of self-defence, supposedly pre-existing the
did not exist." Quoted from Theodore
Char-ter,and dependenton this single word [ inherent ]
simply
...
Schweisfurth,"Operations to RescueNationals In Third StatesInvolving the Use of Force on Relationto
the Protection of Human Rights," (German YearbookofIntenzational Law 23,1980), p. 165.
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The Humanitarian View

Some of those Nvhoaccepta right to rescuenationals abroad reject Bowett's linkage of
rescuewith self-defence.Instead,scholarslike Lillich, Moore, Reisman, and D'Amato
treat rescueas a subsetof humanitarian intervention. Supportersof humanitarian goals
vary in their suPport for intervention. Some allow great licence, construing as
"humanitarian" such values as self-determinationand economicdevelopment.D'Amato,
for instance, proposes that the American intervention in Grenada was an instance of
humanitarian intervention and that its 1989 intervention in Panama was "not only
legally justified but morally required.35857
Others insist that only extreme inhumanity
justifies action. The memory of the SecondWorld War alone makes it difficult to deny
that extraordinarily barbaroussituations exist in which "the right to life and the right to
physical and mental integrity are violated on such a massive scalethat non-intervention
by other Statesmight be so immoral as to underminethe most basic principles, if not the
858
idea
laxv.
',
In general, supporters of humanitarian intervention "studiously
of
very
859
avoid" any mention of self-defence. They prefer to free humanitarian efforts from the
legal requirementsimposedupon self-defenceof reporting to the Security Council. As a
result, they seemilitary intervention in support of human rights and needsas legitimate.
The humanitarian perspective concentrateson three factors. First, it defines a set of
values which are maintained to be humanerather than political and therefore universal
humanitarian
is
The
than
that
common
values contain a right
most
view
rather
partisan.

856Thomas M. Franck, "Who Killed Article 2 (4)? Or: ChangingNonus Governing the Use of Force by
States," p. 809.
857D'Amato, "Agora," p. 519.
858Wil D. Ver%vey,
"Humanitarian Intervention," In: 7be Current Legal Regulation ofthe Use ofForce, p.
71.
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to life, freedom, and some fortu of legality.860One sees these values reflected in
referencesto massacreand enslavementas the circumstancesin which humanitarian
intervention would be called for. Second,the humanitarian view maintains that these
values can outbalancethe host state's generalright to non-intervention. Therefore, if the
latter stateis unable to provide for the security of residents,another statemay intervene,
or take action and sufficiently take the host state's place to ensurepeople's safety. Here,
this kind. of exchangein duties can describedas a "substitution." Consequently,as the
host state is unwilling, or even actively involved in putting people at risk, an assumed
intervenor has additional grounds for overriding the host state's right to nonintervention.
Third, the importance of humanitarian values is increased by the affirmation that
humanitarian efforts, by their nature, do not violate territorial integrity and political
independence.Supportersof humanitarian rescue argue that intervention to protect or
independence.
integrity
does
intrude
territorial
or
political
rescue nationals
not
upon
Rescue and humanitarian missions are both directed entirely at human safety.
Traditionally, they are said to take no interest in either territory or politics. Article 2 (4),
they note, only forbids that military force which is ordered against the "territorial
integrity and political independence"of another Member state. They suggestthat any
is
independence
integrity
injure
force
does
territorial
to
or political
not
resort
which
therefore lawful. Provided that humanitarian operations abide by additional criteria of
limit
themselvesto the aims of rescue and
they
that
and
necessityand proportionality,

859Yoram Dinstein, 'WarAggression
andSeIC-Defence," p. 89.
860Rougier in Jean-Pierre L. Fonteyne, "The Customary International Law Doctrine of Humanitarian
Intervention: Its Current Validity Under the United Nations Charter, " (California Mestern International
Law Journal 4,1974), p. 230-32.
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help, there is no reason to treat them as illegal 861 Rather, remarks Reisman,
.
humanitarian rescuesought to be seenas a form of lessertrespass:a true rescuer,after
all, only "uses" the territory of another state to travel through in its mission to rescue
862
it
independence
citizens, and need not affect political
at all. As a result, the other
state's politics can continue on their independentway, and territory remains with its
"integrity" technically intact.
In general, a new reading of Bowett's views, reveals a hannony with the humanitarian
concept. He embraces a similar rule that gives priority to the needs of People, in
Bowett's casenationals, against the general right of statesto non-intervention. Bowett
further increases the claims of nationals with the same willingness to disaggregate
territorial

integrity

and political

independence from sovereignty as it is usually

considered.By implication, his argumentdependsupon promoting human values over
those held most intimately by states.Most telling, he flirts seriously with treating the
defenceof foreign nationals as a humanitariangoal. He notes, that "the values protected
by the right of protection are the samevalues as are inherent in the promotion of human
Bowett's principal concernappearsto be the obligation of a stateto protect its
rights. 5863
nationals and the relative importanceof this duty againstthat which it has to other states
to abstain from intervening in their affairs. Such a concernis clear, especiallywhen one
considers the number of British emigrantswho continued to live abroad in its former
colonies at the time of Bowett's main writings. Foreign nationals can hardly be deemed
essential to state survival; rather, intervention by their state of origin appears to be
essentialto theirs. This seemsto be what Bowett actually has in mind when he saysthat
"People have expectationsof protection from their goverm-nentwhen abroad, and no

861SeeMichael Reisman,"Coercion and Self-determination:ConstruingCharter Article 2 (4)," (American
Journal ofInternational Law 78,1984), p. 64245.
862
Ibid.
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government can lightly refuse such protection when it lies within its powers to afford
864
it.,,

In the Kosovo crisis, nobody can deny the deterioration in the humanitarian situation in
Kosovo, prior to NATO's intervention. As a result of the tragic events there, the
international community soughtto fulfil its responsibilities to protect international peace
and security. This was clear from the Security Council's efforts to find a solution for
that crisis..Based on Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter, the Security Council,
issued, in March 1998, resolution 1160 (1998), which requested the FRY and the
Kosovar Albanians to work towards a political settlement.Also, in the sameresolution,
the Security Council imposed an arms embargoon both sides in the criSiS.

865

What is

important in that resolution, is that it left the door open for the Security Council to take
further measuresin the caseof continuing deterioration,when it mentioned "that failure
to make constructiveprogresstowards the peacefulresolution of the situation in Kosovo
866
,,

will lead to the considerationof additional measures.

But the situation deterioratedrapidly: fighting intensified and the Serbiansecurity forces
as well as the Yugoslav Army, used force in an excessiveand indiscriminate manner,
thus causingnumerouscivilian casualties,the displacementof hundredsof thousandsof
innocent persons from their homes, and a massive flow of refugeesinto neighbouring
it
NATO,
that
UN
Secretary-General
to
During
time,
the
that
clear
made
countries.
867
force
in
Kosovo. Later, the
Security Council approval would be neededbefore use of
Security Council adoptedresolution 1199 (1998), which referred to the "recent intense
fighting in Kosovo" and "in particular the excessiveand indiscriminate use of force by

863Boxvett in Cassese,p. 45.
864

Ibid.
865 See Antonio Cassese, "A Folloxv-Up: Forcible Humanitarian Countermeasures and Opinio
Necessitatis," (EuropeanJounial ofInteniational Law 10,1999), p. 791-99.
866SeeSC Res. 1160 of 31 March 1998.
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Serbian security forces and the Yugoslav Army which had resulted in numerouscivilian
casualties and, according to the Secretary-General,the displacement of over 230,000
persons from

their homes."868 The Security Council

also determined that the

deterioration of the situation in Kosovo constituted"a threat to peaceand security in the
869
region.,, The Council called on both parties in the conflict to stop hostilities and to
take immediate stepsto improve the humanitariansituation in Kosovo. It also "decided,
should concretemeasuresdemandedin resolution 1160 (1998) not be taken, to consider
further action and additional measuresto maintain or restore peace and security in the
region.

, 870

Meanwhile, preparation was underway inside NATO for military intervention against
FRY, if Belgrade did not compliancewith the Security Council's resolutions. The legal
basis which NATO dependedon, was that the humanitarian situation was increasely
serious, and it sought to link this humanitarian interest as much as possible with the
previous resolutions of the Security Council, in order to gain more grounds of
legitimacy. The NATO Secretary-GeneralSolanaon 9 October 1998 declaredthat:

"The FRY has not yet complied with the urgent demands of the International Community, despite
UNSC Resolution 1160 of 31 March 1998 followed by UNSC Resolution 1199 of 23 September
1998, both acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter. The very stringent report of the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations pursuant to both resolutions warned inter alia of the danger of an
humanitarian disaster in Kosovo. The continuation of a humanitarian catastrophe, because no
concrete measures towards a peaceful solution of the crisis have been taken by the FRY. The fact
that another UNSC Resolution containing a clear enforcement action with regard to Kosovo cannot
be expected in the foreseeable future. The deterioration of the situation in Kosovo and its
magnitude constitute a serious threat to peace and security in the region as explicitly referred to in
the UNSC Resolution 1199. On the basis of this discussion, I conclude that the Allies believe that
in the particular circumstances with respect to the present crisis in Kosovo as described in UNSC
Resolution 1199, there are legitimate grounds for the Alliance to threaten, and if necessary, to use
force. ,871

867SeeBruno Simma,"NATO, the UN and the Use of Force: Legal Aspects," p. 6.
868SeeSC Res. 1199 of 23 Sept. 1998.
869
Ibid.
870
Ibid.
871
Cited in Sinuna,p. 7.
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In a sense,that statementlaid the grounds for the air strikes against FRY. This harsh
stanceon the part of NATO was fruitful. It pushedthe FRY towards further negotiation
and also intensive diplomatic efforts were made. The result was two agreements.The
first one, dated 16 October 1998,betweenthe FRY and the OSCE, allowed the latter to
establish an inspection commission in Kosovo, and promised the compliance of FRY
with all Security Council resolutions in connection with the conflict. The second
agreementwas directed to the establishmentan air inspection commission over Kosovo
in order to complement the OSCE mission.872Acting under Chapter VII, the Security
Council ratified and supported the two agreements concerning the inspection of
complianceby the FRY and all others concernedin Kosovo with the requirementsof its
Resolution 1199, and demandedfull and prompt implementation of theseagreementsby
the FRY. Later, the Council condemned the FRY for its failure "to execute the arrest

warrants issued by the ICTY" in September1998 and demanded"the immediate and
unconditional execution of those arrestwarrants,including the transfer to the custody of
the Tribunal of thoseindividualS.,,873
At the sametime, NATO leadersbegin to mobilise public opinion to support any use of
force by NATO in Kosovo. The British Prime Minster, Tony Blair, indicated that the
main aim of NATO was "to prevent [President] Milosevic from continuing to perpetuate
874
,,

his vile oppression against civilians.

The British Secretary of State for Defence

full
hannony
in
NATO
that
acting
pointed
with the international law and for
humanitarian consideration.He declaredthat the aim of the NATO campaignwas:
"Our legal justification rests upon the accepted principle that force may be used in extreme
circumstancesto avert a humanitariancatastrophe.Those circunistancesclearly existed in Kosovo.
The use of force in such circumstancescan be justified as an exceptional measurein support of
purposes laid down by the [United Nations] Security Council, but without the Council's express

872Ibid, p. 7-8.

873SeeSC Res. 1207 of 17 Nov. (1998).
874Cited in Dino Kritsiotis, "The Kosovo Crisis and NATO's Application of Armed Force Against the
FederalRepublic of Yugoslavia," (International and ComparativeLaw Quarterly 49, April 2000), p. 34 1.
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authorisation,875
Nvhenthat is the only meansto avert an immediate and ovenvIielming humanitarian
i,
Phe.
CataStro
,

Meanwhile, in the US, President Clinton regardedthe aim of the NATO campaign as
being to "prevent a wider war, to deftise a powder-keg at the heart of Europe that has
resultS.,,
before
in
this
century with catastrophic
exploded
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The US, at that stageof the

crisis, was convinced that a military solution to the conflict was the only option, since
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severely endangered their lives and well-being; the acute threat of the actions of the [FRY] to the
security of neighbouring States, including the threat posed by extremely heavy flows of refugees
law
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international
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including widespread murder, disappearances, rape, theft and destruction of property; and finally
the resolutions of the Security Council, which have determined that the actions of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia constitute a threat to peace and security in the region and, pursuant to
878
,,
ChapterVII of the Charter, demandeda halt to such actions.

The main point, which should be mentioned here, is that before the use of force on the
humanitarian
deterioration
the
NATO,
the
situation and
of
continuing
and
with
part of
the increase of violence, the logical direction events would have been a return to the
Security Council, for it to review and considerthe situation again and to give pen-nission
for the use of force in that crisis, although it can be admitted that if that had been done,
the Russianswould have used the veto to prevent any resolution that would authorise
the use of force in that crisis. Indisputably, the NATO intervention through its bombing
Law.
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International
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Charter
Nations
United
use
general,
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and
campaignviolated

875Ibid, p. 34142.
876Ibid.

877For more information about the bombing campaign, see James Ciment, Encyclopaedia of Conflicts
Since Morld Mar II, Vol. (2), (Chicago, London: Fitzroy DearbornPublishers),p. 1134-35.
878Kritsiotis, "The Kosovo Crisis and NATO's Application of Armed Force Against the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia," p. 34243.
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force
since 1945, has been linked with Article 2 (4), which asked Member statesto
of
refrain from threat or use of force. There are only two exceptionsto this article: Article
51 (individual and collective self-defence) of the Charter, or collective use of force
under the authority of the Security Council. This means that any threat or use of force
that is neither consideredas self-defenceagainstan armed attack nor authorisedby the
Security Council should be regardedas a violation of the UN Charter. Moreover, under
Chapter VIII of the Charter, no regional arrangementcan practise the use of force
without the Security Council's permission [Article 53 (1)]. As a result, if we consider
that NATO dependedon ChapterVIII for its intervention in Kosovo, this would be not
only a violation of the UN Charter, since it was undertakenwithout permission, but also
a violation of Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty, which limited NATO activities to
the geographicareaof Member statesof the treaty.
Only the Security Council can decide that there are violations of human rights happen
inside a state,which constitute a threat to international peaceand security; on that basis
the Council can give permissionto take an enforcementaction. The NATO claims, even
with its noble intents, cannotprovide justification for the NATO air strikes againstFRY,
since, that violation of human rights did not go beyond Kosovo's borders and so did not
amount to an armed attack againstanotherstate.Here, the recourseto Article 51 is not
available. Even the influx of refugeesfrom Kosovo did not constitute an armed attack.
The tendencyfrom NATO to adopt a new exception to Article 2(4) under the umbrella
of humanitarian intervention is completely unacceptable. NATO was in origin a
defensiveorganisation,whose role is to protect Member statesfrom any aggression;not
to place itself on the same footing as the Security Council and to take its place in
exercising its responsibilities to protect international peaceand security.
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overall, the air strikes have been regarded by many as unlawful. The British Attorney

General, John Morris, considered the NATO campaign as illegitimate. 879Professor
Bruno Simma.emphasisedthat,
"[flf the Security Council determinesthat massiveviolations of human rights occurring within a
country constitute a threat to the peace,and then calls for or authorisesan enforcementaction to
put an end to theseviolations, a "humanitarian interventioW'by military means is permissible. In
the absenceof such authorisation,military coercion constitutesa breach of Article 2 (4) of the
...
Charter. Further, as long as humanitarian crises do not transcendborders and lead to armed
... 880
attacksagainstother states,recourseto Article 51 [self-defence]is not available".

He concluded that NATO's air strikes were in breach of international law 881 Also, the
.
House of Commons' foreign affairs committee was of the opinion that NATO, as a
defensive organisation, is not authorised to use military actions in other countries
882
Security
Council's
without the
authority. The NATO actions constitute an unfortunate
precedentfor statesto use force to suppressthe commission of international crimes in
other states;on grounds that easily can be and have been abusedto justify intervention
for less laudable objectives. As now instituted, the so-called principle of humanitarian
intervention can lead to an escalationof international violence, discord and disorder, and
diminish protections of human rights world-wide. If current international law and
organisationsare insufficient to solve problems like the Kosovo crisis, better rules of
law and improved organisationsmight be developed to avoid these terrible risks and
properly protect human rights.
PresidentClinton and othershave arguedthat when a nation is committing gross human
have
its
the
multilateral
coalitions
rights violations against
citizens, other nations or
right to intervene militarily, without the authority of the United Nations Security
Council, to end those abuses.In the aftermath of the Kosovo War, US administration

879See The Current Digest ofthe Post-Soviet Press 52 (July 12,2000), p. 23.
880Simma, "NATO, the UN and the Use of Force: Legal Aspects, " p. 1; 5.
881Ibid,
p. 6.

882The Current Digest ofthe Post-SovietPress,p. 23.
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have
invented
a Clinton doctrine that proclaims that the United States will
officials
forcefully intervene to prevent human rights abuseswhen it can do so without suffering
883
substantial casualties. This doctrine rhetorically suggests a new, assertive, US
approach to promoting and defending human rights abroad. However, the Clinton
doctrine is highly selective, as indicated by Washington's decision to intervene in
Kosovo - where, over the preceding year, an estimatedtwo thousandhad been killed though ignoring the 1994 Rwandan genocide of over one million civilians within the
884
few
failed
The
US
to act in Rwanda, a country of little strategic or
of
a
weeks.
span
economic importance. Similarly, although the State Departmentrecognisesthat Turkey,
a close ally, has committed flagrant human rights violations against the Kurdish
fails
to intervene to protect the Kurds but actually
the
administration
only
minority,
not
continues to export anns to Turkey. During his October 1999 visit to Turkey, President
Clinton went so far as to praise Turkey's progress on establishing democracy and to
promote its entry into the EuropeanUnion. If human rights were of serious concern to
885
helicopters
least
US,
Washington
Turkey.
to
the
stop selling guns and
would at
Another close US ally, Indonesia,which invaded and annexedEast Timor, causing the
death of over 200,000 Timorese,is one of the world's worst human rights violators. Yet,
throughout the incursions into East Timor, the US continued to arm and train the
Indonesianmilitary. When, in 1999, East Timor voted peacefully and ovenvhelmingly
for independence,the US opposed the rapid creation of an anned UN peacekeeping
force that could have stopped the forced exile of hundreds of thousands and the
slaughter of Timorese civilians by Indonesian-controlledparamilitaries. Today, the US

883http://wxvxv.
ndu.edu/inss/strforum/foruml66.html, p. 1-3.
884For more information about the genocidein R%vanda
and the international reaction, seeJamesCiment,
Encyclopaedia of Conflicts Since World WarlI, Vol. 11,p. 1134-35.
885http://Nv%v%v.
vanderbilt.edu/Laxv/ioumal/32-5-I.htmi, p. 3; 7-8.
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is giving only limited support to the Australian/LJNforce; it refuses to supply combat
troops but is giving somelogistical help and a few helicopters.886
The purported good that might come from allowing countries to intervene unilaterally
basedupon humanitarianintervention argumentis, however, outweighedby the dangers
that arise from weakeningthe international restraints on the use of force.887In addition,
the UN charter requiresthat the use of force be a last resort, taken only after all peaceful
alternativeshave failed. The UN's primary goal is to "save succeedinggenerationsfrom
the scourgeof war." The Kosovo Crisis illustrates the danger of bypassingthe Security
Council and lends credence to those who argue that intervention was not for
humanitarian purposes. Had the United States gone to the Security Council, it is
possible that a settlement similar to the one that ended the air war could have been
achieved without the use of force. The Security Council might have insisted on more
negotiations, a more flexible approachto the Ranibouillet proposal, or a less prominent
role for NATO and the United States.Moreover, the destructivenessof the war and its
aftermath undermine Washington's humanitarian claims and reemphasis the reasons
888
Charter's
framers
its
the
why
chosepeaceas central tenet.

Special Associations

For the purposesof rescue,the national or nonnational separatebecomesarguably, like
nationality itself, a product output of the "specific" associationbetween an intervening
state and a certain group of people. Nationality is one especially durable type of special

886http: //,,v%v%v.
unac. org/canada/bowles98/inter. htmi, p. 1-2.
887 Louis Henkin, "Editorial Conunents: NATO's Kosovo Intervention: Kosovo and the Law of
"Humanitarian Intervention, " (American Journal ofInternational Law 93,1999), p. 824-25.
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association,but it is not the only one; nor is it inelastic. In the Congo in both 1960 and
1964, after all, Belgium and France rescued "nationals" who were defined not by
citizenship but by white skin and Euro-American origins. Also, for example, the US
intervention in the Dominican Republic, likewise, supposedthat "a plea can be made
that where it is legal to interveneto protect one's own nationals, it is an extension of this
legality to protect the nationals of others. The so-called principle of nationality is not
inflexibl P.,,889The implication is that the defence of personsbeyond a states' borders,
whether nationals or not, is best defined along a continuum, along which the boundaries
of "membership", and consequentlyresponsibility, are drawn and redrawn, expanded
and contracted,according to the situation. In general, special associationscome from a
perception of proximity; and their emblematic form is the family or clan. In common
social and ethical codes,it is consideredacceptableto have special obligations to those
related or near to us - families, friends, compatriots.Thesespecial associationsare based
on principle, not practice, in much of traditional political theory. Therefore, a person
legitimately claims a greaterduty to her own child than to children generally, even to the
degreethat thesemight conflict.
When a stateclaims a right to take action abroadin defenceof its nationals, it maintains
the special obligation it has to its own nationals. Historically, the practice of
humanitarian intervention began with a selective view of humanity based on religious,
cultural, and political affinities. The first humanitarian action so-called was the joint
intervention of Britain, France and Russia in Turkey on behalf of Greek Orthodox in
1827. That operation was followed by others, among them French intervention in Syria

888Consequently,the intervention risked destabilisingthe internationalrule of law that prohibits a state or
group of statesfrom intervening by the use of force in another state, absentauthorisation by the United
Nations Security Council or a situation of self-defence.
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890

on behalf of Moronite,Christians in 1860and American intervention in Cuba in 1898.

In contemporary international politics, special associationsof many sorts are widely
acknowledged; they also appear important when states justify the resort to armed
force.891 One encounters ethnic and cultural affinities that cross legal borders;
Yugoslavia trying to justify its support for rebels in Greece in 1947 on the basis of
Slavo-Macedoniankinship, for example;892and Greece and the Netherlands arguing
during the 1954 debate over "definition of aggression"that humanitarian intervention
893
be
between
intervening
should allowed when ties existed
statesand ethnic minorities.
One hears appeals to imperial obligation and affections: the Dutch confronting
Indonesiaover the statusof West Irian comesto mind, as doesBritain respondingto the
call of duty during the Falklands War. One also thinks of hemispheric spheres of
influence such as the US intervention in Grenadaand to some extent Panama,and the
USSR in Afghanistan in 1979. Also invoked are ideology, as in the caseof the USSR's
intervention in Czechoslovakia and religious- racial connection, like the Jordanian
Army's intervention in Palestinein 1948, and the Irani an-Jordanianmilitary support for
the Omani GovernmentagainstMarxist rebelsin the early seventies.
At a minimum, this suggeststhat some attention might be profitably redirected from
state-to-state relations toward state-person and state-community relations. As a
corollary, one could set aside certain preoccupationsof international relations theory in
order to make room for others derived from political theory, philosophy, and critical
sociology, such as the nature of agency,identity, and community. Even when one begins
from a traditional international perspective,rescueoperationsurge one in this direction.

889A. J. Thomas
and Ann Van Wynen Thomas, 7he Dondnican Republic Crisis 1965, Background Paper
and Proceedings of the Ninth Hammarskjold Forum, ed. by John Carey, (Dobbs Ferry, NY: Oceana
Publications, 1967), p. 20.
890For
more information see Fonteyne "Humanitarian Intervention", p. 219.
891Ibid,
p. 224.
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Think of the considerations that are seen to enhance or diminish a state's right to
intervene on behalf of nationals. When nationals are taken as hostages,one notes their
innocencein having beendeprived of all choice or agency.When a host stateitself is the
source of threat, one holds it accountablebecauseone credits it with effective agency.
When an intervenor has hidden motives, one censuresit for intruding in the state-person
relationships of anotherpolity while having no such relationshipsof its own at stake.As
a result, it is worth noting here, that opening the discussion of international politics to
the substanceand methods of political theory does not settle one way or the other
whether the locus of rights and duties is properly the individual or the group.

Sel(-defenceand Set(-determination

It is difficult to broach special associationsand state-personcommitments with out
mentioning self-deten-nination.On the surface, self-defence and self-deten-nination
appear contradictory. In fonn, self-defence is a negative claim, indicating the
conservation of existing values. Self-determination,by contrast, seemsa positive one,
implying an aspiration to potential but as yet unpossessedvalues. In practice, selfdefence has been the governing norm of already-establishedstates, despite some
attemptsduring decolonisationto apply it to national liberation movements.Meanwhile,
894
self-determination was the leitmotif of anti-colonialism. Moreover, self-defence is
treated,both in the Charter and in public debate,as a right held by statesagainst other
states. It addressesthe external relations between acknowledged states, and more

892This
was rejected by a United Nations Commission of Investigation. See Akehurst, p. 10.
893Ibid.

894The term, self-determinationis used broadly in many other situations, such as the Soviet interventions
in Hungary and Czechoslovakia,the US interventionsin Vietnam and Grenada,and Vietnam's invasion of
Cambodia.
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specifically, Members of the UN, whereas self-determination is predominantly
associated with internal struggles, addressing the relationship between popular
communities and the states which govern them. Self-defence and self-determination
become more compatible if one sees them as referring to different stages in the
emergenceof political community and statehood. Generally, it is the acquisition of
sovereignstatehood,that permits a community to claim rights vis-A-vis other states.The
right of self-defencein particular, along with the injunction against the resort to anned
force, has been seenas applying nearly exclusively to states,despite ongoing efforts to
incorporate individuals and non-stateorganisationsinto the framework of international
laws and norms. As a consequence,new states, especially previously colonial states,
justifying
independent
their engagement
their
or
statehood
when
placed great emphasis
in armed attack conflicts. Here, one could note Indonesia'sposition during its protracted
be
latter
"policing"
(1947-49),
Dutch
to
the
the
claimed
merely
conflict with
while
internal security; and Israel's justification for pushing back Arab forces past its fon-nal
borders,while the latter arguedthat their sole aim was restorationof internal order.895
At the same time, states are ideally only acknowledged as such, and granted
Membership in the United Nations, when they evince a reasonable fit between a
inducted
into
have
been
its
New
the society
states
generally
citizenry.
government and
of nations with a presumption of internal legitimacy. Upon their arrival, they then
become entitled to such rights of membership as self-defence.These issues may be
illustrated by the conflict between India and Pakistan over possessionof the "princely
independence.
India's
British
left
the
time
of
at
unresolved
states"whose autonomywas
These principalities (362 in total) had been semi-autonomousunder British rule and so
departure
in
The
for
1947.
British
the
status of most of
negotiations
were not part of

895Kjell Goldmann,InternationalNorms and War BetweenStates,(Stockolm:Laromedelsforlagen,
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them was rapidly settled by geography. A few, however, posed a greater challenge
becauseof size, contiguity to both India and Pakistan, uneasy fit between their rulers
in
three,
the case of Kashmir. Continued semi-autonomy was not
ruled,
or
all
as
and
really considered an option: the choice for these entities was between respective
accessions,to India or to Pakistan.Neither of thesestates,in turn, appearedto relinquish
claims to the princely states; each argued that the regions were properly theirs on the
basis of "natural" national unity that would becometheirs legitimately to defend.

"Kashmir Joins India

...

896
RebelsRepulsed ,

Demographycan be cruelly idiosyncratic; and all of the former British India confronted
the question of where people belonged, with whom they belonged, and why.
Independencein 1947 provoked massive migrations and bloodshed as people tried to
897
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new
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of 1947, the status of Kashmir was engenderingsubstantialunrest. In July, Muslims in
the south-west had revolted in favour of accessionto Pakistan. In central Kashmir,
desertersfrom the state Army had formed their own army of independence(the Asad
Kashmir Army). When, in October, the south-western rebellion proclaimed a
by
Pathan
joined
it
thousands
of
sympathetic
was
rapidly
provisional government,
tribesmen who had been armed by Pakistan. These began an increasingly formidable
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Pakistan
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march on

1971),p. 150-51.
896Headline, (7he Times,October, 28 1947),p. 4.

897
Accordingto someestimates'morethan400,000personswerekilled duringthatperiod.
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troops in the guise of civilians, but the chargewas denied by Pakistan and remains an
898

unproved allegation.

When Muslims rebels got to within thirty miles of the capital, Kashmir's Hindu
Mahajah announced that Kashmir would accede to India. He wrote to Lord
Mountbaten, that "with the conditions obtaining at present in my State, I have no
...
option but to ask help from the Indian Dominion. Naturally they cannot send the help
askedfor by me without my Stateaccedingto the Dominion of India." Lord Mountbaten
replied that:
"In the special circumstancesmy Governmenthas decided to accept the assessionof Kashmir to
the Dominion Governmentof India. Meanwhile, in responseto the appealfor military aid, action
...
was taken today to send troops of the Indian Army to Kashmir to help your own forces defend your
territory and protect lives and property and the honour of your people."899

Indian troops enteredKashmir in opposition to the rebel Muslims, and fighting rapidly
900By May 1948, the Pakistan
joined
the conflict. Several
escalated.
officially
anny

months later, in December 1948, the UN brokered a cease-fire.That cease-fireremains
the effective boundary between India and Pakistan, although the status of Kashmir has
been persistently tontested. At that time, India justified its involvement as a
straightforward act of self-defenceunder Article 51. It had a right, after all, to enter its
own territory, especially in response to "a situation ... whose continuance is likely to

endangerthe maintenanceof international Peaceand security ... owing to the aid which
invaders

drawing from Pakistan." Pakistan, while denying that its troops had
are
...

enteredthe fray prior to India's, nonethelessinsisted that they should have been allowed
to do so as a fonn. of "preventive defence" before India could annex Kashmir

898The
circumstances on the ground wcre unclear. The Times corespondent recognised that "it is difficult
to draw a clear picture on what is happening. " For more information see (77ie Times, October 28 1947), p.
4.
899See (7he Tinies, 27 October, 1947),
p. 4. See also, Erik Goldstein, Mars and Peace Treaties 18161991, (London: Routlcdge, 1992), p. 86.
900See (The Times, 31 October, 1947), 4.
p.
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901 The
successfully.

conflict

over

Kashmir

essentially

pitted

territorial

and

administrative claims against popular, demographicones, the former winning the day,
although not without great cost.
The fight over Kashmir was replicated in other Indian regions. In Hyderabad and
Jungadh, for example, the issuesremained the same,despite an ironic role reversal. In
contrast to Kashmir, both of these principalities were ruled by Muslim governments
while populated mostly by Hindus. Hyderabad's Nizam, for instance, preferred an
independent arrangementwith India to formal accession.Ostensibly to enhance his
prospects,he made threateningnoises to the Indian government that Hyderabadwould
accede to Pakistan. India respondedwith an economic blockade of his region. The
Hyderabadgovernment appealedto the United Nations [although being neither a state
nor a member]. Before the United Nations could reply, Indian troops advancedinside
Hyderabad.Within five days, Hyderabadhad joined the Indian Dominion, and later the
samething happenedin Jungadh.In general,both India and Pakistan can easily be seen
to have alleged claims to go to the defenceof Kashmir, as they would have defended
themselves.In order to evaluate their particular claims, though, one needsto consider
the particular values accordedto territory and state authority versus popular sentiment.
The right of self-defence cannot deal with the probability that existing [selves] may
grow in directions counteredby the rival growth of another, or that they may splinter
into different entities, each claiming a defensive right against the other. It is true that
when established states [enlarge], they often do so at the cost of other states.
Traditionally, this is labelled as an aggression,and self-defenceshould be appropriateto
representthe right of its victim. Nevertheless,it is still the case,that current legal and
customary norms dispute the right of self-defence to non-state groups.

901TheIndianrepresentative
1,p. 405-6.
to theUnitedNations,in UnitedNationsRepertoire,1946-195
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Territory

The essenceof defenceis keeping the other side out of your territory.
Robert Jervis

The secondpart of chapter eight, considersterritory as an object of defence. Possibly,
fundamental
borders
its
to the
than
territory
are
and
associated
even more
population,
issue of self-defence.In these days, statesare unthinkable without a physical, territorial
base.902That is why, for example, when France was deprived of its territory during
World War 11,the Free French Government sought to reclaim it. When a non-state
community seeksstatehood- as in the caseof the Palestinians,for example, their main
would is for land, since it is only authority over a specific territory that can give the
,, 903 Traditionally,

modem stateits complete"physical expression.

territoriality underpins

the realist view of international politics which deems the most important actors in
international politics to be states,and theseto be consideredparticularly as "territorially
,, 904

organisedentities.

Among the characteristicsthat define contemporarystates; a characteristicparticularly
lacking among pre-modem states, is inclination for making precise and more or less
905
This is a relatively recent
fixed claims to specific as exclusively their own.

902Historically, the modem stateis identified as suchby being territorially bounded.
903See Barry Buszan, People, States and Fear: An Agenda For International Security Studies In Yhe
Post-Cold Mar Era, 2nd ed, (Boulder, Co: Lynne RiennerPublishers,1991), p. 64.
904SeeRobert 0. Keohane,Neorealisin and Its Critics, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1986), p.
163.
905The first official boundary in this sensewas establishedin the Treaty of the Pyreneesbetween Spain
and France in 1659, which approved a joint commissionto settle the exact border line. SeeFrederick V.
Kratochwil, Paul Rohrlich, and Harpreet Mahajan, Peace and Disputed Sovereignty: Reflections on
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development in the grand project of political history. In the medieval world, political
jurisdiction was mainly personal rather than territorial. Such boundaries of feudatory
and churchly authority as existed often overlapped territorially and "had none of the
connotations of possessivenessand exclusivenessconveyedby the modem concept of
906
,
Over the period in which states acquired the surroundings that we
sovereignty.
identify today, land, "unlike other natural elements [such as air]
became a private
...
good, not.a public one; its use and enjoyment ... open only to its owner."907The core of
the modem state became"its territoriality"; this in turn, was defined as exclusive right
of possession, 'the functional equivalent of property rights." Just as territoriality is
common to all states, so too is territorial vulnerability. Indeed, territorial security is
908
kind
in
if
in
the
degree.
Territory,
that
arguably
single concern
unites all states,
not
afler all, is the strong-box of most socially understoodvalues. It is the sourceof natural
resources,from oil to agricultural land; it also houses establishmentresources, from
markets to desirable labour; it affords sheer spaceon which to live; and it provide the
means for communities to develop within set boundaries. Particular territory also
containsvalue unique to particular people, when families and tribes dwell in a region for
generations, and when cultural integrity seems therefore inseparable from it. It is
difficult to disagree with a generalisationthat "humankind has always had a special
relationship to the land on which it lives and which sustainsit. "909Territorial security is
not really about preservationof land and its offerings themselves,absolutely, but about

Conflict over Territory, (Columbia University Institute of War and Peace Studies, Lanham, MD:
University Pressof America, 1985),p. 11.
906See John Gerard Ruggie, "Continuity and Transformation in the World Polity: Toward a Neorealist
Synthesis," (Morld Politics 35), p. 263.
907See Gary Goertz and Paul F. Diehl, Territorial Changes
and International Conflict, Studies in
International Conflict Vol. 5, (London: Routledge, 1992),p. 1.
908Buzan said that "although
population and territory vary enormously among states in terms of extent,
configuration, level of developmentand resources,the threatsto the state's physical base are common in
type to all states becauseof the similar physical quality of the objects involved." See Buzan, People,
Statesand Fear, p. 9 1.
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the boundariesthat separatethem. When groups come to blows over territory, they are
not concernedwith territory itself, but with its ownership and the contribution of its
various resources;in short, with the legitimate separationof "ours" from "theirs".
Territory seems the most basic value around which actual lines can be demarcated,
making violations of it more tangible and objective than breaches of other sorts of
boundaries; ethnic, ideological, psychological, economic. The problem is not that well
fixed borders are not worthy of defence,but that many modem or recent borders are not
very well fixed; and that in the processof becoming established,struggling parties can
usually make claims of defence that are either equally strong or equally weak. For
example, when fighting remains confined to a frontier area as in the Chineseassaultof
Vietnamese territory in 1979 and their continuing hostilities for the next ten years it
suggeststhat the frontier itself is the matter of rivalry. In that conflict, both sides
inclined to describetheir actions in suchterms. The Chineserepresentativeto the United
Nations considered his country actions as "limited counter-attack, in defence of our
frontier. "910 Moreover, territory is valued for a wide variety of reasons; from the

strategic and economic to the historical and cultural, from each of which it is usually
treatedas inseparable;so that one is wary of trying to isolate it as a value in and of itself.

Borders Defence

That a stateshas a right to protect its territory from any dangeror threat seemsby many
beyond argument. "Territorial integrity" is the corollary of "political independence".
Together, they form the framework of state sovereignty and define the essentialvalues
of the post-1945 world order. When a state governsa clearly-boundedarea, over which

909Goertz
and Diehl, p. I
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it has both legal title and effective control, and especiallywhen it has done so far a long
period of time, its territorial claims are generally considered indisputable. When, in
addition, it can command the willing loyalty of the residents of that territory, its
territorial claims harmonise with political legitimacy, and its territorial belongings
become the foundations on which its population make their "common life. "911To use
force to guard such territory is to protect the prospectof civil life within it; in a senseit
is a model example of "self-defence". It is more a element of historical certainty than
one of interpretation or much controversythat South Korea was legitimately engagedin
a defensive war againstNorth Korea. Most would also accept that Israel had a right to
self-defenceafter the surpriseattack by Syria and Egypt on October 1973; and that Great
Britain could claim a defensive right to reply to Argentina's attack of the Falkland
Islands in 1982. In each of these events, boundaries existed that were legal and
recognised. These boundaries were also effective in the sensethat the groups living
within them approved the authority and legitimacy of the state under which they lived.
Also, in eachit was apparentwho struck the first blow. Thesethree casesare the easiest
to designateas self-defence.
It is disturbing, though, to note how deep ran disputes over the legitimacy of the other
boundariesin question.Fonnally speaking,eachwas legal, even if the result of annistice
rather than a full peace settlement, as in Korea, Vietnam, Israel, and Cyprus. South
Korea, South Vietnam, Israel and Turkish Cyprus, however, had each been a source of
struggle from the beginning of its legally bounded existence; also, none had been in
existencevery long. For example, Chad, like other ex-colonial states,retained borders
that meant more to its previous administrators,in this case,France and Britain, than to
itself and its neighbouring states. Chad northern border with Libya had never been

910In United Nations Repertoire, 1975-1980,
p. 341.
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completely defined, and their common frontier had a contradictory record of colonial
ownership. Moreover, the border area was inhabited by contending groups of Arabs,
who tended toward Libya, and Afficans, who leaned toward Chad. Still, the region of
combat in Korea, Vietnam, Cyprus and Chad could be describedas civil war, as much
as international. To note the ambiguity or contentiousnessof even legally fixed
boundariesis not to advocatechallenging them by force of arms, as did North Korea in
(1950), Syria and Egypt (1973), Libya (1978), Argentina (1982) and Iraq (1990), to
name those whose first military moves were the most clear and exciting. Nor is it to
deny that the governmentsof their particular targets had a right to resist militarily. It
does suggest,though, that the brightnesswith which Article 51 describesself-defenceis
too simple, as is the image of a peaceful community under outside attack that is most
associatedwith it. It also indicates a need for greater attention to the circumstancesin
which statesemergeand becomeviable as entities deservinga right to defence.

Fonvard Defence

Forward defencerefers to a method in which "a state decidesto take a stand not at its
, 912

own frontier ... but at the frontiers of anotherstatefonvard of this.

The motivation of

forward defence is still a real threat to home territory; the reasoning behind it is that
one's country may be better securedbefore an enemy actually reachesone's borders.
When fonvard territories stay non-specific, until a matter of dispute arises, fonvard
defence matches an actively preservedbalance of power; when they are established,
forward defenceis expressedthrough coalitions and guarantees.During times of crisis,
fonvard preservationtactics may drive statesto promise the security of distant states,

911This was Walzer expression,Just
and Unjust Mars, p. 57.
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exactly, as the United Kingdom in early 1939 did with Poland; or to occupy neutral
states,as the Soviet Union did with both of Denmark and Norway in 1940.For example,
China's claim that the United Nations forces in Korea posed a threat to its national
security, was honestly convincing, especiallywhen those forces crossedthe 38th parallel
toward the Chinese border. Forward defence includes elementsbeyond the spatial, in
general.Especially during the Cold War, forward defencewas seenpsychological tenns.
In the relations betweenthe United Statesand the USSR, the capacity of eachto threaten
the other was believed to reside prominently in their credibility and reputation, along
with the hearts and minds of other nations whom they sought to win over. In forward
defence,the territory at stakedoesnot matter becauseof any intrinsic value, but because
of the greater capacity it might give an adversary to become more directly and
immediately threatening.
The US Secretaryof State,Dulles, defendedthe US support and help given to Taiwan to
defend the islands of Quemony and Matsu, on the grounds that these islands were not
"just some squaremiles of real estate"but the locus of confidencein the United States'
determination to resist aggression.And if the United Statesfailed in this challenge, it
would only face a greater one after "our fiiends become disheartenedand our enemies
13
"9
overconfident and miscalculating.

912Ceadel,7hink-ingabout Peaceand Mar, p. 79.
913See the Speechof Dulles before the Far East-America Council of Commerce and Industry at New
York, 25 September1958, in Department ofState Bulletin, XY_XIX: 1007 (October 13,1958), p. 565.
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"US Naval Units Put to Sea Over Red Blow at Quenzoys ,914
"Bombing Raids on China ,915

During the 1950s the United States on several occasions considered using atomic
916
Each time, the immediate provocation was contention
missiles against China.
between China and Taiwan over a number of small islands located between them in the
Straits of Taiwan. The most important from a strategic point of view were Quemoy and

Matsu. When the Nationalists retreatedto Taiwan in 1949, they retained control of the
islands from which they were able to harassthe Chineseand their shipping. Both China
and Taiwan claimed that the islands belonged exclusively to them. From late 1954 to
April, 1955, and again in mid-1958, they becamethe focus of international crises that
brought the US and China close to war. On both occasions,eachof the parties involved
declaredthe islands to be "foeward defensive"positions critical to their basic security.
The first crisis began with the heavy shelling of Quemoy from China in early
September, 1954.917 Hostilities quickly escalated between the Communist and
Nationalist troops; within months, the northernmost group of islands had fallen to the
Chinese troops. By early 1955 "from Washington's vantage point all-out war for the
offshore islands and perhaps Taiwan itself seemed to loom." The Eisenhower
administration's first priority was the continued defence of Taiwan, to which the US
was bound by treaty. The situation regardingtheseislands led the Americans to consider
that the defence of Taiwan would be more effective if a line were drawn further
foeward. Somenorthern islands that had been lost early in the fight were negotiable,but
for the US, the defence of Quemoy and Matsu appearedessential as "outposts for the

914See(New York-Tinies, 5 September,1954),p. 2.
915See(71zeTimes,8 September,1954),p. 6.
916For more information seeGordon H. Chang,Friends and Enendes: Yhe United States, China, and the
Soviet Union, 1948-1972,(Stanford, Caffornia: StanfordUniversity Press,1990).
917Ibid,
p. 120.
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defence of Formosa. "918For the US, that line was needed, for psychological more than

territorial reasons. Both Quenmoy and Matsu were too near the Chinese ports; as
Eisenhowerdescribedthem, within "wading distance" of the mainland.919These islands
had been under Taiwanesecontrol since 1945, however and had been heavily fortified
by Nationalist forces, with considerablefinancial help from the United States.From the
United States' perspective,their loss would do irreparable damageto the Nationalists'
morale, thereby threateningtheir hold on Taiwan. The loss of Taiwan, of course,would
be "humiliating and devastating to American

credibility.,,
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At this time,the United Stateswasmorevociferous

in her commitment to the islands. In an addressto the nation, Eisenhower emPhasised
the importance of Quemoy to the United States:
"Let us suppose that the Chinese Communists conquer Quemoy. Would that be the
story? ... It is as certain as can be that the shooting which the Chinese Communists
August 23d had as its purpose not just the taking of the island of Quemoy. It is part
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jeopardise the anti-Communist barrier, including Japan, the Republic of Korea, the Republic of
China, the Republic of the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam; that other governmentsin Southeast
Asia such as those of Indonesia,Malaya, Cambodia,Laos and Burma would gradually come fillly
under Communistinfluence; that Japanwith its great industrial potential would probably fall within
the Sino-Soviet orbit, and Australia and New Zealandwould becomestrategically isolated.',923

Meanwhile both sides,China and Taiwan regardedthemselvesas engagedin a defensive
war againstthe other. The ChineseGovernmentaccusedthe United Statesof intervening
in a dispute that was properly internal to China, and questioned whether the United
States wanted "China [to] give up its right of exercising sovereignty over its own
territory and recognise the right of 'self-defence' for the United States on China's
924
territory9i,
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of forward defence,thesetwo strains coexist: the call to take early to take early and firm
stands for the sake of credible deterrenceof aggression,alongside the more tangible
claim that military threats must be stopped in their geographical tracks. The United
Statesusually depicted its opposition to communism in distant parts of the globe as a
"first line of defence against the threat to its own shores. Each of its efforts to keep
communist regimes from gaining a foothold have their parallel in Soviet attempts to
keep "counter-revolutionary" regimes from gaining ground in places like Hungary in
1956, Czechoslovakiain 1968 and Afghanistan in 1979.
Examples of forward defence can be encountered elsewhere. At the outset of the
Kashmir dispute in 1948betweenPakistanand India, for example,Pakistanalleged that
India's occupation of Kashmir was the first move in an effort to destroy Pakistan and
rule the whole subcontinent;while India arguedthat Pakistanwas the invader and that if
Pakistan succeededin controlling Kaslunir, India itself would be the next target.927
Moreover, the Chinesedefendedtheir intervention in the Korean Crisis, on the grounds
first
that they feared the US was "copying the old trick of the Japanesebandits
...
invading Korea and then invading China." The Chinese claimed that "any aggressor
who invadesKorea today invariably invadesChina tomorrow"; which can interpreted as
,, 928

meaning that "to save our neighbour is to save ourselves.

The US Presidentwarned

in mid-1959 that a communist victory in South Vietnam "would bring their power
several hundred miles into a hitherto free region," leaving the remaining countries
"menaced by a great flanking movement. The freedom of 12 million people would be
lost immediately and that of 150 million in adjacent lands would be seriously

927See Goldmann, International Nonns
and Mar Between States, p. 133.
928lbid,
p. 113-14.
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55929
The US administrationjustified its 1965 intervention in Dominica as "a
endangered
.
930
,,

matter of preventing Marxist revolution from spreadingto all the islands.

Forward defencemust be seen as a tenuous extension of the right of self-defence.its
weaknessdoesnot reside in the value it aims to secure,namely, home territory, but in its
assertionthat these are threatenedby conflicts distant in either spaceor time. The first
normative hurdle that forward defence must clear is that of showing that one's own
integrity is genuinely at risk. To maintain a legitimately defensivepresencein the Straits
of Taiwan, for instance, the US would have to show that China had ultimate designs
upon the United Statesand that its capture of Quemoy and Matsu would significantly
affect its capacity to achievethese.Fonvard defenceactions thus bears a heavy burden
of proof about both the intentions and the capacity of their presumed enemy. Here,
forward defenceroughly correspondsto the notion of preventive defence.In its purely
territorial form, forward defence also contains an inner contradiction. Think of the
Indian-Pakistani conflict over Kashmir; in theory, proximity should strengthenthe case
of forward defence.The closer to home territory the forward line is, the more plausible
it is that one is genuinely threatened. For India and Pakistan, Kashmir was very
plausibly an important first line of defence for both, particularly in the context
immediately following their tortured independence.Kashmir could equally credibly be
claimed necessaryto the fonvard defence of both India and Pakistan, becausehere,
proximity enhancesthe claim that fonvard defence action is defensive. But, when a
forward defensive stand is taken far from home territory, it ceases to look very
defensive.Only powerful statescan practise military force far beyond their borders; but
weaker statescan usually do so with the help and assistanceof strongerfriends. Forward

929Ibid,
p. 118.

930See Venvey, "Humanitarian Intervention," In: the Current Legal Regulation the Use Force,"
of
of
p.
70.
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defence performance, in reality, has lost some legitimacy on the grounds that
many
fonvard defenceperformancestook the appearanceof interventions in internal conflicts
or crises. Such was the case in China, Hungary, Vietnam, the Dominican,
Czechoslovakia,Grenada,and Afghanistan.

Border Problems

"Nearly all available territory is already claimed by statesnearly all of which recognise
931
"
Buzan.
While most statesmay recognise each other, many do not
each other, said
accept the precise borders that divide them. Many border conflicts are as dormant as
they are persistent;others flare but only into "frontier incidents" smaller than full-scale
932
war. Yet, even quiescent border disputes have a capacity to explode into armed
confrontation under the right conditions. Border conflict, do not challenge fundamental
territorial integrity. As Holsti indicated, both disputing states share "a pre-existing
933
legitimacy
for
distribution
,
acknowledgement of and
a territorial
of the past.
However, they dispute the preciseallocation of territory at their common frontier. When
a border area possessesgreat natural resources,in some cases, slight variations in
demarcationcan have substantialdistributive consequences.When borders and physical
features are associatedwith a state's historical identity, or what is claimed as such,
disputes can become especially intractable. Most of the border disputes after 1945
followed in the wake of decolonisation and faced some kind of ambiguity. In many
formerly colonial, developing countries, territory had never comprehensively been

931Buzan, People, States
and Fear, p. 9 1.
932For
more information see Bowett, Sel(Idefence in International Law, p. 257-8; and Dinstein, Mar,
Aggression and Self-defence, p. 181-82.
933Kalevi J. Holsti, Peace
and Mar: Armed Conflicts and International Order 1648-1989, Cambridge
Studies In International Law, no. 14, (Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 279.
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let
alone its borders fully demarcated.Moreover, the history of colonial
mapped,
possessionwas often complicated,with territorial ownership trading hands and borders
frequently shifting. The principle ovenvhelmingly used to decide borders during
decolonisation was that post-colonial states should retain the title to all territories
by
by
fon-ner
This
the
supported
of
was
generally
colony.
itti
rule
possidetis
possessed
both retreating imperial governmentsand their former colonies and seemedthe most
likely formula to ensurea stabletransferof Propertiesand authority. It could not remedy
inadequately mapped borders, however, nor a contradictory record of colonial
border
independent
feature
to
Either
vulnerable
states
rendered newly
possession.
into
into
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to
tended
areas
moved
as
people
confrontation,
active
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that were previously under-populated,forcing the question of where territorial lines
drawn.
be
to
were
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China and India sharedroughly twenty-five hundred miles of border. This broke down
into three sections:in the east,south-easternTibet abutted Indian Assam; in the centre,
the borders of Tibet, Indian Sikkim, and the autonomousstatesNepal and Bhutan all
divided
between
itself
bordered
Kahmir,
Tibet
in
Xinjiang
the
together;
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934Headline, (New York-Times,27 October, 1962),p. 1.
935See(Vie Times,27 October, 1962),p. 8.
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936
in
that
the west. The frontier there had never been well-defined; it
most serious was
had not surveyeduntil 1864 and remained only vaguely mapped in the mid-twentieth
century. Historically, the region extending roughly east of the Ladakh mountains
through a plateau called Aksai Chin had been an independentprovince fronting Jammu
and Kashmir to the west and Xinjiang and Tibet to the east. When in 1948, India
acquired Jammu and Kashmir, and Tibet was controlled by China, both of them, China
937
found
India
themselves
and
proximate. For a long time, the borders between China
and India were safewithout any problems. In 1950,China controlled Aksai Chin, and at
that time, India did not care about this area, which Nehru described as "a barren and
,, 938

uninhabitedregion, 17,000feet high and without a vestige of grass.

Later, however, India published a new map, which showedthe mountain boundary to be
further north; which mean suggestsIndia was trying to indicate that Aksai Chin might
properly belong to India. But, it is fair to mention here that India tried not to enter in a
direct conflict with China. For its part, China was building a nearly 1200 kilometre road
across the middle of Aksai Chin. This area was very important for the Chinese
authorities, on the grounds that it offered the only transit acrossthe mountains between
Xinjiang and Tibet. The border problems beganto be heat up by the mid- I 950s, leading
India to be more cautious in relation to bordersmatters concerning China; especially as
China completely controlled Tibet, and had dissolved the governmentthere. In this new
situation, China was at the Indian border. Tension escalatedwhen China made clear in
spring 1960 that it would no longer recognisethe McMahon line; fierce fighting began

936In the easternconflict area, the contention to some degree developed from the nature of the region,
which was sparselyinhabited and mountainous.Consequently,Great Britain had little authority around the
area there. India strengthenedits control over the eastern areas, which incited the beginning of the
conflict. This part of the Sino-Indian conflict was resolved,when, in 1972 India, decided to gave that area
autonomy from Assam, for more information seeJohn B. Allcock, Border and Territorial Disputes, 3d ed,
(Harlow: Longman, 1992),p. 431-2.
937
Ibid, p. 433.
938Quoted in Allcock, p. 434.
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between the two sides in June 1960; India from this time embarked on a "forward"
policy, when it invaded Goa in 1961, and installed of thirty border posts along the
McMahon line in early 1962. In October 1962, Chinese troops invaded India, and the
military operation was prolonged until the end of November, when China suddenly
ceasedits military operations.The borders problem between the two sides remains the
939
subject of ongoing negotiations.
To some degree, India has a reasonableclaim to maintain the McMahon line as its
border with China, on the grounds of the rule of uti possidefis. That doctrine alone,
however, cannot settle the problems of boundaries which were not fully demarcated.
And the problem, which should mentionedhere, is that the McMahon line negotiations
were originally conductedwith Tibet, and not China, which in this case increasedthe
difficulty. One writer noted that "Chinese incursions againstIndia are shocking to India
940
because
Europe
Indian
European
',
Therefore, the
they violate
and
and
maps.
...
absenceof explicit boundaries makes it virtually impossible to determine who is the
legitimate defender. Both parties had plausible claims to self-defence, however
941
behaviour
borders
The Indian side has a right
their
their
recklessly provocative
with
.
to strengthenits frontier with additional border posts; and at the sametime China has a
right to build a road through its own territory. As a comparison,it is worth considering
in this respect, Ecuador and Peru. For 150 years, Ecuador has laid claim to a northern
borders
basin
has
been
located
Amazon
River
the
the
of Peru
region of
which
within
since a protocol signed in 1942. Their dispute developedas a consequenceof the many
territorial reorganisationsenactedby Spain during its rule, Nvbichleavesittiposseditis an

939SeeNehru's letter to J. F. Kennedy (US President),(Vie Times,27 October, 1962),p. 8.
940Evan Luard, Conflict and Peace in the Modern International System: A Study of the Principle of
International Order, 2d, revised (London: Macmillan Press,1988),p. 89-90.
941 For discussion see Hidemi Suganami,"Bringing Order to the Causesof War Debates," (Millennium:
Journal ofInternational Studies 19,1990).
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unlikely ground for settlement.When hostility flared into a short border war in 1981, the
disputed area of approximately
(the Amazon
rapidly

125,000 square miles included

and the Maranon),
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of common
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a

completely

942

uncharted .

Another interesting caseis that of the Aozou strip betweenChad and Libya, which was a
source of disagreementbetween the two sides; Libya claimed that strip as its southern
943
Chad
it
its
part, and
regarded as northern part. The problem was that , there had been
many contradictory agreementsbetween the ex-colonial powers (Italy, England and
France), concerning that area.The strip under contention was rich in uranium reserves.
There was also inter-communal fighting betweenArabs and Africans in that zone. But,
after years of confrontation, Libya and Chad eventually ended their war and submitted
the problem of possession of the strip to arbitration. None of these conflicts are
exceptional. While the scale of fighting varies widely, the issues do not: poorly
demarcated frontiers, scarce yet desirable resources, and borders appearing more
arbitrary than legitimate, especially in relation to local populations. In such cases,selfdefencemight apply to persons;but it is challengingto associateit with property rights.

942

Allcock, p. 589.
943
lbid, p. 232.
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The State

In this part of the chapter, looks at the state as an object of defence: especially, the
state's right and ability to govern. One might anticipate that defending the state is close
to the essenceof international self-defence.The right to self-defencehas been accorded
exclusively to states; and state survival can legitimately demand the sacrifice of
substantial portions of population and territory, not to mention the death of particular
regimes. A state's right to exist can be fundamentally challenged. The threat is to an
existing state's survival in its present form, beyond the loss of substantial elementsof
population and territory. In addition to armed attack, a state may face a non-native
assaulton its legitimacy. At issue is the principle or idea that justifies a particular set of
boundaries as legitimately the state's own. But, this not mean to revisit the narrower
question of precise territorial demarcation or the proper allocation of frontier areas.
Rather, an adversarychallengesthe legitimate reach of state authority over a society, or
what could be labelled its proper domain.
Three types of conflict immediately suggestthemselves:wars to unify currently divided
states;secessionistefforts to createtwo or more stateswhere there is currently one; and
strugglesof national liberation movementsagainstdistant empires.Each type of conflict
disputesthe existing boundarybetweendomesticand international, or what is internal to
the state and what is external to it. In general,the clarity and resilience of this boundary
has been a defining feature of statehood.In such disputes, it becomes the object of
contention.
Also, states can be threatened by collapse even without this sort of fundamental
challenge to their domain. Here, statesare sufficiently incapable of maintaining order
that they have requestedoutside military intervention to sustain themselves.In some
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cases,the newly decolonised states have, after their independence,invited assistance
from their former rulers to maintain order and basic stability. In some situations,
assistanceto these new stateswas of short duration such as the deployment of British
troops to Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda in 1964, for example; in other events it
congealedinto a substantialrelationship e.g. French intervention in Chad, intermittently
from 1960 until 1978. While the respectiveregimes in these stateswere simultaneously
under assault,the more acuteperspectiveis that of the state,which appearedvulnerable
to collapse into internal war and disorder without the infusion of foreign troops. Also,
Syria's intervention in Lebanon in 1976 aimed to restore an order, which could no
longer be provided by the disintegratedLebanesegovernment.
Moreover, conflicts arise over the legitimacy of particular regimes. Regimes have
radically divergent lifespans; they can last for generations such as the Soviet-type
communism in the USSR; or for years such as Sandinista regime in Nicaragua; or
changeovernight, as in the caseof Portugal's revolution after the death of Salazar,and
in Spain's transition to democratic rule after the death of Franco. They also derive
internal legitimacy from various sources. When the legitimacy of a regime is in
fundamentaldoubt, changeusually arrives via a coup, revolution, or civil war. In theory,
of course, these instruments are the stuff of domestic, if violent, politics. They should
not even be pertinent to international relations or an international right to self-defence.
In practice, however, many such conflicts have raised the question of international
defence when parties to them invited outside military intervention to help decide the
dispute. Frequently, these interventions were justified as "collective self-defence"
integrity
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an existing state was complete
government against the rebels in 1956-58; US support to the Lebanese President
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Chamoun againstthe political intervention of UAR and Syria in 1958; Saudia Arabian
and Egyptian intervention in Yemen between 1962-67;UK intervention in Federationof
South Arabia in 1964; UK and Iranian intervention to support the Sultan of Oman
against rebels in 1968-76; France and Mauritania against Algeria in Western Saharain
1977-79; France and Belfium against Angola (the Shabarevolution) in Zaire in 1978;
US and El Salvador against Nicaragua and FMLN in 1984-86; the Western military
coalition to liberate Kuwait from the Iraqi occupation in 1990-91. In these cases,either
the state as a whole or a critical elementwas essentiallycontested.By implication, any
appealto self-defencewill be nearly as credible from one side as from another since the
conflict does not revolve around protecting an existing entity, but deciding the shape
and nature of that entity. In each conflict, the link between state and society was
disputed or fragile or both; such boundariesas existed were deeply contested,painfully
negotiated,explicitly permeated.In all the contexts,the contours of international selves
were matters ofjudgement, debateand conflict rather than fact. This doesnot mean that
for
no
grounds
were
normative judgement between contending sides, or assessmentof
the justness of either their causeor their methods. It does, however, suggestthat selfdefenceaffords minimal terrain on which to do so; and that a more fruitful arenamight
be that which pennits discussion of the relationship between states and citizens rather
than that betweenstatesalone.

Stateand Domain

Any organisationor group may resort to armed force if it has the military capacity to do
so. When a state deploys military force against its own population, we call it policing;

when a group uses force against its own state, we call it revolt; when statesuse force
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against other states we generally call it either aggression or self-defence. Traditionally,
states may request military support from friendly states. They may seek outside help to

suppressan internal revolt or insurgency;in which casethe outside assistanceis treated
as a matter under domesticjurisdiction; or they may invite intervention to counter what
they perceive as intervention, including indirect or subversive intrusion, by another
state, in which case the external assistancehas often been proclaimed an act of
collective self-defence. Such intervention has always had its risks, of course, like
extensive engagementin an escalatingpolitical conflict; and ffiendly stateshave often
shown somereluctanceto intervene.Should an insurgencybecomeseriousenoughto be
recognisedas a belligerent with a claim to rights like neutral treatment,for example, it
944
be
have
from
the start.
would
wiser to
remainedneutral
Still, a state which goes in the other direction and provides military assistanceto any
non-state group is considered instantly guilty of intervention or subversion against
another state. The entire globe is divided among existing states,each of which claims
absoluteauthority over the people and territory in their jurisdiction. Non-intervention in
each of their claimed areasof power is the cardinal rule of conduct in a contemporary
world which views statesas the only sovereignactorsin international politics. Now that
territory has become fully claimed among states,a potential source of ambiguity arises
over the distinction betweenstateand aspirant-stateactors.In particular, questionsabout
the nature of boundariesacrossand within statesbecomenewly salient and not so easily
confined to the realm of interstatepolitics. The prominence,as well as the difficulty, of
such questionsis evident in conflict over the legitimate domain of existing states.

944For instance,J. E. S. Fawcett quoting the advice by Law Officers to the British Governmentover the
suitable reply to unapproved armed excursions into Mexico: "In all casesof revolt or civil war or of
unauthorisedenterprisesor attacksby foreigners,a friendly statewill be justified in ordering its officers to
render all the good offices and aid in their power to the constitutedauthorities ... but (as a general rule) the
Military or Naval forces of friendly statesnot immediately concernedshould not actually and directly
...
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SeparatedStates
On many occasions,stateshave resorted to force to defend the partition of a formerly
unified state. Among these events,South Korea possessesprobably the strongestclaim
of self-defenceand the US-led international alliance intervening on its behalf therefore
the strongest claim of collective self-defence. Korea had been divided clearly, if
contentiously, at the 38th parallel from 1945.Betweenthen and the outbreakof the war,
the tkvosidesproceededto establishcompletely separateand incompatible governments.
In 1948, the South held elections that were supervisedby United Nations monitors, who
were simultaneously refused entranceto the North. Shortly after the South announced
the election of a new government,the North announcedits own goverment. The United
Nations and most other statesrecognisedthe governmentof South Korea; and the USSR
recognisedthe North government.Both North and South, at the same time, considered
themselvesthe legitimate govemmentof Korea.
The strength of South Korea's claim to self-defence was from many sides. First, its
border with the North was unambiguous,making any breach of it evident; second,the
breachwas dramatic and initiated by the North in its escalationbeyond border attacksto
what appearedto be full-scale invasion; third, the impression was reasonablethat the
people of the South acceptedthe legitimacy of South Korea's govemment.
From another perspective,however, South Korea's claim to self-defencewas insecure;
while the border was clearly demarcated,its very existence had been continuously
contestedby the South and the North. Also, the border betweenthe two sideswas newly
demarcatedand an outcome of a armistice rather than a well-established settlement.
Demonstrably,the division also resultedmore from conflict between the USSR and the

attack or engageany but Pirates or Banditti"; SeeJ. E. S. Fawcett, "Intervention in International Law: A
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US, treating Korea as a field, than from a conflict between two political groups inside
Korea that necessitateddivision. In addition, there had been skirmishing at the border
since its inception, along with threats from both North and South to take the other by
force. While the North's invasion stood in extreme disproportion to these earlier
incidents, it could be interpreted as an escalation of an unfinished conflict. Most
damagingto the claim of self-defenceis that the Korean War occurredin the context of
a dispute.over legitimate sovereignty. On the other hand, the South had elected a new
government.Without the involvement of the Soviet Union in the North and the US-led
intervention with its allies to help the South, the Korean War might look more like a
bloody but civil war.
The sameis even more true of the war in Vietnam and the US use of force against the
Chinesefighting over possessionof islands in the Taiwan Strait. These conflicts erupted
in countries that were unified in every way but the ideological. This is not to say that
ideology alone is not a sufficient principle on which to base a claim for statehood;only
that it must win out over other, usually very powerful, sourcesof political community
such as historic unity and ethnicity. The division between Greek and Turkish
communities on Cyprus is unique in its history of ethnic and linguistic difference.
However, the presenceof inter-communal antagonismis not enough to consider either
side of the island as equivalent to a state with a right to seek external intervention in
self-defence.The island had been under the control of imperial powers; the Turkish for
945
for
decades.
British
The Turkish community in Cyprus claimed the
centuries,and the
need for Turkish protection, indicating their vulnerability and assertingtheir rights as a
minority population inhabiting an enclave of Cyprus. If one seeksto grant them a right

Study of SomeRecentCases," (Hague Reciteil 103,196141), p. 367.
945After 1974, as a result of the Turkish immigration, the demographicbalance in the island have been
change.
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to self-defence and collective self-defence, one must consider the implication of
granting similar rights to other minorities residing within what often appear arbitrary
administrative boundaries. This leads us to consider the adherenceand legitimacy of
each part of a divided state, as sincerely as we need to inspect the solidarity and
legitimacy of one likely to be reunified. It is in the nature of statesthat they justify their
existence in some fashion to the community that they rule; they must prove, as
Brilmayer emphasisesthat "both their right to exist and exercisepower and their
...
...
946
do
have.
',
to
things
The trouble with each party
the
right
particular
with
power they
these particula conflicts is that neither could show an "entitlement to exercise power"
that was sufficient to representlegitimate and viable statehood.947

Dispute States

By the time that a state becomeshost to a major secessionmovement, the extent of its
legitimacy comesunder seriousquestioning. Either it is incapable of meeting the needs
of an organisedpolitical community within existing institutions, which castssubstantial
doubt on its capacity to exerciseits authority; or it rules over a distinct group - or several
groups of people - sufficiently united and committed to secessionthat it is useful to
examine the legitimacy of a single state to continue to dominate. Secessionstruggles
indicate the limitation of self-defenceto an acute degree.Secessionistsexplicitly claim
that their fundamental political rights can only be met outside of the existing state;
more, that these can only be guaranteed inside a state of their own. They seek
separation; possibly most detrimental to compromise, they seek territory; and,
importantly, they seek sovereignequality with the state from which they seek freedom.
Among many minority groups which reside within the boundaries of a multifarious

946See Brilmayer,
p. 26.
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impulse
the
to separateis latent, though it often remains at the level of political
state,
conflict or only erupts into violence sporadically. Basqueand Corsican activities come
to mind, in this place. In other circumstancesmultinational states have resorted to
extreme repressionin order to quasha substantialsecessionistmovement. For instance,
the Bengalis in East Pakistan, could not attained their independenceuntil 1971 as
Bangladesh;and in the Congo, Belgium acknowledgedits apathyto Katangansecession
but was accusedby many of actually having activated it. Bangladeshbecame a state
thanks largely to the Indo-Pakistani power struggle. Many other secessionmovements
received no external support, and remained domestic conflicts to be handled, often
brutally, by their respectivestates.948Listed below, are the largestof these:
Major unassisted Separation Disputes, 1945-1999
1. Burma: Karens & othershill peoples, 1948
2. India: Nagas& others in Assamfor Nagaland, 1955-74
3. Sudan:SouthernAya NYAS, 1955-72,1983-88
4. China: Tibetans, 1959
5. Iraq: Kurds, 1961-70,1974-75
6. Ethiopia: Eritreans, 1962-91
7. India: Mizos in Assam,for (Mizoram), 1966-68
8. Nigeria: lbos, (for Biafra), 1967-70
9. Philippines: Moro rebellion (Muslims separationist),197210. Bangladesh:Chittagonghill peoples, 1975
11. Indonesia:Aceh rebelsin N. Sumatra,1975
12. Congo: ShabaWars, 1977,1978
13. Iran: Kurds, 1979
14. India: Sikhs (for Khalistan), occasional
15. Sri Lanka: Tamils, 1985,1987
16. Turkey: Kurds, occasional
17. Israeli West Bank & Gaza:Palestinians'Infifada, 1987-93
18. Azerbaijan: Armeniansin Nagorno-Karabakh,1988,1995
19. Yemen: North and Southmergedto becomethe republic of Yemen, 1990
19. Russia: Chechnya,1994-96,1999

947Luard set up a relevant argument,seeConflict and Peace, p. 61-67
94sHere it is important to indicate that I intend to mention the traditional secessionconflicts, which have
not received any help and assistancefrom the internationalcommunity. The separationconflicts in former
Yugoslavia, Bosnia and Herzeqovina; Croatia and Kosovo; and in East Timor freedom was achieved
largely by the help of the internationalcommunity.
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Even without examining the details of each particular conflict, it is easy to recognise

949
in
boundaries
the
situations
which
of political community are under assault. By
definition, sovereignty is fundamentally contested in each. The outcome of these
conflicts decides whether or not rights such as political independence, territorial
integrity, and individual and collective self-defencebecomeavailable to both parties. In
every case,military force has been used to achieve this outcome. The state deploys this
force against the aspiring secessionists,along with the absenceof military intervention
on behalf of secessionists.Walzer makes a casefor non-intervention in such casesthat
is most persuasive in being grounded in his respect for self-determination. What the
international community must support, he argues,is self-determination among groups
who are effectively capableof self-government.When such groups cannot demonstrate
an ability to hold their own, there is good reason to doubt the wisdom of supporting
their aspirations for statehood.The "mere appeal to the principle of self-determination
isn't enough," Walzer writes; "evidence must be provided that a community actually
exists whose membersare committed to independenceand ready and able to determine
the conditions of their own existence."950At the same time, one must remain sensitive to

the possibility that such a community might exist within an already-establishedstate.As
Walzer seesit, one of the primary purposesof non-intervention is to protect the process
of self-determination and allow communities to develop on terms as free as possible
from outside interference.
Even though generally reluctant to qualify the rule of non-intervention, Walzer does
admit a few circumstancesis which non-intervention can be overridden. One of the few

949Environments such
as these, where the definition of societies and their bases of communication are
equivocal, also distinguish states without active separation movements at all. Burundi and Rwanda are two
examples.

950Walzer, Just and Unjust [Vars,p. 93.
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good reasonsfor doing so, he proposes,is the presenceof two or more communities
within one state,when one is engagedin armedstruggle for independence:
"in part becauseof the arbitrary and accidentalcharacterof stateboundaries,in part becauseof the
ambiguous relation of the political community or communities within those boundaries to the
government that defends them ... it isn't always clear when a community is in fact selfdetermination,when it qualifies, so to speck,for non-intervention.',951

Walzer consideredthat the difficulty with a secessionmovement "is that one cannot be
sure that it in fact representsa distinct community until it has rallied its own people and
made some headway in the 'arduous struggle' for

952
,,
freedom.

Once having done so, a

secessionmovement can be seen as an effective belligerent, thereby qualifying for
belligerent rights and moving closer to attaining sovereign rights.953Even when a
secessionmovement does not make sufficient advance in its struggle that belligerent
international
horizon,
the
the
community
or
statehood
appears
on
members
of
rights
may be tempted tcýintervene, particularly when their struggle has been suppressed with

an obvious and massive violation of human rights. Many called for some form of
international responseto the slaughter of tens of thousands of Ibos by Nigeria, for
instance; India at first characterised its 1971 war with Pakistan as humanitarian
intervention. Indeed, extravagantabuseof human rights is the secondof Walzer's three
between
jars
Walzer's
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that
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of
non-intervention.
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rule
almost romantic depiction of a community engagedin "arduous struggle for freedom,"
and the millions of Bengalis who cut down by the Pakistani troops before India
intervened in their behalf (India first claimed its intervention on the basis of
humanitarian grounds, but later claimed that its action was justified based on selfdefence,claiming that Pakistanhad violated Indian territory).

951Ibid, p. 89.
952lbid,
p. 93.
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On the one hand, we are shown a picture of war for political independencewhich should
only garner international support after arduousbut unassistedstruggle. On the other, we
become aware of a struggle that amounted to more of a one-sided bloodbath which
might never have acquired sovereign independencewithout a well-armed India as its
champion. Whatever is disconcertingbetweenthesetwo imageshas something do with
the contemporaryview of sovereignty. Sovereignstatesoccupy the highest pedestal in
international relations by definition, since any entity that is sovereign is beholden to no
higher authority. In international politics, the first rule of sovereignty is nonintervention; its corollary is self-defence. Both are premised upon primary respect for
the autonomousstate."Sovereignty," as Onuf indicates,"makes the stateindivisible"; it
.
954
for
"a
',
In the case of Pakistan, India gained a
the state.
acts as
protective shell
in
in
it
had
interest
Pakistan;
strategic edge weakening
a compelling political
staunching
the flow of Bengali refugees;and it undoubtedly was also shockedat the brutality with
for
intervention
do
Bengali
Indian
Pakistan
tried
to
stampout
separatists.
motives
which
not afford clearer understanding of what sovereignty entails, however, or why the
international community respects it in certain forms and not others. One hears no
lingering complaints that Bangladeshis undeserving of statehood955
; nor that Pakistan
in
it.
suffered unduly relinquishing

953McCoubrey and White take this approachon non-stategroups, in addition to anti-colonial liberation
movements. They support a right to insurgency, which prevents insurgents and the government they
confront from receiving outsidehelp.
954Nicholas GreenwoodOnuf, "Sovereignty: Outline of a ConceptualHistory,"( Alternatives 16,199 1), p.
432.
955Bangladeshobtained the United Nations Membershipin 1974.
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Imperial States

Many of the armed conflicts that took place after 1945 and up to the present, arose over
the gradual withdrawal of European states from their overseascolonies. Technically,
none of the confrontationsbetweencolonial statesand national liberation movements in
their territories could be considered an international dispute, or inter-state dispute,
which is why they are not included among the conflicts considered germane to this
thesis. National liberation strugglesand resistanceto them occurred within the confines
began
When
European
to acquire overseas
states
of a single, ostensibly sovereignstate.
had
they
the
these
they
of
sovereignty,
which
roof
simply extended over
possessions
recently achievedinternally. Confrontations over decolonisation, from this perspective,
between
insurrection
than
war
state
againstone
rather
are more appropriatelyviewed as
two

The United Nations Charter, reflecting the mood after World War II, affin-ned both the
"'
inviolability of sovereignty and entitlement to national self-determination.

Most

during
form
to
their
transitions
territories
of
confrontation
experienced
some
overseas
independence,their violence varying with the balance of commitments among urban
below.
listed
decolonisation
The
are
conflicts
main
settlersand native parties.

Major Decolonisation Conflicts
1. United Kingdom- JeNvishSettlersin Palestine193648
2. US-Philippines 194546
3. France and Syria 1945 (troops withdraw in 1946)
4. Netherlands-Indonesia,194547,1947-49
5. France-Vietminh 1946-54

956Luard describesthe end of World War II as having "unloosed a log jam that could not be hatted. On
...
the iniquity of colonialism, Washington and Moscow, Catholic dictators of Latin America and Muslim
demagoguesof the Middle East, all, however diverse their opinions on other matters, could reach
agreement"(Conflict and Peace),p. 95
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6. United Kingdom-Burma 194648
7. France-Madagascar,1947 (repressionof the public liberation activities)
8. United Kingdom-Malaysia 1948-57
9. France-Tunisia1952-56
10. United Kingdom-Kenya 1952-56
11. France-Morocco 1953-56
12. France-Algeria, 1954-62
13. United Kingdom-Cyprus 1954-59;(continuing conflict betweenGreek and Turkish Cypriots)
14. United Kingdom- SouthYemen (Aden) 1955-67
15. France-Cameroon1955-60
16. Spain and France-WesternSahara,1957-58; (continuing conflict between Morocco, Polisario
front and Algeria, 1975-88)
17. Portugal-Angola 1961-74
18. Portugal-GuineaBissau, 1963-74
19. Portugal-Mozambique,1965-74
20. South Africa-Namibia 1967-89

In many of these conflicts, imperial statesarguedthat they should be free from outside
scrutiny or interference, including by the United Nation. The rationale was that any
unrest within the existing boundaries of colonies had to be considered a concern for
domestic authorities only. As Article 2 (7) makes explicit:
"Nothing contained in present Char-tershall authorise the United Nations to intervene in matters
which are essentiallywithin the domesticjurisdiction of any state,or shall require the Members to
submit such mattersto settlementunder the presentCharter."

Together with Article 2 (4), which forbids the use or threat of force against Member
states,and Article 51 which reservesto existing statesalone the right to resort to force
in self-defence,Article 2 (7) powerfully supports the claim that decolonisation battles
957
be
domestic
should consignedto the realm of
politics. In this spirit, the Dutch called
their counterinsurgency operations in Indonesia "police actions"; also the French
bombed the Tunisian border town of Sakiet Sidi-Youssef, accusing the Tunisian
government of aiding the Algerian rebels; Portugal engaged in retaliatory raids in

Senegal, Congo and Zambia, alleging that these had similarly violated Portuguese
domestic jurisdiction. There are two points deserve note. The first is partisan and

957Here, it is important to mention that national liberation movements have the option to transfer the
dispute to the United Nations as a "threat to the peace."
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expressfrustration over the exclusive application of United Nations nonns to states,and
to existing, even if disintegrating states at that. This issue relates to earlier remarks
about the associationbetweenself-defenceand a status quo, independentof justness or
sustainability.
The secondpoint should generatewider concern;it is the rigidity of a concept like selfdefence when attached to the outward appearanceof states, without attention to the
relations within them. The likely result is normative dissonancein transitional periods,
like post-war decolonisation, when ideas about legitimate conduct between states
remains constant while ideas about their legitimate constitution are changing. During
decolonisation one wants to assessthe validity of claims to self-defenceor a right of
non-interference at least partly on the basis of the legitimacy of the aspirant state in
question. That this was not possible forced the sort of nonnative acrobatics one
witnessesin attempts to develop a concept of "permanent aggression," which appeared
the only way to fit national liberation movements into the framework establishedby
Articles 2 (4), (7) and 51. One alternative was to describedecolonisationas a domestic
disorder or exclusively civil war, as did many a metropole upon the initial stirrings of
national liberation movements.However unsatisfactory,that option naturally followed
from an unwillingness to incorporate considerationsof internal legitimacy and social
experience into any discussion of external relations. At the very least, this gap
contributes to the widespreadimpression that international laws and norms are out of
touch with actual political experience.
On the other hand, a related issues attends stateswhich, for whatever reason, cannot
exercise effective control over their ostensible domain. An inability to maintain
minimum order can reflect various troubles; frail institutions, partisan conflict, social
disorder, civil war. Someof thesearemore easily repairedthan others; eachinvolves the
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social and political dimensions of political community; most have, to a degree beset
every new state to emergeafter 1945.This work is not the place to discusssociological
958
institutional
intricacies
development.
Instead, it is
and
of states and their stable
appropriate to appeal for greater inclusion of such subjects in international security

analysis.For example, Lebanonappearedat the time of the Syrian intervention 1976, to
be case unto itself. Also, in these days, the civil wars in Sierra Leone, and Somalia
suffer from an absenceof effective government.The post-Cold War era gave birth to
many additional new states which are no less river in their efforts to establish the
boundaries of effective communities and states. In each instance, prior boundaries,
whether popular, territorial, or administrative; appearedsufficiently arbitrary and are
sufficiently fragile as to open wide the question of where people belong, why, and how
peacefully they will be allowed to stay. The domain of the state, and its capacity to
govem, are up for grabs.

Governmentsand Collective Sel(Idefence

When one state requestsmilitary intervention by another, it frequently asks it in the
is
definition
The
self-defence
name of collective self-defence.
of collective
precise
controversial. Fawcett considered it as "at the worst self-contradictory and at best
clumsy and ambiguous. "959It is generally agreed is that collective self-defence involves

for
been
has
the
to
the
of
armed
attack,
one state coming
aid of another who
victim
instance, the United States rallying to defend South Korea. Setting aside uncertainty
over the content of an-nedattack, the main areaof disagreementoccurs over whether the
aiding state must itself be endangeredby the an-nedattack. Kunz takes a conservative

958Buzan gives a good conceptualframework for doing so in People, Statesand Fear.
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position, arguing that collective self-defenceis a null set that self-defence is a right
possessedonly by the state under attack. For his part, Bowett does not add much by
defining it as the collective responseof two or more states,eachof whom is individually
an object of attack. The purposeof the provision of collective self-defence,was to allow
regional security arrangements to develop free of United Nations obligation or
interference;and it was designedless to pennit the actual resort to force than to approve
muitilateral preparation for mutual defence.Here, the collective element of Article 51
was intended as a barricadeagainstthe United Nations' interference.
Collective self-defencebears some resemblanceto collective security, which Baehr and
Gordenker describe as "broadening the notion of individual self-defenceto include the
.
960
',
The idea of collective security may be traced in an early form in
entire community.
the 1815 Quadripartite Alliance Treaty, although this element swiftly faded from its
be
it
More
traced to the League of Nations system and
agenda.
substantially can
specifically to Articles 10-15 of the League Covenant.It involves an idea of collective
security responseto aggressionby one member of an international community against
another on the part of all other members(or at least those practically able to respond).
Claude Inis remarks that,
"It [collective security] Nvasconceivedas a systematicarrangementthat should serve to confront
...
by
the
assembled
collection
of
restraining
poNver
an
ovenvhelming
Nvould-beaggressors... with
961
firm
,
in
obligations acceptedand proclaimed.
massof states accordanceNvithclear and

This idea also informs Articles 39-42 of the United Nations Charter. Collective selfdefence, in contrast, involves a mutual commitment by states to defend any member
be
in
Article
A
by
the
may
seen
example
clear
group.
against aggression a state outside
5 of the 1949North Atlantic Treaty, the constitutional documentof the NATO Alliance.

959Fawcett, "Intervention in International Law: A Study of Some Recent Cases," p. 368.
960Baehr and Gordenker, p. 73.
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The distinction between collective self-defence and collective security has been
expressedby McCoubrey and White, thus:
"A State acting in collective self-defence of another usually does so out of national-interest,
whereasa collective security systemrequiresa stateto act for the benefit of all statesto maintain or
962
international
',
restore
peaceand security.

When the United States backed an invasion into Guatemala or the Soviet Union
marchedinto Hungary, it is credible that eachbelieved its security to be yoked to that of
the smaller statesand thus compromisedby the proximity of a socialist goverm-nent,in
one case,and a liberalising one, in the other. Collective defencecan also be seen as a
fonn of counter-intervention,which Walzer consideredto be the third reasonfor lifting
the ban on intervention. The first, for Walzer, is based on a primary respect for
has
intervention
Once
taken place, the
an
community autonomy and self-determination.
logic goes, that autonomy has been violated; under certain circumstances, counter-

intervention may help restore a measureof autonomy by offsetting the weight of the
fonner intruder. The second is that counter-intervention, along with collective selfdefence,functions, as law-enforccment.Both actions are generally treatedas lawful acts
that counter a prior criminal one. Both are imbued with the spirit of Kelsen, who argued
that the distinction betweenwar and counter war was "indispensable," standing in "the
963
samereciprocal relation as murder and capital punishment.,
Walzer seemsto agree,echoing Mill's 1859 words on the subject, that "intervention to
964
if
',
not always prudent.
enforce non-intervention is always rightful, always moral,
Importantly, both collective self-defence and counter-intervention depend upon the

961 Inis Lothair Claude, Sivords Into Plowshares: Vie Problems and Progress of International
Organisation, (London: McGraw-Hill, 1984),p. 247.
962Hilaire McCoubrey and Nigel D. White, International Law and Anned Conflicts, p. 126. For more
discussionseeDavid J. Scheffer,"Use of Force After The Cold War: Panama,Iraq, And The New World
Order," In: Louis Henkin, Right v. Miglit: International Laiv And The Use ofForce, 2nd ed, (New York:
Council on Foreign RelationsPress,1991), p. 126-34.
963Han Kelsen, Principles ofInternational Laiv, p. 25.
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existenceof external threat. Community autonomyis violated by the presenceof outside
influence and coercion.

"Allies launch massiveair attack against Baghdad and Kinvait ,965

Immediately after the Iraqi forces occupied the state of Kuwait, the Security Council
966
invasion.
The resolution expressedthat there
that
adopted a resolution condemning
had been a grave infiingement of international peace and security and requestedfrom
Iraq an immediate and unconditional withdrawal from Kuwait. 967Here it is important to
mention that the Security Council did not condemnthe Iraqi invasion as a violation of
968On August 6,1990, the Security Council adopted a new
Article 2 (4) or aggression.
Resolution 661, which emphasised"the inherent right of individual or collective selfdefence, in responseto the anned attack by Iraq against Kuwait, in accordancewith
969
,

Article 51 of the Charter.

Ipso facto, from the early hours of the conflict in the Gulf, there was a reliance on the
idea of collective self-defence, especially after the letter from the Amir of Kuwait
requesting help and assistanceagainst the Iraqi invasion from the United States and
other Western states.The latter, in turn, groundedtheir help to Kuwait on Article 5 1.970

964Cited in Walzer, Just and Unjust Mars, 88.
p.
965See(The Times, 17 January,1991),p. 1.
966SeeSecurity Council Resolution 660 (August 2,1990), reprinted in (Infernalional Legal Materials 29
1990), p. 1325.
967Paragraph2 of the Security Council Resolution 660, "demands that Iraq withdraw immediately and
unconditionally all its forces to the positions in which they were located on I August 1990."
968SeeBums H. Weston, "Agora: The Gulf Crisis in International and Foreign Relations Law, Continued:
Security Council Resolution 678 and Persian Gulf decision Making: PrecariousLegitimacy." (American
Journal ofInternational Law 85,199 1), p. 516-17.
969SeeSecurity Council Resolution 661 (August 6,1990), reprinted in (International Legal Materials 29,
1990), 1325-26.
970The Amir of Kuwait said in his letter to President George Bush that: "I request on behalf of my
Government and in the exercise of the inherent right of individual and collective self-defence as
recognised in Article 51 of the United Nations Charter that the United States Government take such
military or other steps as are necessaryto ensure that economic measuresdesigned to fully restore our
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When the Iraqi forces begin to be a real danger to the Eastern part of Saudi Arabia,
which is rich in oil, the Saudi Governmentaskedthe United Statesto send its troops to
deter any possibility of an Iraqi invasion. The Americans, from their side, characterised
their help to Saudi Arabia as assistance"to deter further Iraqi aggression [the duty of
...
the troops] is wholly defensive...They will not initiate hostilities, but they will defend
themselves, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and other fiiends in the

Gulf.

"97 1

The

Security Council Resolution 661, was an important step, becauseit statedthat the right
of collective self-defenceexisted, and at the sametime the Security Council made clear
that it would be legitimate for third states to use force against Iraq if necessaryto
compel its withdrawal, well before the adoption of Resolution 678, which explicitly
972
force.
authorisedthe use of
Later, when the Security Council imposed full economic sanctions against Iraq under
Article 42 of the Charter, the legitimacy of collective self-defencecameunder question,
since Article 51 statesthat the right of self-defenceis active and can be exercised"until
the Security Council has taken the measuresnecessaryto maintain international peace
and security." Thus, the requirementof taking measuresunder self-defenceis terminated
when the Security Council has taken the necessarymeasuresto protect international
peace and security. It could be argued that the Council had been "taken the necessary
longer
by
imposing
"
Iraq,
therefore
that
there
no
sanctionsagainst
and
was
measures,
973
force
in
any necessityto use
self-defence. But, in fact, this view was weak, since the
from
does
"
"inherent
the
right,
not need any authorisation
right of self-defence as an

rights are effectively implemented," cited in Thomas K. Plofchan, "Article 5 1: Limits on Self-Defence?"
(Michigan Journal of International Law 13,1992), p. 336. See also Security Council Resolution 662
(August 9 1990), reprinted in (29 International Legal Materials 1990),p. 1327.
971Cited in Abraham Chayes,"The Use of Force in the PersianGulf, " In: Lori Fisler Damroschand David
J. Scheffer,Law andForce in the New International Order (Boulder: West Press, 1991),p. 4.
972SeeSecurity Council Resolution 678 (November29 1990), reprinted in (International Legal Materials
29,1990), p. 1565.
973Chayes, 5-6.
p.
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Security Council to be exercised;if the actions of a state are in exercise of that
right
(self-defence),in accordancewith Article 5 1, that right cannotbe withheld.
It is true that the exerciseof the right of self-defenceunder Article 51 is subject to the
authority of the Security Council, but the Gulf crisis presenteda new situation, whereby
a complete state was to be wiped off the map. In a such a situation, the requestto stop
exercising the right of self-defence,would be ridiculous, at least up to the point where
immediately effective Security Council action was taken. As Gardner pointed out, one
could hardly say to the Kuwaiti freedom fighters, "Oh, you can't do that. You're
violating international law; you have to lay down your anns; you have no right of selfdefence any longer.ý)974
Generally, the requestfor a state to stop exercising the right of
self-defence requires full support from the permanent members in the Security
975

Council.

It is simple here to understandthat even if the Security Council resolution

678, which permitted use force "all necessarymeasures"against Iraq had been vetoed,
976
been
have
the collective self-defenceright not
affected.
From another point of view, it can be said that the Council's resolution was clear,
becauseit did not mention that the right of self-defenceexpired, when the Council had
imposed an embargo and full economic sanctions. Rather, the reverse is true, since
Resolution 661, which imposed the economic sanctions,at the same time affirmed the
977
in
individual
right
or collective self-defence. Also, it is wrong to believe that the

974See Richard N. Gardner, "Commentary on the Law of Self-defence," In: Lori Fisler Danirosch and
David J. Scheffer, Law and Force in the New Intenzational Order (Boulder: Westview Press, 1991), p.
50.
975Waldock supported that tendency, Nvhenhe said that: "once action in self-defence is in motion, it
requires an affirmative decision of the Council, including the concurring votes of the Permanentmembers,
to order the cessationof the defensive action." See Waldock, "The Regulation of the Use of Force by
Individual Statesin International Law," p. 495-96.
976See generally Oscar Schachter,"United Nations Law in the Gulf Conflict, " (Anierican Jounial of
InternationalLaiv 85,1991), p. 457-61.
977Resolution 661 reads that: "Affirming the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence, in
responseto the armed attack by Iraq against Kuwait, in accordancewith Article 51 of the Charter ... .
Decides that all statesshall not make available to the Governmentof Iraq or to any commercial, industrial
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Security Council had achieved its function when the council imposed the sanctions,
becausethe main purpose of the sanctions,namely, to repulse the aggression,to drive
back the Iraqi forces from Kuwait and restorethe legitimate Governmentof Kuwait, had
not yet been achieved.Rostow expressedthis situation when he remarked that the right
of self-defence"remains intact until the Security Council has successfullydealt with the
978
before
it.,,
In any case,the imposition of the embargoagainst Iraq sent a
controversy
clear messageto the Iraqi leadership,that the occupation of Kuwait was a grave and
serious matter, and they should sooner or later leave Kuwait. At the same time, the
Western statesdecidedto make clear that the economic sanctionswere a first step and a
preliminary action to the use of force, if economic sanctionsfailed, which would make
necessary a resort to am-led force under Article 51.979

It can be said that there was a mutual assistancerelationship betweenthe collective selfdefenceand the economic sanctions,becauseboth of them had the samepurpose,which
was to liberate the State of Kuwait. Therefore, the economic sanctions became more
stringent, and the Security Council adopted a gradual approach, strengthening the
sanctions and authorising limited use of force in their implementation. When the
Council found that Iraq vesselswere still being used to export oil, the Council adopteda
new resolution, calling on demandingall statesin "co-operation with the GovernmentOf
Kuwait which are deploying maritime forces to the area" to use such measuresas might
be necessary"to halt all inward and outward maritime shipping in order to inspect and

or public utility undertaking in Iraq or Kuwait, any ftinds or any other fmancial or economic resources...
Seealso, Plofchan, p. 343.
."
978See Eugene V. Rostoxv, "Agora: The Gulf Crisis in International and Foreign Relations Law",
Continued: Until What? Enforcement Action or Collective Self-Defence? (American Journal of
International Law 85,199 1), p. 511.

979Schachter,
"UnitedNationsLaw in theGulf Conflict," p. 459.
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verify their cargoes and destinations and to ensure strict implementation" of the
980

sanctions.

Consequently,the embargo against Iraq was confinned and advancedwhen resolution
670 was issued.981This handling of the Iraqi invasion, supports an argument that the

economic sanctionsto some extent delayedor weakenedthe processof the use of force
to liberate Kuwait, invoking the right of self-defence.This was clear, when the Secretary
General at that time, Javier Perez de Cuellar, suggestedthat "Article 5I's validity had
expired and that Iraq would have to launch anothermilitary attack before it could again
But the situation was changed when the Security Council adopted Resolution
apply. 9)982

678, which emphasisedthat the economic sanctionswhich the Council had adopted in
no way prohibited or removed the right of self-defence.The new resolution gave the
right to states to co-operatewith Kuwait to use "all necessarymeans to uphold and
implement" the previous Council resolutions"unless Iraq on or before 15 January 1991"
from
Kuwait.
withdraw

983

It was clear that "necessarymeans" involved the use of military force to compel Iraq to
withdraw and comply with the twelve resolutions adopted between August 2 and
November 29,1990. Resolution 678 indicated that the Security Council was "acting
under Chapter Vll of the Charter" but did not determine which Article of Chapter VII
984
invoked.
The prevailing view was that Resolution 678 fell within the scope of
was
Article 51, becauseit called upon stateswhich were co-operatingwith the Government
of Kuwait to take the necessarymeans to implement the Security Council's previous

980See Security Council Resolution 665 (August 25,1990), reprinted in (International Legal Materials
29,1990), paragraph 1.
981 See Security Council Resolution 670 (September 25,1990),
reprinted in (International Legal
Materials 29,1990), 1334.
982Cited in Plofchan, "Article 51: Limits
on Self-Defence? ", p. 340.
983Security Council Resolution (678). For
more argument concerning the authorisation to use force in the
Gulf Crisis 1990-9 1, see Nigel D. White and Hilaire McCoubrey, "International Law and the Use of Force
in the Gulf, " (International Relations 10,199 1), p. 354-59.
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resolutions. Also, that resolution did not ask statesto use force, but at the sametime did
985
from
doing
them
not prohibit
So. The right in collective self-defencewas confirmed
by resolutions 678 and 661 and other previous resolutions which "reflected a consensus
about the continued existenceof an inherent right of self-defence... in accordancewith
986
,,

Article 51.

It may, however, be argued that the authorising of "all necessary

means" actually terminated the effect of Article 51 and made the coalition action
implicitly dependent on Article 42.

Some,however, consideredthat Resolution 678 went too far and was too wide, because
that resolution was adoptedto restore international peaceand security in the Gulf area,
which meansthat the aim went beyond the collective right of self-defenceand even that
of necessarycollective security action. Even Weston argued that Resolution 678 was
"shaped more by a desire to go to war rather than by a desire to prevent one." This
criticism has some justification, becausethe Security Council should receive full and
complete reports about self-defencemeasures;as Schachterstated,"such reports should
be timely and should give enoughinformation concerningnecessity,proportionality and
the ends sought to enablethe Council to make an informed judgement as to the legality
of the actions taken." The war against Iraq illustrated that collective self-defence
measuresand measuresto restore international peaceand security, may overlap and, in
effect, could mean that collective security can be achieved by collective self-defence
under Article 5

984

1.987

Ibid.
985See Michael J. Glennon, "Agora: The Gulf Crisis in International and Foreign Relations Law: The
Constitutions and Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter," (American Journal of International Law
85,1991), p. 74; 88.
986David J. Scheffer, "Commentary on Collective Security," In: Lori Fisler Damrosch and David J.
Scheffer, Law and Force in the New International Order (Boulder: Westview Press, 1991), p. 101. See
also, Weston, "Agora: The Gulf Crisis in Internationaland Foreign Relations law," p. 520.
987In Concern for more discussionabout Resolution 687, see SergeSur, Security Council Resoltition 687
12,
Safeguarding
Peace,
Research
Paper
1991
GuIrAffair.
Problenis
3
April
Restoring
in
the
of
and
of
(New York: United Nations, 1992).
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The important result of Gulf Crisis, is that the right of self-defence generally and

collective self-defence in particular can be resorted to, without any pennission or
authority from the Security Council, as indeed appearsfrom the face of Article 51 itself
Also, the Gulf war confinned the proportionality standard,when the allied forces did not
continue the military advanceto Baghdad,but were satisfied with the liberation of the
State of Kuwait, and establishmentof safe zones in the North and South of Iraq to
protect Kurdish and Shi'ah people from the tyranny and oppression of the Iraqi
leadership.
Schachter stated that "while collective self-defence may well be the legal basis for
future collective security actions, it becomes important to remind states that the
conditions for collective self-defence ... are imposed by international law. "9s8 It may

also be noted that this statementreflects an agendaof down-sizing the role of the United
Nations, which implicitly conflicts with the United Nations Charter. In particular, it
should not be forgotten that Article 51 appliesonly until the Security Council has acted.
The US President,Eisenhowerexplained his country's dispatch of Marines to Lebanon
as an effort,
"By their presencethere to encourageLebaneseGovernmentin defence of Lebanesesovereignty
and integrity. These forces have not been sent as any act of war. ... As the United Nations Charter
recognisesthere is an inherent right of collective self-defence.In conformity with the spirit of the
Charter, the United Statesis reporting the measurestakenby it to the Security Council."989

Eisenhower described the threat to Lebanon as planned, focused, and emphatically
extemal
"In Iraq a highly organised military blow struck down the duly constituted Government. At
...
about the same time there was discovered a highly organised plot to overthrow the lawful
Government of Jordan.
[Meanwhilej substantial amounts of arms, money, and personnel
...

988Oscar Schachter,"United Nations Law in the Gulf Conflict," (American Journal ofInternational Law
85,1991), 471-72.
989Statementof PresidentEisenhower, 15 July 1958,7lie Department of State Bulletin XXXIX: 997 (4
August 1958), p. 181.
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infiltrated into Lebanon across the Syrian border.
These events demonstrate a scope of
...
aggressivepurposewhich tiny Lebanoncould not combat."990

When the Secretaryof State elaboratedon Lebanon's vulnerability, he explained that
"We do not think that the words 'anned attack' preclude treating as much an armed
revolution which is fomented from abroad, aided and assisted from abroad."991Almost

identically, the United Statesjustified its 1965 intervention in the Dominican Republic
as a responseto Cuba's "vicarious indirect armed aggression." The American policy
makers at that time estimatedthat the Dominican Republic faced " clear and present
danger of the forcible seizure of power by the Communists" whose "act could be
considered an anned attack against the territorial integrity, the sovereignty, and the
political independenceof the Dominican

RepubliC.,,

992

The above examples, clearly

demonstrated "that if Communists had successfully infiltrated the rebellion, their
993
be
Even absent hard evidence of
,
activities could
considered an anned attack.
infiltration, botb the US and USSR were committed to the belief that the other's
worldviexv was incompatible with free self-determination;and that the other could only
win convertsthrough trickery, seductionor coercion.
Here, three points need to be highlighted in connection with the appeal to collective
self-defence.First, the dominant mode of intervention since 1945 has been subversive,
covert, and incremental. When attack appearedin the form of subversion, there was
rarely much evidence;when it assumeda more concreteshape,it tendedto be covert or

990Ibid, p. 183-84. Lebanon, in its complaint to the Security Council, claimed that the U.A. R. had
intentionally threatenedthe Lebaneseinternal security by "the infiltration of armed bands from Syria into
Lebanon, the destruction of Lebanese life and property by such bands, the participation of U.A. R.
nationals acts of terrorism and rebellion against the establishmentauthorities in Lebanon, the supply of
arms from Syria to individuals and bands in Lebanon rebelling against the establishedauthorities." See
UN Doe. S/4007 (22 May 1958). Reprinted in United Nations Resohitions, ed. Dusan J. Djonovich
(Series11,Security Council, Vol. III), p. 615.
991See"News Conferenceof SecretaryDulles", Department ofState Bulletin XXIX: 995 (21 July 1958),
p. 105.
992See Thomas Mann, "The Dominican Crisis: Correcting Some Misconceptions," Department of State
Bulletin LIII: 1376 (8 November 1965), p. 736.
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incremental. The clear intervention in all of these easeshas tended to be the counterintervention which, in the casesof the United Statesand the USSR, occurredin the forrn
of large-scaleinvasions. External support for opposition movements, by contrast, has
generally been established by degrees. To counter this more ambiguous form of
intervention with an overt military responserequires that one "fix the point at which a
direct and open use of force can plausibly be called a counter-intervention.,994
Second, collective self-defence has invariably occurred in a context of domestic
instability or war. Defenders have often bolstered their rationale for intervention by
pointing to the express "invitation, " or consent, of the existing government. Yet,
invitations have their own frailties. In part, it can be hard to detennine how "freely
given" is the consent of the government. More problematic is that the consent of an
existing government, under the circumstancein which it needs external intervention,
maybe inadequate.Lebanonin 1958offers an example.
President Chamoun sought US help; he had requestedUS help three times before the
Americans agreed to help his country. When a government is sufficiently frail,,
however, that it cannot sustain itself without foreign assistance,one must question the
depth of its legitimacy, let alone its future effectiveness.Walzer statedthat, "the request
,, 995

for foreign help is an admissionof domesticweakness.

When a regime's adversaries

are truly the instrument of outside interests,the case for intervention in collective selfdefence may remain strong. Should there be any possibility that outside interest
its
local
far
than
movement
smaller component of an opposition
represents a
contribution, the case for collective self-defence crumbles. In this climate, it it near

993

Ibid.
994Walzer, Just and Uiliust Mars, p. 96.

995Michael Walzer, "The Moral Standing
of States: A Response to Four Critics, " In: International Ethics,
eds., by Charles R. Beitz, Marshall Cohen, Thomas Scanlon and John Simmons, (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1979), p. 228.
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impossible for a collective self-defence operation to avoid infringing upon basic
political independence.On severaloccasions,for example,defendersdid not support the
existing authorities at all but brought in an alternative; such as Kadar in Hungary, Cabral
in the Dominican Republic and Karmal in Afghanistan. Each time, the claim was that
these individuals and their supporterswould govern the state more legitimately than
their predecessors. Nevertheless, evidence of their legitimacy was sufficiently
unpersuasivethat they had major internal rivals, often with substantialpopular support.
In each case,if in various ways, at least one external state became a central part of the
local political process,sometimeschangingthat irrevocably. In none of these particular
caseswas there an entity that was stable and sustainablebut for unprovoked anned
for
internal
dissent,
factionalism,
Instead,
there
rivalry
popular
attack.
was a climate of
political loyalties, frequently the resort to force. However arbitrary and violent such
contestation appears, it would be wise to be cautious in assuming that military
996
less
intervention by anotherstatewill render the processless arbitrary or
violent. The
third point, is that claims of collective self-defence imprint conflicts with a division
between internal and externalpolitics that is misleading. The extravaganceof Cold War
accusations about "alien" infiltration of domestic opposition movements should not
distract us from the more subtle confusion exemplified in the record of these
interventions. More serious is that such episodes forced complex situations into an
domestic
dichotomy
between
politics and
extremely simple and mutually exclusive
international relations. Every instance of collective self-defence gave us a portrait of
streotyped rivalries and discouraged any appreciation of complex motivation or
behaviour. In a way, collective self-defencecan be seenas analogousto the practice of

996Ibid, p. 230. He at the same time argues the potential benefits of a government coming to power
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international recognition. While their mode is radically different, both have the
effort of
"naming" and bounding those entities deservingof state status. A political community
attains international legitimacy and authority when relevant members of the
international community recognise them as having it and then begin to act upon the
basis of that recognition. In that one moment, such a community acquiresthe correlative
rights and duties of statehood. Both practices deserve caution. Like collective selfdefence during the Cold War, recognition of new states and regimes, especially if
premature, can mark a dramatic intrusion into local relationships. Arguably, these are
more sustainableand at lower military cost, if left to resolve themselvesat a principally
local level.
Finally, the implication is that the study, and sometimesthe practice, of international
relations pays insufficient heed to domesticprocesses,considerationsof legitimacy, and
dynamics of community; all of which must ground any persuasiveclaim to individual or
collective self-defence.A plea to incorporate legitimacy, and the relationship between
citizens and state, as central componentsof the study of international security is not
terribly radical. To begin with, ideas about legitimacy are already present, if mostly in
the form of assumptions.Moreover, in public rhetoric, claims about legitimacy are
already made. Thus, the United Stateswas drawn into a Grenadawhere "to protect the
lives of the 1,000 Americans living on the island." Consequentlythe operation came on
the basis of a need to "forestall further chaos" and "to assist in the restoration of
997
law
institutions.
',
The alternative was to
conditions of
and order and of governmental
leave as afait accompli the "vacuum of governmentalresponsibility" createdwhen "a
brutal group of leftist thugs violently seized power, killing the Prime Minister, three

997See(The Times,26 October 1983),p. 1.
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Cabinet Ministers, two labour leaders and other civilians, including children. "998In such
be
Grenada
given over to regime that could "not purport to be a
would
eventually,
an
legitimacy
or even control. "999
government with any

The Nicaraguan Case

On April 1984, the Nicaraguan Governmentinstituted an application in the Registry of
the International Court of Justice beginning legal proceedingsagainstthe United States
in respect of accountability for military and paramilitary activities in and against
Nicaragua.Nicaraguamaintainedthat the United Stateswas using military force against
it and disrupting its internal affairs, in infringement of Nicaragua's sovereignty,
territorial integrity and political independence.Also, it emphasisedthat the United
Stateshad sponsoredan army of more than 10,000 mercenaries,located them in more
than ten base camps in Honduras along the border with Nicaragua, trained them,
food
them
arms,
ammunition,
with
and medical needs, and directed their
supplied
attacks against Nicaraguan political and economic interests, with the main aim of
destabilising the governmentof Nicaragua so that in the end it would be eliminated, a
1000
United
loyal
installed,
the
States.
to
new government
The importance

is
decisions
Court's
the
symbolised by decision (3), where the Court:
of

"Decides that the United States of America, by training, anning, equipping, financing and
supplying the contra forces or otherwise encouraging, supporting and aiding military and
Nicaragua,
has
in
and
against
activities
acted, against the Republic of Nicaragua, in
paramilitary
breach of its obligation under customaryinternationallaw not to intervenein the affairs of another
State."'c'01

998Ibid, p. 6.
999Ibid.
1000See D. J. Harris, Cases and Material on International Law, p. 866-67.
1001See Case ConcerningAfilitary
And Paramilitary Activities In And Against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v.
United States of America) (Merits: Judgement of 27 June 1986), paragraph 3. See also, John Lawrence
Hargove, "The Nicaragua Judgement and The Future of the Law of Force and Self-Defence, " (American
Journal ofInternational Law 81,1987), p. 137.
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Also the Court madeit clear that the United Stateshad infringed principles of customary
international law forbidding the use of force against another state;1002and that by
directing and allowing over-flights of Nicaraguanterritory and by other acts, the United
Stateswas in breach of its duty under customary international law not to infringe the
1003
1004
by
sovereignty of another state;
and
and failing to make known
placing mines
1005
location,
their
the United States had infhnged its obligations under customary
international law not to use force, not to intervene,and not to infringe the sovereignty of
another state. Moreover, the Court found that the United Stateswas in breach of duties
between
Commerce
1956
Treaty
Friendship,
Navigation
the United
the
of
and
under
1006
States and Nicaragua.
The Court also went further and decided "that the United
Statesof America is under a duty immediately to ceaseand to refrain from all such acts
1007
foregoing
legal
breaches
"
It took the view that
obligation.
as may constitute
of the
the United States was under a duty to make reparation for "all injury caused to
1008
law',,
Nicaragua by the breachesof obligations under customary international
and
009
failing agreementbetween the parties, the amount of
Treaty;,
violations of the 1956
reparationwas to be settledby the Court."1010
The United Stateshad violated in particular, Article 2 (4) of the United Nations Charter,
force
from
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the
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that
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which requests
...
Similarly, Article 18
the territorial integrity or political independence of any state,
... ."

of the Charter of the Organisationof American Statesalso recommendedthat:

1002Case Concerning Military And Paramilitary Activities In And Nicaragua, paragraph 4.
1003Ibid, paragraph 5.
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Ibid, paragraph6.
1005
Ibid, paragraph8.
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lbid, paragraph,7,10, and 11.
1007
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Ibid, paragraph,13.
1009
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"No State or group of States has the right to intervene, directly, or indirectly, for any
reason
whatever,in the internal or external affairs of any other State.The foregoing principle prohibits not
only armed force but also any other form of interferenceor attemptedthreat againstthe personality
of the Stateor againstits political, economic,and cultural elements."

The Court emphasisedthat when it gave its Judgementupholding its jurisdiction and the
admissibility of the Nicaraguanclaim in 1984,it was fully aware "that the United States
regardedthe law of the two Chartersas applicable to the dispute; and furthermore, that
the United Stateswas "asserting collective self-defencein accordancewith the United
Nations Charter [Article 51] as justification for its activities vis-a-vis Nicaragua.", 011
During the case,the Court was concernedwith the fact that the main basis of much of
the United Statesargumentwas its assertionof a right of collective self-defence.This,
said the Court, was "the principal justification announcedby the United States for its
1012
Nicaragua.
The Court noted that the United States"claim[ed] to be
conduct" towards
acting in reliance on the inherent right of self-defence'guaranteed... by Article 51 of the
Charter' of the United Nations, that is to say the right of collective self-defence." 1013
With reference to this claim, the Court first held that "in the circumstances of the
present case, the issues raised of collective self-defence are issues which it has
competence,and is equipped, to determine," without having any need to detennine a
state's felt "necessity" of resorting to self-defence or "any evaluation of military

considerations.,,

1014

Moreover, the Court-found that the right of self-defence - whether

individual or collective - was recognisedby both parties to the case and was firmly
established in customary international law; the Court held that for collective selfdefence, as well as for individual self-defence,its legal basis "is subject to the State

1010lbid, paragraph, 15.
1011lbid, paragraph, 46.
1012
lbid, paragraph, 13 1.

1013
Ibid, paragraph,24. Seealso, B. S. Chimni, "The International Court and the Maintenance of Peace
" (International and Comparative
and Security: The Nicaragua Decision and the United StatesResponse,
Law Quarterly 35,1986), p. 962.
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plea of collective self-defenceagainstan allegedanned.attack on El Salvador,Honduras
or Costa Rica, advancedby the United Statesto justify its conduct toward Nicaragua,
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but it is not armed attack'018,and in referenceto the relation between "armed attack"
and collective self-defence,the Court added:
"It is also clear that it is the State which is the victim of an armed attack which must form and
declare the view that it has been so attacked. There is no rule in customary international law
permitting another State to exercise the right of collective self-defence on the basis of its own
1019
"
assessmentof the situation;
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One of theseis the choice of a political, economic,social and cultural system,and the formulation
of foreign policy. Intervention is wrongful when it uses methods of coercion in regard to such
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the very essenceof, prohibited intervention, is particularly obvious in the case of an intervention
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CaseConcerningMilitary And Paramilitary In And Against Nicaragua,paragraph,35.
10'sIbid, paragraph,195.
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paragraph, 238.
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,018Hargove, "The NicaraguaJudgementand the Future of the Law of Force And Self-Defence," p. 13738.
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SeeCaseConcerningMilitary And Paramilitary Activities In AndAgainst Nicaragua, paragraph, 195.
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The Court noted that no new right of intervention had been established in customary
international

law. 1022The Court therefore found that no such general right

of

intervention, in support of an opposition within another State, existed in contemporary
intemational law. 1023

Whatever the objects of the right of self-defence,the main aim is still to protect the
state's territorial integrity and political independence.The connectionbetween any state
with its people, its land, and its territory will still play the main role as a deep-rooted
relationship, and the right to defend them cannot be denied. Indeed, many regard it as a
clear demonstration of the state's legitimacy. The right of self-defence should not,
however, be transformedinto an excuseto use force under the umbrella of self-defence.
What happenedin the Kosovo Crisis gives a great lesson,that bypassingthe role of the
Security Council will have adverseconsequencesfor international peace and security.
Admittedly, during the time of the Cold War, the performanceof the Security Council
was to some extent weakened,but at least at that time there were two superpowerstates,
so some checks on behaviour were provided by the balance of power between them.
Now there is only one superpower,the potential danger involved in any by-passing of
Security Council authority is greatly increased.

1021Ibid, paragraph, 205.

1022
Ibid, paragraph207 reads:"Reliance by a Stateon a novel right or an unprecedentedexception to the
principle might, if shared in principle by other States, tend towards a modification of customary
international law. In fact however the Court finds that Stateshave not justified their conduct by reference
to a new right of intervention or a new exceptionto the principle of its prohibition. "
1023
Ibid, paragraph, 209.
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Chapter Nine

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Throughout human history, international relations have been characterisedby a tension
betweenthe inclination to pursuedesiredobjectivesby military means,and the desire, at
the same time, to limit the horrors and destruetivenessof war. In medieval Europe, the
accommodationbetween those objectives found expressionin the concept of the "Just
War", waged by duly constituted authority for legitimate purposesand with reasonable
prospect of success.In Islam, it was expressedin the basically defensive concept of
Jihad, fought to safeguard the Muslims' freedom of religion and to overcome
oppression. In the early modem period, the use of force and its limitation became
associatedwith the concept of the sovereign state. More recently, the desire to limit
recourseto warfare, while at the sametime leaving open a route for statesto use force to
securecertain national interests,has found expressionin the United Nations Charter in a
generalprohibition againstthe use of force, with an exception made for the right of selfdefence. Subsequently,self-defencehas been widely invoked by statesto justify their
recourseto the use of armedforce againsteachother.
This thesis has been concernedto examinethe developmentof the conceptof individual
is
in
it
is
Charter.
It
51
UN
the
plain
of
enshrined article
and collective self-defenceas
from the investigations undertakenthat this article has developedin a number of ways
that were not necessarilycontemplatedby those who drafted the Charter. In the first
place article 51 was clearly intended as a short term 'emergency' self-help responseto
armed attack pending effective international responseand/or intervention. As a result of
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the Cold War, the mixed collective security and balanceof (super)powersystembecame
the order of the day. This resulted in the reliance upon the Chapter VII provisions for
collective security that is to say articles 39-42 in recent casesof crisis which in turn
becameunsafein many cases.As a result, article 51 was compelled to assumea burden
of significance far beyond that which seemsoriginally to have been intended. This has
openedthe door also to misuseof the provision. Many claims have beenmade to 'article
51' justifications for actions which might objectively be categorised simply as
'aggession'. For example the United States' attack on Iraq in 1993; and its attacks on
Sudan and Afghanistan in 1998, were clear reprisal actions, which bore no relation to
Article 51 of the Charter. Also, in the Kosovo Crisis, the use of force by NATO was
apparently a breach of international law, especially since it involved bypassingthe role
and authority of the Security Council, which is the body with the primary responsibility
to protect international peaceand security.
Exploration of the meaning, scope and implementation of Article 51 inevitably raises
fundamental questions about the nature and purpose of international relations and the
law that seeksto regulatethem. Who are the "selves" that have a right to defence?And
what is it that they wish (or are entitled) to defend? The answers may at first sight
appear simple: the "selves" with which the UN system is basically concemed are
sovereign states and what they are defending is their very existence; the aim of selfdefence is to restore the status quo that existed before an attack which threatens the
survival of the victim. In reality, as the preceding chaptershave demonstrated,matters
are rarely so simple. The notion of self-defencecan be consideredto have two basic
dimensions, temporal and spatial. Temporally, it can be viewed in terms of its
relationship to an act (characterisedin Article 51 as an "anned attack') which provokes
it. As many examples explored in this thesis demonstrate,however, aggression and
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threat often occur in forms other than the armed attack as traditionally conceived.
Attacks may begin sporadically and gradually grow in intensity, or there may be an ongoing state of low-level conflict falling short of armed attack or war. Modem weapons
of mass destruction can be delivered to their target almost instantaneously,without
troops ever crossing a border. A statemay feel threatenedeconomically or ideologically,
without having been subjectedto military attack as such. And as history shows, in many
cases,a victim is not always in a position to exerciseits right of self-defenceat the time
of an attack. In thesecircumstances,questionshave inevitably arisen,in legal debateand
state practice, regarding the extension of the self-defence right, both fonvards and
backwards in time. However attractive such nations may be in particular cases, the
dangers inherent in such a temporally elastic view of self-defence have been clearly
demonstrated.

The spatial dimension of self-defence,is concernedwith the "objects" being defended:
population, territory, and the very identity and legitimacy of the stateitself. Examination
of each of these "objects" in turn, revealed sufficient variety and ambiguity to call
further into question the notion of a peaceful,united, recognisablecommunity, residing
on clearly defined territory and legitimately governed, which is suddenly required to
defend itself against external threat. Population, for example, could take the form of
individual persons at risk (prompting actions of rescue and/or humanitarian
intervention); to people as membersof a common society (prompting intervention in the
name of "special association") to people as citizens of a state, giving to an equation

between them, so that a threat to the former is regardedas tantamountto a threat to the
latter. These different perspectives involve different rights and duties for the states
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confusion,
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identified. Their formations, movements and regroupings, becausethey have crossed
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states lines, have brought humanitarian considerations into conflict with state-based
nations of defence.
Equally ambiguous is the concept of territory. Territory is regarded as a basic
prerequisite of statehoodand defendedon that ground, but territoriality and claims of
defence based on it are also blurred by uncertain boundaries, competition for scarce
resources,and contradictoryclaims. Questionsalso rise in regardto the legitimacy of the
status quo that self-defence is intended to restore. In periods or regions witnessing
fundamentaltransition, such as decolonisationor the current adaptationto the end of the
Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union bloc, issues of power and authority,
boundaries and membership became open for negotiation. In such circumstances,the
viability of the traditional notion of self-defenceis questionable.
The UN formulation of the self-defenceright in Article 51 of its Charter increasingly
challengedby the realities of the post-colonial, post-Cold War era, and state' response
has been to attempts to expand that right, both temporally and spatially, in a manner
never envisaged by the framers of the Charter. Additionally, it may be wondered
by
been
Council
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Security
the
the
the
unden-nined
whether
role of
permanently
paralysing effect of the veto during the Cold War era. In these circumstances, the
question arisesas to the future usefulnessand applicability of Article 51.
Even leaving aside the general question of the possibly dangerous proliferation of
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United Nations Charter on rules of intervention is a further testimony to the fact that
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although there was unanimity on the part of the international community in presenting

such a provision as a meansof crisis management,there has been little agreementupon
its later use.. Although the spirit containedwithin the Article 51 is noble, from time to
time there have emergedgreat differencesamongthe parties using it. As yet, there have
been few occasions when the members of the Security Council were able to find
consensusin taking certain measures,after state action within the scope of Article
51.1024It goes without saying that there exists a razor thin line betweenjustified and
unjustified use of force. From a holistic point of view one can legitimately ask whether
Article 51 should not be used to deal with security crises arising from poverty,
malnutrition, economic and political mismanagement,and other forms of injustice and
inequality, as well as overt military aggression.It may be noted that in many of the
possible or arguedcasesof 'humanitarian intervention', as in the Tanzanianintervention
in Uganda and in the Vietnameseintervention in Kampuchea/Cambodiathe intervening
states actually categorisedtheir action as self-defenceunder article 51. Although it is
difficult not to sympathisewith the actions referred to, it must be wondered to what
extent the wording of article 51 will actually sustain such broad interpretations. It is
further the casethat the use of article 51 in a uni-polar world has made it easyfor major
Powers or Power-blocs to adopt their own interpretations of article 51 without much
opposition or protest. However, this statusquo is subject to alteration in respectof both
article 51 and the broader spectrumof security provision. A multi-polar world involving
both western and non-westerninfluences involves significantly wider perspectives. In
such a context the International community's failure to intervene in Kashmir (India),

1024 In recent times the first such consensuscould be arrived at during the Gulf Crisis. Baghdad's
invasion of Kuwait on 2 August 1990 was a clear breach of international law. Therefore the Security
Council could find it easy to invoke the provisions contained within Article 51 to a military operation.
Yet, critics have always pointed that the Western interest in Kuwait's oil and the comatose Russian
politics of the time allowed the American- led multinational force to engagein such an intervention. For a
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Tibet (China), and Chechnya(Russia)raises serious questionsabout the general future
of ChaýpterVII of the Charter. The attemptsto use the idea of humanitarianintervention,
as in the case of Kosovo, posesnew dangersto the Charter system.While the Charter
permits the use of force under narrowly defined conditions in exerciseof the right of
self-defence,argumentsbasedon humanitarian intervention tend to undermine both the
generalprohibition on the use of force under Article 2(4) and the safeguardbuilt around
the right of self-defence under Article 51. Such a situation is likely to give rise to
various excusesto use force for all sorts of politically motivated reasons.Therefore, in
order to strengthen the Charter based system of managing international relations
provisions like Article 51 should be respected as central principles from which no
deviation should be permissible.
To conclude, the UN Charter is necessarilya flexible instrument. If it is to deal with
changing international relations through the Cold War and beyond, article 51 must
clearly changefrom its original 1945 conception, the important issue being whether it
can change within the spirit of its nature as an 'emergency' response with value
especiallyto weaker and third world nationswhich may be under threat.
The way forward for the international order is the approach taken by the ICJ in the
Nicaragua Caserather than the one taken by the membersof NATO during the Kosovo
Crisis. The approachtaken by the allied powers during the crisis not only undermined
the UN authority but also the right of self-defence.This is becausethe allied powers
tried to use the alleged right of humanitarian intervention as an additional exception to
the principle of the prohibition on the use of force under the Charter. This is not a

discussionhow the UN Security Council could take the joint decision, see Gro Skaaren-Fystro, Victory
.4
for Collective Security: Vie UN and the Gul(Crisis, (Oslo: Institutt for Forsvarsstudier,1994).
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healthy development for the maintenanceof international law and order as envisaged
under the Charter of the UN in generaland Article 51 in particular.
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